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Preface

The

problem of the impact which the African Cultural Heritage has on

the Christian Church in Africa is not

a

new

and

one

names

such as B.

Gutmann, E. Smith and D. Westermann will always remain associated
with its discussion.

Today

we

live in

a

time where nationalism and

the

growing number of independent States and Churches in Africa makes

the

problem more urgent than it ever was before.

be

There can scarcely

single missionary who has not been preoccupied by misconceptions

a

of faith and

practice in the Church by African Christians.

Unfortun-

:ately missionaries have too often attempted to explain them in terms
of their

own

Western

background and have not subjected them to

a

The failure to do this has time and again proved

proper analysis.

costly, and still to-day is

one

of the greatest obstacles to the real

understanding of the Gospel in the African Churches.
The

principal thesis of this dissertation is that in so far as

the natives of the Cameroons lack the Christian

history they

are

understanding of

in continual danger of misconceiving the fundamentals

of the Christian faith.
Recent

anthropological writings have fully demonstrated that the

behaviour of

peoples with

tribal heritage cannot be explained in

a

terms of the Western outlook.
their

own

outlook.

Cameroonian tribes

To
it

Such

appreciate the character of the culture of the

is necessary

first of all to know something of

their environment and circumstance.
dissertation

people have their own culture and

by presenting

a

Accordingly we have opened this

minimum of relevant information about the

economic and social context of the life of the

together with

a

sketch of recent political and mission history.

Anthropologists have shown that
of native

peoples in question,

one

of the chief determinants

community is the mode of social organisation, and, in

3

particular, the system of reckoning kinship.
Cameroons that

We have found in the

understanding of the grouping of kinsmen into

an

lineages, and the emphasis placed on the lineage as a unit, is
absolutely vital to

philosophy, and,

any

understanding of traditional ritual and
equally vital to the understanding of the

moreover,

outlook of the apparently westernised
fact

to and shown how
The first

the

area

Hative

examined

have then

we

under

a

African.

number of these

In the light of this

misconceptions referred

they arise.

part of this dissertation contains a general survey of
study and

an

outline of the traditional structure of

Society and Religion and Ritual.

The second part discusses

the

impact of this traditional background and of culture contact upon

the

thought and practice in the Presbyterian Church in the Cameroons.

We have shown among other

object is carried
We have also

things, how the identification of sign and

over into

the understanding of the Lord's Supper.

shown how the central

importance attached in traditional

society to lineage organisation, and the association between the
lineage and the ancestral spirits, is carried over into the sphere of
the Church and

social

therefore leads many

to understand the Church as a new

entity, conceived analogous to their tribe.

have demonstrated how the

bound up

we

understanding of self and of community is

with the understanding of history.

Bthics and Church

Furthermore

Discipline

we have

In discussing Baptism,

indicated how the impact of the

traditional outlook is bound to lead to

misconceptions if it is not

replaced by the biblical understanding of history and of self which is
the basis of the Kew Testament

There

first

one

are

two

is that

Kerygma.

points for which the author must apologise:
in

reporting

on such a vast area

covezlng

The

so many

k

tribes the danger of generalisation could not
the purpose

of our subject, in which

attitudes and not with
the

area

covered can,

She second point

entity.
as

far

as

we

can

one

particular tribe or clan,

judge, be taken

concerns the

as

one

cultural

We have used Duala

language.

ethnographic language and have by doing this done something

an

anthropologist would not be allowed to do.
used in the

understood

by

quoted

are

a

an

Duala is the language

Presbyterian Church of this District and

suitable for

even

if it is only

minority of the total population, we still thought it
purpose to use

our

it.

We also know that the proverbs

widely understood in our

area.

The author has been in the Cameroons twice:

1956

But for

we are concerned with dominant

peculiarities of
as

be avoided.

from 1952

-

1955 and

1959 and stayed at Buea, iianyemen, Kyasoso, Mamfe and Kuiaba for

-

various

periods of time.

The

phonetic symbols employed in the text are

have been used for the closed vowels and

indicates the

o

and

e

as

follows:

o and e

for the open vowelsj

palatal nasal and ft the velar nasal sound.

Citations from African

writings have been recorded verbatim without

corrections.
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Part,1.

THE

BACKGROUND

CHAPTER

Survey of the Country, its People

A

and their

Par.

1.

I

History.

A General View

1.

The Geographical Position,

The country extends as a narrow
Cameroons and Eastern
with which

are

we

sea,

place in 1922.

across

Kumba,

lies the

1)

13»350 foot Cameroon

on

2

the last eruption

The streams of lava poured down

and the broad stripes may still be seen where they
the beach.

of hills stretches

of

Thus, there rises immediately

This huge mountain is a volcano,

of which took

flowed

The whole land is very hilly,

coastal town of Victoria the

Mountain.

the

other."1'

places even mountainous.

some

behind the

to

The Caraeroons province

Nigeria.

concerned is divided into three divisions

lying one behind the
in

strip between the French

Behind the Cameroon Mountain

along the Calabar frontier.

a

range

On the heights

the other side of Mongo, towards the French frontier,

6,791 foot Kupe, and behind it the 7»382 foot Xflanenguba.

Since the separation of the Cameroons from the Eastern

Regions of Nigeria, the whole district, which includes
the former Cameroons and Bamenda Province, is called
"Southern Cameroono".
SeeMap No. 1,

2)

In the

of 1954 renewed activity on the part of the
confirmed;
but it did not amount to a di¬
scharge of lava.
A new eruption took place in 1959 and
a stream of lava is flowing down the mountain slope while
this is being written.

volcano

summer
was

SOU THERNC AME ROOMS

MK4f

WUM

KU1-I

aAWENOA

TOM 01

CALA&K
kum

MBa

VICToft
yjcTam,

DIVISIONS

Between these chains of hills lie the
covered with

Our
names

road runs

province is partitioned into three divisions, which bear
of their chief townsJ

Victoria, Kumba and Maafe.

A

through the country, connecting these three chief towns.

From Victoria to

Kumba, the distance is 65 miles, and from Kumba

to Mamfe 120 miles.
on

At the coast we find mangrove

with their labyrinth of waterways.

swamps

the

tropical forest.

hilly lowlands, mostly

In Mamfe the road forks.

to Ikom and the other up

to Bnmenda.

One branch leads

Another road goes from

Kumba via Tornbol to the French Cameroons.

Further highroads conv

Victoria with Bota,

inect

highroads there are quite

a

number of secondary roads, provided by

the Native Administrations.
narrow

for the

gauge tracks on
use

There

no

railways, apart from the

of the owners.

Only smaller ships, such a3 Elder's

.Fyffe's banana boat on their regular runs, can reach Tiko

The climate is marked above all by

through the mangrove swamps.
heavy and frequent
*

are

the plantations, which, however, are only

Victoria is the port.
and

In addition to these

Tiko and Buea.

rainfall.1

The luxuriant forest in the low-

lands retains the moisture, so that a heavy,

reults.

1)

Whenever

one

goes

sultry atmosphere

higher, however, the climate improves

Debunscha, some 15 miles from Victoria, is one of the
places in the world.
In 1946. 494 inches was
registered.
(U.N. Heport 1948, p.l5l).

wettest

n

In the Cameroons, as on the whole West Coast,

immediately.
there is

a

rainy season and

a

approximately from May to October}
and in the inland districts for

2.

The rainy season lasts

dry season.

a

near

the coast it lasts longer,

shorter time.

Health.
The climate,

very

the luxuriant vegetation and the situation are

favourable for the hatching and growth of the greatest variety

of insects, many

Since sanitary conditions are

teases.

is not

of which are known to be carriers of tropical dis-

surprising that so

many

almost everywhere bad, it

diseases are prevalent, and are

constantly being carried afresh.
Demography.

3.

It
very

the

tribal groups in our district

long in the places which they now inhabit.

have in this
or

that

seems

relatively small country

a

have not been

Furthermore, we

great many small tribes,

perhaps it would be more accurate to say remnants of tribes.

looks

as

if the weaker of these Bantu tribes had been forced up to

the North-West

barren region
These
therefore

by the stronger, and that there, in the comparatively
of the Cameroon Mountains they had settled down.

tribes do not

even

possess a common language,

and must

mostly make themselves understood to one another in pidgin

English.

Linguistically they belong to the group classified by

Greenberg^*

as

the central branch of the

includes the groups

l)

It

previously know

as

Niger-Congo family which
Bantu and semi-Bantu.

Studies in Linguistic Classification.

the three Divisions.

The Tribes of
Viotorla

Kumba

Mamie

Bakv/eri

Bafaw

Assumbo

Balong

Bakossi

Bangwa

Barabuko

Bakundu

Banyang

Clans of Victoria

Balong

Kembong

Balundu

Mbo

Bamako

Mbulu

Basossl

Menka

Mbonge

Kundoni

Hgolo

Takamanda

Batanga

Widekum

Federation

(mainly

of Duala and

Bakweri

stock)

Korup
Population.
District

Population

Bo,

of People

GOTles

Both 3c-xes

•per

do. Mile

Cameroons

9,649

323,686

33.6.

Kumba Division
Mamie Diviaion
Victoria
Division

4,162

137,760

33.1.

4,321

100,422

23.2.

1,166

85,504

73.3.

Area

1)

U.N. Report 1953 p. 2-3.

2)

All the figures are taken from the population census
of the Eastern Regions of Migeria 1953s
Bulletins
No. 1. and No. 5.

S exes

District

Cameroons
Province

Ho of Males
per 1.000 P males

Females

Males

180,093

143,593

1,254

Kumba Division

76,690

61,070

1,256

Maafe Division

47,804

52,618

909

Victoria
Division

55,699

29,905

1,859

Religious Affiliations I

(Percentiles of the Population)
Others

Mohammedan

Christian

District
Cameroons Province

54.5

1.00

44.5

Kumba Division

68.1

0.8

31.1

Marnfe Division

20.1

0.5

79.4

Victoria Division

72.8

2.2

25.0

(Percentages of the Population)

Literacy?

r2

Standard II
and over

District

Others able to
write Roman script

10.1

5.2

Kumba Division

9.5

6.1

ttazofe Division

5.0

2.2

16.3

6.8

Cameroons Province

Victoria Division

4.

The Economic Situation.
The soil is in

covered with a very

however,

1)

general poor.

It consists chiefly of Laterite

thin layer of huiaus.

Exceptions occur,

in the regions of the Kupe Mountains and round the Cameroon

This number is

so

high, because of the big plantations in this

Division which receive their migratory labour force from the
other Divisions.
It is obvious that this situation has its

peculiar problems.

2)

These figures have considerably increased since the census
was

taken.

For the moot part the farms prosper,

Mountains.
fertilisers
a

are

unknown, the aoil aeon becomes impoverished, and
be found for the

looation auat

new

but, since

farm.

This ie quite easy

owing to the thinly populated nature of the country.
The staple orop3 are bananas,
The production
and oil

coffee is

plantains and yams.

of tanlsse and groundnuts ie also very common,

palms grow everywhere.

the Xuaba area,

casava,

Ooooa is found, particularly in

and in the lower part of SS&mfe Division, while

'The

planted in BaJcosi, and rice in the Dlkuae region.

government is doing much to combine sepersts enterprises into

corporations for the purchase and export of the products.
In Victoria Division and round Kaaba lie the modern

Development Corporation (C.B.C.) which, with their

of the Cameroon*

labour force of
of the

plantations

24,970 in 1953, play an important part in the life

coastal areas.

hangua&e.
1.

The Problem.
We

explained that in the Cameroon*

tribal group,
makes

It

but

a

a

writings,

This naturally

written language that

The individual trioso

creation of their own

few short

do not have one large

great number of small tribes.

difficult to establish

by everybody.

we

are

car

too small to justify the

literature, except possibly in the case or a

None of them occupies such

that the others would be

a

prominent position

willing to accept its language as tneir

wri11 en 1anguagt,
From the very

be used

outset, therefore, missionary work in the

Cameroons

faced

was

Shall

by the difficult questiont

we

give the

people of the Cameroons a European or an African tongue as their
written
As

be

language?
saw

we

itt the answer turned upon whether a language could

sufficiently well understood to guarantee the teaching of spiri-

ttual and religious topics in the best
The following may serve as an

possible way.

example of "feeling at home"

in

a

or

Creek, will recognise in these languages the

structure

The

A Scottish schoolboy, when learning French, Latin

language.

same

as

is to be found

at the base

of his

is also true of the formation of

historical

background bound

Hebrew, however.

up

with it.

the

same
own

grammatical

mother-tongue.

language, and of the

Supposing this boy learns

He will discover that the grammar is completely

different, and that the word formation comes from quite a different
background.

The result is that he will have much greater difficulty

in "feeling at home"

in this Semitic language which forms such an

absolute contrast to the

aforementioned Indo-Ge:naanie tongues.

The three most important determinants of

linguistic eomprehen-

*sibility appeared to bei
1.

Grammatical relationship of the languages.

2.

Descent of the word-formation from
social and cultural

3.

The

same

a

similar

source.

historical tradition.

Anyone who has heard speeches delivered by Africans, or has
had to read letters written
of these

three factors.

by them knows very well the significance

On all these couK*^3

first missionaries

2U

decided to

use

choice fell

2.

on

Their

Cameroon dialect a3 written language.

a

Duala,

The Duala Language.
The Duala tribe have lived,

thus the earliest
traders whose

They were

people to come in contact with the European

Soon

ships lay at anchor near their settlements.

ma^or part of the carrying trade with the interior was in the

hands of these
A.

since the Caiaeroons became

whites, at the mouth of the Wuri River,

known to the

the

ever

When the first missionary,

intelligent people,

Salter, reached this district, he concentrated upon his study

of the Duala
and

language, producing in 1855 "The Elements of Dualla"

later, parts of

Dualla Language".

a

"Dualla Grammar" and

a

On account of their position

lively interchange with tribes from far

very

stained.
Later

on

"Dictionary of the

up

as

middlemen,

country

was

main-

This automatically led to their language becoming known.
the

town

of Duala became

a

centre of trade and

drawing thousands of workers from the inland
still further in the

areas,

industry,

and this helped

spread of the language.

When, in the year 1886, the work of the Baptist Mission
taken
as

over

the

All the dialects in our

language.

area

are

Bantu

or

semi-Bantu tongues

mid, for the most part, closely related to Duala.
mission field

The

was

by the Basel Mission, the latter also took over Duala

educational and Church

troduced

a

in

was
our

further and further extended,
area

Church has

a

as

So that when the

Duala

the educational and church

Duala Bible and

Hymnbook.

wa3

also in¬

language.

Furthermore, quite

23

a

number of

theological books have been written or translated into

Duala.

Par.

The Impact from Outside.

3.

In this section

shall consider some of those organisations

we

and other outside influenoea which most

affect the x^eople and the

land, and cause changes in the structure of society.
The Governments

1.

Through its different departments the government plays a very
important part in the transformation of all spheres of life.
First of all let
tries

to

us

consider

briefly how it works, and how it

the natives for taking over responsibility, and

prepare

for ultimate autonomy.
Looal Government in the
native

Territory is the responsibility of

authorities, who receive guidance and advice from Adraini-

sstrative and

Departmental Officers.

Generally speaking, where there is
ness,

or a long tradition

authorities
is

than the

the traditional executive

authority, but where ther

executive power over

a

wider

village, the native authority system is a new construc¬

tion rather than an

native authorities

adaptation of native machinery•

were

built up after

The existing

careful enquiry in each case

into the basis of traditional authority.
and

strong tribal conscious¬

of political organisation, the native

natural authority possessing

no

area

are

a

Where chiefs, or chiefs

councils, formed the recognised authority, they became the

native

authority.

Where the hereditary principle did not operate,

the representatives of

the extended families

into councils in such manner

as

the

utory powers as native authorities.

or

groups were formed

people desired, and given stat¬

2h

Native authorities and native courts take cognisance of
local law and custom,
so

far

they

as

but do not Interfere with them except in

be deemed repugnant to natural justice and

may

morality, or conflict with the provisions of a government ordi¬
All other

nance,

Public Works

The

more

to

Since

an

Department (P.W*D.) undertakes the building
The country con¬

acquire through this branch of the Government more and
and tools.

modern machines

the lands

before the Magistrate.

go

of roads and public buildings.

and maintenance

tinues

cases

by far the greatest proportion of the inhabitants of
are

farmers, the Agricultural Department naturally plays

All possible ways and means are tried to im-

Important role.

to conserve the soil, and to fight erosion.

iprove the harvests,
The Government

Service includes

a

Co-operative Department, and,

especially in our part of the territory, co-operative principles
have

a

Establishments connected with hygiene,

widespread appeal*

including the hospitals and dispensaries (where these
supported by one of the Missions)
Health Department.

2.

in

so

far

as

built and kept up bjr the

and

are

financially assisted by the Govern¬

they conform to the regulations*

The Minalona

Three Missions

are

active In

Mission

Caiaeroons

our

district,

as

follows*

Adherents

Raman Catholic

Baptist

Basel

1)

not

All schools are under the control of the

Education Department,
ment

axe

are

U.N, Report, 1953, p.63,

29,743

2,500

19,505

1

2<r

All three Include In their Church programme

medical and

Over and above this the Basel Mission

educational work*

runs

bookshops in the chief towns of the territory.
3*

grade*
The United Africa Co* Ltd.,
two main

the

are

(U.A.C.) and John Holt, Liverpool,

trading houses, which, through their wholesale

departments, sell goods to the native traders who then transport
them to

give

a

the

most remote parts

of the country*

The above will

rough idea of the chief Western organisations and their

branches.

4.

of noa-»Caiseroon nationality.

Africans

The influence exercised
is

particularly strong in the towns.

Baxiienda Province
can

by Africans from outside our district

are

Thousands of workers from

employed in the plantations.

In general one

say that the indigenous workers show less initiative,

and are

constitutionally less strong, than those from other territories.
This fact has already led to serious conflicts of Interest.
Here is
who

were

a

statement of the numbers of those of

resident in the Cameroon® province in
Ibo

25,180

Ibibio

10,251

I jaw

Pulani

1)

1953.1

5,796
324

iiauoa

1,140

Tiv

1,712

Yoruba

Nigerian stock

934

Population Census of the Eastern Hegion of Nigeria, 1953

Bulletin No. 1.

2C

Par.

4.

1.

Before and during German Rule.

The History of the Cameroons.

In the 15th
carried

also

of slaves from the

Later

West*

These traders purchased

trade with the natives.

on

thousands

century Portuguese seamen sailed the coasts and

on

Cameroons, and shipped them to the

Butch, and seafarers of other nationalities,

the

dealt In slaves.

Up to this very day many geographical

designations along tho coast remind

us

of the Portuguese;

for

example, Ambas Bay, called after the Amboaos, who lived at that
time

the

on

the mountain

slopes;

also the Rio del Rey, further to

also the Bay of Blafra, coiled after

West;

those days.

Take the

name

large town of

"Cetseroons" itself, for instance.

Portuguese called the wide mouth of the chief river ( uri)

The

which from time to

time

swarmed with

crabs, tha Rio del Cameroes,
came

To

a

the

English

name

the Cameroon River
the sea*
the whole

The

River of Crabs.

Prom Caraeroes

Eamerun."*"

applied only to the basin at the mouth of

(Wuri), but

Then in the
German

numbers of reddish

Caraeroons, and later the German

name

begin with the

or

enormous

course

was

later transferred to Buala at

of time the

name

was

transmitted tc

colony*

"English and German trading companies began round about

1860 to carry on trade with the Buala, who had the whole carrying
trade with the

interior in their hands,

Max Bucfcner*

ZtELler:

Kamerun,

p.

4*

Die deutsohen
p.

193 ff.

and naturally derived great

Besitzungen, Vol.111,

The export and import figures of both the

profit from it.

German and English firms were much
the

kings round about Duala requested Britain to take over the

Mr. Gladstone was for

protection of their count; ry and interests.
a

On various occasions

the same.

long time undecided about this owing to commitments elsewhere.

Meanwhile the Germans, who,
interests in the

along; with the British, held the greatest

A race for the

Cameroons, had not been idle.

possession of the oolony ensued, which cannot exactly be numbered
among the more glorious pages of world
the

Germans taking over the Cameroons on

selected

the

as

Kumba became

Ossidinge, in Karafe Division.
round

Ossidinge,

as

removed to Momfe in

a

up

July 14th 1884.

Buea was

a

up

government station, as also did

In 1904

an

insurrection broke out

result of which the government station was

1909.

Up to the outbreak of
opening

It ended with

capital of the colony, and the Governor took

residence there.

in

History.

war

in 1914 the Germans

were very

active

the interior of the Cameroon® to trade and civilising

influences.
From 1916 to the present

2.

By arrangement which
the

(kaaeroons

spheres.

into effect

on

18th April, 1916,

provisionally divided into British and French

In this way the Cameroons-Province, together with other

territories,
Peace

was

came

dav.

came under

British control.

By Article 119 of the

Treaty with Germany, signed at Versailles on June 28th, 1919t

Germany renounced, in favour of the Principal Allied and Associated
Powers, all her rights over the Cameroona.

The Powers agreed that

2*

the Governments of France
recommendation to

the

league of Rations

accordance with Article

joint

future of the

22 of the Govenant of the League of

Nations,

part of the Cameroons lying to the West of the line agreed

upon in the
upon

as to the

a

They recommended that a mandate to administer, in

territory.

that

and Great Britain should make

declaration of July 10th, 1919* should he conferred

The terms of the mandate were defined

His Britannic Majesty.

by the Council of the League of Nations in a document conferring
the mandate,

dated 20th July, 1922.

In accordance with the
tion of
of the

the trust

Trusteeship Agreement, the Administra¬

territory is integrated with the administration

adjoining areas of the Protectorate of Nigeria.

tore -shares with

Nigeria

a common

Up to 1954, the Camercons formed
Region of Nigeria.
a

They

were

It there-

legislative and judicial 3(ysteia.

an

integral part of the Eastern

then separated, and have since become

region by themselves in the Federation of Nigeria under the name

of the

Southern Cameroons,

which includes Cazaeroons and Bamenda

Province.

Par.

5.

1.

The Baptist Mission

History and Aim of the Basel Mission in the Cameroons.

In the year
on

the

up

to 1884.

1841 the English Baptists began missionary work

island of Fernando Po whioh lay off our area.

In 1842 they

formed on this island

a

small congregation com-

tposed of people from Gierre Leone and other colonists.

From it

the

mirsioncry Merrick undertook the first missionary work

attempted on the mainland in Bimbia.
the

In 1845 he

was

followed by

Missionary Alfred Saker, who is to be reckoned the real

pioneer in missionary work on the coastal area between Victoria
and Duals,#

In the year
forbade any

1858 the Spanish government by

special decree

further protesfc&nt missionary activity in Fernando

Po, where in the interval

a

larger Christian community had grown

Thereupon Saker obtained

up.

a

a

large piece of land on the wide

bay of Ambas lying at the foot of the Cameroon mountains, and to
it

the

majority of the members of the congregation were trans-

tferred.
then

Saker called the asylum

Victoria, in honour of the

English queen.
To

if

avoid

possible

a

repetition of the experience on Fernando

?0» Saker asked the British Government, as sovereign power, for
protection for his settlement.
was

left

This was granted, but the colony

rather to itself, under the

jurisdiction of the Baptist

Missionary Society in London.
The mission work

was

extended under Saker*a leadership and

he, together \<rith his fellow-workers, worked hard as preacher,
translator and
of 30 years,

printer of God*s Word.

Saker returned to Great Britain from the Cameroons,

and there died on 13th

In

1884

In 1876 after an activity

came

the

March, 1880.
taking over of Buala by the Germans, to be

3

followed
and the

2.

a

o

little later by the agreement between Britain and Germany

consequent handing over of Victoria to the Germane.

The Basel

Mission.1

Germany had just become
opening of debates
overseas

colonial power, which led to the

to the proper use and development of these

as

territories.

Naturally the question of the evangelisation

of these territories had to
conference held in

a

come

up.

By the resolution of a

Bremen, the Basel Mission

was

asked to take up

the work in the Cameroon^.

Since the
work under the

English Baptist Mission
new

>

should be taken

conditions, it

over

and continued

was

was not

imperative that their work

by another protestant mission.

The directors of the Basel Mission at home
about this
life

in

new

prospect,

to the

and was

1)

were

not very

enthusiastic

task, especially because of the considerable loss of
2

None the less, in accordance with the wish of

the Bremen Conference an
sent

prepared to continue

Cameroons.

favourable

investigating committee of three men

was

Their report reaohed Basel in March of

beyond expectation.

The Basel Mission is a protestant mission with its home base
chiefly in South Germany, Alsace and Switzerland.
The adminitstrative headquarters of the mission is in Basel (Switzerland),
hence its name.

2)

1886,

They hid before them the Ions that the Gold Coast had cost
the mission.
it Schlatter: Geschichte der Basler Mission,
Vol.3, p.49.
—

3t

In
wae

sent

virtue of the resolution of the Bremen Conference there
to

the

Foreign cfflee in Berlin

a

"Petition of the

Evangelical Missionary Society in Basel concerning
the

ining of this classic document gives
She time and shows

work of the Basal
a,

mission to

Cameroon^, Basel let June, 1886".

heathen in the

conditions of

a

us

us a good

The begin-

insight into the

the goal set for the missionary

Mission.1

To the exclusion of any policital aims the Society has as
its

goal the planting of Evangelical Christianity among the

Heathen and

the

assembling of the Converts info Christian

Congregations,
b,

Through Christian schools the Society seeka to teach those
eooslttefi tc her cars to read the
up

c,

Holy Scriptures and to build

Christian Education la general.

Through higher Schools the Society seeks to educate Teachers
and

Preachers, and to provide higher education in

a

Christian

Spirit m may be necessary.

I a)

Unter Ausschluss jedes politisehen l&weekes rerfolgt die
Gk-aellschaft ala ilir Siel die Pflanmng: evacgeliachen
Christ en turns unter den Hciden. unci SmmXwng cer Cewemtenen
ssu

evangeliech-ohristliohen Seaeiwden.

b)

Suroa Erriohtung chriatlioher Volkssohulen «uoht eio iftre
Pflegebei*ohlenen in den Stand m satason, die heilige Sohrlft
m lescn, beatrcbt, ele sich tfberhaupt, eino ohrl stliohe
folksblldung hcrveraubringen.

c)

Bur oh hEfuere Schulen sucht sie Lehrer und Prediger mis don
Eingeborenen heranzubilden und vorhandenen Bedwfni^eeii naoh
hffiierer Bildung in evangeliaafcen?Ceiete zu ontsprechen.

£»

The

Society aesSeo to cultivate the xeiisiwue and moral life

by the introduct5.cn of ■■% Christian Order and Church discipline
in accordance with the doctrine of iloly
«•

The

Scriptures.

Society desire's her Adherents to contribute fcww«*rd& me

expenditures of the Christian len&r editions, not Only to

lighten hc-r financial, burden, but cJLao to foatar the i'«<*pon~

tsibility in. the Christiana to

c .re

for the necdo oi' their

Community.
f.

The

Society

it uu her duty to preserve the national

rr

peculiarities cf the people as.ow rhfeh 'he is woxfctnfe
except in

far

«?o

five way to

&e

these peculiarities being heathen most

Cbr*tticn practices♦

therefore tes-eh first of nil

excluding the
When

we

in Vcrnecul sr.,

though, wishoua

of eny other language if acid arisen.

later discus* s sotsa of the

the Christians

In her Schools she will

of the

misooacoptious oocroriati -uaong

Cnmeroons, the 'jnostion any aria® whether the

teaching, preaching rmi practice cf the Basel Hin;-donaris .aOttMroon# ho.1* b*on

2d)

r-r*pormible for tha :^rc^th of

^>;r

«*«*•»

tfil'w

of these#

Baa rellgitfee und slttllchc I,oh en mtoht cio durch ITiiifltlirung
uiaui ©hri.eslichen Uemaindeorunung und Handhabung einer
ohriatllehen rirohenzuoht each gen Grwnflf Stznn 3.or Ileiligdii
boarlit

ssu

pi'iegen.

e}

wicnt uar zur Lribiehterung der aul* der Geselisahaft liegenden
Last, Render" »tteh vn dar rlttl Afcho*. ^itkxi.v% villen suefct sic
cib Christbn aiJLmKhlich zur Beatreltung tier Eosten ftfr tie
Gemeindebedtfrfniflse zu ersieheo,

f)

Die Ge e el Is eh aft aehtet as ftfr ihre Pflicht# dis nationalen
lig-anttfailichiceiteii. der Y&Liter, anter denen eie arbeitet, aotweit tie nicht ale heidaisoh de® Christents^ veiohen rodasan,
r.i &£honaiu
die pflegfc daher in ihren SchvJ.cn in ereter
Linie die Yolkeeprmehe, ohne dadnrch den Wnterrloht in einer
and era Spraehs, .jolem dafttr Bedtfrfnia let, auaauaohllessen.

Every generation of Christians is naturally involved with its
environment with the trend of

the philosophical,

theological views of its time#

Cameroon®, have been
from

a

ethical and

The missionaries coming out to the

no exception to

this.

Most of them originated

pietistic environment, aa did almost all the continental
that the legalistic tendencies

missionaries#

We may however say,

inherent in the

pietistic movement have not been the source of the

very strong

legalism among the Christians in the Caraeroons, they

have encouraged its

development#

However,

we are

inclined to

think that the principles of work laid down in the six paragraphs
above would have been acceptable to most of the great

Societies at the time then

were

Missionary

formulated.

The directors of the Basel Mission at home were satisfied with
the

reply of the Gorman Government and the guarantees contained in

it#

They reached agreement with the Baptist Missionary Society

in London about the

position of Baptist Christians in the Basel

Mission's districts

The Basel Mission guaranteed the freedom of

conscience in respect

of the practice of baptism and

in their right to have their children baptised
when

they grew up|

their

own

work

secured them

by total immersion

on the other hand, with converts won through

they intended to introduce iniant baptism, and not

tolerate any agitation against their teaching and practice,

They hoped that the hative teachers and preachers could fit in
with the

new

administration and confine themselves to simple preac-

ihing of the Gospel#

On December 23rd

1886 the first four missionaries of the

Basel Mission landed at Bethel
to

take

were

over

the

(Duala) .

They imtsediately went
To this end they

Baptist Mission's stations.

furnished with letters of

recommendation*1*

asking

a

good

reception for them, and that the taking-over should be without
friction.
Since the Baptists had not been managing

their Cameroon's

missionfield well in the final years before the
of abuses,
church

(especially trading in brandy), though excluded by their

discipline, had slipped into the congregations.

Basel Mission took

over

of these
The

After the

they were unwilling to submit to the more

stringent church discipline.

This led in part to the separation

congregations,
congregation in Victoria withdrew also.

conditions
cause;

transfer, all manner

2

The special

obtaining in the little free-state were a contributory

the colonists, who had been settled in Victoria by Baker,

and who had

so

long exercised unrestricted rule over the native

population (Bakweri) were displeased that the Germans were preparing
to

bring their pride of position to

terable to sit

1)

end.

It

was

to them inal¬

alongside the "common niggers" of the Bakweri tribe

Letter of the secretary of the Baptists Mission to recommend
3ev* ^hnz to the congregation and to the Missionary at Bethel

Station, 29th October, 1886}
Uebernahiae der jtamerun-Misaion.

2)

an

in Akten betreffend die

18TTjT-88,

In Victoria at the time of the transfer the Congregations
numbered 32 Communicants and about 80 scholars (boys and

Mission 18«erid<i±e Pebernahae der gaeerun-

3S~

In

a

congregation, not to hear the Gos el in their own language,
to have to allow their children to be

and

taught in Duala.

demanded that the Basel Mission should treat them,
of church and

school,

aa a

English, later German#
to accede to these

for the purposes

community on their own, speaking first

The mission r-ies found themselves unable

requests.

Amid difficult

life,1

They

circumstances to

begin with, arcl heavy loss of

the work proceeded inland from the stations at Buala and

Victoria#

By 1914, 17 further stations occupied by white mission

workers

been built.

had

The extension of the work made swift
to its very

of

?

it

were

was

also taken

over

from the

Baptist Mission and

By 1897 such progress had been made in the organisation

schools, that

schools.

but, partly due

rapidity spiritual depth was lacking#~

The schools
extended#

progress

In

a

missionary had to be appointed as inspector of

1698 the opening of

transferred in the

the middle-school in

a

following

Seminary took place in Bonaberij
year

to Buea#

In the

same year

Bobetal, and the first girls* school in

Bonaku^

In 1899 the Mission opened a middle-school in

wore

also

1)

By 1896, of the 49 missionaries and the 14 wives of missiontarias who had gone to the Caraeroons 14 men and 5 wives had
died there.
(P.# Kelierhals; Das Volk hintem Berg# p«95)

2)

g* Bizer?

opened#

Referat vor der allgemeinen Brff&er-Konferenz in

Bonaku 6 -8 November 1900#
(Akten Kaaierun 1900.) Bizer said
that the number debarred from the Lord's Supper because of
church discipline was much too high#In the five vears,from
1896-1900 the average debarred was of®. see also "Ueber die
Bekehrung unserer Christen"s
Protokoll dor allgomeinen Brttder*konferenz* Bonaku, 25 Maers 1908.
(Akten Kamerun 1908 I.)
KJ# Stolsf "Bsricht tfber die letzten 10 Jahrej "20 Maerz 1908.
'(Akten Kameran 1908 I.) He saysj The congregations have become
congregations of women, far too many men have had to be excom¬

municated.

3)

kaaflaubi Gebt una Lehrert
Geaohichte und
der Basler Miasionsehulen in Kamerun, p, 7.

G e genwart n auf gab ©

36

Bonaku

(Duala), which

transferred in the following year to

was

Bonaberi.

The mission

standard of

oraftraanship.

also concerned to establish

was

also made with
i?ere

technical school#

brickraaking, sawing and carpentry?

obtained in

good

A oarpenter and a blacksmith were sent

Duals in 1887 to build up a

to

a

Attempts

were

suitable premises

1893» but only the teaching in carpentry developed

satisfactorily.1
A further branch of the Mission's work before
war

deserves notice?

it is that of the Mission's trading company.

At the foundation of the Basel Mission in the

smittee in Basel established

a

saries*

Europeans, and

Cameroons, the

2

com-

supply-centre to meet the minrdona

tives also, trade

of this favourable opportunity of supplying their needs,

generous use
a

Since other

needs.

the first world

widespread desire grew up among mlssionwerkers in the Cameroons

in the

course

of the years

for

a

trading establishment of their own.

The Committee presented them

with the Mission trading company,

which in 1898 took over the business in the Cameroons

on

its own

account, with the firm name "Basler Missionshandlung in Karaerurt".
In 1900 the export of the products of the interior was begun and the

management of the industrial factories
In 1903 the

Company, In order to supply

tpeans and natives,
the manufacture of

1)

2)

Schlatter? ibid,
p.

good cheap drink for Euro-

soda-water and lemonade.
was

328-330.

p.

In 1904 the Mission's

taken over by the Trading Company and

led to the establishment of

ibid.

a

and so reduce the trade in spirits, took in hand

supply-centre in Victoria
this

taken over from the Mission.

was

241.

an

Independent branch there.

The mlssionfe trading
and white

as

a

business enjoyed busy custom from black

result of its principle*

good wares at

a

cheap

price *
To train the natives in thrift, the

Savings Bank in Buala
It took

,

people to become used to thie arrangement#

For the medical mission

in

a

doctor

came

Ronaku, he received his patients in
The Basel Mission had

natives'

on

very

in 190? to Buala,

modest accommodation.

The Bakweri especially,

the fertile country between Victoria and Buea

jected from almost total expulsion from their

The import
tions made

effects.

where,

different occasions to assert the

rights before the government#

who inhabit

a

in which deposits received interest at

time for the

some

Company established

were pro¬

land by the Mission*

of brandy was also reduced somewhat owing to representa¬
by the Mission, which drew attention to its demoralising
Both matters

were

carried

by the Mission to the German

Soichstag.*
The work

was

in full swing when in 1914 the first Vorld

War

broke out and British andFrench troops marched into the country.

1)
Annual Report of Buea Mission Station 1897 (Akten Karoerun
1897)*
Brief der Westafrikanischen Bflaaauagsgeoellsehaxt
"Victoria"?
vom 19 Maerz 1900#
(Akten Kamerun 1900) Briefe
des AuawiCrtigen Air.tes Berlin, KoloniaTe Abtoiiusg tfber die Regelung
der Land f.rage in Kamerun (Akten Ramerun 1904 I«)
Protokoll des
Deutochen Rei chat ages?
21#
siVzung voxa SSL November 1889 tlber
die Branntweinfrage in Kamerun (Akten Kami* run 1889).
Schlatter*

ibid p.

303ff.

She German missionaries

were

interned and the Swiss obliged to

leave.

Inevitably,

they

received no salary, the work in the congregations came to

a

now

some of the

teachers left their posts, since

standstill, since the congregations
their

on

own

time been

resources

appointed.

were

completely dependent

and no native church officials had

by that

A good number of the native workers re¬

but in many places the chapels broke

trained true to the work?

down, the congregations disintegrated, the churches were in part
closed and the Christians
and

relapsed into their old heathen beliefs

practices.
Then the strange thing

from outside,

without visible stimulus

happened!

without the 1jpact of

a

missionary from Europe, large

parts of the country inland ware gripped by a revival originating
among themselves.

Unfortunately this movement had almost died out In the terri¬
tory in which we are interested by the time the first missionaries
returned in
As
the

result of the peace treaty

a

both spheres of interest in

Camsroons, the English and the French, became Mandates*

the French
a©

1925.1

early

as

part, the Paris Mission took over from the Basel Mission

1917.

In 1924 the British mandate authorities allowed

the Basel Mission to return to the

tion?

In

territory under their jurisdic¬

and the first three missionaries arrived at Tiko on March

3rd,

1925.2

1)

£. KellsrhalaI

a.a.O. p. 104.ff.

2)

H. Wlldli

Annual Report 1925*

34?

After long

journeys through the whole country to gather
c(one

information they ascertained

the damage that had been through the

long abandonmentEverywhere heathendom was powerfully at work

again| and the Christians who still remained had many difficulties
to contend with.

of

a

The total picture was described as the

building after an earthquake".

the school system had to

2

The work of the church and

be slowly rebuilt.

In 1935 the Church received a new
the form of church

"ruins

constitution^

laying down

government which remained effective until the

introduction of the

new

Constitution in 195?»

the Basel Mission Church became the

according to which

Presbyterian Church in the

Cameroons,
When the second World War broke out in
taries

were

once

continue their

again interned.

1939* the German mission-

This time the Swiss

were

able to

work, so that ir. spite of the reduction in the number

of missionaries, work could go forward.
Since the

second World War the

Teacher Training Centre in
the

Batlbo, the Rural Training Centre in Fotabe

Leprosy Settlement in Kanyemen and the Marriage Training Centre

in Bafut

1)

Secondary School in Bali, the

have been built.

H, ' ildii
£.» Wunderllt
if,

kaertsofeii

2)

E, Kellerhalsa

3)

getesedi
oth February,

Annual Report 1925

Annual Report 1925*
Annuel Report

1926

a,a,0, p, 105,

1935,

o X^-pzw*

3o

Cameroonian Pastor
Rev.

P.

Esoka, Kumba

Within the group
are

of native co-workers in Church and School

reflected all the difficulties to which this land has been

subject since the occupation of the Cameroons by the Germans.
The

majority of the teachers and preachers could not be properly-

trained for their work,

because the field has become ever greater,

yet places for training have not been able to keep pace with the
demand.

A further faotor has been the change of

colonial

government after 1914, and the change of Language it has brought
In 1930 a Seminary for Gatechists, embracing today a

about.
three

years*

course,

The first
and Modi

time

was

paators to be ordained

1)

were

Joh. Beibol in 1901

Bin, Jos. Kuo and Joseph Ekolo in 1912#

Prom time to

pastors and catechists were sent on short courses.

the Theological School at
now

opened.1

trained;

Nyasoso

was opened where

the course lasts three years.

?. HaaflaubiGebt

uns

Lehrer, p. 168

In 1952

Ministers are

*3

CBAPIl'P
The Tradlonal

Far*

6.

Structure of Hat.4.ye Society in tae Oameroong.

Introduction*

for two reasons it is

details ia this
The first
ue

not

2,

nne

jwherr the

chapter

extraordinarily difficult to go into

.

difficulty consists in tha fact that

we have

cultural group whcco customs and r . gui&tions

are

before
every-

but mtrerouc snail tribe;; ;viia£& cassoma and regu¬

sane,

lations, though the

vwe

in thi main, often differ in net ail*

is therefore impossible to avoid

It

the dangers inherent in ganeralisa-

stion.
The

second

difficulty is that which confronts all anthropolo-

tgical investigations.
before.us, bat

a

We do not h.u\ uutiii subbed community

co»miilty whose institutions ana laws have for

generations been under the irfluence of co&plcUly extraneous
elements«

In. this connection M&llnoweki v">ry
of the "uncoatsarins, t ed*
field and study.

Nettys hen to be dropped from research in

The cogent ronton

Cor !;his is thai the "unuou-

ttactlnatsd" Native does not ovist anywhere.
has to

1)

" iuo figment

truly

The

ium

study what is, m& not what might h<v/e been,

Malioowgkit

The Dynamics of Cyltvrr-

of oeienoe
»hen his malu

Change, pp. 2-3*

i+¥

interest lies in the reconstruction of the tribal past,

has

■

study th«* native aa ne is now, affected by Western influence*

to

Only

the uasia of what remins of the old culture, as well as

on

y taping

oopcla,

r

he still

the memories of old informants and by scanning old

otM

lie infer the pre-existing tribal conditions and

proceed, tc the r a ton* i x vet ion or the past."
ilexi in the Comoro tms
Cv.

no

Here,

mi-unity oi tneir fathers#

has

L-een disturbed

longer live in the old a elf-contained
as

in all Africa, the old order

by forces from outside which ft* leading to

compile dissolution#

the reason oeing that the authority and

power that created and supported this order is r-o longer rscog•

xtic»u

by

maay

people.

3oiae of these exogenous forces «-.n be

briefmy ©numerated hares
i'iae evruiigws

'.est with its

force

a as

been the political encroachment of

completely different view of justice, and it®

general freedom to travel which has wade it possible for indivii

duals

for

to

vsr

leave the

of

their

ancestors*, and settle elsewhere

iag periods of time#

lurthsr,
altered

acme

„a-3

soQaomic

function of the lineage has been greatly

by the pXantaiiona and European trading firms and this in

men!; districts

iao

lad to the breakdown of the economically self-

suf :'icinut ooi&uuaiwios in wnich

Jingftu.

tne

traditional customs were

.Lastly, the church must also be cited!

mean-

for it tries to

keep its Kfciabors Sxvm the &noestojr-cult, from secret socio tins and

ciLigic practices, and in this way contributes to the decay of the
old order.

uc

Although
the Gameroons
as

we do

not hare an undisturbed community before us in

shall try to

we

it used to be,

give

picture of traditional life

a

and as it still is in backward areas.

This

information is of great importance for the understanding

For

thesis.

stianised the

if in open areas which bare

oven

of our

partly been Chris-

outward features of traditional life have

partly

disappeared to the untrained eye, the psychological uncierground
and with it

the

general, outlook on life and cosmology remain almost

unchanged•
In backward
*

areas

there still is

an

almost

dependence of all departments of life#

between the economic,
too form

a

The life of the family ie deeply per¬

undivided entity rules over the world

as mi

general and, more particularly, the lineage and social life of

the individual.

Therefore the ruling interest

maintain the social harmonv,
connection there
can

be

described

arises,
as

as

Kraemer3,

followsi

totality of existence.
is more

in life ia to

continuity and well-being.

fie&tory and it is steeped .in

1)

for those

idea that its members are caught up into au all-

embracing order, which
in

There is no division

social and religious sides of life,

complete whole•

meated by the

complete intor-

It is

It is

says,

a

In this

kind of thinking that

"totalitarian", it is classl-

cosmic-mythological view of the

a
a

type of monistic thinking, which

adequately understood when it is conceived as a primitive

The Christian Message in a Son-Christian World*

p.

151-152.

pattern of philosophy and science than as religion",

"By •totalitarian' thinking is meant in an unrefleetive
spontaneous way it starts from the conception of totality and of
unbroken, primeval unity, which comprises and dominates the whole
range

of reality in nature and human life with all its distinctions,

concrete way
se

This thoroughly synthetic and

and correspondencies.

nuances

of thinking has the opposite tendency from the analy¬

ing, isolating way of modern, scientific thinking*

therefore

more

One might

adequately call it emotional thinking, because

thinking is in this case not yet the abstract, differentiated

activity of the human mind as we, not wholly correctly, assume it
to

be in

philosophical thought?

but it is the activity of the

thinking, willing and feeling animal that
Its dominant
and

ia in common life.

interest ia not to analyse and isolate,

but to arrange

classify, to determine the place and rank that everything has

in the

totality of things

•totalitarian'

and

this is conceived.

Here again it

clas3ifieatory thinking the primitive form of

philosophy and science?
and social

as

it is legitimate and to the point to call this

appears why

and

man

for in it gods and men, natural phenomena

institutions, the

sexes

and the social classes, animals

plants, water and land, mountains and plains and so many things

more,

have their place and rank and defined interrelation in the

whole

cosmic human order.

ssophy and science,
in this

case

&

It is,

like every other kind of philo-

great attempt to master the world, doing it

by classificatory systems."

v«# shall now

enquire Into th? basis and starting point of this

natural, primitive, monistic type of thinking*
in the implicit
man

assumption, that

is in his whole

nature

1

It han its origin

and nature are essentially one;

man

being, and in his potentialities,

a

part of

Nature »;rd her changes form the

just like the other parts.

permanent pattern in it and the source of the meaning of life and
of its
nc

There

questions.

absolute contrasts.

itlnual return,
which

are

a

only in

this primitive view of existence

are in

The flow of nature is

cyclic.

It is

cot-

swinging betw- en the two poles cf life and death
a

relative

sense

Life springs in

opposite*?»

reality from death, for there is no real death;

everything is re-

Jgarded together as one entirety.
In this monism there

is

no

decision, no either

being has its right in the cosmic harmony.
of

-

or;

It is only

keeping ones appropriate place in the whole,

or

a

each

question

of occupying it

again, when one has left it.

The individual

above all,

part of this unity which comprises

feels himself,

the whole of nature#

as a

History is the

sons-*

end,

of the beginning and

goal of time and cosmos, does- not exist for hi®.

The behaviour

that results from this understanding of self is directed towards
the maintenance

second

and

of the group

third place the

-

primarily the litis ago, but in the

clan and the tribe

enactment of the harmony that exists

1)

-

ind to the .re-

throughout nature#

See Antrainsras, Magie und Allaaoht der Gedauken. p» Bo
by Sigmmid freud.
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The following

description of the traditional structure of

religion and ritual seeks above all to explain

native society,

the life and beliefs of the individual in traditional Cameroons

culture, for fundamentally similar conceptions underlie the
thoughts of nearly all their present-day descendants.
the whole material into

snity will show

us

three paragraphsi

We divide

The first on the Commu-

in which way descent is reckoned, how the local

community is held together, the character of political organisation,
and the way good
of this

we

order and authority are established;

indicate the

in the course

importance of the relationship between the

living and the departed and the impact the ancestors have on the
well-being of their descendants?
account

of

the paragraph concludes with an

the role of the secret

together and balancing the

societies in holding the

very strong

family ties#

community

In the second

paragraph we give a description of the life cycle, the way of man
and

woman

from birth to death#

And in the third paragraph on Reli-

igion and Rituals we show the important place Witchcraft, Medicine
and Divination take

in

every-day life, lastly, we discuss her© the

meaning God traditionally has for the Gamerooniaa#

Not until the

outlines of Cameroon!an culture have been sketched in is it
to

feasible

attempt any analysis of the impact this traditional background

has on

thought and practice of the Christian Church and to draw any

conclusions from such

an

analysis.

mm a

increase

wealth i power

5*0

Par* 7*
I*

The Community*

Groups* baaed

scattered

are

Parts of the

areas*

and parts
some

on©

of which

is more
and

of

relatively small in else, and

tribal sections in

a

aosie

number of different

Balong tribe, e.g., can be traced in three,

are

as

a

much

as

She

eighty miles from each other*

traditional community in the Cameroon©, but

cultural and linguistic unit rather than a political

political authority is vested in village councils and

("secret societies"),

associations
and

as

are

of the Barombi tribe in at least five different areas,

tribe is the largest
it

descent.

Cfcjaerooniun tribes

The
of theEi

upom

Yakfc*1.

as

is the cane amongst the Ibo

There were limited intertribal relations,

mainly

trading relations, and certain secret societies provided an interitribal means

of

settling disputes.

Each tribe is divided into

lineages*
are

number of

The tribesmen usually have

clans, oubclana, and

a sense

of patriotism}

they

proud to be members of their tribe and they o on?, id or it superior

to other tribes•

had

a

no

Like moot Ibibio and Efik the tribes in

tribal head or council of elders.

communities
reinforced

were

held

2

our area

"The several local

together only by common customs and interests

by common rituals"*

"Innumerable kinship and economic

tiSa linked together particular individuals and households in the

1)

j". Middleton and I)* Tait? Tribes without lulare,
Daryll i'ordet
ward Organisation among the Yakt?.

2)

Abel Maketec Bsfo chief in Kumba la an exception to this rule
and so was "Ktoko the Bakosi chief in Kyasoso*

p.

3*

various local

communities,"*'

Eaoh of these was, however,

and itself consisted of

autonomous

a

federation of

virtually

territorially

discrete, self-governing segments which were regarded as agnatic

lineages"

p

The individual is conscious first and foremost of

*

belonging to his lineage.
are

Sentiments of membership in the tribe

less important and are evoked only

contact with outsiders.

On the

one

in situations involving

hand political power and

prerogatives tend to be concentrated in the hands of the descen¬
dants of the senior lineage,

representativej

on

bonds running across

of which the chief is the living

the other hand the secret societies create

lineage lines;

by uniting people on

a

basis

independent of descent they tend to link the different lineages

1)

Ardener, writing on the local grouping and settlement pattern
among the Kpe says«
"The village may consist of several
©mall patrilinear© generally claiming descent from a common
ancestor who founded the village, but members of these patril-

sineages do not necessarily live together in clearly defined
parts of the village.
Although village land is divided bet«ween

the

patrilineal kin-groups, individuals often prefer to

build their houses away from those of their immediate kin,
and no objection is usually made to this.
As a result the
settlement pattern bears only a genemL relationship to the
descent system,
0m reason why patrilineal kinsmen tend
not to group together in the village is the fear of witchcraft,
and in the past the fear of witches in the kin-group often
resulted in individual hamlets being established at some dis¬
tance from a parent village«
Although many villages ore

small, some are large enough to have developed a number of
or quarters waeh ' used mi a founding patrilineal kingroup, but these local sub-divisions always contain numbers
of persons born in other quarter© and even in other villages.
Such persons may often be sisters* children, or mothers*
s is tars'
children of native© of the quarter,
'There an indivl* dual lives in the quarter is,
as in Villages not divided into
quarters, to a large extent a matter of personal choice".
Coastal Bantu of the Cameroon©:
p. 51,

wards

2)

£*»!, Jones:
121-122.

The Political Organisation of Old Calabar:

p,

S2,

2.

Banyang Compound, Mamfe
left

3.

foreground Cocoa Beans drying

Drawings

on a

House in Mundane Area, Mamfe

5.

Pontoon Perry,

Mungo River, Kumba

S4

and make them a

The t ;-ibes described are

coasstmity.

with the exception of the Mboage,
which
of

Barue ana the B&lundu tribe

patrilineal, but patrliooal.

are

part of the Bafo tr3.be

2

patrilineal1

The following description

and its clans and subclone is a typical

example of the upbuilding of a Caiseroonian, patrilineal tribe 1 •
The next

example,

taken in Kumba town, shows how people intermarry
clans and lineages on the one hand and how different

between different

clams

lineages settled In one and the same place on. the other

and

It appears to us that these clans have formerly been separated

hand*

geographically, but h«ve
2*

gradually settled in r.imcd settlements#

The Lootq. Community#
In

to

now

our

area

the lineage

(mbia) is clearly the main social unit#

which, where descent is reckoned through the male line, all the

father's brothers and their children belong#
all the persons of male descent who trace
ancestor about six generations beck.

A lineage comprises

their origin to a known

It is exogenous,

and names

I

used for
«

child

relatives, nuch

an

gauge *

father,

cuu-gc »

also used for the father*® brothers,

are

mother and

mvma

their rioters and

children♦

1)

that "among all the .groups covered (by him) there
both patrilineal and
descent#
Amanf the Kpe, who have m explicit double donoeut nyetem, the
core of the local ieed group is the patrilinear,
and mececion
is also patrilineal.
On the other hand# while inheritance of
land and goods is in their theory patrilineal, it is in practice
Ardener say®,
ia

"some

stress upon

sometimes

from mother's brother to

sister's

eon.

The matrix-*

lineage is of great ritual importance among tae Kj?e"#
He ie
probably right when he a ay a that ''it might perimps he maintained
that there has been e general movement from a system of double
descent to a more patrilineal organisation"»
Coastal Bantu
of the Cameroon®;
p. 52 and 53*
i

2)

Table 2.

3)

For

4)

Table 3.

a

description of a patrilineal fcrlbe see T&hlc 9#

ot J/t

s_?

According to traditional custom the contracting of
is

considered to be

matter between two lineages rather than bet¬

a

Children resulting from such a bond belong

two individuals.

ween

a marriage

to the man's lineage but

usually the woman's lineage also has a

their upbringing.

Through marriage the woman's lineage

say in

loses the

nearer,
what

is

services of
so

one

of its members and

a

potential child-

the man's lineage has to replace this loss by paying,

called bema

or

marriage payment.

A marriage is therefore

legal only when this payment has been made.
linked in this way and

Certain lineages

are

marriage between them is customary, but

parties or lineages do not intermarry if relations between them
are

not

friendly.

The bond which holds the lineage together is very strong.

Every member is bound to give
which he

stands in

themselves give

every

other member any assistance of

need, whether he likes him or not.

expression to this in the phrase:

eyabe, e si matumba o dibum (literally "The sword of rela¬

Po

tionship does not strike into the body")
not

let their

them.""*"

This means "Relations do

quarrels become too great, since they mutually inherit

Again they say:

Pue
sprung

The people

e

busedihba

out hear

Hecklinger:

o

dia la dimose

left hand side")

me on my

Duala

(literally "A

-

Sprichwtfrter;

This

p.

160

mouse has

means

"I hate

the

thought of my relations, but I cannot do anything about it;

3ust as I cannot strike with ay left hand the mouse which runs

me".-*-

past

As

the smallest unit

circumstances of

a

a

lineage we find, particularly in

polygamy, the mother and her children, who congre¬

gate round the fireplace
given

in

(die).

Because of this the hearth is

quite special significance, and must be protected against

ill-luck and other unfortunate influences*

The fireplace consists

(laasosc)under which mediums of powe.

of three stones

are

frequently

buried, these lend permanency to the family and insure it against
misfortune*

Through these

means

the hearth becomes taboo, and

various rules have to be observed if

good fortune is not to depart*

The husband is forbidden to pull up the hearthstones;
wise he would
owner

of it*

dislocate his

he may do it as

or as an answer to

hasoso

ma

nango,

Bio la bato,
one

a

sign to his wife that she

his wife's desertion.

same

mother.

meaning "peoples hearth" is used for the family
hearth, and their dwelling.

In the lowlands the

settlements

are

The villages consist of various quarters,

l)

Ibid:

i3 the

meaning "mother's hearthstone" is used to

indicate the children of the

belonging to

woman who

Should he tear out the atones his marriage relation-

?ship is dissolved;
is to go,

marriage with the

other¬

p.

160,

built

close

together.

each of which contains

7.

Girl playing

native Xylophone in Bechati, Mamfe

&o

several families.

The

quarters ore United by narrow bush paths

lead off to the individual farms.

from which tracks

One single

village may embrace as many as five cr more of these quarters.
In the

highlands, particularly in the upper part of the Marafe

Divison, each family has settled in a compound of its own.

The

compounds lie scattered over the hillsides, miles away from each
Each compound is surrounded by a stout fence

other.
as

protection against danger from without, and to keep the sheep,

a

etc., together during the night.
the

(koto)

lowlands

where the

used also

to be

The quarters and villages in

fenced, but this in no longer every¬

In many places a atrip of ground-nut

case.

shells is

spread diagonally across the path before the entrance- to the village
or

to

a

farm.

This

"fence", which is also called koto, keeps

baleful influences away from the promises:

grain and nuts

are

and at harvest time some-

added, so that the bearers of evil powers may

get their share and depart.
The houses like the

settlements, are protected by "medicine"

against the envy of others.

Usually at

(dibala) where

some distance

from the village there is a place

sacrifices to the ancestors are

made, serious offences

discussed, and family quarrels cleared up.

Every lineage has ita head (mutudu) who represents them before
the

Chief,

or in the Council.

He is not only their representative,

however, but also their "priest".
to

the

ancestors

on

the dibala.

Family sacrifices
the

As such he makes the sacrifices

are

made on the grave of the ancestor,

rubbish-heap behind the house.

or

at

& I

building of houses, battues, and, in former days, military

The

all com on activities, and as 3uch they were and are

expeditions

are

carried out

by all the members of

i.

of the Living 'And the Dead.

The Unity
"■hen

therein

we

(nunfli

(I'Tundi
their

living and the deceased members;

"Earthly Tillage" (nnndi

with the

Dead"

talking of lineage, we must not forget that included

are

both the

are

ma

ma

kwedi)

bedirao).

or

ma

wase) there is

a

for face to face

"Village of the

"Tillage of the Spirits of the Ancestors"

They imagine the spirit village as a replica of

village on earth, but without the impulse of life driving

own

the inhabitants

on.

The ancestors take part in the
and

quarter or village,

a

influence it

life of their people on earth,

actively by means of fortune and misfortune.

The living influence the will of the ancestors by sacrificing
to them in order to make them
or

to bribe

is

to maintain

ii*

change their minds in cases of ill-luck,

them in advance.

The

common

aim of all

Ineage activities

harmony among the living and with the dead,

Kight of Succession and Inheritance.
In polygamous conditions it

(nango

chief wife

eldest

son.

father.

mboa), who succeeds his father, otherwise the

He enters upon all the rights and dirties of the deceased

Should the children still be small at the time of their

father1s
of the

a

is uaally the eldest sone of the

death, the father's eldest brother steps in

inheritance.

brothers.

administrator

The heir procures wives and homes for his

Daughters and wives inherit nothing.

in the bulk of the

as

inheritance.

They are assets

C,2.

iii.

Property.
The

lineage possesses and inherits the land.

Since population

density is low, sufficient land is available for all, so that serious
disputes over it are comparatively rare.
one's fellowmen

of

the

Slaves

so were

the property of the family,

were

like other property, were heritable.
Mubene lambo

not

no

formerly greater that it is today?

punishments for theft.

and,

is

was

Respect for the property

one

iv.

a

boy")

titi mutu

a

(literally "The

possessor

"However young the possessor of

means

V

older may dispose of his

belongings").

a

of

a

thing

thing
be,

may

1

Ilory-•itality.
Mwen

a

dikaki

a

si makusa n;jai

"A guest who has been announced

11

must

never

The

people

old

custom

him

as

that

a

a

suffer

hunger").
hospitable

are

lays down that

a

-

guest should bring

To such length

present for the host.

man

may

especially fco their kinsmen.
a

An

little salt with
can

hospitality go,

relinquish one of his wives to his guest duria; the

period of his visit.
3.

Political Authority.
As the tribe

is

more

of

a

authority is not centralised,
a

tribal chief

or

council but

cultural and
as

linguistic unit, political

in other regions,

is vested in

in the

person

of

village councils and secret

societies, the latter tying the various wards and villages together.
The maintenance
a

of

or

order within a

function of the corporate
as

the

town"^.

town,

as

I£.J, Ruel points out,

"is

bodies representing it, themselves spoken

These corporate bodies are the men and women

1)

Hecklinger;

p.

48.

2)

Hecklingers

p.

222.

3)

The Banyang of the Southern Cameroons:

p.

6.
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(formerly also the slaves),

organised in their respective societies
the

the various lineages.

age-groups and

each have their

representation in the political system.
of the homestead stands the head of the family

At the head

(sango

a

These different elements

ifboa), at the head cf the lineage the elder (mutudu) while

villagehead is usually called chief (mwanedi), though according

the

to traditional

custom he

might more accurately be referred to as a

spokesman.

The office of chief is in most

and devolves

on

ion is not,

however,

one

of the

sons

of the

causes

a

hereditary one,
The

previous chief.

success¬

Nor-

entirely determined by the old chief.

rmally the batudu and other powerful members of the lineage help
hi® to decide.

batudu
form

councillors,

as

form

The interests
with the
of

chief,

their age

make

(The village chiefs together under

the Town Council.

Paramount Chief,

their voices

a

Council of

a

of the young men,

are

set

together with the village chief,

larger area.
in so far

specially watched

(rawemba).
heard

In the

over

New!)
they

are

concerned

by the representatives
the women tire able to

same way

through the "nango

as

a

a

mundi",

or

Village

Mother.
As

add the

a

further element

secret

and bind the

societies.

in the

These cut

chief oculd hold his

societies.

across

divergent strains together.

in association with them that
no

organisation of the tribe we must

the

the

It is therefore only

chief has any

position if he

A chief would therefore

genealogical lines,

were

seek to

authority.

Formerly

opposed to the secret
create either

a

new

GU-

secret

society, which would surpass the others,

association which would

cover

secret societies thus not
but

were

co~partners in it.

They

that

saw

held both "ruler" and people in their power,

governmental authority

Councils and Secret
powers

The

was

1

formerly shared by the Village

Societies which were almost

identical, so the

naturally also shared the jurisdiction in their areas.

"law courts" lay under an obligation to

©very case

be impartial and

had to be properly investigated.

Elimbi

si

e

only speak

make oneself

1)

The

The Law.
As

not

societies.

properly carried out, and called defaulters to account.

Thus thej

two

communities'

kind of super

only suppox'ted the power of the chief,

at the same time his

decrees were

i.

all the

or &

matopo, mudi mo

on one

-

literally "The talking drum does

side" (one must beat both sides in order to

intelligible)

means

"Until one has examined both parties,

description of the function of the Bgbo (Ekpe)
society inthe traditional community, a society which exists
also in our arean gives us a good insight in the way it helped
tc maintain good order and authority:
"The Egbo Society
formerly "ruled the village".
That is to say, the village
elders were all senior members of the society and, until recently,
enforced their authority and punished and disciplined the
people in the name of the society, or rather, of the stuper:natural being to whom the society ministered.
They could use
their authority to support their legislative or judicial deci¬
sions, either by invoking the ban or taboo of Lgbc upon the
offender himself and upon his property, or by sending the agents
of the society sometimes in their own person, sometimes Gisiguised as Egbo spirits, to levy a fins or, in the pre-colonial
period, to kill him*
These were its most obvious political
functions, but even its more recreational activities had their
political use.
The political festivals and parades, while
satisfying the needs of the younger members for pageantry and
display, also served to uni'e and discipline them.
The weekly
meetings of the society, which provided for the more jiature
/
recreations of drinking and discussion, also brought" together in
friendly, non-controversial atmosphere all the men of importance
in the community and constituted a form for the peaceful Glscus:sion of village affairs".
The Political Organisation of Old
Calabar:
p. 137.
G.I« Jones'

one

deliver

can

Equally,

no

every

judgment on a matter.

aeeused

person has

the right to defend himself,

however hopeless his case may appear.
na

mapimbabe nde o madiba, ese, le mba na ka

"Even though I am at once thrown into the water,

literally

let me at least

state my

case" (formerly those charged with witchcraft were thrown

into the

water),

means

has indeed merited

"Even if a man's

case

is hopeless, and he

death, he will not bear the judgment patiently

until he has defended himself to the best of his

ability."

2

In addition to the usual legal assemblies, various methods are
still in

of

for extracting the

use

"truth."

Should anyone be accused

witchcraft, he had to undergo the Ordeal

(ncj, lewa
T""

poisonous distillation).

of the
and

poisoned brew.

Globules of bark

swallowj

were

a

formed,

then he drank as much as possible

If he was able to vomit up again the globules

brew, whilst going up and down the arena singing, he was freed,

and his good name restored.
without being

dead

to drink a

The bark of the kwaJ was soaked in

pot of water, and washed in lye.
which the accused had to

m

"

or

If, however, he began to stagger,

sick, Kwa had revealed his guilt, and he was struck

hanged, or in some areas as the saying above says he was
A

drowned.

1)
2)
3)
4)

In the district along the Nigerian frontier makasambingo

Hecklinger:
ibidt

p.

Buala SprichwOrter, p. 45.
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Brythroohleum guineenae

Fruit of the Physostigma

-

Sasswood
venenoaum.

or

Sachawood.

used instead of kwa.

was

In former days many tribes already

followed the practice, now

universal since the banning of these ordeals,
to drink instead of giving it to the

suspect.

of giving a hen kwa

The results are

watched, and the santence, which consists in the payment of a fine
or

reparation, is passed thereafter.
If anyone was

suspected of causing a man's death, he had to

corpse.""1'

drink the "dirt of the
but this

If he

was

guilty he was lost,

disgusting drink did the innocent no harm.

An old

topo besa.

custom, which today has almost disappeared, was the

2

A lineage would gather together in order to remove

through public discussion, culpability, for some evil or illness,
or

to turn away

normality once

threatened disaster, and, by so doing, restore
more.

This would also be done before any difficult

ventures, such as war, big game hunting, etc., in order to do away
with

fault and

an

attempt is made to move him to make reparation.

he should confess his

If

guilt, he must specify his reasons, and the

insists that the reasons be removed.

group
of

The compromised one is charged with his

possible hindrance.

Thereupon, as a sign

purification, water is sprinkled over his hands and feet, and

thus

normality is restored.

1)

No mbindo

2)

to po

*

m

a

mbimba

to speak;

»

to drink the dirt of the corpse
saliva and other waste matter),

besa la from

sa »

to blame.

(its
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ii.

Covenants«
Covenants used to be

and

even

whole

concluded between individuals,

Indeed, they

lineagsa and tribes.

concluded today.

are

An oath on an emblem of power and

a

families,

still

o

symbolic

action, or even the latter only, is at the bottom of the alliance.
In the past a nostrum was always drunk on those occasions,
is still

frequently done.

the action counts as the

the

and this

Should the oath itself not be uttered,
oath, sine© the word is less binding than

symbol.
The action which forms the basis of the covenant usually con-

saists in the drinking of a
so

closely to

a source

potion."*"

of power

or to

The aim
a man

faith must inevitably lead to death*

that to break one's

In regard to blood-

brotherhood, those concerned mix drops of their
wine and drink it.

is to bind oneself

own

blood with palm

On occasions when peace was about to

teluded, and tribes

arranging

were

mony in that connection,

a man

a

be con-

great covenant-drinking cere¬

had to be burned alive.

His

fashes became the source which

punished those who transgressed against

the alliance.

was

The saorifioe

to a stake and laid

tree, and wood
divided out

present.

.

1)

was

on

great fire?

a

a

wore

He

slave.

or else he was

piled round him and kindled.

into small

They

usually

was

bound

bound to

The ashes

a

were

packets and distributed among the villagers

kept in the huts of the secret societies*

t

no ifale * to drink

/

a

potion?

or no maya «

to drink blood.

£<p

hen covenants

people,
tree

being concluded between two groups of

are

when they axe making peace after

or

(bwale) is often planted

as

a

a war or a

sign of peace.

feud,

a

this iBouetom-

iarily done at the frontier, but sometimes also in the villages
concerned.

ffhe Ancestors.

4.

We have already seen that the natives

(launcil

ma

earth.

loved!

muaai

or

ma

bedimo) to be

The dead live in their own town,

imagine the hereafter
a

replica of life on

and occupy there the

self••same positions v/hich they adorned in life in their own village.
Because of this all the actions at the funeral ceremony, which are

going to be described,

arc

carried cut in order to cake the depar-

sted appear as great a man as

Often

of the dead.
to the

men

possible

from the

aam©

on

his arrival in the town

village, unrelated, however,

deceased, place objects in his grave for him to deliver to

their own dead when he arrives

the

on

other side,

with

a

view to

keeping them favourably disposed.
We further
dead

are

saw

that the existence of the living and that of the

inextricably interwoven with each other, and that the

fortune and

well-being of the former is largely dependent on the

goodwill of the latter.
tance
to

to the

It is therefore of the greatest impor¬

living not to neglect their dead, but to sacrifice

them in order to retain that
for this

reason

sacrifices

goodwill
are

made to the ancestors to

them in a good mood for some undertaking,
their minds in cases of ill-luck.
mm

1)

mm mmm

mm mmm

toko bedimo

mmmmmmmmm '<w nn—n m—«

«

mm

mm

1

or to

put

make them change

If only one family makes a

wi ■»,nai c«

stinging the spirits.

mi

nrw

mi

sacrifice,
but if

a

they usually do it on the rubbish heap beind the hounej

whole lineage

ancestors,1

gathers together for

the

feasting of the

it takes place in moat oases on the "dibala"

hidden in the bush outside the village.
ancestors"

a

is

a

-

place

The "feasting of the
2

preceded by the "calling of the ancestors", ' also

expression of the requirementa of the moment, or expression

of thanks»

for instance at the birth of & child.

I'he foodstuffs

brought for the occasion, of which the greater part is consumed by
the celebrants

themselves, is placed on the dibala.

All native products and different kinds of meat are suitable for
use

as

sacrifice,

as

well

as

the palm wine, snuff and salt.

"Because in the realm of magic trie

principle "pars pro tote"

prevails, the sacrificial gift is often only small
for instance,
consume

the

may

stand for the whole fowl',

spiritual part of the gift.

feather,

a

-

i'ho spirits only

It counts

as a

particul-

sarly good sign if the animals (especially those which are
considered as bound up

with the ancestors, such as the ngokolo

(millipede), also called wub'
up the food

which has been

1) dene bedimo

a

2} bele la bedimc
3) Xttmuani

a

bedime (ancestors*

fowl) eat

deposited"1

feasting of the ancestorst from da
»

«

to eat.

calling of the spirits of the ancestors.

Voikakundlich© und

Religiose Segriff©,

p.

9«

7o

In many
harvest

districts the people lay the first fruits of the

the

on

place of sacrifice,

Apart from the above there
before the ancestors,

by

means

the ancestors'

or on

are

a

reason

is

of which serious occurrences

to

become

pregnant at the appropriate time,

family notifies the wife's relations,

set

after the

the matter

husband

has

right through
reconciled the

an

the

The

and requests

expiation

discussion,1

family by all sorts of

The wife's family must now persuade the ancestors

gifts.
to

not

For example,

sought in her bad relations with her forbears.

husband's
them

does

woman

graves.

also expiation discussions

affecting the family's well-being are dealt with.
if

new

her barrenness.

remove

Although the

ingle ancestor holds great Power over the

immediately succeeding generation, his great-grandchildren have
mostly forgotten him,

and his personality merges into the

general concept of the spirits of the ancestors.
5.

The Secret Societies.

Outwardly the secret societies do not stand out today
so

all

powerful

as

they used to be.

They still play

an

as

extra¬

ordinarily important role, however, in the private lives of
individuals

and

families,

as

well

a3

in public life.

following incident illustrates this clearly:having

a

of

school buildings

the

that

discussion with

a

town council,

One day we were

about the bad condition

in their village.

We proposed to them

they should stop building bush school-houses,

muso3Q.

The

(An example of this is given in

par.

and should

12.4.)

should erect
be

permanent buildings which, in the long run, would

We talked

cheaper and better.

over

the matter in all its

details, and eventually arrived at the question of finance.

We

suggested that the money should be raised in the normal way, i.e
by taxation.

The chief, however,

as

erted that too little

money

would be collected in this way,

would

elapse before everyone had paid up.

that

To

question

He therefore moved

a

meeting in the evening in the society's

building, and will discuss the affair again.
unanimous

about it,

sum.

To

everyone.

a

we

are

will make ''medicine" and will resolve

Thereupon,
our

he replied:

pay,

we

If

member of the community must pay the society a

every

certain

long time

to how this would be done, he answered

as

"We will have

shortly!

that

a very

decision should be made through the secret society.

the

our

and that

we

will make the resolution known to

further question as to whether they would all
"Certainly they will all pay^ Even those from

distance, who are working in the plantations or in city
You see,

businesses.

they are ail afraid that the "medicine"

will kill them."

In the secret societies
ceremonies

to

enter

into

the

men

try by means of transformation

possession of special skills,

partly to hold together and rule over their lineages which are
tending to disintegrate, and partly to make themselves strong
vis

a

vis

those outside the

society.

they want to become lords over the

In particular, however,

unseen

world, and to conquer

conquer

magic powers

Every secret society
a

mask•~

aaa

its "demon" which in represented by

These masks portray

the dead.
touched

The secret

a

isals or deathsheads and

The ceremonial objects of the society must not be seen

by members of the opposite sex#
societies occupy

the life of the community.

lies

either

remotely connected with toterolsm and the cult of

appear to be

or

bo use them for their own benefit.

the administration of

themselves with every department of

In the hands of the secret society
the

area.

Another secret

carries out the executive power and the
societies carry out

police work.

society
2

Other

the funeral rites and watch over amusements

and games.

In general the
peace.

MuBaago** is

ionngo^

stands cut as an organisation for

the condition established by the inaruto.

peace after the

setting aside of the hindrances which

legal

feud had caused.

case

or a

peace) actually

means to place the

isango between the contestants,

quarrel,

(to establish

ceremonial objects of the

whereupon hostilities are dis¬

and the lounge institutes peace negotiations.

continued,

1)

Koiaa rausaogo

a

mulopo

2) Inevitably this society has to be suppressed by the
Government.

3) isango (sing.)

» secret

society; losaugc (plurs) * secret

societies.

4)

xau3ango

-

peace.

(See also the word

aamta

in par.14.)
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Apart from these more public activities, the societies make

provision for their members.

The secret society is

Msavings bank" into which members

pay a

which they can turn to advantage in many
itrance fee to be

a

kind of

part of their assets, and

The

different ways.

en-

paid is the savings deposit, consisting of

poultry, pigs, goats, etc., cattle, goods or cash.

The members

profit from it in that they have a share in the society*s revenues,
including entrance fees, compensation money, fines, and other common

acquisitions.
From what has been said it will readily be seen that the man
who

is not

the

important spheres of community life.

a

member of

a

secret

The father takes great
into the secret

society stands completely outside

care,

therefore, to buy his

society whilst he is still a ehildj

son

admission

and the adult

enters, if possible, several societies, in order to have his say,
and be

a

partner in every activity.

whose high entrance fee is
were

only attainable by the rich.

secret

in the lower

grades of other societies.

societies for women,

Most

secret

1)

see

new

ring

Table 1.

were

also

societies have several distinct circles of

Naturally the power and authority

of the members increase with each new circle
a

There

and others for slaves.

initiation into their secrets.

into

Other societies

Almost the whole population was

only accessible to freemen.

included

There are, however, societies

a further sum must

they enter.

in every case be

paid.^-

Before entry

Here is

an

example of the entrance fees of

"A young man first

junior grade OKPQ

livestock).

joining was allowed to become
on

payment of £15

-

required for promotion to this grade.
promotion to EKPE itself.
afford it."

Ardener

2

to have gained

Cameroons tribes."
classes of
an<^

a

rum

and

further fee of £25 was

Only a few rich heads of families could

gives one example from among the Kpe
secret sooieties do not

position as law-enforoing bodies as in some

This society

called "Male" has four stages or

membership, in ascending orders Lov£, Venjuka, Tamba,

Vekjga. To enter Love costs only six pence, to enter Ven,1uka

costs six

6.

a

member of the

Finally £30 was payable for

(Bakwiri in Victoria Division) "where the
appear

a

(actually paid in

The next grade was MAKDA and

1

society of the IsangeliJ

a secret

shillings, Tamba costs 25 shillings and Yekpa 30 shillings.

Summary.

The tribe is the
more

of

a

largest traditional community, but it is

cultural and linguistic unit as

centralised in the person

political authority is not

of a tribal chief or council.

individual is conscious first and foremost

But the

of belonging to his

lineage and it is round the lineage, its well-being and continuity,
that

everything else is centred.

deceased members and there is
tween the two.

a

The lineage includes its living and
continual inter-relationship be¬

The ancestors take part in the

life of their people

1)

F.A. floodliffei Intelligence Report on the Jsangeli Community.

2)

Costal Bantu of the Cameroons, p.

68.

7S~

on

earth and influence It

actively by bringing fortune and mls-

»fortune, while the living influence the will of their ancestors
by sacrificing to them in order to avert ill-luck.
connections

an

ancestor-cult has

members think above all of their

developed, in which the lineage
own ancestors.

forms, with those of its dead members whose
Jbered,

a

what

mentioned

we

still remem-

We understand now

before, that life is understood as a cycle, as the

flow of naturejthat it is continual return,
of life and death which are

ohief.

The living family

names are

unity with mutual rights and duties.

Political

Prom these

a

swinging between the poles

opposites only in a relative sense.

authority is not centralised in the person of the

Instead, government and good order is

a

function of the

corporate bodies representing the village, i.e. men and women, young
and

old, lineages and age-groups.

All these groups have a natural

tendency to disintegrate or secede in case of disagreement as they do
not

come

under the final control of any

hold them together,
other tribes.

as

centralised power which might

happens with the office of chief or king in

The obligations established by the secret

cut across these

societies

genealogical lines they create ties between people

of similar age and ensure that

community life is not disrupted by

inter-lineage disputes.
Prom the above

is under

an

we

understand that the life of the community

order embracing

and that the good order,
for its

all the different departments of life

peace and harmony which are so important

continuity, are maintained by its social and religious

practices.

We shall show in the next paragraph how the same criteria
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also

apply to the life of the individual in the community.

Par,

8. The Social Cycle,

1.

Birth.
When

whole

a

child is born there is great

If the new-born baby is a boy, the jubilation is

family.

through this son and heir

Somewhat greater than If it is a girl,
the

rejoicing throughout the

continuity of the family is assured, and that ie an extraordinarily

important consideration to the Cameroonian.
If the baby is a

girl, the joy is also great, though not so

openly displayed as at the birth of a boy.
into the
ment

Every little girl born

family is a new source of wealth, since the marriage pay¬

comes

them when the girl gets

to

married!

The birth of twins is also greeted with gladness,

brings with it additional taboos.
albino is born.

The

although it

There is less enthusiasm when an

light shade of the skin is also the colour of

ghosts, and in many places it is believed that albinos come direct
from

heaven.1

But in

spite of this they are not expelled from the

community.
It

is not

man's life,

a

surprising that in this, the most intimate sphere of
whole series of attempts should have been made to

explain matters by
connect the

1)

moon

means

of myths.

(modi) with it all.

Like many other peoples they
If

a

woman

menstruates they say:

We do not imply that something coming from heaven is understood
felt as being something fearful.
But as we shall see later
in this chapter things and happenings that do not fit into the
ordinary pattern of life are quite often attributed to heaven
or

or

to God.

muto

a

If

woman

a

the

mene

modi
is

-

the woman is looking at

visiting the

moon.

expecting a baby, the Bakosi say that she has been to

forge in the sky,

The moon forges babies, and, indeed, hammers

the menstrual flow in such
foetus grows out of it.

introduced unhammered,
is thus in this

moon

or

a

way

that it issues no more, and the

Should menstruation occur, the moon has
unformed blood into the woman's body.

connection the former and

creator.1

The

In the

baying of the Flying Fox they hear the "hammering" of the smith in
the

spiritual world.
The birth itself

woman

had to conform,
its

ensure

this

and all possible magic means were taken to

(ngobi)

or the

child's navel (mutodi) is in many

buried in the compound as a sign that the child belongs to

particular family.
After the birth,

are

protected by taboos to whioh the pregnant

successful outcome.

The placenta
cases

was

carried out

the birth,

a

the child.

in order to

dispose of the weakness connected with

and to inaugurate the taboo period of two to three years

during which the
If

mostly on the ninth day, all sorts of customs

young

woman

is to remain untouched.

mother dies, a relation is sought who will suckle

Another young woman is seldom

ready to do so, since it would

mean

found, however, who is

that she would have to abstain

fro# sexual intercourse, and thus postpone her own next child.

Also

ebonde comes from bonda to form, create, forge, especially
in the sense of "forging people" in the mother's body.

13

there
her

Is

superstition that the dead mother will

a

deputy because she has taken her child.

They therefore try to

swake the dried up milk of an older woman by
There

are

also customs for the

herself on

avenge

magic.^

sympathetic

preparation of the breasts (pongo

mabe) before the baby is put to them for the first time.
In many

places, women in childbed smear their bodies with

ground camwood to protect themselves against sinister influences.
2.

Infancy,

Childhood and Puberty.

Soon after its birth the baby gets its name,
taken from that

their child

as

of
an

someone

whoa the parents

want to set before

place without any ceremony at the

10, and is carried out by a man.
some

which is often

example.

Circumcision takes

for

2

age

of 6

-

After circumcision the boys live

days together in a hut, which must

on no

account be entered

by women, in order to prevent any sexual excitement which might

Impede recovery.

In days

gone

by circumcision probably formed part

of the initiation rites.

Children

1)

are

weaned at the age

of two

or

three years.

Up till

The Basa give such

a woman three coconuts per day to drain, in
order that the milk may come.
The Bakweri put the fresh bark of
the Bokuka (Alstonla congensis) in water, by which means the

sap is coloured whitish.
The woman drinks this brew, which sets
up an irritation and is vomited up again.
She then sits down
by the fire like a wo,man in childbed, and waits till the milk

appears next day.
J, Ittmann: Volkskundliche und Religitfse Begriffe.

2)

Plna la album

-

name

of the belly;

dina la yaba

-

p.

10

birth name.

7 <7

then the aether almost always carries

them around on her back.

Until they are four or five years old they play their games
round the

parent's house.

When they reach the age of five, girls

begin to help their mother with the housework and are gradually
initiated into their duties.

Boys are introduced to their adult

responsibilities by their father, whom they have to obey.
0

wu

te

mutu, o da mbodi

you may eat a

goat,"

means

-

"When

literally "When you
one

are grown up

is young one is held

down.1

Girls usually marry at the age of fifteen or sixteen.

3. Initiation.
The secret societies
the life of the

on

outward forms have

2

have still a very strong

community in most areas, hut

lapsed.

influence
of their

many

Thus it is that the initiation rites

are

nowadays carried out only in a few distriots, and there only

for

quite short periods of time.

Formerly hoys of ten to fifteen used to be summoned to
an

hut

initiation

course

in the forest

run

these

candidates

boy^s.

lasted one to two years - a

a

certain

(mukuku) for membership were

introduced to the secrets of the society
course

In

by the secret society.

by

an

old member.

This

time full of taboos for the

Often they smeared their bodies with white earth, the

colour of spirits,

and learned a secret language.

initiation they were

supposed to be possessed by demons.

youths were changed into

Heoklingeri Duala

2) The Secret Society

During their

new men

in their initiation.

Sprichwtfrter,
-

p.

151.

sing, isan&o. plur. losango.

These

to

They had got to know the isango (ha hi laango). and

distinguished themselves clearly from those who did not know it
(ha ai hi iaango). As
assigned

a

sign of their

celebration at which the mikuku

and have

chief.

their

same oourse

hig

a

was

changed hack into

men

again.

formed an

Even today they are vowed to mutual assistance

own

representative in their dealings with the

They recognise each other by certain

Similar

4.

were

youths who bad attended the

ageset (mweaba).

existence they were all

At the end of the oourse there

new names.

All the

new

courses

passwords.1

for girls also existed in the past.

Manhood and Womanhood.
Men used to marry at about twenty years of age.

the father's business to pay the bridewealth for his
first wife.

It

was

son's

Today they marry somewhat later as a rule, since

they must first earn the money for the very high sums they now
must

collect, usually themselves, for their brides.

when

a

Frequently

young man marries his first wife they both live in his

father's house to begin with.

Some time later he will build

his

own

1)

Those born in 1881-3 formed the "Gorilla Age-group" ngil'a mwemba. Their password iss e dom t£ m f/hat happens

house.

In most tribes every

wife lives in a hut of her own,

when he is roaring? The answer ist eyidi na
gaol m The
forest becomes quite still! Those born in 1866 - 8 formed
the "European age-group" «» mukal'a mwemba, whose password
is? nj'e pemse bakala? * What makes the white man superior
the

answer

being: ngadi

Ittmann? VoJtkskundliche und

- rifles.
Religiose Begriffaj p. 46.

tl

or

in the

kitchen, which commonly stands some distance off

behind the husband*s house.
A man's

importance in the village community grows with

every step upwards which he takes in life.
are

as

The chief steps

followss-

Initiation to the secret

1.

society.

2. Marriage.

3. The first child, and every subsequent one.

(If he is

4.

polygamist) Each

a

new

wife

whom he marries.

(Formerly) The increasing number of slaves

5.

he

possessed.

If he has several

wife (nango
other wives,

a

mboa

wife of the

hous^.

She rules over the

and in times past also over the slaves.

As in many
a

•

wives, the first i3 normally the chief

other parts of Africa we have in the Gameroons

sharp distinction between what is considered men's work,

and what

is

considered women's.

Men's Work.

Women's Work.

Cutting bush and clearing

Planting and harvesting the

farm land.

crops.*

Tapping palm trees for palm

Pottery-making,

wine.
2

Weaving, sewing and plaiting,

1)

An exception occurs in the case of rice cocoa and coffee,

which, however,

2)

Housework and cooking

Nowadays

are

recently introduced crops.

many women sew

likewise.

Men's Work.

Women's Work

Hunting, and supplying meat

Filling up (crevices in) the

Making of the wooden Structure

walls of the house with clay.

and roofs for houses.

Restoration of contact with

Protection of the family as

the

(formerly),

warrior
means

of

or

spirits of the dead (as

medium).

by

Preparing of medicines against

magic.

all sorts of illnesses.

In the past, women were

helped, particularly in their

agricultural work, by slaves.
Since
that of

a

woman's life contains

a

periods than

taboos to observe.

Marriage.
Just

in the case of

as

between man's work and
looked upon as a

all.

Marriage is

sooner

or

situation
that

it

be

a

work, an exact division exists

woman's,

so

the whole of life may be

cycle which runs according to laws valid for
a

stage in this cycle which must he reached

later by hook or

by crook.

The social and economic

(see the division of labour between the sexes)

was

unthinkable for

An unmarried woman of
to

transition

(menstruation, birth, weaning, widowhood, etc.) she

man

also has many more

5.

more

woman

a

such

was

to remain unmarried for

long.

eighteen is therefor© even today considered

prostitute whatever her profession may be.

We shall consider here

only marriages which are contracted

under "Hative Law and Custom."

"English Law"

are

so

few1

Those contracted according to

that they hardly influence this

1) According to information from the District Office in Victoria
the annual number up till now in the Victoria Division hardly
reaches ten.

exposition of marriage.
In many cases agreement about giving daughter in marriage
Is reached

long "before her maturity

before her birth,

or

-

in certain districts even

shortly thereafter.

Bridewealth varies between £20 and

father's position,

and the Extent of the daughter's training.

Diba la wonja a

marriage of
when

a man

a

£l8G, according to the

si mabo

-

literally "Payment for the

free daughter is never at an end," means "Even

has

paid the full price for his wife, he is not

automatically released thereby from his obligations to her

family.

Whenever her relations are in need, her husband must

help them

out.""*"

M'bango

ma

njou mu buki njou malongo

elephant's tusk is
"If

a

chief takes

more
a

-

literally "The

valuable than the elephant," means

wife he jays a very

small sua for her;

if he gives the daughter of this wife in marriage,
the

bridegroom must pay a very high bridewealth*"
Divorce is not

her

difficult*

if the wife is the

guilty party,

family must repay the bridewealth in whole or in part*
Besides the normal form of marriage

to

however,

(diba)

2

according

"Native Law and Custom," there are various other

which

we

might mention here.

1)

Ileokllnger* JDuala Sprichwftrter, p. 127.

2)

diba

as

marriage, from ba

m

to marry.

relationships

Jomba la
not

a

love-affair carried

on

although the two lovers are

living together.

Disom is

a

relationship whereby the possessor of a wife allows

her, either expressly, or through his silence in the matter, to
live with another man, without any arrangement

families, and thus also without any payment.
man

may

bind another

mas to

between the two
Through disom a

him either temporarily or for life.

The wife and children still belong to the legal
the most,
of

a

At

when the bridegroom pays the bride-price on the marriage

daughter, the father

:ing her up.
the legal
no

husband.

may

The arrangement

receive
can

a

small indemnity for bring-

be terminated at any time by

husband, the other man coming out of the business with

advantage whatsoever.

Thus the polygamist increases his

household.

The relinquishing of a wife to a guest during the period
his visit

of

is also called disom.

Sombo is the

by abduction.
and moat

opposite of a legally conducted marriage

marriage

If this does not bring serious conflict in its train

family and tribal wars were motivated by this

iations must

a

-

-

negot¬

immediately be started with the woman's family in

order to base the marriage on a contract.

Bsila is

a

and cliba.
the

owner

less legal

form of marriage, half-way between disom

This marriage is founded on a verbal agreement between
of the woman, who is

usually a widow, and the

man,

where-

iby the latter pays a small sum, and donates a pig, or other meat,
for

a

feast to the

family.

If the

women

who takepart in esila

xs-

are

mostly widows, the men are usually either immigrants who do

not want

settle down

to

afford to pay much*

permanently, or poor people who cannot

While the children belong to the wife's

family, she herself cannot be recalled
his

obligations.

the wife

6.

as

long

as the man

fulfils

Should he return to his homeland, however,

automatically reverts to her former owner.

Old Age.

The older

a

or

man

woman

in honour by the younger

It is

the old

on

gets, the more he or she is held

people.

people that the decision rests at secret

society meetings, and it is also they who, as the heads of
families

make the sacrifices to the ancestors.

A man's

experience, wisdom and cunning increase with age,

and the young have

therefore got to submit to the decrees of the

old.

"One cannot count the teeth of
one

cannot make an

old man" means

an

impression on him,

"One knows

since he cleverly conceals

his intentions.

"Doi la mutud'a moto masonga m'ekusungaft"
voice of
means

old

an

"Old

A similar

an

old

as

sharp as the teeth of the warrior ant"

man

has spoken

he will not eat his words."

tobo. nu literally "That is the age of the pea,"

age has

special privileges as compared with youth."

saying is: Biso di be. mute, ma no

Ittmann:

2)

is

literally "The

2

"When

Mutud'a
means

man

-

Sprichwtfrter der Hyarig,

p.

125

Duala Sprlchwtfrter,

p.

152

Hecklinger:

-

literally "We are

the

length of the hair"

and the

peas are

all alike

need not think that they have the same rights as

old!"1
If

that

"although

crinkly hair of old and young is the same length,

the young
the

means

an

old

man

senile, he is not expelled for

heoomes

but finishes his days in the bosom of his

reason,

family#
Old

women are

equally esteemed.

They know all the

customs connected with birth and other dangerous

in the life of man,
:ness.

periods

and also know many remedies against sick-

They too are honoured and end their lives in the

family circle.
7.

Death.
0 doll mulema,
"

o w£,
—

o

si d£li mulema, o w£ nde,
T,,l

means

-

"Whether you were good or bad, you must die."
The

ssidered

deaths of little children and old
as

normal deaths.

The people believe that the living

80U* Cmudi) is not yet present

in the former case, or is

already exhausted, in the latter, as

1)

ibidi

p.

151

2)

ibid:

p.

235

people are con-

a

result of which the body

simply

ceases to

be.

All other deaths, whether male

or

female, they believe to be due either to evil powers, to
the deceased's

own

fault, or to strange influences.

In most districts they cut open

body in order to discover the

cause

the abdomen of a dead
of death from the colour

and position of the entrails.
At death,
in so far
know

as

the living soul (mudl) leaves the body

it has not

already been dispersed,

of all
it

(They

nothing of the further whereabouts of the mudl).

the same time the shadow soul passes
as

a

soul filled with

At

from the cadaver, first

vitality (mudimo),

departs to the land of shadows

(nolo)

as a

Thereafter

soul devoid of

vitality (edimo).
If

a

man's death does not take

place under normal

conditions, that is to say by night in his hut, danger is
scented for the survivors, and safety measures are taken.

"Bloody

death," i.e. in battle, during the hunt, by wild beafcts, accidents,
falling trees, drowning, death with open wounds (e.g. tropical
ulcers

or

leprosy), with

a

swollen body, or by suicide, demands

protection of the living against the evil powers by whom the deceasled

was

blood.

slain, and who can still operate through his body or his
Such corpses are

ornaments

or

gifts.

often buried in a special way, without

Formerly they

were

thrown into the bush and

left to the beasts.
In many areas members

of a secret society when dying are

carried into the society's hut to breathe their last.

se

No-one wants to die away from home.
becomes

If

a man

from the interior

seriously ill on a coastal plantation, his friends do their

beat to get hiia home as
at death's door in

and carry

quickly

possible,

as

Should

a man

be lying

hospital, suddenly the men of his family will appear

him off home, since they are afraid he might die away from

them.
Mbiraba

ma

inon

mu

si

maboye

o men a

ebongo

-

bird's body does not rot on the tree trunk" means
be buried in

Etomle

far

country".

namoe

kwed'ao

a

a

spoilt his death "

funeral baked meats".
As

soon

as

was

listen what
0

en

a

distant land, where his fune-

dies the lamentation for the dead begins.

a man

a

of note,

the people come even from distant

fearful howling fills the air all over

that part of the village.
round the hamlet

The widows of

a man

who has just died

lamenting, and proclaiming to all who will

good man their husband has been.

te muna ikwale

na

besao

o

nolo, ke rabela e putedi

"If you come upon the young partridge all covered with

eagle has swooped on its mother"
untidy hair,

i

man) has

place, and his village cronies lost their

villages to lament, and

run

a

a

p

anyone

If the deceased

"No-one wants to

literally "Etonde (nam© of

"He died in

means

!ral rites did not take

-

literally "The

you

means

know her husband has

1)

Hecklinger:

2)

ibidi

p.

234.

3)

ibid:

p.

237.

"If you meet

died".^

Puala SprichwtJrter, p. 234.

Aango

-

feathers, the

a woman

with

On
the

place the members of the family, especially

death taking

a

widows, enter

the widows

a

Sign3 of mourning

danger period.

in certain

are put on,

parts of the country smear their bodies with

ashes, and all those connected with the bereaved family cut off

their

removal,

there is

takes place at a cult ceremony, where after bathing
The water

dance*

a

(malebo), like

The donning of the mourning tokens

their hair.

The duration of the mourning

removes

the signs

of imcleanness.

period is fixed by the headof the

family, and is usually from three to nine months.
The mourning customs

performed

as

followss

:ning token put

on,

(sasa kwedi)

are, with

the hair of the survivors is cut, the mour-

The personal effects

and the house cleaned.

of the deceased are in

food, are laid out on

slight variations,

part rendered unusable, and, together with
a

stand (raakita) in front of the house.

Furthermore, salt and snuff

are

fire lit

The spiritual essence of these articles

before the huts.

is supposed to

follow the dead

His fields

laid

are

hacked to bits,

sprinkled

man

on

the path, and a great

into the realm of the dead.

waste, too, the shrubs and plants being torn up,

and strewn on the fields.

In making them unusable,

they believe they are laying out his plot for the departed in the
next world.

As

a

consequence widows also destroy part

fields for the sake of their dead husband.
follows

a

communal feast at the grave,

of their

In many cases there

the dead man also receiving

his share.

As
a

long

as a man

is living, every possible step is taken as

general rule to preserve him in life.

his

Should he die, however,

compatriots take the greatest pains to prevent

a

possible return

from the grave.
The grave
the ground,
a

was

in bygone days

about five feet deep.

a

round or oval hole in

At the foot of this there was

depression in which the body, wrapped in palm-leaf matting was

laid
of

(aon^o)

on

a

bed of criss-crossed sticks.

More sticks,

or

pieces

bark, were used to close off the depression, in order thatthe

body might not be covered with earth.

Burial took place in a

lying or crouching posture in the niche, and it had to be completed
by sunrise, otherwise the corpse might be stimulated to rise again
and wander about.

The grave of the head of a

a

bunghole, which could be closed by

a

clenched fist.

and the earth

The end of

was

a

rod

a

was

family had to have

boulder about the size of
placed on the corpse's mouth

trodden firm around the rod.

Later the rod

was

pulled out, and the corpse wa3 thus able to enjoy the sacrificial

gifts, mostly palm wine and snuff.
Formerly, when important chiefs died, slaves were buried with
them, to be their servants in the next world.

If there

slaves, someone from a neighbouring village

kidnapped and killed

It Is

reported1

that in the case of particularly powerful chiefs,

people were burled alive with them, which
the prestige

Later on,

was

were no

of the dead

animals

were

man,

was

thought to heighten

both here and in the life beyond.

burled with the body instead.

The grave of the head of a household was in most cases in the
house

itself,

Ittmanm

or

nearby.

Zeitschrlft ftfr Ethnologic, Bd. 77, Heft 2,
Braunschweig, 1952, p. 216. ff.

There

are

two distinct

funeral rites.

The first usually takes

place between the third and the fifth day after death, and the second
takes
the

place

*

the ninth day

second ceremony may

if not
to

on

enough food

be postponed to

or money fire

be the rainy season,

possible.

(dibua dindetne).

In

an even

many

districts

later date, especially

yet to hand, or if it should happen

which would make

an

open-air gathering im-

The main object of these festivities was and is to do

honour to the deceased before the world of the living and that
the dead.

Shis is supposed to help him to

a

corresponding position

in the next world to that which he occupied in life.
deeds are

of

His famous

expressed in dances, and made known to all the world in

poem and song.
A

Hyang; proverb truly says of moat of these funeral rites:

"When you are

alive you

are a

rascal, but when you die you become a

dear fellow".

8.

Summary.
The birth of

a

child ia

a

joyful event because through it the

continuity of the lineage and family is guaranteed.
around the birth of
and the mother
of the
of life

a

child

are

The practices

all for the protection of the child

against baleful influences and for the good growth

rising generation.

The children grow naturally into the way

of their parents and their

surrounding by imitation and by

listening to the adult members of the community.
initiation used to provide the younger generation

The

course

of

with the necessary

knowledge of the tribe's and the secret society's tradition and

1)

Ittmann: Nyang SpriehwbVter, p. 288.

strengthened the ties between the members of their age-set.

made and

Through the rites performed at the end of the course they became
full members of the community and were then ready
as

if

may

we

This whole educational system,

adult members of it.

place

to take up their

call it so, had its aim in prejjaring the individual for

communal life and in

making him conform to the rules of the communA man's importance in his community grew with

:ity he lived in.

every step upwards which he

position in this life

was,

took in life.

The more important his

the more important his position in the

village of the dead would be.
There is

an

exact division between man's work and woman's.

in groups and as

As work is often done

formerly the groups were

organised into their respective secret societies according to their
sex,

the solidarity of

so

with woman and of man with

woman

stron er than the bond between husband and wife.

circles which

overlap in one place only;

man

is

It is like two

namely the all-important

procreation of

a new

worst that

happen to man or woman, because they are then without

direct

protection in old age;
is

there

can

generation.

To have no children is the

to die without children means that

nobody to perforin the funeral rites which are essential

for entering

into the village of the dead.

Through marriage the woman's lineage loses the services of
one

of its members

has to

and

a

potential child bearer.

The man's lineage

replace this loss by paying marriage payment.

Through this

payment the equilibrium between the lineages concerned is again

<?3

established.

A marriage is

therefore legal only when this payment

has been made.

Both old

and women take

man

their surroundings;

men

play a leading role in the decisions of the

in making the offerings to the ancestors on behalf

secret societies,

of their kin and they
tradition of their

but the

central position in the life of

they are honoured and end their lives in the

Old

family circle.

a

embody in

lineage.

a

peculiar way the continuity and

The old

man

carries not only his own

lineage's and the tribe's experience, wisdom and cunning;

the older he is,

The

the greater his wisdom is esteemed.

same

applies in the case of old women.

They know all the customs connec-

sted with birth and other dangerous

periods in the life of man.

Young people must therefore submit to the decrs«s of their seniors.
We

see

now

how much the

individual is

an

integral part of his

coucfunity and how much his life, from bii'th to death, is embodied
into

this

over

the world in

all-embracing order, which as an undivided entity rules
general and, more particularly, the lineage and

social life of the individual.

Bar.

9.

Religion and Ritual.

Witchcraft.

Medicine and Divination.

In the previous paragraphs we established how far

community and the individual,
order

ruling over everything.

were

embodied into

an

both the

all-embracing

And we also know how much it is the

goal of theia both (for traditionally it
Individual to detach himself from his

was

kin)

impossible for

an

to see that the family

and the

of life was therefore to capture

end

find retain the power of living.

of living was and still is thought to be an invisible

This power
power

The chief

lineage would survive and grow in importance*

He

in man.

can

reinforce his own power of living* or so it

is believed,

by the power inherent in other creatures.

in the final

analysis, the ground upon which ethical decisions and

attitudes
this

judged.

are

This is,

Bvex'ything that helps to maintain or increase

living is judged to be good, and everything that des-

power of

itructs or diminishes this power

of living is bad.

How

we

have

already seen how much the ancestors influence the fortune or misforstune

of their

But apart from the ancestors there

living relatives.

are

other powers

are

the

like all sorts of nature spirits.

powers of Witchcraft and

Above all there

"Medicine" which have

a very strong

impact on the well-being of the community and of the individual.
The multiplicity of native customs,

prevents

s

from describing them in detail.

ourselves to
reader will

ideas

especially in this field,

We therefore restrict

description of their chief manifestations.

a

hardly

go wrong,

however, if he appreciates that the

lying at the base of these customs and the principles of their

application are the same throughout the whole region.
we

a)

The

follow the

terminology of B.3«

here possible

Bvans-Pritchard.^

Witchcrafts
Witchcraft is "a supposed psychic emanation from witchcraft-

substance which is believed to

cause

injury to health and property".

This witchcraft-substance is "a material substance in the bodies of
certain persons.

1)

It is discovered by autopsy

Witchcraft, Oracles and Magic

among

(doma dibum) in the

the Azande.

dead and Is
in the

supposed to be diagnosed by oracles

(ordeal

a

ft£ kwa)

living".1

■uemba

means

witchcraft, and auleaba is

One does not

procure

medicines

through magic practices;

or

a

witch or warlock.

lemba for oneself by the acquisition of certain
nor does one get

one's position in the

family or in the secret society.

xsidered much more

an

as

unpleasant family inheritance.

it through

It is

con-

Lemba

denotes witchcraft which seeks to harm another for motives of

isuckers,

the great millipede and other small animals, are believed

to be messengers
are

Nevertheless, owls, goat-

The mulemba has no familiar.

jealousy.

of

encountered.

a

mulemba. and are killed

or

Formerly no mercy was shown to

the ordeal revealed someone

as

hunted wherever they
a

possessing lemba. he

mulomba.
was

If

struck

dead, drowned or hanged;

in less serious cases he may have been

banished from the

sold

b)

area

or

as

a

slave,

Haguallem.^
The individual has his

familiar,-*

a

This union with

crocodile, or the like.

leox^ard, elephant, serpent,
a

beast gives the man a

feeling of strength, but also leads him into danger.
to

animals

1)

Ibid:
in

2)

men

p.

can

9-11.

natural

phenomena such

as

lightnings,

The Duala vernacular terms have been added

parentheses.

Chantepie de la Saussaves
Vol.

I.

bene ftama

Lehrbuch der Religionsgeschichte,

165-173.

p.

K.fh.Preussx

3)

"own"

also

In addition

-

Nagualismua, in Il.G.G, Vol. IV.
to have an animal.

rainbows,

moon or

starsMoot of those who "possess" animals are

organised into secret societies in which they appear dressed as
spirits or as animals.
is

The following example from 5. Ardener

good illustration of such a society.

a

classes of

a

Bakweri secret society he saysJ

elephant double.

as,

in their elephant form,

farms

The

enemies.

chief benefit,

themselves at great speed

(about 13 miles) in

able

be

"Only in the three

to

a man

have an

Such members are believed to derive various

benefits from their power,

Buea

Writing on the various

classes, and especially in the upper two, does

upper

2

for example, the ability to damage
and thus revenge themselves on their
however,

is the ability to transport

from place to place, as from liafanja to
one

hour.

A Male member is believed to

transport others with him by linking hands with them and

confusing their senses*

If, however,

a person

is killed in his

elephant form he himself is believed to die".

During the night, when the man's body is sleeping in the hut,
the
a

second shell for the soul,

in the form of

bond makes his beast of service to the man,
suffer

an

being with two bodies.

man

feels pain in the same

Itfcmannt

animal.

but also

everything that happens to the animal.

one

2)

The beast is

sleeper transfers his living soul to his animal.

This magic

causes

hira to

Man and beast

are

If the beast is Injured in the bush the

place.

Yolkskundliche und

The death of the

one

religiSse Begriffe,

Coastal Bantu of the Caiseroons, p. 68.

drags the

p.

43.

<?7

other down to

the grave

Ewusu is

a

with it.

of medicine used

kind

own

benefit and for

It is acquired through a medicine man*

the downfall of others.

Nevertheleasthis

forfone's

faculty belongs to the powers which the secret

society transmits to its members.

One

boast of one's evoisu.

may

and

distinguished people occasionally do 30.

can

be determined

Possession of ewusu

by post-mortem examination.

'"'.man transmitted

through the secret society procures authority and protection and
facilitates production as the following example demonstrates!
"The oil-farmers of the Bakundu group

boast, for example, of their

affinity with parrots, flying squirrels and chimpanzees.
themselves
fruit
so

are

that

with the

parrots, flying to the palms on which bunches of ripe

as

hanging;

they

may

as

flying squirrels they cling to the palm closely,

not fall;

should they fall, however, their affinity

chimpanzees help ther, and they stand

themselves, and go safe and sound to their

c)

They see

The "filled"

up

uninjured, relieve

huts."1

man.

The Cameroonian

generally has little faith in physical or intel¬

lectual powers unless enhanced and protected

by magic means.

magic-physical or magic-mental power makes its owner
nmlondedi

2

i3

in full possession of this

enchantment, dances and incantations he

can

"filled one".

power.

Through

turn it to his own use,

1)

Ittmann:

Volkskundliche und Heligitfse Begriffe;

2)

^ulondedi

»

the filled man, from londa

a

This

=

to fill.

p.

21.

</<r

to that

of the group,

initiations and mysteries,

to

He has to submit

and also to that of others.

and to observe certain taboo rules.

If he should not observe these rules,

the "power"

injure not

may

only himself, but those of his immediate circj^le.
Balondedl
secret

are

usually either medicine men or high-up members of

They are, because of their extraordinary "powers"

society.

much respected and

When
of his
not

a

honoured by their fellow-men.

mulondedi dies,

he often becomes

a

revenant.

indwelling powers, which even death cannot take away, he does

the moat

powerful

medicines

are

avail against such ghosts.

means

burnt in

or

jpected before he is buried of possibly becoming

precautions are taken to prevent this.

slit, his head stuck in

are

a

d)

distant

a

His hands and feet

In

many

places such

men are

buried

Maledictions and Curses.

a

curse

is uttered

curses

should

also bo considered in this section.

against someone, the people believe that it will

work, unless removed by some other magic formula.
we

revenant, all

part of the forest, which is taboo.

Malediction and
If

If anyone is sus-

pot, andhis body, laid stomach down-

swards, is surrounded by thorns.
a

For instance

The ashes are scattered

wind, or carried away by running water.

sorts of

Only

top of the partly dug up grave, and

on

finally the body is exhumed and burnt.

in

Because

perish, but continues to go about, harassing the living.

to the

a

In what follows,

give the different grades of malediction, from the weaker to the

stronger.
muyeiaa »

cursing, enchantment, which take away

qualities and blessings.

Yemane

»

a

man's good

to hurl imprecations at

a person.

eboma

a

»

Eboxaa is also used for

strong invective,

curse,

a

symbolical action which curses a man,
Bola moto

eboma

bena

hate, to bear ill-will,

to

«

Topo dibena

mboma

soraeone.

Dibena

=

hatred, ill-will.

Bibena harms a man like a

to revile, to hurl abuse,

»

«®

harmful in its effects

be

and

only meant as

more

There is

swear-word,

curse,

can

in the mboma which

a power

than dibena.

It may be innocent,

threat, but, allied to certain gestures, such

a

raising the hands to heaven, or striking the ground with a "swear

as

stone"1

it

be

can

serious matter.

a

naad'a mudumbu
of magic,
is

in which

«

a

gun

of the mouth.

This is

a

much-feared form

human leg bone, if possible that of an albino,

put in the mouth, and a concoction, mixed with needles, "blown

into
a

curse

malediction, which will 3ome day work, if not counteracted,

or

curse

to

=

the

curse

body" of the enemy through it.
or

harmed may

Instead of this magic action,

malediction uttered in the direction of the person to be

work

mbaki is

as

a

ngad'a raudumbu.

curse,

game and certain

trees)

oath, guilt, through murder
or through the

(of humans, big

breach of faith.

of such deaths something passes from the murdex-ed man to
which works upon him
steats himself

passes,

In the

case

his killer,

revengefully and destructively, unless he pro-

by magic means.

This "something" is mbaki«

too, to anyone who comes near the

man

It

charged with mbaki.

Further, anyone who breaks an oath which he has sworn by a demon, or
whoever breaks
man

l)

who touches

muditei

the
an

blood-bond, brings mbaki upon himself as does the
unknown corpse

which he has found.

I

mbena

means

a

curse,

which must be expiated,

In

and all that the curse signifies.

contradistinction to mbaki.

blood-guilt caused by

mbena is

a

0 o

definite action

under which one comes,

a curse

This curse shows itself

mostly unwittingly, through black magic.

through inexplicable disasters, or the appearance of witch-beasts
in dreams.
kele

him.

means

shun someone,

to

to draw back from him, to boycott

Anyone ostracised by the group because a curse on him has

been uttered,

is excluded from the religious and other activities

of the community.

He is deprived of wife and children, all aid is

forbidden to him,

and his vital power is withdrawn.

Every malediction
other

or curse must

already seen that the mulondedi is

sjjecial powers.
with similar

There

are,

however,

name

of

Bwariga

a man

ansed with

great variety of objects filled
use

for differing pur-

All these "medicines"

go

under

"bwanga".1
(sing.)

or m.vanga

(plur.) consist of:-

Powers which inhabit such natural objects as the bark of trees,

leaves, weeds,
for the

stones or bones.

benefit

or

These

can

otherwise of his fellows.

be used by the initiated

By mixing several of

things, and by incantations and dances, the mot*a bw-anga

concentrate and

(ii)

a

"powers" which are brought into

iposes and are called "medicines".

such

sacrifice or

ledicines.

We have

(i)

a

magic spell.

e)

the

be lifted by

increase these powers.

All articles which may be carriers of this power.

i

bwanga

»

means

mot'a bwanga

«

of power,

medicine.

doctor, medicine

man.

can

lot

(ili)

Every medium prepared by the mot'a bwangn. such as

(a)

In the usual sense of the word, which may be applied

medicines,

externally through massage, sprinkling, poultices, eyedrops;
or

(b) All

internally by drinking or enemat
and beast,

man

powers,

means taken to

protect

home and field, products of tree or land from harmful

These means are usually, though not always,

theft or curses.

(c) Town medicine to protect the village

prepared by the mot'a bwangat
and the land.

(iv)

Everything used

(v)

Everything belonging to the secret society, and which gives

"fc*1® balondedi his

Thus
The

as an

"power".

everything employed in public or private customs in mvan^a.

following examples may illustrate what we said aboveJ

Bwanga In

a

This

Cassa'va

"medicine"

from theft.

crops

Tana.1
Is

prepared by

a

root's bwanga to protect the

It consists of the bone of

a

tortoise tied to

a

If anyone steals from this field the tortoise will enter his

stick.

stomach and stamp around
terrible stomach-ache
an

oracle.

with his thick legs until the thief gets

and confesses his crime.

He

can

be cured by

antidote.

Bwanga in

a

f-,rm of Coco Yam.

This farm is also

bwan^a*

The horn

was

2

protected by a "medicine" prepared by
filled with something whose

a

"power" makes

mot'a
a

thief ill.

If

we

compare these two

1)

See table 4.

2)

See table 5.

"medicines"

we

find

a

fundamental difference.

table

%

i

v a

farm

^

table s.

b w a n q a

l n a

coco

yam

p arm

I O

la the first,
sees

we

have a kind of sympathetic magic.

The thief

bones, and therefore knows what is in store for

the tortoise

his stomach.

second, he simply sees the hern and knows that its power

In the

will affect him.

any kind

of illness

may

break out in him.

Any-

tthing in possible, from swelliocs in his legs to insanity.
Mix

the

indication follows of various "medicines"

which all,

first, show the thief, or him who curses crops or other things,

what in

going to happen to him.

"SSfara"2

Villa ,e .'♦•edicine
Ve find

this

"medicine above all ir. the lower part of the Mamfe

Division, whence it has spread

the

picture,

widely over the whole district

very

during the past few generations.

In constructing the Mfam shown in

hole was dug, water poured into it, the "medicine"

»,

placed in it, and. the two rubber trees planted above it.
is

usually to

sent the

cause dropsy.

r

circle, atones

on

deliberate, and make affirmations

near

the- trees,

Mfart, end which is also know

In this form Ef&m

was

See table 6 and 7.

2)

See table 8.
lldi:
•=

oath.

A little hut stands

as

Mfara, is kept.

throughout the land.

The "medicine"

Ira Schatten dee Geheimbundes, p. 122-131.

Mfam.

The chief

horns, filled with "medicine" and sealed.

sold

1}

H.

on

in which medicine, which obviously received its "power"

medicine consists of two

Mam

Under the trees there

which the "possessors" of the

Mfent

from this

The effect

The two trees, male and female, repre¬

unity and fruitfulness of the family.

lie, arranged in

3)

like

TABLE
if

£.

Hccfi'cinc
«

Object: bones of a tortoise

Image:

Effect:

Object:

a tortoise
inside the

walking
belly

gripes, colic

toothed palm

-

leaf

nerve

Image:

teeth

Effect:

toothache

Object: plant stems with a
high water content

Image:

water

Effect:

Fever

or

sweat

TABLE
If
M

1

M

e

c/i'ci nt

Object: plant stems of
bulbous

Image:

growth and bursting
of

Effect:

a

fruit

the

bulb

swellings

Object: knotted liana

Image:

curled up millipede
permanently turning
round

Effect:

the

navel

pain in the region
of

the

navel

Object: hard, dry plant stems

Image:

dry bones

Effect:

rheumatic pains

Nfc3i

-

Mf3m

35.

Herns of 3 Buffalo

carrying the Powtr of Mfatn

is hund on the

a

the

or

outside wall of its owner's house.
of the Mfam,

then becomes the chief servant

owner

to

inside

Often

priest.

a group

possession of the Hfaau

This

and is comparable

of older men may be co-pnrtners in
A village greeting to it Is quoted

below from Ittmanm
"In

bringing the Mfam into a Banyangi village the inhabitants

shouted!

"Hearken, 0 Mfami

that thou

®eyeat be our protector.

We give our settlement into thy hands,

Therefore, whoever lies down

without sleeping, but goes around (as a

among us

intention of waxing fat

on

witch) with the

others (or eating other people up), we

give over to thee, that thou meyest strike his hoad seven times upon
the

whereupon the person concerned falls ill, and perishes,

ground"

unless the Mfam sets him free on atonement being made"

f)

Divination.
In this section

station of
and

(a)
man"

we

have

"Ngambi

ts&yer

distinguish between (a) the interpre

signs and fortune-telling by

(b) the second sight of

means

to

e

a woman

in

a
a

soothsayer using an oracle

hysterical trance,

ben mot'a mukoti". literally "Sorcery hates a poor

"Whoever does not pay and

bribe the magician or socth-

well, is not in good repute with him, and will not get hie

rights."

2

3-)

J« Xttmann:

Volkskundliche und Religitfee Begriffe, p.

2)

Heckllngort

Duala SpriehwS!rter,

p.

231.

38.

I o

With Ittmann
which

(1)

1.

The

?

2.

The spicier oracle.

3.

The throwing oracle,

4.

The listening oracle.

shaking oracle.

There

The Shaking Oracle,

70-80

bark box about

pangolin^

Further, there

earth and water.

filled with
and

distinguish four groups of oracles

we must

interpreted by the fortune-teller.

are

them.

1

a

in

are

a

small plate basket or

scales with all kinds of notches on

fall sorts of articles representing air,

are

The strongest of all, a crystal or a small horn

magic preparation, must not be lacking.

Teeth also,

claws, hones and cartilages of animals, birds and fish are also

in the basket.

all the powers

toto.

pro

Thus has

"bearers of

a man

incorporated in his n:;arsbi. pars

that work and hold sway

power" are laid on the ground.

on

earth.

These

Then the interpreter

shakes the scales

remaining in the basket, which are only empty symbols,

calling the while

on his

over

the

question, and reaching his decision from

position of the remainder.

the scales

1)

are

J. Ittmanns

ngaaibl

=»

"ka"

»

necessary to

note whether

Religitfse Begriffe, p.47-48,
part of the following is quoted.

Volkskundliche und

oracle, magic.
of oracles.

3)

It is also

lying right or wrong way up.

from which

2)

He throws them

objects on the ground, setting aside those which have nothing

to do with the matter in
the

ancestors find teachers.

mot'a n,;;ambi
Sese ngambi

the pangolin armadillo
buch der Duala

«
=

magician, interpreter
to interpret oracles.

(5. Dinkelackert

Sprache,

p.

37.)

V/tfrter-

11 O

(2)

The oracle, earth

Spider oracle.

or

bird

spider1

is

9

used

for

like the

evening7leaves of the ngwaban" (marked

In the

this.

above)

scales mentioned

are

scattered in front of the

spider's hole, and the spider is called upon to give information.
In the

morning the answer is read in the position of the leaves

which the spider
be

put in front of the hole,

the

shells

This

this

kind

of

(3)

Throwing oracle.

oracle

answer

Hearing oracle.

in which holes have

The interpreter whirls

to

position.

magic ingredients, and thus obtains the

client's question.

his

There

from their

The interpreter listens to an antelope

cattle horn filled with

answer

are

quite

a

for decisions.

number of lesser oracles which are called
There are also many signs in nature which are

looked upon as good or bad

omens

for undertakings which are about to

place.

(b) As
or

,jiba^

pair of rinds round his hands and drops them on the ground,

(4)

take

Two rinds of

together with string.

tied

are

only answer "yes" or "no".

can

in order to read the

upon

and in the morning it is noted whether

lying with the curved side upwards or downwards.

are

been bored

or

Or the shells of coloured beans may

has moved.

we

clairvoyance

have already stated,

(edingej

the various kinds of second sight

are matters for women.

The clairvoyant

1)

dibol>e la ngambi

2)

Psidium Gua.iava.

3)

bwiba

4)

edinge. - soothsaying, clairvoyance, ko edinge = to become
clairvoyant.
topo bedinge = to tell fortunes, to prophesy.
koma bedinge = to be possessed, fall into a
trance;
to pour

out

»

Irvingia Barteri.

prophesTes

to utter.

111

gets an "open

head",1

store for the

individual, the village or the country.

that Is to say, she can see what lies in

(i)

two kinds of bedin^e:

be.ion^o. which attacks women involuntarily,

(ii) ediedie which is brought

for example, somnambulism;

as,

'ihere are

on

artificially.

(1) be.iongo.
to

toe affected

a woman

As a general rule young women are those most prone

toy this condit-l.cn, in which they can prophesy.

is shaken with fev r»

Such

and those around her do not know at

first that it is going to lead

to bejongo.

She sits by the fire to

warm

herself, but towards evening she will grow worse, and later goes

into

a

trance, so they know what sort of condition she is in.

is held down,

that she may not damage herself in her convulsions.

She cries out that spirits

She is tied

tsages•

messages from the
is not

up

2

in

are
a

oppressing her with all kinds of rnes-

mat, and then delivers to the bystanders

spirits of their ancestors.

If the person named

present, she cries out wildly and reproaches the absentee with

having ancestors and caring nothing for them.
information.
mend

She

a

Someone may perhaps ask

medicine for

a

sick person.

She also gives other

his departed relatives to recom¬
«hen she has given all the mes-

and answered all the questions through the ancestors, she will

:sages,

mention

a

plant

she wakes up

(ii)

remedy, whose juice they drop in her eyes.

as a

When

she has no recollection of what has happened.

edfedie^.

By special

1)

a

2)

bedimo

3)

ediedie from dia

raakusa mulooo

mu

«

telan

«

to find.

means,

such as ecstatic singing and

she has got an open head.

I IZ

dances,

a

state of clairvoyance was induced in a woman,

The custom

practiced on ground from which all stones had been removed

was

-

usually on sand, so that the woman, who had fallen into a hypnotic

She threw herself on the ground

sleep, would not hurt herself.
and was racked
she was bound
she

by fearful convulsions.
in

a

began to speak

themselves to

mat and laid in
as

a

When she was cold and stiff

hut near the

fireplace.

There

medium of the spirits who wanted to manifest

individuals or to the group,

and of whom questions could

be asked through the medium#
2.

God,
As

very

Europeans, and

cautious when

of non-Christian
to

we are

people.

Christians in particular,

we

have to be

investigating religious practices and beliefs
There is the great danger that we may start

analyse and explain these practices and beliefs from the point of

view of Western

logy.
and

It is

psychology, especially in terms of individual psycho¬
our

aim to discover in what way religious conceptions

practices are interconnected and in what way religious facts are

bound up
as

as

E»B,

with other kinds of social facts.
Bvans-Pritchard rightly

says1,

In primitive society,

religious rites are "performed

in relation to vital ©vents anddominant interests:

birth, initiation,

marriage, sickness, death, hunting, animal husbandry, and so on;

and

they are intimately concerned also with family and kinship interests
and with
task

to

political institutions".

can

therefore not be our

"explain" religion, but to show the relation of religion to

social life in general.

1)

It

If this

was true

The Institutions of Primitive Society;

of our discussion of the

p»

5-6,

113

practices of magic, witchcraft and medicines it must be all the
the following presentation of the idea the Natives

more

true regards

have

of God and its
Two

function, if any, it has in society.

great difficulties stand in our way here and prevent a clear
exposition of the idea the Natives have of God.

and express

first of these is that

dialects

are

"God".

The second

in the

areas

The

where different tongues and

used, there are distinct names for one and the same

difficulty is

that after so many years of mis¬

sionary work the Christian conception of God has partly been assimi¬
lated

by the native

conception.1

It is, moreover, not

easy

to gain

enlightenment on this topic as "God" in the lives of these people
is

conception which they do not make explicit.

a

Nevertheless,

certain ideas

are

known, and we shall try to Indicate them in what

follows.

are

indebted above all to Ittmana's work,

We

Go11esyorstellunren und Gottesnaraen im vordern Kamerun.
The

thoughts of our people centre on two ideas.

connected with the ancestor cult arid with

muse

changes according to the various race®.

One is the

For instance, East of the

Mongo Biver it comes from the- old Bantu root word

-

aaxabe. which

changes little through Grimm's lav; in the various languages.
of the

upper
time

Mongo River

as

as

part of the Cross River
the

E. Aruener:

^est

Calabar they speak of obase.and in the
area

they

say

highest meaning is assigned to the

ii-iruva in old Bantu.

1)

far

It

fertility rites.

wanders.
names

But at the

for "heaven",

By Grimm's Law this word took

on a

same

"sun",

changing

ibid, p. 92:
Writing on the Ovase of the Kpe
says:"No further attempt to explain the nature of the
high-god in the past is likely to be fruitful owing to the
effect of Christianity.

"H

form with the different races,

the

meaning remained the same#

for

God,

groups
1.

"loba".^

shall use the Duaia word

The following points revolve round these two

name

of God connected with the Ancestor Cult.

The

name

whose root

or

names

is the aforementioned old Bantu word

is not clear.

are

now

among

of the ancestors hang together atymologieally

But whatever be the reason,
at all events so

are

How the name of the

the shades.

the names ftacbe. or obase,

closely bound up with the bedimo that

Bakundu, for instance, call upon him

deity.

as

"obas'a melimo

Hence the type and

deity are evident in the ancestor cult and fertility rites.

fostered this cult of the dead
to Grimm's Law of
have been called

mwa-Aame.

p

"ftame"

particularly intensively.

According

there, but in point of fact he is called

In addition to "ancestral deity" thi3 also means

departed" and "aged

This

ffupe and Maneguba

sound-shifting, the ancestral deity ftambe should

name

IttmannJ

man

with grey hair".

"Ancestor",

Furthermore, the "plural

is particularly interesting, as it was employed for

the Christian

2)

ancestral

place of worship and the seat of

The Bakosi and their neighbours round the

1)

»

The ancestor cult is thus at the same time harshe. obase or

mandein cult.

the

is

in the ancestor cult and fertility rites along with

ancestral deity and that

mai.ia.em

-

in other Cameroon dialects corresponding with it

the forebears who

this

we

of names.

called upon

the

Here

The

garobe

or

but everywhere in the lower Cameroons

"God".

ibid, p. 224

US'

Mbe~Aame"

means

of clans

names

the ancestors".

shades,

W1th the prefix

the name of the founder of a clan,

"xnwa"added to
and

"the

are

betokened in that region.

the place names

For example, accor¬

ding to tradition the names of the son3 of Asurae, the founder of
the

Bakosi tribe

was

Btane.

were

Byo,

Asume Ndem,

tuge«

Thereafter the clans of the tribe were known

Byo. mw'Btug. mw'Asume Mem, mw'Btan.
area

are

mw'Bbag

Thus mwa-Aaioe
or

and his daughter's name

was

the merging

bediiao derived from flame,

become the ancestral

mwa

The names of villages in that

mw'Aku, raw'Abl, mw'Along, etc.

clan of Ebag;

«

as

of all the beflame« or ancestor spirits,
and

only through abstraction did it

deity whose original simpler name is no longer

employed among the tribes in that district.
The whole

thing is analogous to the earthly hierarchy.

head of the homestead stands the head of the
the

lineage,

of the

lineage which has assumed the leadership on account of his

of the community to

It is

his dead father,

At the invocation,

a man

will first

and lastly the ancestors of related tribal

Above all, however, is mwa-ftai

tring above tribe and tribal groups.
does not come

The spirit world Is

then the head of the family, the lineage head,

founder of the tribe,

groups.

absolutely necessary for every member

recognise this hierarchy.

organised correspondingly.

the

family, at the head of

its elders, and at the head of the clan stands the head

descent and riches.

name

At the

;e,

Just

the ancestral deity,
as

towe-

the member of a finally

directly to the tribal chief, but approaches him through

the mediation of his
in the other world.

own

chief,

so

also is it with the ancestral deity,

II &

Through the bedimo men have access to the ancestral deity,
which stands at the head of all ancestors,

those of other

Therefore his name is also easily expressed in

groups as well.
other words,

even

such as "the eternal, the unchan. eabie, the creator".

It is not easy to discover whether this ancestral deity is conceived
as

a

personal God.

He is always invoked along with the ancestors,

and when the tribes of

ancestral

the Bakundu group speak of

obas»a melimo

«

deity, they see in him, Just as the Bakosi group see in

mwa-ftgae the rather abstract conception of the totality

tors, and occasionally give him the title of gango *
in the same way as

they do to the ancestors.

of the ances¬

ioz*d, father,

The idea of persona¬

lity was certainly not connected with this ancestral deity from the

beginning, however, otherwise his names would have been classified
as

personal nouns, which is the case in none of the languages concer¬
But the conception ©f personality is easily

ted.

transmitted to

him, since the spirits with whom he is so closely bound up were once
persons.

The narrowness of the idea of the ancestral deity lies

in the fact that

fertility rites.
and tribes
to

the

it is

solely concerned with the ancestor cult and

It does not bridge the gap between the lineages

and the other world.

ancestral

Other worldliness Is not peculiar

deity, since the mundi

ma

bedimo is not oufcside this

world.

Hambe, obase, mandein is might, present, knowing, for those within
the group concerned with

the fertility cult, but not all inclusive

Ill

not

almighty, omnipresent, or omniscient.

2.

The

of God connected with Heaven.

nasi©

Loba, irom the Bantu root li-guva =* sun, heaven, is a widely
It

spread word.

means

in Duala and kindred dialects "heaven,

firmament", and so "the shining, the pure".
it for

"the

But these

men

of all

are

not

Already the old fairy-tales of
kinds of
his

men.

stomach

:cape,

ribes use

sun".

Loba is thus first
live.

Also many

so

a

place;

and a place in which men

dark-skinned

swallowing-*

1

but light-skinned

?
.

distinguished these two

When the hero has slain the monster and opened up
that the world of men which he has swallowed can es-

they draw themselves up in two companies, dark and light, and

extol the hero,

their deliverer.

Suddenly, with

clap the light-skinned are raised and enter loba

a

terrific thunder¬

« a

heaven, where

they lead a life just like that of the dark-skinned on earth,
for the fact that

they never suffer want, as they would here.

except

Every¬

thing is provided in plenty.

Formerly there were earnings and goings between heaven and earth.
People from earth could ascend

a

sort of rope ladder and cultivate

friendship with the people in heaven.

An impudent earth man once

infringed the regulations obtaining above, however, and appropriated

1)

mindo

2)

mbongo

3)

Verschlingeml£rchen
von

J.

Ittmann.

aus dem vordern

Kamerun.

Zusamioengestellt

something that did not belong to him, whereupon those above pulled
the

ladder up

into heaven, to save themselves any further distur-

sbancs of the peace.
dead enter the mundi ma bedimo.

We said that the

apply to everyone.

not
to

Anyone who for any

reason1

but this does

has been unable

get proper burial does not enter the mundi ma bedimo. since the

funeral rites

These people go to heaven, where the

open its doors.

completely different, the incalculable, the abnormal have their abode.
Whenever

a

child

was

born to

a

family after such

a

death, it was

given the name of the departed, who was never given another thought.
He had entered

an

absolutely different world.

from this world of the

came

inaccessible
garded

as

normal

to

men

furthermore, people

entirely other, so incalculable, and so

even

after death.

Such

people are re¬

abnormal-albinos and twins.

Are the former not

Neither do they have the
fore

it is

whole

family, when

a

like the light-coloured

dark, quiet

eyes of

Inhabitants of heaven?

ordinary men.

There¬

heavy burden on a mother's heart, and, indeed, on the
an

unpigmented baby is bom.

Formerly

an

albino

was

not buried in the

His

body

and

covered with

the

preparation of

1)

See par. 8,

2)

buma

3)

That the whites in this country were looked on from the beginning
as special beings,
and are still esteemed superior, has one of
its last roots in the opinion of the people that these lightskinned people must come from a special place, and their super¬
iority is therefore quite understandable.

was

-

earth, since he did not belong to the underworld.

laid between the gnarled roots of
twigs.

p

a

silk-cotfong tree ~

Albinos' bones are especially popular in

medicine.^

Death.

Geiba nentandre

People are even more disturbed by the birth of twins than
of albinos.

which make

From birth onwards they are under special taboo rules,
their

upbringing more difficult than is the case with

single children.
In the circumstances
as

bo

far

described, heaven is conceived

But heaven

place in which people are living.

a

like

a

that

the firmament

person,

see

is

a

also speak

"She people believe

for example when it thunders,
we

can

"little heaven"

built up of airy

clouds, which at night is magnificently caparisoned with stars, and
out

of which the moon

slips once

a

month, forcing itself laboriously

through, only to pull Itself slowly back again.
looks down on the activities
Above

and behind this

built

of

men

are

It also looks through the clouds at what

heavy atones.

doing here below, and knows that often it is not good.

Way!

loud voice

a

I

am

to

arouse

going to fall down and

gentler peals of thunders

enjoy everything that
And the

thunderstorm

Ittmanni

its wrath,

the little heaven,

shameful doings may cease".

fun!"

and is greatly amused thereby.

superficial image, however, is another heaven,

evil actions of mankind often
with

of men,

The "little heaven"

cover

making

and then it shouts
men

afraids

"Make

everything, so that these

But the little heaven

"Oh, wait!

The

answers

Don't do that!

goes on down there.

in the

I always

Please let me have my

powerful voice of the stone heaven dies away as the

withdraws".3"

ibid;

p.

256.

12.

So to the

man

of the Cameroons heaven is not only a place#

It speaks like a person.
ment

the affairs of mankind,

over

The

is

sun

in heaven

and the one which has

The verb
a

san&a =

thing has

is

the

-

and condemns the bad#

the most striking phenomenon there,

property of lightening the darkness#

to become white,

clear,

also means that

or clean

thus, to be

dealings with the powers of darkness?

quite possible that for this reason an ethical power

imagined behind the sun, which is unfriendly to what is dark and

evil.

As

"heaven's
If

no

It is

clean.

Loba is thus the one who sits in Judg¬

such, the sun is known by many tribes as diso la loba
or

someone

God's eye",

hears

by others merely

another say

as

loba

=

"heaven, God".

-

something unseemly, or

sees

him do

something he ought not to do, he may reproach him with the words?
"How

can

you say or do

that, when diso la loba

there sees every¬

up

thing.

Scarcity and physical want

brought before Aarabe in the

are

fertility rite, but whoever gets into difficulties

or

inner need,

through the fault of others, turns his gasse heavenwards and invokes
loba
to

as

lend

helper, witness, avenger and Judge.
strength to an assertion:

In affliction
may

one

may

call:

Loba

mbal'a loba

M.mii

a

ii

bi

=

a man may say,

the truth of loba.
miw

loba knows of it:

«

fix his hopes on loba with the words:

will

Thus

Loba longwanel

and
=

a man

loba

help!
It

was

a

solemn moment

for every

family when its elder, at the

first

appearance of the sickle moon,

:self

discharged the priestly office in

went out to hie yard and hiiaprayer.

It

was

strictly

o

III

taboo to make

a

noise or to

quarrel in the huts during prater.

With

the wordst

"The old

little

quiet, and the adults listened mutely to their elder's

ones

The prayers were

call.
a

is

man

speaking to loba "mothers kept their

all extempore, bom of the moment, but had

traditional form, which anyone could compose,

used

but was only to be

by the elder.
Two prayers

will serve as

"Tho^i God!

A request!

examples:^"

As now the new sickle moon stands

on

high,

So make

everything pertaining to me new!

Give

new

me

things!

I have done wrong to no man,

If 1 have killed anyone in

nor

the bush I do not kno?«r of it.

But thou knowest all things.
I

come

to

Thee,

Forgive me!

so throw me not

Neither into that

on

envied my brother.

into the fiery pit,

the left hand

nor

into that

on

the right,

But give me a good place between them!"

"Thou, Loba!
As the

moon

Let serious

A request;
is

God,

a

request!

new

illness and all misfortune

depart!

Let anyone who think3 evil of me in eninity
Be with his wicked

plans confounded,

And his intentions fall upon his own
Thou God,

1}

a

head!

request, a request!"

Both prayers were translated from Ittmanni
und Gottesnamen im vordern Karoerun.

Gottesvorstellungen

I2Z

According to what has gone before, ftambe was originally
conceived

as

"giver" and loba

the

as

It is hardly

the "judge".

surprising that it can no Ion? er be easily determined today what
exactly was and is ascribed to one or the othf»
Par. 10.

..ynopsis.

The material presented in

of

:tance
areas

claim that in the Cameroens there

our

there still is an almost

departments of life.

to be

assumed,

was

and in backward

complete interdependence of all

There is no division between the economic,

social and religious
not

this chapter demonstrates the Impor-

aspects of life.

as

Porde^

Daryll

This is true even if it is
with his wide knowledge of

primitive society states, "that the views and attitudes of a people
concerning the duties of men among themselves and their relations to
the universe
that

necessarily all of one piece".

are

He further

saya,

"anthropological studies of many cultures have shown that even

in small

and

comparatively isolated societies, were differences of

wealth, rank, and power are small, there need be no complete integra¬
tion of belief and doctrine,
in all spheres
both the
of

a

historical

single system of beliefs or basic ideas.
sources

world, to be diverse.

believe that

a

1)

are

likely even in a circum-

On the other hand, there is reason

close relation exists between dominant attitudes

towards social relations and the

beliefs

for

of knowledge and belief and the contexts

activity in which these are evoked

jscribed
to

by

still less the domination of conduct

proper use

of resources and established

concerning the nature of human society and its place in a

African -Grids;

Introduction, p.vil.

I Z 3

of cosmic forces".

wider universe

In this
beliefs

as

dominant

thesis

not

are

with these dominant

attitudes,

which have

we

so

much concerned with particular

attitudes.

Because it is these

shall show in part two of this thesis,

as we

strong influence on the development of belief and

a

practice in the Christian Church.
Let

us

in short

recapitulate the main contents of tradi¬

tional structure and beliefs,

2he chief end of the traditional

community is its continuity and well-being, or in other words, the
preservation of life and the harmony that exists throughout nature.
Ue

have

seen

how the

beliefs and practices of

traditional society

For example the

only be understood in their social context.

can

relationship between the ancestors in the village of the dead to
their descendants
barrenness of
power,
on

in the

related

a

village becomes important in a case of
woman.

is only dealt with in

the other hand

a

man

may

position in the community,
■Daryll fforde says that:
the absence of

lies

a

coherent

case

Or witchcraft,

as

a

destructive

of misfortune or illness.

strengthen his power,

through "medicines"

or

Ox*

i.e., his social

by

a

familiar.

"Under primitive conditions of life and in
body of scientifio theory so much more

beyond the reach of naturalistic exjfLanation,

so

much more

elicits interpretation and action in texvas of the

mysterious agent3

called into being in response to hopes and needs.

Beliefs of this

order are

In such

not

capable of verification but neither do they require it.

spheres the people of Africa, like those of the West and,

indeed, all mankind

save

the tiny minority which is able to suspend

belief, have adopted theories that project on the plane of supernatural

I in¬

action the desires and aspirations

action".3"

of human

It is
2

Kraemer' b
a

kind of

tarian"

call
is

on

this basis that
say in,

statement;

are

we

now

able to appreciate

that in this connection there arises

thinking that can be described, as he stays, as "totali¬
and

which, to avoid misunderstanding, we might better

By this

"holistic",

steeped in
This

:tence.

dual

that they know in the realm

a

we mean a concern or a

thinking that

cosmic mythological view of the totality of exisin practice that the whole life

means

and of the community is

of the indivi¬

lastly concerned with, and pointing

toward®, this chief end of the traditional community, namely life,
i.e., the continuity of the family and lineage.
that this

stood when conceived
than as
a

thinking^

type of holistic
as

a

be more adequately under¬

primitive pattern of philosophy and science

Of course,

religion.

may

We further maintain

as

Kra&mer rightly points out, it is

"thoroughly synthetic and concrete way of thinking" which has "the

ojjposite tendency from the analysing, isolating way of modern, scien¬
tific

passed on from
"One

It is not put down in books and codes but is

thinking".
one

generation to the next though custom and tradition.

might therefore

more

adequately call it emotional thinking,

because thinking is in this case not yet

activity of the human mind
to

be

in

as we,

philosophical thought;

willing and feeling animal

man

the abstract, differentiated

not wholly correctly, assume it

but it is the activity of the thinking,
is In common life.

1)

Ibid;

2)

See the introductions to this chapter.

3)

Kraemer calls it monistic thinking!

4)

The

p*xi.

Christian Message

in

a

Non-Christian World: p.151-152.

i z

This thinking and feeling expresses itself in the religious

Religion in the Caiseroonian

thoughts and practices of the people.

society is not an individual matter* but it is a social phenomenon,
something general, traditional and obligatory.

It is therefore in

religious rites which arc usually performed in relation to vital

the

events

and dominant

sickness,
that

interests likes

death, hunting,

animal husbandry, planting and harvesting

the unity and scope of the traditional society may
The religious aspect of life covers,

understood.

in the ancestor cult
the

birth, initiation, marriage,

and the

as w©

be

seen

find

have seen

practices of the secret societies, also

family and kinship interests and the political institutions,

from this

we

that

see

religion

covers

in fact thewhole life of the

community and includes also the world the community lives in.
Everyone and everything has its place in this all-embracing order
and is
it

classified"*" according to its importance

is to

play in this whole.

There is
ways

and after the role

on©

further

point in which traditional thinking goes

foreign to the normal western mind and which we must elaborate

because it will preoccupy us again in

understanding of the sacraments.
"medicines"

we

ted v/ith these

There is

no

In connection with the various

pointed out how, traditionally, the symbols connec¬
powers

of intervention

can

be of great significance.

differentiation between the sign and the thing denoted,

between appearance and existence.
not limited to medicines.

tiate between the secret

Graemer calls this
a

relation to the Christian's

a

But this way of conceiving is

They do in the same way not differen¬

society member who wears an animal's mask,

classificatory way of thinking which is

primitive form of philosophy and science.

r

12.6

and

the mask;

the

course

of

he is an animal,

in the same way as the boys who in

initiation, smeared themselves with white earth, were

spirits.
This way of

conceiving is very difficult for the modern western

mind to follow.

It is

scholars

a

of

none

pre-logical thinking

the

situations

•

a

time

some

European

We know that they are

in which they are involved is there any

drawing such a distinction.

not actualised because the

it can't be

gives

The capacity to differentiate is

circumstances of traditional life do

a

good analysis of the problem s

African is characterised
defined aspect

B.

neurological, it must lie in custom.
2

us

point

not

In what then is their failure to differentiate grounded?

require it.
As

difficult that for

ignorant of such differences as mentioned above, but that in

not

in

spoke of

so

"The world of the primitive

by its unity and coherence.

exists by Itself;

estermann

Ho sharply

wish and reality, the possible and

impossible, knowledge and belief, thought and imagination, the

the

realms of secular find
one.

religious life are interwoven and fundamentally

Things which we distinguish

essence".

"The tendency

to him identical in their

are

of primitive man to regard essentially

different things as similar is partly explained by his egocentric
attitude.

He feels himself to be the centre of his world.

He

names

objects in his environment after the parts of his body, and values
them
he

according to whether they harm or help him.

transfers to them his

needs and
the

own

human

In the same manner

qualities, attributing to them his

desires, his love and hate, his capacity for action, with

result that he treats them in the

same

1)

L. levy-Bryhl, La Mentalite Primitive.

2)

The African Today and Tomorrow;

p.

way as

83-86.

hie fellow men,

I

trying to gain their support and use their help in removing imminent

It might therefore be said that he personifies the objects

danger.

surrounding hlmf though it is more correct to say that he places
things on the

level

same

belief of Africans that

himself".1

as
a

man

may

Then writing about the

have his familiar, he says:

change into animals, and animals into men.

"Men

A crocodile leaves the

water, hangs up his skin on a tree and takes part in a game as a
with the

man

in the market
into
is

a

of the

men

other

as

buffalo.

shot, and

on

as

in the

The man,
above

the mask or the

ticn;

do, and changes on his way home once more

In these beliefs,

there is

a

lying

complete identification of form and

an

an

animal, whether,

animal, really becomes the animal in ques-

form, conditions, character."

tifications

leopard

example, by direct magic meta-morphosis or by wearing
skin of

which form such

as a person,

a

which are found amoijgmost

in assuming the form of

Then ''-estermann goes on

and

night round the village as

the next day he is found again

African tribes,

character.

men

A man roams at

wounded on his mat.
West

A buffalo trades as a human being

village.

a

are,

p

writing about these identifications

problem for the modern western mind:

"These iden¬

however, not followed to their logical conclusions,

they do not mean that the African is incapable of making; distinc¬

tions.

He does

languages shows

a

languages have.

so

where necessary;

subtlety in differentiation such
However, things

1)

Ibid;

p.

83.

2)

Ibid;

p.

84.

the class system of the Bantu

may be

as no

European

different in one aspect,

I z

but

in

are

not

another, namely, in their power of doing harm or good, they

attitude

are

and trees
most

Vestiges of such

essentially distinguished*
extant

talk.

ourselves, when in

among

With us,

complex

fairytales animals

however, this fairy-world is real at the

in childhood and vanishes later.

For

us

the most

important fact about all these practices des-

scribed, from witchcraft to divination,
but

the

see

later

the

Christian Church.

reason

on

It has

why they are used!

how this way

now

become

of conceiving is also carried over into

clear, that the background material provided

chapter

whole?

and life cycle, death rites,

medicine

can

only be understood if it is seen as part of a
secret societies, magic and

only receive their full meaning

and understood

is not to know how they work,

And what interests us most is to

in this

seen

together

as

an

entity

against this underlaying "philosophical system"!

shall in the second part
way

our

a

We

of this dissertation try to show in what

this tradition?*! background influences the growth and development

of the Church.

?

Part

THE IMPACT

2.

OP THE TRADITIONAL WELTANSCHAUUNG AND

OP THE CULTURE CONTACTS ON THE NATIVES'

UNDERSTANDING

OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH AND THE RESULTING MISCONCEPTIONS
IN THOUGHT AND PRACTICE OP THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN
THE CAMEROONS.

Par.

11.

Introduction,

Living and working among the Cameroonians the author was
often

surprised by what seemed to him, with his European back;

These

Jground, their strange thoughts and reactions.
different from what he had expected them to be.
his

were

so

Gradually, as

knowledge of the traditional life increased, he grew in

understanding of it, and began to realise that their actions and
reactions were the logical consequence

Every system of thought

or

of their Weltanschauung,

belief, if it is really

an

integral part of the life of a people, creates its own dis¬
tinctive pattern

of behaviour.

primitive, monistic, or
of

thinking,

as

aa

H.

This is just as true of this

Kraemer1

calls it, naturalistic type

it is so of the Christian faith.

that where the two meet,

as

It is obvious

in the Cameroon®, there is impact and

struggle.
It
least

is the aim of this thesis to show and to

in

part, the impact of the traditional Weltanschauung on

the natives'

understanding of the Christian faith and on the

practice of the Church;
which result

therefrom.

necessary first

implications.

we

shall also consider the misconceptions

For this purpose we

have found it

of all to analyse fundamental biblical conceptions,

in which the event

1)

examine, at

of God's selfdisclosure is

Then,

we

expressed, and their

sought to present a systematic view of

The Christian Message in a Non-Christian World;
p.

151

-

152.

13 1

native beliefs and practices as a
monistic worldview.
the

sources

of the

coherent whole representing the

The confrontation of these two

shows

clearly

misconceptions which appear in the Cameroonian

Church.
The points we recorded in the first

part of this work can

only be a representation of the conditions and facts
to

us

as

a

books and
we

result of observation

on

the

spot, and of the study of

documents in libraries and archives.

have avoided

lack of merit

as

possible

in these phenomena.

in which

we

seek to represent the in¬

fluence of native Weltanschauung on the

Christian faith, it will

impossible to pose as a neutral observer because in a question

of this kind there

standpoint

we

is

no

such

thing as neutrality,

Christians

we

selfdisclosure in Jesus Christ.

their

own

Other Approaches each have

The understanding of religion is bound up with the

understanding of

man

and of self.

But understanding of man and of

only proceed from a particular faith or secular "Weltane-

jchauung."

In consequence there can be no science of religion that

is not based upon some
these

position.

postulates or bases though they are not always mad®

explicit.

can

our own

approaoh the study of Religion from the fact of

God's

self

from whatever

approach this question our observations and Judgments

necessarily influenced by the limitations of

are

As

As far

taking any personal position as to the merit or

In the second part,

be

they appear

as

presupposition.

So long as we try to make

explicit and to build upon them consciously, a scientific

approach to our question is possible.

In this inquiry we

consciously take as our starting point

the Christian view of man,
the New Testament.
method of

which has its bases in the kerygma of

From this

a

special measure and a special

The kerygraa calls all

understanding opens up.

men,

religion they may belong to, into the Kingdom of God

whatever

where there is

forgiveness of Sins.

Christian stands

on

the

same

Seen from this standpoint a

plane as the adherent member of any

other

religion or "Weltanschauung."

is

cogent reason for Christian Polemics or Apologetics in

no

It follows also that there

relation to non-Christian religions.

When

we

study suoh a problem as the impact of traditional

Weltanschauung on the Native's understanding of the Christian
Faith and the resulting misconceptions, we can

only do it by

studying the thought and behaviour of individuals or groups.

This

/

done

we

writing

compare our
we

observations but in putting them down into

have to generalize.

Now it is clear that actual life

is much more colourful and varied than any
ever

be.

This Is also true

such generalisation can

regarding our or other

people's

2standing or misunderstanding of the Christian Faith.

under-

There

are

adults, children and babies in Christ!
Since in this
the

part of our work we concern ourselves also with

problems of Christian ethics,

view the

we

need to explain that in our

starting-point and basis of Christian athics is comprised

in the

Kerygma of the New Testament.

"For the Christ-event is God'

answer

to the open

history."1

1)

B.

questions of human

Gtaufferi Die Theologie des Neuen Testamentes: p.83,

15 3

There is

an

unparalleled demand which must be made of everyone

who wishes to look into the
to

say,

problem of Christian ethics, that is

the demand that he should neglect entirely as incongruous

the two

questions which lead him to bu3y himself at all with the

ethical

problems

"How do I become good?" and "How do I do good?"

and instead of these to ask the

quite other question, the question

absolutely different from them both, concerning the will of God,
This demand

is

to the final

so

trenchant because

reality,1

and

as

end in

world.

question of one's being good and

Therefore all ethical reflec¬

view, that I be good, and that the world

through ray action may become good.

However, if it is proved that

these realities of the ego and the world
in

Where the eth-

good, there already as the final truth lies the

decision for the ego and the
tion has the

postulates a decision as

such a falth-dccinion,

sical problem really arises in the
of one's doing

it

themselves lie embedded

completely different final reality, namely the reality of

a

God, the Creator, Reconciler and Redeemer, then the ethical pro:blem
most

immediately presents itself in a completely new light.

The

important thing is then not that I become good, nor that the

condition of the world become

improved through me, but that the

reality of God prove itself everywhere to be the final reality.
Therefore, that God prove himself to be the Good, with the danger

1)

The following discussion of reality follow the section about
the meaning of reality in D. Bonhoeffer's Ethik*
p.

55

-

61.

that I arid the world
bad

come

to be

considered not

as

good, but as

through and through, becomes the origin of moral effort

wherever God is

believed to be the final reality.

Indeed, every¬

thing appears in caricature, where it is not seen and recognised
in God.

Ivary so-called condition, every law and rule, ia an

abstraction, so long as God is not believed to be the final
reality.

But that God himself la the final reality,

other hand,

is/on the

not an idea through which the world given to us ia to

be lifted up;

it is not the religious refinement of a profane

philosophy of life, but faith's assent to tha self-witneas of God.
The

origin of Christian ethics is not the reality of one's
not the reality of the world, not the reality of 1:we

own

ego,

and

values, but the reality of God revealed in Jesus Christ.

is the

That

point of agreement v/hich before all others, must be squarely

put to anyone who wants the problem of Christian ethics to be laid
before him.

It sets before

us

the last decisive question,

namely

the

reality according to which we shall orientate our lives; with

the

reality of Csod's Word on the one hand or with the imperfections

of the
a

man

leads

world; with resurrection
can

us

himoelf reach

a

to realise that

or

with death.

The question whether

decision in this matter without

God, however

we

erring,

ourselves decide, has

already spoken His word of revelation, and that

we

except in the true reality of the Word of God,

Thus the question

cannot live

concerning final reality already brings ue through its answer into
a

situation from which

we

cannot free ourselves.

It brings us right

into the

reality of the revelation of God in Jesus Christ from

which it

springs.

The position which wo have discussed above has been

succinctly defined by Plotrich

Bcahoeffor^

when he writes; "The

problem of Christian Ethics is the realisation among Sod's
creatures of the revelational reality
This affirmation underlies

our

of God in Christ."

discussion of church

problems with which subsequent chapters are concerned.
next
i

In the

chapter we shall give &n account of the Christian relation-

ship between God anc. man

on

the one side

cf the traditional

understanding of life and community on the other side end how the
latter influences the

understanding of Church and Sacraments among

the Cameroonian Christians.

give

an

In the

following chapters we shall

account of how this impact of traditional understanding and

the difficulties created

themselves out

in the

by the impact of culture contact rork

understanding and practice of Christian

Ethics, Home and Family life and on the Presbyterian Church in the
Cameroous.

1)

Ethics,

p.

57

CHAPTER

3.

God and Man.

gar.

The Christian. Message.

12,
As

have 3aid that the Saw Testament kerygma will be the

wo

ba3i-j of this thesis,
and to

we

have first to sxaee what this kerygma is,

give 30®3 account of the consequences which arise from its

acknowledgment,
We wish to deal with the following main

1)

points.

Since the content of the message is given through the selfdisclosure of God

in

Christ, it

can

only be a question of
/

stating what it is that la to be proclaimed

2)

).

{**)

Since this message does not go ouu to tne emptiness of apace,
but

to

man

bound together by

reckon both with their

their history, we shall have to

understanding of history and with that

of the Hew Testament,

3)

The massage is handed

on

from men to men, and they are led

through this message to their decision before God.
We must therefore discuss those who

are

addressed.

/

1)

The kerygma (
When

we

even

when

uy/-*-* )

speak to-day of the sending-out of the Word of God

through men to
But

p

men,
w®

the only expression wo can use is "to preach."

disregard other Greek verbs that alao occur and
/

limit this
we

expression to the translation of T'*? p o-tfV e <• **"

do not find any longer

,

then

in our present use of the verb "to preach"

the

piA<TCEc /- in the New Testament. rK/*j f ^ r<TL«. /•

meaning of

does not

to make

mean

words that

a

learned, hortatory, or edifying speech in

nicely put together and with an attractive voice.

are

/

Knq

is the proclamation of an event, it means "to pro¬

9iArtf"£c r

claim"

herald

the

as

proclaims the message of his master to other

men.

How

important this proclaiming or preaching is to the authors

of the New Testament writings,

is shown by the circumstance that

'

the verb 'K^i

The great
in its

some

that
the

stress la not laid

a

teaching,

new

other

is the

noun 'x^j p

as though

j>

Christianity

something decisively new, ae for

a new

viev? of God, a new form of worship,

thing, but it is the event, the preaching itself

decisive thing,

for it brings to pass that for which

prophets of the Old Testament waited.

God's

Through the preaching,

mighty breaking-in is brought to lie fulfilment.

therefore the preaching

preaching

comes the

In very close
God

on

substance had brought

instance
or

/

f&TTicroccurs much more often than the

stands

the

itself that is the

/3ot<r<-A

tcoc

r<j<7- iAoIa,

new

thing.

It is

Through the

the kingdom of God.

connection with the preaching of the Kingdom of

summons

to

repentance.**"

The origin and ground of

/

) repentance is not the wickedness of
nearness

of the

Kingdom of God.

Kingdom approaching,

1)

Matthew 3,

If;

man

4,17.

man,

but the

Because God is coming, and His

must change.

Repentance does not compel

/3<P

the

Kingdom of God to come, but it creates the possibility of
So there is no contradiction,

taking part in the Kingdom of God.
when the
of

disciples in

God, and in another,

God

is

true

repentance.

In the

preached is
brings to

r<.

A

<r

ecj

there is forgiveness of sins.

pass

sin.

Therefore preaching is not a

what is preached.

sinner sinful.
of

The word

Word of God, and, as such, an active power that also

a

but an event.

Forgiveness of sins

ness

oc^ccpCcSjf for forgiveness of

^

Jot

factual communication,
pass.

The message of the Kingdom of

speaks about the Kingdom of God.

preaching of repentance

ains.^

the

2

preach the coming of the Kingdom

always, in addition, a preaching of repentance, and every

Repentance is preached

the

place1

one

always judgment that pronounces

means

But in this

What is proclaimed comes to

judgment the believer gets forgive¬

The message of the apostles which has as its content

"Judge of quick and dead" preaches also in the same way as the

prophets* "that through his name every one that believeth on him
shall receive

in the
about

same

remission of

word.

sins."

Judgment and grace are comprised

(Gospel) brings

The preaching of the

separation and parting.

the other to

4

It brings

one man to

deliverance and

judgment.

All the stories

1)

Matthew 10,7;

2)

Mark 6, 12.

3)

Luke 24, 47;

4)

Acts 10,

42.

of

Jesus, however edifying they

Luke 9, 2.

3,

3;

Mark 1, 4.

may

be, are

>31

empty, they remain old stories that came to pass once upon a time,
and which
not

are

based upon

more

or

less worthless for the

faith in the Eisen One.

is

fact

a

of which

historical event.
that
but

it

It

is

a

ocv^ p u-fytu.it

is not a human dogma to be

learned by one man from another,

Heilsgeschichte which is to be preached, and the preaching of

content

of the

must

be

It is not the

preaching which is effective, but God is effective
The

through this Word.

message

does not lose its meaning, but it

constantly preached anew, not only to the world but also

the Christian

community."*"

The New Testament
2.

This

fact of which it must always be said

Heilsgeschichte becomes the event of salvation.

to

•

just take knowledge like any other

cannot

one

The reality of the resur-

of the Christian

trection makes the fullness

present, if they are

God's

It is

preaching endures no

power.2

admixture."*

The Problem of History.
/

In the Hew Testament
of

history which is,

is such

an

as we

$
see

are

it,

one

it.

we

This

in constant danger of misinterpreting the fundamentals of

standing of time and history.

clear

of the main keys to it.

We hope to show that the Cameroon-

the Christian faith because of their
*

is included an understanding

integral part of the Christian Message that the latter

will be misunderstood without
:ians

o-fyu.*.

traditionally cyclic undsr-

To make this most important point

shall give a sketch of these two different

1)

II Timothy 4,

2)

I Corinthians 1,

3)

Galatians 5, 11.

2.

24.

conceptions of

History and the understanding of self resulting therefrom.
Christian Understanding of Self.

3.

This remarkable consciousness of history in the Hew
ment
'Xocc

that

tor

expresses

Testa¬

itself in the conception of the tertium genus,

f-L V~° 5 shows us a MM mankind different from Jew and Heathen.

The Christians

arc

a

new

historical

entity that cannot he eompre-

Jhended

or

skind.

They are a completely new real form of community, which

takes

into

understood

in the old categories of the

man-

itself, overcomes and towers above the old contradictions.

With the arising of this new
decisive

analysis of

community of faith,

we

enter upon the

turning-point of human history.

In the Hew Testament

we

have in

no

wise before

us

this view of

history stated with a scientific development of ideas, in the narrow
It does not confront

sense.
as

a

us

either

a

as

system, of the philosophy of history.

character of

It

sense.

an

abstract

is neither

the cultural

an

science

sketch, nor in any way
It has in no way the

in either the ancient

or

the modern

interpretation of political history nor of

development of the peoples and of mankind.

It is

definitely not a view of history as a unity of development and be¬
coming in relation to the thinking spirit, but rather is it prophecy?
it

is

an

element within the Christian message,

only understood in conjunction with it?
the all-decisive tarn of

communication of

Thi9

history.

events that are

but related to it and

it is the consciousness of

In character it consists of a
seen

to have their origin in God.

early Christian view of history is a preaching of the kairos

im

and kairos-conseiouenese.

It is

in the real sense, that is

understood as a revelation, as the Word

of

God,

and

as

question cf e historical event

a

the coding of God in the flesh, as filled with salvation,

bearing, and imparting its it is a question of a decision which

is resolved for all time through the
man;

an

life, action and death of one

act of God in the world, and not just In the meaning of a

mystical cr spiritual experience, but an event that takes place as

For this reason that kairoe

genuine history.
at

the same time a

be

definitely recognised

challenge to
us

men

-

a

consciousness and

to realise this history

decisive, and

men's

own

-

must

lives must he

determined by it.
Man should take up

and life;

the kairos of God in the heart, and will,

he should subject himself to the revelation of God in

Christ and be

obedient to it alone.

"To turn"

conclusions from the act of God which He
to say yes

means

to draw the

accomplished for men, it means

to God's kairos, it means to set oneself on the way which

God wishes one to go

from the

now

of the time of decision until the

end.
From the

foregoing it becomes clear that his understanding and

consciousness of

history creates also a quite new understanding of

oneself and community.

This becomes the basis for the ethical

decision.

4.

The Understanding of Self
In the first

1)

Far. S.2 God

part1

we

among

the Heathen.

laid down that wherever we go in the forest

ifZ

of the Cameroons,

area

is not

the people know of God

(Loba).

This God

thought of as any kind of idol, nor is he otherwise con-

?fused with anything concrete,
creator of

earth and

Mother1s body.

"but he is one higher than the world,

heaven, and the

creator1

of the child in the

Everything that is out of the natural order of

things, events that cannot be accounted for normally (for instance
the birth of albinos

or

twins)

ascribed to him.

are

called upon as avenger in cases where no other

But this

Ke is further

medium is to hand.

God, (Loba) although he is often called on, is a very

colourless, undefined figure, before whom

one

fear, whom

Moreover he does not inter¬

fere

neither trusts

one

nor

loves.

in the events of the tribal life,
Not he,

outskirts.

does not have

sacrifices

a

are

scarcely feels real

but remains a figure on the

but the ancestors, are responsible if a woman

child;

it is not to him but to the ancestors that

made, because it is from them that man gets life,

although he calls Loba the Creator.
The
and

chief end of life

retain the power

conceived by the natives

as

In this respect our observations

of living.

fully confirm the conclusion of P. Temples
with the Bantu is centred

muwekedi

2)

P.

«

on

one

creator of weka

is to get

-

2

when he states* "Life

value only?

to create,

Temples? La Philosophie Bantoue: p.

the power of living

produce.

30 and 32. "La conception

de la vie chess les Bantous.
Elle est centree sur une seule
valeur? la force vitale."
"La force vitale est la realite'
invisible mais supreme dans l'homme.
Et l'homme peut renforcer
sa force vitale par la force des autres etres de la creation."

JV3

(la force vitale)"
supreme

reality in

and "Tliia power of' living is the invisible but

And

man.

man can

reinforce hie own power of

living by the power inherent in other creatures."
i

confirm the observations

of D.

Westermannf

African after his highest good,
person,
the

Life for his

Life to the village, life to

people, life to the king, life to the delivering mothers and to

prayers

children

of

many

are

the constantly returning supplications in the

West African tribes."

Cameroons prayers for life are,

Among the people of the

with few exceptions, directed towards

spirits of the ancestors, and through sacrifices the latter

bribed by their
come

asks the

one

he will answer: Life.

for his family and his tribe.

the young

the

"If

And they also

Descendants.

also from the

theories

as

For this

see

ancestors and not

to whether this
W.

In this

Smith:

was

ever

African Ideas

sense,

curses

and blessings

from God,

(The different

different,

are

of

not relevant here.

God.)

We have already stated how close are the connections
the

living and the dead.

2

are

From these connections

an

between

ancestor-cult has

developed, in which the lineage members think above ail of cheir own
ancestors.

1)

The living family

forms, with its dead members, in so far

D. Westermann: Der Afrikaner heute und morgen: p. 213."Fragt
den Afrikaner nach dem h'&chsten Gut des Menschen, so wird seine
Antwort seins Leben. Leben fUr seine Person, seine Familie, seinen
Stamm.
Leben dem Porf, Leben allem Yolk, Leben dem KBnige, Leben
den geb&renden Frauen und jungen Kindern sind die st'dndig wied:erkehrenden Bitten in den Cebet&n vieler westafrikanischer StSmme."

man

2)

Par.

7.2.i. The unity of the Living and the Dead.

as

they

are

etill remembered,

Seeing that the dead live
svivors
in

are

on

a

unity with mutual rights and duties.

in the village of the dead, the sur-

under obligation to

provide for them all that they needed

life, above all to supply thera with food and drink,

does not

endure for ever,

the dead

man

stand

This duty

but deminishesand gradually lapses when

acquires successors in the kingdom of the dead, who

closer to the memory

of the living.

On his side, the dead

person,especially the erstwhile head of the family, feels
the after-life the duty
of his

in

even

of keeping before his eyes the well-being

relatives, provided that the latter do not neglect him.

Therefore the two groups are
tbears watch over their

dependent

on

each other? the fore-

descendants, dispense advice to them in dreams

and

through mediums, help them in need and affliction; the latter

are

therefore

obliged to

food and drink.

The dead

received such things
is everywhere

are

for them by bringing them sacrificial

dependent on the living and

they

as

only from their descendants, to die childless

On the

considered the worst that can befall any man.

other hand for the
of

care

living, blessing, and in particular the blessing

children, comes from the ancestors.

An example will make this

clear."1'
MIf, within
then the

reason

a

is

reasonable time, a woman has no hope of a child,

sought in her bad relationship with the lineage

to which she has been allied.

Ittmann:

The lineage of the husband advises

Volkskundliohe und ReligiBse Begriffe;

p.

44

-

45.

I¥ r

the relatives of the wife to
after the husband has
sorts of
remove

gifts.

put the matter right by musoso.

propitiated the wifa'e kinsfolk by all

The wife's lineage must now make their ancestors

the barrenness that

is threatening her.

The matter is

dealt with in the presence of both lineage groups.

is killed amid noise and
to

each

Finally the head of the woman's lineage asks

With the

quiet.

nerve

with three or four of

calls
and

on

the

one

of a banana leaf in hie hand, he goes

his kinsfolk to the grave of her ancestors,

who has died most

recently, shakes

snuff into the bung-hole of the grave,

times with the
1st

shouting, carved into two, and half handed

lineage group, some of the goat*e blood having been

collected earlier.
for

blow:

Brandy or

The goat provided by the busband

palm wine is drunk together.

out

1

leaf-nerve, and at the

same

te, kana o nangano o songo

a

some

palm wine

be&te the grave nine
time he says:

Thou father, sinoe thou

«•

wert laid in the grave,

2nd blow:

di mbo'aau bwam

o

na

bwam

thee our homestead in good

3rd blow:

Nde kana moy'asu

4th blow*

a

tano

a

*

so

»

didst thou leave behind

condition.

but because now our son-in-law

bola biso dlpama

»

has behaved himself unseemly

toward us,

5th blow:

mo

nde di poino o dolisane mo

to make

1)

musoso

-

therefore have

»

we

come

propitiation with him.

discussion about atonement with

a

view to fruitfulness.

6th blows

Oacia nika

nd® ndom'asu

a

deme

nonge

so

«

that our female relative

conceive hope.

may

8th blowt

Therefore today

m

put away all quarrels,

ws

7th blow:

jasumwa ndutu yesje wongo.

To nja a ben dibsna

onol'ao

Whoever entertain3 ill-will

»

against her
ekamekeme

9th blow*

bush!

-

o

eyidi e!

-

worn

his right leg,
handed to him

Jmoaua.1
of it

from the grave, he ait®

placed on

she is looking towards the west.

There is

colocasia leaf nine grains

woman

of

Some of them he takes into his month,

into the naval of the woman and into the

caught from the goat.
smears

the two

on

a

a

mild type of afra¬

id
chaws and spits some

small of her back.

He dips the tips of his fingers into it and
A number of the

of the woman's lineage do the same, with the eall

It is all over!"

"mese. ma boi!

«

the community

meal can begin.w

The ceremony is then finished and

We have established

clearly the complete inter-dependence of

all departments of life.

There is originally no division between

the
a

2

leaf the blood that has been

places above-named with the blood,

of consequence

to the

is

Then there is handed to him

men

may harm go away

The childless

of the crowd.

so that
on a

*

Kay everything disappear!

When the lineage elder comes back
down in the midst

e!

economic, social and religious aides of life, for these too form

complete whole.

Underlying all these forms and practices is a

conception of time which, with Krsemer, we have defined as cyclical.

1)

The nine blows

2)

POa>&

»

same

time.

on the grave and the nine grains represent the
nine months of gestation.

®

rite to spit something

(dry) and to breathe at the

m 7
V

Life

springs from death, for there is no reel death, and th<a "dead"

depend

on

the living,

which flows like
the tribe.

a

We have here

circuit at the

a

conception of "eternal" life

centra of which is the lineage

and

Everything therefore centres on the continuity of this

lineage and of this tribe.
This is the situation in which the

preached find themselves.

to whom the

men

Gospel is

We have seen what, differences exist

between the Christian and the heathen understanding of

self, and how

closely this is dependent on the actual understanding of history.
Therefor©

w©

ought not to be astonished that in the case of many

Christians there is
in the

background, hardly any understanding, because they do not

know such

and

a

working of God from their

hardly imagine

know it
it

is

Of the working of God

mixture of the two.

Community and in the Individual, they have, from their

heathen

can

a

a

Therefore they

history.

own

"being placad before the living God," as we

through the Old and Hew Testament.

Wo do not imply that

impossible for God to meet a man where end how he wishes

we

follow W«

Freitag when he writes:

"Where and how the Word of

God becomes articulate is not within our control,

Just

as

the

given Word is an event, so too the articulate Word is an event.
There is nothing static about the word which is articulate in corJtain cases and this

once

for all.

There is

no

ready-made pre¬

scription which we must, apply for being successful.
work of the

whom it

1)

It is the

Holy Spirit, * which bloweth where it listeth,' through

happone that the Lord opens his heart

The articulate Word

-

The Problem of Communication; p. 479.f»

Many Christiana look at Christianity as mors powerful than
heathendom, and on that account a xaore desirable way "by which to
live,

aau

especially in which to dir.

analogous to tne tribe, i.e. as
with

men

and

social institution but endowed

From part one of this thesis we know that the

greater power*

life of

a

women

individual and of the

guided and

in all its different stages is

jected by exact rules and taboos.

be followed.

The Church is conceived as

For the well-being of the

community it is essential that these rules

The Church being conceived

anaiolgoue to sad a

community, the people apply the same rules to her.

2> this ia

meant, that, if all one's actions in life are upright

if

say,
one

one

-

that is to

is not excommunicated from the Christian com-canity, if

regularly to Communion, pays one's Church dues, and, if,

goes

after one's

death,

the cross is placed on one's grave

-

then every¬

thing is in good order and the way to eternal life is sure!
are

pro¬

in fact

viewed in this light,

If they

baptism, communion and church

discipline must have a completely different meaning from the true one.
The consequences

of this misunderstanding can be

native Church (Ebas'a barxa b' ekombo
the

country) which

Suala.

Pastor Eae,

was

*

seen

The Church of the children of

introduced in Bakosi by

who is a Mukosi himself.,

a

native Church from

vritee about them:

"The main feature of their work is that they do not
their
to

in the

people irom doing thing© that the heathens do.

prevent

They

are

free

partake of the Lord's Supper and at the same time to be members

of the

secret

have many

society and to feed the ancestors on the Kabila. They

wives and indulge in all other heathen practices such as

performing the rites for their dead relatives, but at the same time

/

they put the cross on ths grave of the dead person."
This understandlag

results, -which

1)

brings to maturity two completely different

would like to illustrate by t o examples:

we

As in the British courts,

Caaeroons, those who give evidence

also is the court3 in the

ara sworn

in before making their

Indeed the rule ia to swear in Christians

statements.

Mohammedans
once

so

on

the Xoran and heathens

on

"medicine."

on

the Bible,

A magistrate

explained to us that it was almost impossible in the courts in

the coastal

territory to ascertain whether

a

earn was a

heathen or a

Christian, because people were no longer willing to swear an the
heathen "medicine'* and
the "bush*

-

or

thereby to reveal thee solves

backward regions.

as

people from

Since the younger generation, of

Christians have almost all been baptised in connection -with their
attendance at school the inference
progress
coae

Christianity

*

civilisation

s

could easily be drawn and many people could In this way

to a wrong

understanding of tho church where she is

seen as a

social institution and nothing aore.

2)

In this second example also, this wrong understanding of

the church is the
a

negative

In

one#

fifteen men,

starting-point of the deal:--ion, in this instance

who had

lying before them
hud

a

"medloiao* designed to produce fertility

on the

floor.

In

answer tc

the question why they

brought this piece of magic into tho church, the missionary got

the arjsweri
but

church in Bakoal-l&nd, & missionary act about

a

the

that

they had now heard the Gospel for so many years,

Gospel had not made

number of children

had

any

improvement on the village; the

continually decreased; therefore, the village

ISO

had resolved to return to the old village

medicine; the Gospel had

disappointed them.
The Hoots of the New Testament Understanding of History.

5.

The question now 1st

How do these

men come

to the New Testament

comprehension of history? and this raises the larger issue of what
the roots of the New Testament

1)

These historical roots

actually to be sought in the Old

are

Testament and because of their
ment about

comprehension of history are.

importance we must make

a

them.

In the Old Testament God

is shown

us

as

the Lord of

History is the field of His action and of His revelation.
whole

of creation,

the

are

acts

in

As in the

History is the scope of His dominion; so He

reveals Himself in the

with them.

history.

also in history, God is the living and life-

so

giving, the creator.

covenant^"

short state¬

history of His chosen people, and in his
But the heathen nations too and their rulers

instruments of His will.

2

With this faith in the God who

history and who reveals Himself through history, the Old

Testament has created the basis for the Hew Testament view of history.
For without God,

who i3 the Lord of history, because he creates and

guides it, the early Christian kairos-thought could not be brought
to

perfection.

Only the God who is Lord of time can prepare the

kairos for His sevlng act,

1)

2)

Deuteronomy 1, 3 Of;
Isaiah 10, 5?5
,
24- 45, 13.

44

and bring His Kingdom to its final

Psalm 100, 3.

Jeremiah 23, 3f; 27, 5f;

Isaiah 41, 4;

/si-/

conclusion in history.
in

history, lights against the disobedience and unbelief of

kind,

even of His

God who conquers on

2)
his

God, the Lord of history, is the one who,

chosen people, and is at the

time the

His judgment-day.

History is, in the Old Testament,

a

dialogue between God and

people, between God and the peoples of the world, the history

of God with

people and peoples, God's dealing with them and toHistory is call, and counter-call, question and

awards them.

answer,

whether yes or no.

neither

mere

who

t ame

dead tools

stand on the

same

Man, people and nations are here

whom God

salvation.

He calls them to

the same time to

Obedience and

act

manipulateo,

level with God?

He vouohsaies them Hie message,

they

nor

are

equal partners,

His creation.

demands

submit

for themselves

to Him and empowers

3)

through His instructions.

and at the same time enables him to make

choice, gives him the dignity of being man, calls him

History is, for the faithful in the Old Testament, movement
a

goal.

That which God promises and proclaims, will,
jL

must, come to fulfilment."*

deed, an event in history.

1)

God

community with Himself, the Creator anu Lord of history.

towards
and

them at

disobedience, faith and unbelief, uprightness and

decision of man*

such free

Yet

His demand, His help, and His

wickedness, are men's answers to God's actions and word,

to

man¬

Isaiah 46, 3

-

II.

His word, His revelation, is a

All earthly time is time apportioned

/T2

God,*1"

"by

rnrr nr.

When it is run out, there comes the
2

day of God, the day of the great reckoning, of judgment, when
God

through His power leads all to His

understood from the

goal,^

History is here

point of view of an action of God in the

future which will bring

everything to a conclusion.

4)

To the "basic

also

belongs the close connection of this view of history with

the belief in

thoughts of the Old Testament view of history,

creation, as is apparent, for example, from the

complex of stories in Genesis embracing the creation to the

patriarchs, this combination involves no contradiction to the

eschatological tclot-thought, which we stated in point 3*
the

conception of creation is,

inherently

actions that

God's
it

the

draws

to

evenin the Old Testament itself,

conditioned,
Its

ovm

as

with the

fulfilment, and carrie.

with

question of the origin is in the last resort identical
question of the end, (

?£%

o J

lord, He is the creator, and fulfiller.

ginning of the history of God'
which

the beginning of

guarantee of this fulfilment.

The

the

es chat olo glc ally

For

will

at

the

1)

Isaiah 60,

2)

G.

3)

Amos 5, 18

same

people right

).

Because Sod Is

Creation is the "be¬
up

to their final goal,

time be the final goal of the world.

The

22; 49? 3; Jeremiah. 51# 6; 33, 20; Genesis 8, 22,
c

Cell jru;:

'

£-oc
-

20,

irs

God of Israel is the Creator and the Lord of

History is at the same

time the Lord of nature
The Row Testament has

brought forward no new maderstandiag of

history, but it has dealt really seriously with Old Testament
historical understanding*

In this connection we oay with E. Brurmer*

"We do not have Jesus Christ without the Old Testament* There¬
fore
so

just as the Church cannot be the Church without Jesus Christ,

also she cannot be what
The

cannot

«c

she is without the Old Testament*"

a/coir-

«

Ood^

Church of

of the

be understood without the

old

covenant,^

can

understand himself and his

The

Christian, even the OhriBtian of the Cameroon©,

of the Old Testament message

Tor only from the

position only in this continuity*

important Is the preaching

to heathens and Christians.

In fact

Old and Row Testament is an inadequate artifice.
whole message, does the kairos, so important

for us,

become reality.

Pastors

and Catechiets

of the stories oi

covenant

community of the

m

It has now indeed become clear how

every divorce of

new

In theological reiresher courses with
we

tried to point

this out

creation in Genesis 1 and 2,

work out the Heathen unaer.

on

the basis

We further tried to

tanking of life (eternal life!} and

j«*->, 'kTcCcj,

1)

w* ioerotert 'xzc

2)

Die Unentbehriichkeit des Alt en Testaments XtiSr die raiseionlierende Kirche;
p. 5 - 6.

.

"

ir haben Jesus Chriotus nioht ohne das Alte Testament,
Larurai so gewise ala die Kirch© nicht kirche sein kann ohne

Jesus Christue, so gewis©
das Alte Testament."
j

3)

K. L» kchraidt:

4)

Philippines 3, 3j

£ or or

/)

kann eie nicht Kirch© sein ohne
'

**)

c oC

Romans 9» 6fj

James 1, 1.

2

to compare it
to

with the Christian understanding#

It

was

interesting

the reactions of some old Catschists and Pastors who under¬

see

stood the

problem at once#

They started to see this contrariness

We think that if the Christian Message la to be fully

everywhere.

understood in those terms

described above,

Jfrented not only with what
abuses

on

moral

are

it will have to be

considered by Christians

Pagan

grounds, but with the whole philosophical system

underlaying the Heathen understanding of self#
Christian

as

oon-

But to enable the

preacher to do this, he must first of all know what this

heathen understanding of self IsS

1^#

Par#

1#

The sacrament::.

Baptism.

Baptism is the sacrament of the onee-and-f or-ali work of the

There He brings to bear on the believer the death and

Holy Spirit#

resurrection of Christ
the
s

new

the

Holy Spirit#

also

v

'Kjct/'or

a new

dead-and-raised being, within

The Holy Spirit sets him within the tertiun

pi \ho$

,

giving him not only a new future, but

history, tor in being made a member of God*c Israel

In Baptism the
leave

room

to

it or not

to

paragraph#

the Old Testament is his story.

Holy Spirit does this work#

for the fact that
to

it; Faith in Him
tdoxa not

a

f

he learns that the story of

do

him,

creation, a man possessed by, and po. seeding,

*

genus

and sets

do

as

so#

do

it#

Yet we must

because He is God He is free either

Faith will

assure

us

that He wild do

verily God will also refuse to deny Him freeWe shall have to return to this later in this

/S~S~

Kingwald"*"

We consider V»

of the Christian message,

is correct, from the point of view

when he says that for the heathen bap-

itism is

a)

the apprehension through Christ and the translation
into His sphere

b)

of power,

the turning-point of life, because it is the decision
for Christ.

c)

the reception into a new community.
becomes

a

member of the body

The man baptised

of Christ.

We wish now to find out how the Cameroons Christian may
understand or misunderstand his

it

is true that the

man

to man,

these Christians,

In this connection also

Spirit of God bloweth where it listeth, and

that this unci erst finding or
iroia

baptism,

There

can

alternately, misunderstanding, can vary
be no

question of judgment over

but rather of a representation of the difiicult-

sies.

Concerning Baptism writes P.w,
"Christian baptism,
may

1)

death and resurrection in Christ

be understood by the Bantu according to their traditional

Die Religion der Akanst&bme und das Problem ihrer Bekehrung;
p.

2)

as

Bf^ilmann?

212; 217; 219.

"Die christliehe Taufe ale Sterben und Auferstehen in Christue
gibt maiichen Wunechtr&umen der Bantuneger tatsaohlichen
Unt©rgrund und Inhalt. Wird doch bei ihren Initiationoriten
das Sterben und Wiedergeborenwerden au neuem leben erhofft
imd durch Zereaonien aller Art vers innbili let, duroh Absondierung von der Gemeinsohaft, durch siaulierte Oder fait
Bet&ubungsiaitteln verursachte Bewuostlosigkelt, ciurch
Begrabenwerden, duroh e-inen neuen Kamen, neue Kleider usw.w
Die Christltche
p.

324.

Terainologie ale .diesionsmethodisohe© Problem;

/S~ 6

Ideas, as with their rites of initiation they pass through death
to

a

life which is

now

symbolised in all sorts of ceremonies, e.g.

through isolation from the community for some time; or by pre¬
tending to become unconscious; or by becoming unconscious through
taking narcotics; ©r through burial) or by assuming a nov; name;
or

by wearing now clothes, etc."
We

pointed" out that in the Cameroons there exists a

similar heathen

Christian terminology also, in part

back-ground.

originates from this department of life:
uninitiated person,

An

that is, a person who has not yet

undergone the rites of initiation was called by the heathen
nn

si bi

this

In the translation of the Bible,

who knows not.

one

rc /-

expression was used to translate £

nations
a

«

2

L

fiAiAtocoj

or

«

a

ka nuoibi

«

basibi

m

as the Gentile.

«

&

fhus

baptised person la an initiated person, a person with knowledge.

All participants in a course

of initiation

were

included in

one

ago-set, called mwemba (pi. myetaba). fi,ie term mwernba was used
/

j

to translate £ornx

r,

a^jTcoc

m

awemba

and

^ {J?

1)

Far.

2)

Tor instance Romans 1, 5.

3)

aweaba

m

«

m

church In the Hew Testament,

congregation in Old Testament

usage.^*^"

8, 3, Initiation.

"

Matthew, 18, 17.

*

#

4)

In the

same way

(Isaiah 8, 23.)

5)

6)
7)

TP") >1

«*

nations

was

translated by basibi

*

Tor instance Matthew 16, 18.
tt

»

Psalm 35, 18.

On this see also Par. 14.
comaunioat ion ♦

fhe Duala language

as a means

of

iS~7

Those who passed through the initiation class
names

as

sign of their new existence.

a

Christians at the age of 16

certainly a relic
of giving a

-

took new

Today, too, many

20 suddenly change their names

The custom

of these old heathen conceptions.

Christian name to those baptised in their maturity, see-

sing that they become through baptism a bewekedi ba nana

creature,^

new

*

has, against this background a double meaning.

We stated that the Cameroone Christian is
on

-

account of his heathen understanding of

always in danger

history and existence,

of misunderstanding the nature of the church of which he becomes a
member through
the
an

Baptism becomes the action, through which

baptism.

entry into the new community is accomplished.
action is seen

as

Baptism as

(do ut dea) wherein,

efficacious in itself,

naturally, God's freedom is queried.
An old Pastor told
work many

that at the beginning

baptism they became

(baaang4di) and that

as

new

As

soon

They believed

"creatures" who

they had received

die away from this earth if they

Church.

of missionary

people came to Church and were baptised.

that through

never

me

a new

were

life, they would

followed the laws of the

the first Christian died the great

as

holy

majority

i

left the Church saying:
»

nge'asu
follow
ment

na
our

of

kwan!"
old way!

one

-

"ngea

ne

'1111

'

nde

mene

*

esjele bis& di bupe,
■

1

1

■

111

1 ■1

There is only one way, let us therefore

In the same direction also goes the state¬

informant

on

the question of why so many

are

turning back to polygamy.

1)

2. Corinthians 5t 17.

He

says:

Christians

"When Christianity

came

/J-<f

with the Christian law that

©Christian should have hut

a

wife

people blindly became members with the hope to see the coming

many

of the Lord
years

as

soon

as

possible.

As they have waited tor many

and the Lord does not come according to their expectation

they change their ainde and become polygamists ior it seems they are

eir time instead oi enjoying the ianilities that the non-

wasting

Christians are
After hi©
to take

The

acceptance into the community, the Christian has

precautions to remain in the community,

indeed by not
munion

enjoying.M

as

This he does

coming under church discipline, by attending com¬

regularly as possible, by paying his church dues.

legalism that arises out of this situation, will concern us
That what we have cited is not the author's own

again later.

construction of the facts will be shown

?»

Luta>^

writes

as

by some examples,

follows about the natives'

custom of

putting their Baptismal certificates and their churoh-tax cards
in the grave with the deads

during the war (1914
traced back to

that it

was

dreams.

1916) and

may

A© a result

said of many that

following dream,

1)

-

"This custom seems to have begun

like so many other things be
of my

Investigation I found

before they died they had the

After leaving their bodies and this earth behind

Annual Report, 1929#
"Auch diese Bach© schein.it

(1914

1916)

ihren

Anfang w&hrend dee Krleges

genwm&n au haben und wie so msnches and ere
auf Trluiae aurHeksufuhren au sein.
Beta Kachforschen
konnte ich feetstellen, dam.-, von mmahen erzfthlt wird,
©s habe ihnen vor d&ii Sterben getrSuat, ©i© habeas dies©
Erde und dieson Leib verlaaeen mftssen,
-

/r?

they

the ga es of Heaven•

caae to

to them because they were

of baptism and a

Contribution.

Of

is said, that he
came

.But the gates were not opened

not able to produce their certificate

receipt showing that they paid their Church
one

of our Christians, who is still alive, it

died and that everybody thought hia dead, but he

back to life and insisted

on

paying hie contribution and

receiving his membership card with the payment entered down in
order to be

refused

ready, should death come again., and to avoid being

again at the gates of heaven,*

aber ale sie an die KimelstHre gekoaaen seien, habe man
Xhnen nioht aufgetan, well sie keine Beacheinigung
ihrer Tauf e und keinen haehweis ftber die Bezahlung ihrer

Kirchensteuer gehabt haben.
Von einem unserer Christen,
der heute noch lebe (in Kuaaba Division), wird era&hlt, er
eei ©chon geotofcben gewesen und von alien ftr tod gehalten
worden, dann au£ einsal sei er wieder aufgewncht (auferistanden) und habe dringend begehrt, seine KirohcoDsteuer
au

beaahlen und seine Eirchensteuerkarte ait

elnen dea

entsprechenden Vernerk au bekoaaeri, damit, wenn der Tod
noohmsle kozaae, er gerSbstet sei und nioht nochaale abgewieeen werde belm Eingang in den Hiaael•"

/

hi the same report we

"of

one

woman

find*

it is said that boxore ©he died oho had

great ^uaia© of conscience because she owed one shilling of
her contribution*

Only after someone had paid this shilling

lor her and the card with this new

to her did ©he

It often

entry had been handed over

quieten down**

happen©1

that the deceased's kinsfolk. pay the

outstanding church taxes on behalf of a dead Christ x:-n. Lomeit jUaes the heather, pay

The

man

who

for dead Christian relatives*
2

applies for baptism

towards this decision

"has received his impulse

through the preached Word of Cod,

through

his

experience of the Impotence of the ancestral spirits to meet

his

bodily or material needs, or through his longing t© escape

from the fear of

witchcraft,

or

through some similar experience."

"Von einer irau wird trsahlt, sie
t«ot gefcemmen, well ©ie noch eiaen

eel vor dem Sterben in gross©
Shilling girohenetcuer
schuidlg gewesen eei* Erst als man. dies-en ftkr sie be&ahlt una
ihr die Ehrte, die els Quittung ftr die entrlahtete Sterner
dient, gegeben habe, ©el sie ruhig getvorden."

1)

W. Keller 3 Tertialberieht 1954.

2)

w« Ejjigwaldi

Me Religion der Ak«n8t$sttc) p. 212,

6o
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The

aiight of the living God has become known to him, so

that he now knows

something of the truth a "God is the Lord,"

"This knowledge does not
it

does not

place him in. a new world, and above all

give him any now view of the world in the modem
1

scientific sense,"*

The idea of R«

/'.Hior

2

is therefore not correct

"In this conversion the idea of

when he writes:

a

living and

loving God, bent over his children to help them, replaces the idea
of

fetishes the power

was

mere

of which, as long ae people Waived in them,

known to be malicious and bad,

nothing.

any power

in fetishes is denied and no longer believed in,"

missionaries
it

is

a

are

alone in this view,

take account

but that all European

tempted to think as he does, is imderntcnd&ble.

destructive o.pinion

those powers,

has

oe a

Hot only their malice but the very esiBtaaee of

That Aliior is not

But

but which now roams to

for in denying the existence of

which lor the Africans are very real, they omit to
of

one

of the Africans'

existential meaning

chief concerns, a concern that

especially for the one to be christened,

B»A,

Asamoa,^

1)

W,V, Stone? The hark Ages and Twentieth Century Africa,

2)

La Psychologic be la Conversionj p» 273* vol, II,

a

Gold Coast minister writes

concerning it i

"hunt

^cette oonv raion, LHdee d*un Bieu vivant, aimantj
peneke aur «3©s ©xifants pour les eecourir, so substltue a
I'idee des fetiches dont le pouvoir, quand or. y croyait,
etait redout e ocsaae malieieux et meohant, aaio qui attaint enaat
lie paraissent plus que pur neant•
0*est 1'existence saeme de
leur pouyoir, et non pas seulement do leur malice, qui est
ni^ts et a la quelle on ne croit plus,"
3)

The Christian Church and African Heritage} p» 300,

A second

the firsts

suggestion, which is closely tied up with

ia that the religious beliefs and practice© of

African communities,
us

such as these described above, should make

take the world, of spirits

ment

as

whether it

to

is

seriously*

Without making any judg¬

good for Africans to worship nature-

spirits or to have communion with ancestral spirits, we should
be able to

aek.

owledge that the spiritual world in which the

African believes is

a

beyond visible nature
invisible beings

reality*
-

Africans raise the challenge that

the nature ox natural science

-

there are

who are closely associated with men and who can

influence them for good or evil*

Thirdly, having recognised the reality of the world of spirits,
the

practical step ie to show the African Christian that real
is not in the hand© oi these spirits, but in the bauds of

power

Jesus Christ

•

The important

thing 1® not that Tig-are doe/ not

exist, but that the power of Christ is far greater than Tigere,
It would be unrealistic to tall the African Christian that there
is no

witchcraft, or that it is the creation of man's mindJ the

positive and constructive feet le that witchcraft is real, but
that Christ has come to save men also from witchcraft,"
Another

example may help to show how real the traditional

view of nature still is for the Christians,
;he

flow

problems of suffering and nines*
we

with

One day wo discussed
a

few Church elders,

know that the Csmerooniano attribute all

ever

their

that

lavs

nature# to witchcraft and sorcery.

illnesses# what
This does not

entirely disregard secondary causes but# in so far

mean,
as

/ 6 3

they recognise these, they generally think of them ac working in
association with witchcraft and aagio.

among many
senca

African tribes,

This does not mean that their refer-

"supernatural" causes leads them to neglect

of illness to

treatment of

1

This belief may he found

eyraptoms,

On tho contrary, they know hundreds of

plants which may be used to treat

diseases and lesions and in

they trust to drug? to cure their ailments,

minor case#

F»rticul-

larly old women are much respected because of their great knowsi edge
remove

the

it loner

even

the

can

without
cause

They only take tiepe to

primary and supernatural onu«es when the Ulnea- la of

serious nature

a

s

of cure© for author ailments#

or

takes

m

alarming turn*

Fvory medical pract-

toll how patient :> arc often removed from hospital,

consulting the doctor, If his relative© i in - • that

of his illness is due to witchcraft

or

sorcery

which they

think, stronger than the "white man's medicine" dispensed Ir.

hospital.

After having made all these points clear to these

Church ciders,

I asked the® what a Christian's view point or: this
They said that they could still not see any

matter was to bo,
other source lor
Christians

an

illness than witchcraft

or

sorcery,

Ae

they would not go and put any man's name to the oracle

but would leave

everything to Goti'o judgment •

In the primitive church, mm knew

about these powers, and

2

believed that Cod had overcome''* them in Jeaue Christ, This belief
was

bound up

1)

of# b.L. jivsns - Pritchard; Witchcraft, Oracles and Magic
among the Aaande p# 479 bis,

2)

A, von Ilarnnok:

with the receiving of the Holy Sheet and with baptism.

Dogmengeschiehte;

p,

19#

/6f

change the Jurlom*o view and under¬

Education will in time

standing oi nature, but secular natural science alone cannot give
him

a

oosmolcgy in which 111© really becomes mccaxingful,

middle aged
years and

my

higher elementary teacher who was married for several

whoase vile was barren told a© oacei

wife to many

A

"I have sent my

hospital© but no doctor could help her*

My own and

wiie'o par ©at a want uo to mah© nnsor-o (©splat ica dieauesion)

because the senior brother of my

father-in-law

marriage ana he died shortly after our union*
I have resisted this

this

ras. against

Bslng a Christian

temptation* but it is only now that I am

beginning to understand that there can be a physical reason xcr
the barrenness

oi

u

woman,

as

the doctors have told me*°

fhie

gives him the physical explanation but it is only through faith that
ha will be able to

creator*
our

accept this and to e*e it as the will of the

faith is essential for our growing into Christ*

response to or

It is

•closing with* Hie dr&ce, wherein He was

incarnate, crucified, and riser, for us, and which is offered to uw
in the Sacrament

oi

Baptism*

Rather is it our response to the

general baptism which Christ underwent for us, and to our e\m

Baptism wherein He has laid His hand on our heal and caid to uas
"Fear

not, for X have redeemed the©? I have called thee by thy

name, thou art mine*41

29

-£h©rio^'o si4r?y^
We

1}

^

have h»*

Baptism a onoe-and-for-all sacrament.

Ionian <43* 1*

But Christ

/

also g&ve as s*
the

repetitive sacrament.

In the Luru*s 3up*er

Holy Spirit repeats la us the redeeming work of the death

arid resurrection of Christ.

The Holy Spirit makes the death and

resurrection of Christ 190C yearn ago

contemporary 2or us.

In the section about "medicine* v.o
natives of the

pointed out how, lor the

Oancrcoue, the symbols connected with the preueut-

mtior of theoe powers cf intervention oau be 0* gr«ui significance,

They do not differentlate between the sign and the thing denoted,
between appearanee

and existence.

dliierer.'f iato between the secret

animal*
the

way

they do not

society member who

mask, and the maiJii he is an animal, in the

wears

an

same way as

boys, who, tr. the course of initiation, reared themselves with

white
of

In the cam*

earth, were spirits.

thirling,

and of

a

It Is clear that

oeoaoue

of this way

correct under;-funding of fchi sacraments in general

communion in particular, it made very difficult.

The

bore-

of

a

tortoise

tortoise.

a

a

»

animal.

»

ghost.

Bread

•»

the body of Christ

Wine

•>

the blood of Christ

Inlmal mask 4 man
Man

4- white earth

It is significant that it is much easier for the Roman

Catholic theologians to deal with this manner of thinking and

conceiving, than it is for us, because the Roman sacrifice of the
mas-

is itself founded

on

similar conceptions*

leave two Roman colleagues to speak

hut let

themselves, and

we

us

rather

will b®

6 £>"

/£, &

surprised at the

analogy.1

"Nobody will deny the similarity between
those signs of

our sacraments

protective magic and medicines which,

work through their natural symbolism

(materia)

2

one

in the result

similarity is of course only
will be deceived by the

an

(ex

opere

hopes,

and through the

manipulations and words of the magician (forma), without
from those interested

and

any

help

operato). This

external one and no honest critic

fundamental differences.

These magic rites

all point towards our material requirements, whereas the seven
sacraments

1)

2)

only use the analogy of natural life to illustrate birth,

"Solchen Zeichen, solchen Schutz - und Heilmitteln, die sohon
durch ihre natttrliehe Symbolik die erhoffte Wirkung versinnsbilden (materia) und durch die Manlpulationen und Worte des
Zauberers (forma) die Wirkung unfehlbar, ohne weiteres Zutun
des Interessieri'en (ex opere operato) erreichen, wird niemand
die Aehnlichkeit mit unsem Sakramenten absprechen.
Diese Aehntlichkeit llegt allerdings nur im Aeussern und kann keinen
ehrlichen Beurfeeiler ffber die grundliegenden Unterschlede
hinwegtSuschen.
Die maglschen Riten sind ganz dlesseitsbezogen
und auf materielle Bedttrfnlsse gerichtet, w&hrend die Siebenzahl
der Sakramente nur die Analogie dee natttrllchen Lebens
verwednet, um Geburt, Wachstum und Heilung des ubernattirlichen
Lebens und Leitung und Srhaltung der ubematttrllchen GemeinJschaft zu veranschaulichen,
Bei den magischen Riten eaistiert
die unfehlbare Wirksamkeit meist nur in der unerschCttterlichen,
well unkrltischen Ueberzeugung der armen Get&uschten, thread
die Sakramente im beglUckten Menschen tats&chlich Wirkungen
hervorbringen, die den Himmel in Eretaunen setsen, Dieser Unterjschied erklSrt sich daraus, dass die Magie mit unperstfnlichen
Kr&ften rechnet, die gar nicht oder nicht in der vermeinten Art
und Weise vorhanden eind, wfithrend die Sakramente ihre Wirkkraft
von Gott selber haben und nur deshalb gnadenbewirkende Zeichen
sind, well Christus sie eingesetzt hat.
Thomas Aquinas denoted the "res vislbiles" of the sacrament
as the "materia." the "verba" as the forma."
K, Heussil Kompendlua der Kirch8ngeschichte; p. 236.

'67

growth and healing of the supernatural life, and .guidance and

The unfailing efficacy

preservation of the supernatural community.
of the

magic rites mostly exists only in the uncritical but un-

:shareable conviction of these poor deceived folk;
rnsnto

operate in the blessed man in

(w&hrend die Sakramente
hervorbringen,

a

whereas the

reel and most astonishing way

Ixg beitfokten Henoch en tatsgchlich Lfrkua/cen

die den Hiimnel in Brstaunen setsen).

between the two is,

The difference

that the magic rites reckon with impersonal

(r>i.t unnersffclichen TTrgften) which do not exist at all

powers

do not exist

in the way

they are supposed to.

the sacraments receive their

tclous signs
jted thera"

sacra-

or

which

On the other hand,

efficacy from God himself and are gra-

(^nadenbewirkence Zelchen) only because Christ instltu-

1

"What the Catholic Church teaches regarding the revealed reali¬
ties of grace
it

is

a

supernatural reinforcement of the being, and that it may

be strengthened in itself (e-t ou'ellereut crotfrau et

grow and

tifior

en

2)

P."

fort-

(ordre oritologique) for all beings and powers."1""

Btthlmaro)»

B. Tempels;

Bie Christliche Terxainologie;

La Philoeophie Bantoue:

p.

321-322.

39.
quant aux realites
revelees de la grace, notament qu*elle est un renforcement
Burnaturel de l'etre, et qu'elle peut croltre et se fortifier
en soi, ressemble a
ce^que les Bantous admettent dans I'ordre
oatologique pour tout etre, pour touts fore "•
Ce

a)

♦

se

sol), is similar to what the Bantu believe in their order

cf existence

1)

(realites revelees de la grace), in particular that

que

p.

la theoiogie catholique enseigne

"Las Abesdmahl wirkt,
Zauberm.it tel.

fttr die Kameruner, magisch, wie ein

/

Let

us

est against these extracts from statements of Soman

aovs

Catholic Scholars*

(these reports

a)

three reports from missionaries in the Cameroons

can he

added to at will);

"The Lord•s Supper, for the Camerooniane, works in the same way
as

their

magic rites.

1.

The Christians do not understand the Lord's Supper.

2.

There is

so much

paganism in our congregations that

it becomes difficult to hold communion services with
a

3.

clear conscience.

That the christians connect the Lord's Supper with
the

b)

works."

Concerning Baptism and the Lord's Supper w« have again and again

to bring the

thea
is

performance of good

are

Christians back to the truth of the. Gospel.

of the opinion that nothing

Most of

evil oaa happen ifca one who

baptised and receives the Lord's Supper.

Both are therefore in

great demand.*

o)

"They ascribe to the Lord's Supper

like

&

a)

"Dae Abendmahl wirkt, fffir die Kamsrurer, sagisoh, wis eln
Pubertal r,tel.

1.

Lie Christ on verst ehen dieses Bgnfcl aioht ruoht*

2.

Es sal aoviel heidnlsohee V'eseo in uacsrn Geaoinden,
daa Abendaahl nicht ait gutem Gewisssn gsben kt&me.

3.

"medietas*"

Ts h-vbe

&

ragtc power which works

What is promised in the sacrament they

would like

das»

mn

?ioh bet den Christen der Cadaake irgaadwelshsr Leietucg

mii da® Abendmahl verbundon."

ff*

b)

hut as

Annual Report 1929.

"In Bozug auf ?aufe una Abendashl hubssa wir die Christen lamer
wieder auf die evangeliache »ahihdlt zuruekzubrlngen.
Li© Anaioht
der Heist en let? war get auf t 1st und da a Abendaahi eapI^Togt, del
dea kainn as nicht fehlen.
Las Verlangen naoh balden 1st aarum

gross."

6<p

to

with their eyes

eaa

and touch with their hands,

Christiana believe that good works must be

Further many

performed in order to

Even if not everyone thinks that the

receive the sacrament.

Lord's

Supper or better still the forgiveness of their sins, promised in
the sacrament,

can

be bought, the thought is very deeply rooted in them

that whoever has paid
the

Lord's Table!

his church contribution must be admitted to

Where this view is held it is naturally sot

far removed from the

other view that the Lcrd'o

forgiveness of sins,

can

If

be bought with

money."x

compare these three statements with the already

we

statements of Reman Catholic belief,
seems

Supper, equivalent to

to bs

established.

a

quoted

partial agreement at least

In the missionaries*

discussions and

report©, the unfortunate amalgamation of communion and ehureh dues
is

constantly made responsible for this situation, since

tians

pay

H. Wildii

c)

msoy

Chriet-

their church dues only under the threat of set being

Annual Report 1930.

"Be wird dem Absndaahl sine maglaohe Kraft zugesohrieban, die
'dhnlich cinem Sauberaittel wirke.
Man mttehte, was in dsm
Sakramont augesagt 1st, glsiohsam nit den Augen sahon, Ja. irdt
Hasden greifen,
Waiter let nlcht von der Hand au weisen, dasa
eioh bei unaern Christen sehr der (ledanke fsstgssetzt hat, dose
mit dam Sakrawent sine Leietung varbunden let, Wenn auoh die

Heinung weniger vorhanden ist, ale ob mar <t .3 Abaadmshl, beais;hujio*»wsiss die in dm hakrameut geW&hrte Vergebung der SUnden
erkaufen IdSnae, so ist doch dor 5edanke in Thnen fcotgewuraelt,
daaa wer »einen Verpflichtungan in der Entrlohtung dsr Kirehew:steuer einigermasaan naohkommt, auch mm Abandonhi a*velaae»n
warden atueal
Wo dies© Meinung herrscht, da let ao natifrlioh
nicht mehr wait au der Voratellung? das AbendmahL - ^r.deavsrgsbung #iae durch Oeld erkauft warden,"

1)

J.

Ernes Annual Report 1934,

i

ft 1 lowed

to go to

But
to

It

to

sceme

that this circumstance is ineuffieient

us

explain the ©agical understanding of baptism and above all of
We think the

ccmcunior;.
of

Communion.

source

of the Csaieroaniana'

history and of self is at the root of the problem.

is for them

a

the unity

harmony of the church.

«

influence.
what

extreme

an

Therefore IP a man hs« taken

aa

a

member of

that hia wives
he believes

his congregation,

lis *111 continue to do his
but above all he will esc

regularly partake in the lord's 3upptr because

that lie is

partaking in. the holy rnaal through his wives!

Bow far the sacrament is understood to be
the traditional way

statement of

r

(mot*

&

of

a

"medicine,"

Camerooniaa Factors

communion elements

(mulondedi.?

sphere of

Christian man who falls into poiy-

refused at the Lard's Table.
a

church's

example of this attitude we may instance

frequently happens when

:gaay is
beet

As

The sacrament

"strength" that automatically holds one in

power and

communion, nothing can tear him frotu the

ray

man

«

of

have

already two bedi

have

a

cup in his

power

working in

be seen t com the f o?Z1 owing

"Many people believe that the

If you have already two

bedi behe

a

give a man additional power uv a filled mn

which are the truth

so

understanding

with two

spirits (powers) in

your

body

spirits) then bread and wine,

Cod, will kill you,

If someone is known to

but still takes eot^uulon he is said to

threat into which bread and wine

that they may not go down into hie

belongisan ba da la Bango be

mastieanc

are

collected

belly and kill him C'oten be
ssibc p£ o

was'ao aa dibuia"

7o

Ill

there these Communion Elements end without

going down into his

belly)."
The Protestant belief that there is only one means

of grace,

namely the Word of God, which we come upon at one time in preaohing
and at another time in the fixed form of the
taken for

granted here.

sacraments, has not been

An example may indicate the sort of

Because of the lack of pastors (ordained

difficulty that can arise.

men) the right has been delegated to

some

evangelists (unordained

men) to administer communion, but not to baptise.

If, today the

theologically meaningless question is put to the church members,
which of the two sacraments,

in many

baptism or communion, is "stronger,"

places one gets the answer that baptism is the stronger

sacrament, because it can be administered only by the ordained

pastor.
3.

Appendix.
In this

that

appendix we propose to treat of two phenomena

have sacramental character for many

of the Christians in the

Cameroons.

a)

Celebrations in

memory

of the dead.

We have seen that among

funeral rites.
and fifth

dindene).
date.

the heathen there are two distinct

The first usually taking

day after death, and the second

place between the third
on

the ninth day (dibua

The second ceremony may be postponed to an even later

Today this gathering often takes place

one year

after death.

By praising the deceased, they are supposed to help him to a
corresponding position in the next world to that which he occupied
in this world.

/

The Christians like the heathen,

hold for the most part a

day of remembrance three days after the burial.

The Christian

celebration for the dead at this time often differs

all from the heathen festival of remembrance (sasa

Christians still offer sacrifice

on

The second festival of remembrance

"Waking" by the
the greater
ition of

Christians.*

a

house of the

The following is
2

descrip-

*

Hot only the

invited, but also the choirs of the

are

Up to about

gregation.

a

about eight o'clock, people meet in the

Church and if possible,

hymns.

day to the ancestors.

deoeased for this remembrance ceremony.

relatives and friends

Many

(dibua dindene) is called

festival of remembrance!

"In the evening,

kwedi).

This custom can be traced over

part of the West Coast.

such

this

hardly at

the catechiat and the pastor of the con¬
one in the morning the choirs sing

their

After this eating and drinking start and continue till

dawn, and in between there is further singing of hymns and reading
of passages out of the Bible
Psalms

up - many
grave

1)

and

one

twenty-three.

by the catechist.

At dawn, about 5.30 the meeting breaks

of the participants are drunk

where

a

wooden

cross

Favoured texts are

is set.

-

and people go out to the

Another hymn is sung and the

The wakei

"A formal announcement of the death and an In¬
vitation for the kindred and others whom it may concern to
and

perform the funeral rites, are given by messenger or
by drum, or at the present day in many communities in low eivlilisation, by firing guns.
During the interval between the
toilet of the corpse and its final disposal it is watched - a
ceremony known in this country as the wake, because it involves
one or more all-night sittings."
come

Encyclopedia of Beligion and Ethics; Vol. 4

2)

W. Keller in;

Der Heidenbote;

p.

Heft 2/3 1955.

418.

72.

Lord's

Prayer said.

After this the choirs return to the house

of the deceased where each of them receives from the

man

responsible (sango a kwedi) a gift of about ten shillings.11
This

setting of the Cross is a custom known in other parts

of West Africa also.
that

It is believed by many of the

by setting the cross

on

the grave hill the deceased will

ascend into heaven in analogy to the ascension of
Just

as

for the heathen the

of the dead is

their memory,
can

Christians

entrance into the

Jesus Christ.
village

opened to the deceased by the celebrations in
in the

same way

the Christians seet1 to believe they

help the dead towards the resurrection through the setting up

of the

cross

on

the grave.

Thus, through baptism, communion, and

setting up of the hross, the way of the Christian is guaranteed,
since all three work "ex

operato."

opere

The next two pages show two modern invitations to remember
the death of

a

Christian one.

person;

the first a Heathen and the second a

Both refer to

a

commemoration exactly one year

after death.

The first is

an

the entrance door of

exact
our

of the invitation which hung at

station at

The second invitation
the Kumba

copy

was

Besongabang

sent to all the

Presbytery by the deceased's

son.

/ Mamfe,
congregations in

NOTICE

DANCE OR WHAT:

FRIENDS, BANYANGIE3,

DANCE

SJAGHAMS, COUNTRYMEN.

THERE WILL BE A GRAND BALL ROOM DANCE AT BESENGE

QUARTERS,

BESONGABANG, ON THE 27TH INSTANT.

THE PURPORT

OF THE DANCE 18 TO KEEP IN MMORIA THE .LATE MRS.

POLINAH

BESONG BSTEK WHO WAS RELIEVED OF THE WORLD'S BURDENS
ON NOVEMBER

26TH, 1953.

MUSIC

BESONGABANG FAMOUS BAND

D00R3 OPEN

8 P.M

ADMISSION

FREE

J.

A.

BETEK
ORGANISER

BESONGABANG, 21st November, 1954

MMORIAM SERVICE TO BE HELD ON 7th SEPT.

1958,

IN ALL CHURCHES IN XUMBA PRESBYTERIAN DISTRICT

IN HONOUR OF

PASTOR

LATE

XYZ
WHO DIED ON SUNDAY 8th SEPTEMBER.

1957.

S3S8XSS3S=S=SaSSSSaaSSasSSS3^SSSS3SSS33

All members of my
members of all

remember

our

family and I are appealing to you

Presbyterian Churches in Kumba Pariah, to

LATE PASTOR XYZ In your prayers and sermons on

Sunday 7th September, 1958, in your respective churches.
To mark it
Revelation

as

a

(Which reads thus)i-

14, 13.

"And 1 heard

special sermon, I will refer you to read

voice from heaven

a

write, Blessed

are

they

may

me,

the dead which die in the

Lord from heneefortbi
that

saying unto

Yea, saith the Spirit,

rest from their labours? and

their works do follow them."

Yours brotherly in

Christ.

WXYZ

FOOT NOTE*
his

cross

As this is still

in later

November, 1958.
time

as

to

rainy season, I intend to put up

part of October, 1958, or in early part of

I shall inform you early enough before that

enable you to make chance to attend.

17 G

to)

Ordination.
Often Ordination of

a

Pastor is also understood

sacrament working in the way we
is believed to toe

The

toeing a

"Special Power"

passed to him in this ceremony which then be¬

the basis of his

comes

have discussed.

as

authority.

pastor has, with both Christians and Heathen, a special

place in the community into which he comes through his ordination.
Just

lineage head (autudu) offers the sacrifice to the

the

ae

is also in other ways an authority

ancestors and

decisions,
this

so,

within the Christian Community the pastor occupies

special position.
It

told

was

for many kinds of

us

This expresses itself in different ways*

that

pastors may demand a higher price for

their daughters when given in marriage

just like chiefs.

In most

disputes the pastors insist on the correctness of their opinion
in all

respects.

the older,

A circumstance which, especially in the case of

badly educated pastors can lead to difficult contro¬

versial situations with young, much better

educated teachers or

officials, and in which the pastor by appealing to the "Special
Power," conferred upon him by ordination, often succeeds in winning
the

Especially among the older generation the origin of the

day.

pastor as well may be of great importance for his authority.

record1
is

an

of

a

The

dispute between two pastors which took place in 1908

excellent

example of a problem evolving from this kind of

thinking.

One Pastor obviously queried the authority of the other

because he

was

&.

Stolz:

only

a son

of Hagar (half free!) whereas h© himself

Akten Kamerun 1908.

117

was

a

son

of Sarah

(a free born!)

This Problem of the pastor

Christians is
comes

even

The missionary in Africa

of the missionary-

still is considered by the Africans as

was

and

the

ruling nation?

he

complex as it has another root also which

more

from the person

behaving as the "Chief of "his"

being

a

member of

By this

if he is of different nationality.

even

naturally took up the plaoe of a"ohlef and the church grew

around him.

In his time the African

pastor became his subordinate

(read sub-chief!), the catechist became the underling of the pastor
and at the bottom of this

pyramid

find the church elders and

we

finally the simple church members.

This understanding of the

relationship between the various ministries colours of course their
•

.

working together.

and the ministerial office

the

'%

yjt

The pastoral office as regards the cure of souls
of the pastor towards the

ministry of

laity are widely misunderstood or not practised.

course^

where this

During

a

subject was discussed in a group of African

pastors and laymen and European missionaries, we realised an
astonishing similarity concerning these problems all over Africa.
In the following we render the curriculum vita® of a few
Cameroonian Pastors,
a

written by themselves.

good insight into their problems and religious experiences and

in their
It may be

understanding of themselves

as

Christians and

as

Pastors.

interesting to note, that those who wrote in Duala

xpressed themselves much

1)

They provide us with

more

clearly than those writing in English.

Course for Missionaries and Pastors
the Mission of the

Boasey, July, 1959.

Church*

ax-

on

Rapid Social Change and
Institute,

held at the Ecumenical

17 <f

Name
Hometown

Abraham Ebong Ngole

Tribe
Born
Schools

Bakosi

Nyandong
1899
Vernacular School
Knabenschule

Primary School

Nyandong
Nyasoso
Nyasoso
Victoria

Storekeeper (Plantation)

Career

Catechist and Teacher

Evangelist
Pastor

1911-13
1914
1917-18
1919-21
1922-23
1924-36
1937-46
1947-

(Translation from Duala)
The Grace of God

overcomes

a

mountain.

Somebody who knows the life of
me

be astonished to

must

I
I

was

am

the

see

me

my ancestors

today as aChristian and

the first

child of it.

Their aim

loaango of particular strength.

as

tool to bring me to

from that time

our

was

that

I

should inherit

But the Lord God used my father

school, which he had refused before.

And

division begun.

1918 something happened in my life which I did not want my

father to know.
We

were

no

other way

once.

preacher.

To this end my father began early to buy me into

some

In

as a

offspring of a particularly strong heathen family and

all their Losango.

a

and their aim with

baptised.

But he heard about

When

my

it through a

friend of mine.

father heard about this change he saw

out of this situation than to marry me to two women at

When I and my friend heard about this we left our house at

night, without telling anybody, to go down to Victoria where I
entered the Government School at the beginning of 1319.
followed

me

But he gave

My father

right dowh to Victoria with his advice to change my mind.
it up at the time Bev. Modi

Din1

called

me

to become a

Modi Din was one of the first Pastors to be ordainedj he
continued the work when the missionaries had to leave the

country in 1915 because of the

war.

n°i

Vernacular Teacher and
The temptation
in those days.
I felt

we

Catechist.

a

that followed wa3 that my salary was so low

Before I had "been a Storekeeper with a good salary.
hanging in the air, I had not appreciated before

were

it meant to receive one's

what

I got married,

In 1927, when

salary every month.

I almost felt that I could not carry on with my work.

Moreover I received letters from friends calling me to better

But I could not leave

jobs.

Baertsohl told

me

was

my

What Rev, Modi and Rev.

stronger than the letters about a good

These temptations were small compared with those

monthly salary.

that followed when

our

What helped

family grew.

then and helps

me

this day is the word of the Apostle Paul in Galatians

me

up to

2.

20-21:

"I have been crucified with Christ;

live, but Christ who lives in
flesh I

work.

live by

himself for

me?

ana

It is

the life I now live in the

faith in the Son of God, who loved

me

I do not nullify the Grace of God;

me.

longer I who

no

and gave

for if

justification were through the law, then Christ died to no purpose."
But there
also.
were

were

other

temptations in my life and in my work

Even when I beoame
a

heavy load

on my

a

Pastor many things

shoulders.

slander which came from friends and

I always heard the call:
The Grace

alone made

1)

me

of

to be what I

am

me

that

I had to bear illnesses, and
co-workers.

"Follow me."

God, which saved

followed

me

But above all this

(Math, 9. 9.)
from the aims of «oy fathers,

now,"*"

Rev. A. Ngole is now the chairman of the General Synod of the
Presbyterian Church in the Cameroons.
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Name
Hometown
Trilse

Schools

Paul Nso

Polepi
Mundani
Vernacular

Primary

Folepi
Besongabang

Catechist Training Centre
Theological School Nyasoso

Career

Catechist
Pastor

1929-30
1S31-36
1937-39
1952-55
1940-52
1955-

(Original in English)
"The

course

of ray

life

was

the call of God.

My baptism was

not

of my own personal volunteer to be

was

only in the hands of the parents who had intrusted their son

(and daughter) in school.
particular reasons that
baptised.
as

a

The possibility

Of course there were some concrete, and

children were not allowed to be

some

If a child receives baptism it will not be engaged again

member of

a

Juju society.

by the Church to marry
my

baptised.

more

Secondly he will not be allowed

than one wife.

Anyhow I was to inform

parents, brothers and sisters, and as the matter was planned

by God,

view was accepted without hesitation.

my

four years

After my baptism,

later, I was asked to attend the seminary by Rev.

Gengenbach.
As

my

family and relatives to attend such

earn

we

regards my going to the seminary there was a fight towards

sufficient salary,...

lasted five years

discouraging

gave us a

The great temptation that I had

without a child.

a

barrener.

But God

was,

Then some people were

never

forgets our prayers, and

child in 1946

In the year 1950 I was nominated
candidate for the Theological
same

school that I shall not

wife to get out and marry somebody else, with a

my

view that I am

a

by the General Synod as a

Training Centre Nyasoso.

action repeated as well as the

Again the

time when I was asked to go

It

to the

I should resume a

that

custom.

start

As

a

profession which would not allow me to
regards native law and

to care for my home as

return home and

of

The whole Mundani tribe protested against it

Seminary.

poor

catechist, there was nothing that I should

the life with.

Then 30

people promised making a collection

30 pounds to help me for my time in training and to get a

singer machine for my wife....
In June 1952 we were called to the Theological

(Nso describes the

many

illnesses and other misfortunes ha had

during this time and then goes on).
say,

Generally speaking, I can

perhaps it is assigned by God, because immediately when our

ordination took
11th October,
voice

a

Training Centre.

place on 10th July, 1955, and on the 10th and

1955, I dreamt, I approached to lake where I heard

calling at

me,

"Sango Pastor NsoM three times.

When I

answered, the voice repeated again do you believe in God?

began to confess,
a

yard high.

my

I then

legs were not cn the ground but in the air by

My confession

was

that I do not know God, but through

Jesus Christ my saviour I believe that there is God Almighty who
created heaven and earth.

:ped down.
from

the

one

same

or

Inside the lake I

end

saw one

confessed my feet were

as

the third.

They

disappeared, the second

were

identical to one and

body, and dressed in one uniform.

disappeared

three knives

one young

in degrees,

drop-

European fat and stout walking

of the lake to another and
well

as

another in

When I had

When they had passed

African came from the lake and brought

me

long, longer and longest, and in addition

to that he gave me a tin of motor oil to be rubbing my

hands.

After

I

1/1

disappeared I carried these things going away from

when he had
the

lake, and there was an earth-quake and a great violent tornado,

trees fell on me and the

and

ground

shaking.

was

Passing the place

approaching to another place I aaw a group of murders with sticks,

guns,

spears

and cutlasses who tried to kill

:self and gave one of the murders a heavy
and he

fell down and died.

I prayed

me.

I defended my-

concussion on the chest

I regretted to have killed the man.

and shook the "body, he awoke and came to life again.

Then all the three murders
three feet

high, fat and white.

failed to do

Again I met a group of three,

escaped.

They tried to stop

Passing these three adventurers I

so.

field, and very far away I saw a sea.

me

hut they

saw a

wide

There on the field I laid

There ray dream ended.

myself down to rest.

My life to he converted

as a

Christian, and to carry this

task, it is not the word of God in the Bible alone, God has re:vealed Himself to

me

in so many ways,

sometimes to encourage my

paganistic environment, I got a son that his name was mentioned
to

when it was

me

cannot

I

was

and

still four years

write all to

sick, my name

was

was

married and that
to my

me

called in
all what

I had done against God's will

dictated what

my
was

I

emphasise about my life, I am even judged when

children, he told

what

for the child to be horn.

book, the man asked

a

was my

me my

wife

idea about marriage, and

in 1947 and it was exact.

He

ambition about marriage when I was not yet
so.

I should say

life certain things to refraae

God has really revealed

my pagan

environment and my

I

little faith

He did with Abraham to divide with

as

pagan's home

entirely.
John Agbo Etang

Same
Hometown

Ajayukndip

tribe
Schools

Career

Keaka
Vernacular Ajayukndip
Kh&benschule

1913-14

theological School Nyasoso

1946-47

Catechist

1916-41

1911-12

Evangelist

1942-53

Pastor

1953-

(translation from Duala)
The
I

answer

was

to the

questions about my life.

bom in the

village of Ajayukndip in the Keaka Tribe.

Day and year are not known because in those days
who knew a

Both of them were pagans? my father was

"Hyamkpe," and my mother belonged to the

member of the Isango

women

my

society (isango

one

of

bito) "Mem."

them died also.

his house that the
At the time he
up

a

eldest brother died early.

and

came

had nobody

Ily father's name was Btang Eesem Grok and

mother's Beaem Ajire.

my
a

calendar.

we

first

After

I

was

the second child but

me came

three other brothers

My father died in 1911 and it is in

catechist, Eduard Bone, started to teaoh.

to our

village the people brushed those children

they wanted to attend school, the others were hidden.

amongst the la" ter ones.
Simon Khan.long,
about

1912

me

we

and

I

who
was

were

impossible.

was

But two friends of mine, Yakob Arrey and
allowed to attend,

also admitted.

received Thomas Efange

the Knabenschule at
was

were

I

as

Besongabang.

told the catechist

This first
our

catechist died soon.

teacher and 1913-14 I went to

Due to the

war

further education

In those days people who knew how to read and write

few in Marafe Division and I could have had a well

paid job.

S3

I<?4

But I refused and went back to my village to

1916 I had built

a

preach and teach.

In

small congregation on the foundation which say
We began to go round the neighbouring

two teachers had laid there.

villages Kbakang, Afab, Ogomoko, Ewele and Mkogo, evangelising.
Shis made many people hate me,

(losarma

myange.

ngambi'.

because it touched their work

I received

no

salary for my work in

those days,

1925 the missionaries

back.

came

After

a

short course I was

again sent to my hometown where I stayed 1925-26, after which I
was

transferred to Akak 1927-29.

in Mamfe and

it

is

there that

I

1930-33 I headed the congregation
lost my first

wife in 1931.

1934-

39 I was transferred to Sesongabang where I married my second wife
in 1936.

family

I had wanted to remain single, but my friends and my

were

1946-47 I

was

back to Marnfe and since 1953 I am stationed

Ossing.
The last

shall be the first

I thank God who set

me

to

also thankful to my

because I know that
of God.

I

we

do this work.

now

shall be the last.

wisdom (seto na dible jasam).

I

Church who has borne me up to this day,
am

in

But for his grace

to God that

and the first

proclaim his salvation and to be a witness

of Jesus Christ and not of great
am

1943-45 Bakebe and

in the theological training contra at Nyasoeo and

from there I was sent
at

1940-42 Tombel

opposed to this.

no

way

worthy to be called a worker

I became what I

am now,

receive Church workers who

are

I give thanks
better trained to

i

<pr

Samuel Malive
Likombe

Name
Hometown
Tribe
Schools

Bakweri
Vernacular likombe

Primary Bonjongo and Buea
Catechist Training Centre
Theological School Hyasoso
Career

1932-34
1935-40
1945-47

Catechist

1955-58
1948-52

Evangelist

1953-54

Pastor

1958-

(Original in English)
When my mother conceived me,

my

He was

father fell sick.

taken in the bush at the side of their farm in a hut and

they

stayed there while my elder brothers were in search of medicine
till he recovered.

born? I do not know the

my

school time I felt pains in the joints and I

told that I

am

suffering from Rheumatism.

heart
as

was

During

year....
was

In that hut I

was

it

never

happy, because I feel that my body is not normal
My father died in 1930 when I was still

ought to be

I had to leave school in 1940 for lack of money and ray

young.

mother and brothers arranged to marry me very
the year

The child also

this

a

as

was

I

that

One day
verses

shock in my
was

passed away after two weeks.
life.

1)

I married in

"0 God make

me

do any

My daily prayer

honourable work in this world."

I was reading Roman 10 and I

14-15.^

I regarded all

From that time I had nobody to chat

baptised on the 25th December, 1941.

was

touched in my heart with

On the other day I was looking these verses, in the

Church after morning prayer,
to the

early.

1943 and she died July 1944 after she put to bed a male

child.

with.

From that time my

catechist.

in the vernacular Bible which belonged

The preacher came into the

Church while I was

"But how are men to call upon him in whom they have not believed?
And how are they to helieve in him of whom they have never heard?
And how are they to hear without a preacher? And how can men preach
unless they are sent? As it is written, "How beautiful are the feet
of those who preach good news!"

standing at the window looking for those verses.
voice to

and said:

me

"That

to him was:

answer

Pastor J.

Skeae

"Do you

like to

is why

to the Seminary?"

go

My

I am looking in the Bible."

to Likombe for the

came

He sent his

celebration of

When

Holy

Communion I told him that I would like to go to the Seminary and
he told

me

that I

could only go there the following year.

Name
Hometown
Tribe

Peter Ebot Tabi

Ossing
Keaka
Vernacular Besongabang

School

1925-26
1927-32
1933-36

Primary Buea
Cateohist Training Centre
Theological College Kumasi
Ghana
Catechist

Career

1949-52
1937-41
1942-53
1954-

Evangelist
Pastor

(Original in English)
I

was

born about 1914 in a little village called

1| miles from the
six years

of age.

it

case

is the

town of Ossing.

The

with

course

In the

of my life was not

one

8 years.

went to work at

dreamt and I

year and

an easy one,

only
as

a

vernacular school where

moved to Buea Government school for

After completing my Std. VI in this school I
Duala for

was

one

year.

While in Duala

one

given a passage to read from the Bible

2.16)1 after reading this text I made
1)

was

uncle of mine at the town of Besongabang.

following year I was admitted in

I remained for
almost

an

My father died when I

In the year 1925 I left Takpa, my

orphans.

village, and stayed with

Takpa about

"Repent then.
them with the

up my

night, I

(Revelation

mind not to remain at

If not, I will come to you soon and war against
sword of my mouth."

/

Duala again.

I returned to Buea and wrote an application to the

Secretary of the Basel Mission, then Rev, J. Ittmann, requesting
him to be trained in

Name
Hometown
Tribe
Schools

our

seminary at Nyasoso,....

Moses A.

Medig

Fondo

,

Menemo"4
Vernacular Bamenda

1936-37
Primary Bafut, Mbengwi
1937-42
Catechist Training Centre
1943-44
Grade III Elementary Teacher
Training Centre Nyasoso, Bali 1946-48
Grade II Higher Elementary
Teacher Training Centre Kumba
1951-52
Trinity College Umuahia Nigeria 1956-58

(Original in English)
Of

a

princess.

heathen but noble family.

a

of my
a

prince and mother a

uncle in my uncle's home.

Christian I naturally

followed suit.

father my mother became

a

I grew

Since my uncle

Later after the death

Roman Christian while I was already

Christian after my uncle in the Basel Mission Church

1956

was

a

turning point in my life.

ministry and I was offered a chance to
Umuahia in Eastern Nigeria.

interesting.
Started

1959.

On 7th June 1959 I

the Lord in the

Now I

The

go

I decided for active
to the Trinity College

course was

quite good and

I successfully completed the course at the end of

1958.

1)

a

But my father was a polygamist with 12 wives.

with the children of my

is

Father

as

a

fresher in the field of the Lord in January
was

fully ordained into the Ministry of

Presbyterian Church.

continue this new career in His Name.

Menemo is in the Grassfiald District.

<f 7

Par.

14. The Buala Language

as

a

Means of Communication.

Seeing the various possibilities of misunderstanding the
biblical message among the Cameroonians the question arises;
far do

how

peculiarities in the Duala Language present an insuperable

problem of communication?

And how far has the adoption of current

Duala Terms in Bible Translation inevitably led the
read his

connotations into these terms,

own

these terms to be recreated

In the

following

we

African to

instead of allowing

by the Christian connotations?

try to show the difficulties

in the

example of the word "holy.

Word holy in Luala is translated with sanga which carries

The

the meaning of
sense;

*out

clear, pure, clean, white and in the figurative

to put something right, to be without defect, to be with-

fault, to be in

no

danger before magic powers.

The following

examples will help to make the meaning of the verb sanga clean
Mboti ni

sangi

*

clean clothes.

bwambo bongo bo sangi

-

your case

(in court) is clear, meaning it

is incontestable.
Of

1)

a

man

whose

Literature*

living soul has been decreased in power and who

in Theologisches Wtfrterbuch zum Neuen
Testament by Gerhard Kittel.

Holy

in Etymological Dictionary of Modern
English by Ernest Weekley.

Heilig

in Reallexikon der Germaniochen Atertumskunde
by Johannes Hoopes.

Sanga in

W&'rterbuch der Luala-Sprache by E. Hinkelacker.

Sanga in

Volkskundliche and Religid'se Begriffe im
ff&rdlichen Waldland von Kamerun by John Ittmann

therefore is
his
*

exposed to many dangers one sayss nol' ao

e

ai sangi

-

"body is disarranged, only by magic means can he be "rearranged

sangise.
From the above

we

see

that the verb aanga is a rather common

word, much used in everyday speech.
translate

The noun bosangi was used to

Holy and Holiness in the Bible and basangedi for holy

Does aanga in any way cover the
Old Testament

The word
carried

no

U? *1I3

meaning of

men

in the

in the New Testament?

or

^ ^ I5

was

moral meaning.

Name of God

originally a concept of the cult and
But with the emphasis on * the Holy
dina la Loba la Bosangi Lev.

20, 3,

22, 2 and Ez. 36, 20) it changed from a cult concept to a personal
attribute of God.
sbined with God

creation.

The

By this change the notion holiness became com-

himself, 30 that his holy name stands opposite all

happened to two other notions

same

Holy Word eyal»ao

ya

boaangi (Ps. 105, 42) and to

Holy Spirit mudi map ma bosangi (Isaiah 63, 10).

i 13^1^ "l!!'7} His

^/7*1 *"1

His

Name, Word and

Spirit of God are all three forms of his revelation,

as

U^.i3

they are opposite to everything in this world.
Yahvehs*

condition

holiness wants the holiness of his

people as a

for the intercourse between them* "you shall be holy;for

I the Lord your God am

holy" (Lev. 19, 2),

This cult holiness

comprehends cult cleanness and therefore also personal cleanness;
with the latter

we

have reached moral

(read ethical) grounds.

In the Hew Testament, which has its jroots in the Old Testament
</

the notion of holiness becomes

more

personal.

The predicate

holy becomes the expression for God himself and his Son.

As

1^0

Christians
of God

are

we

baptised into the death of Je3us Christ the Son

Col. 2, 12).

(8om. 6,

In this we became part of God and

c/

therewith
now

to

be

12, 1)

holy as he is.
a

AsoC/coc holy men basangedi our lives are

"living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God." (Rom.

This sacrifice shows itself in the Christian love and in

this also reaches moral

grounds.

We have shown that the words

W *11*

and

are

both in a very

peculiar way linked up with God's person himself and his dealings
with Israel and this world and his self-disclosure

Jesus Christ,

history.

They both

grew

In his Son

organically out of this peculiar

It is therefore impossible to find correspondent terms

in any other

Religion or Philosophy.
«/

Already the old Greek word upo$

from which the Hew Testament
c

c /

ec^-tos originates had a different meaning, ot/'oj means shy, timid
in the sense of reverence
e

adjective
nearer

as

'

well

as

in the sense of

The

curse.

'

i

is similar to 'KKvfcpoj "clean," which comes much

S

to the Duala bosangi than to

The English word

"holy"

Dutch and German heilig,
have the same root.

comes

^*1 J3.
from the Anglo Saxon halig;

the

the Horse heilagr and the Gothic hailag

Joh.

Hoops writes about it: "this adjective

(heilig) has changed its meaning considerably because of the impact
of

Christianity.

connected with

'heilig,'
what

a

he goes

In the sources which
person

on,"is

are

available, it is

but always with objects.

never

The German

restricted to objects and is similar to

Religious Science calls tabu."

It Is interesting to remember that

Ulfila in his translation

of the Gothic Bible avoided the word hailag and took
which was

probably less connected with

religion.1

This brings us back to what we said before,
it

is

weiha,

namely that

impossible to find words corresponding exactly to the Old

Testament

"holy" because it

grew out

of its peculiar history.

Only if these words used for the translation of
filled with the contents of the revelational
become

a

proper

translation of

translation.

W ^ J>

are

history, shall they

This counts not only for the

holy, but for any biblical terms in any language.

In the following we shall give the meaning and background
of

l)

a

few biblical terms in Duala:

Friso Melzeri

Sprache

p.

319.

Der Christliehe Wortschatz der Deutschen

to

r£<.«*•

Inn.-a

preach

criminally means to count
.figurative s
he took

langc,

langwa

me

to read;

*

a

for

lan^i rob a ka muleroba
a

=

witch.

the idea behind this is

probably "to count letters?,
langisatie

*

to compare

elan&isan

»

comparison

langea

»

to read to somebody

lan&wa

®

to

mulanKO

=

Report

mulan&wedi

«

Reader, Preacher

belanawedi

»

Predication, Sermon

report,

Sin

to deliver a speech

bobe

/

.

•tyu^pftoc

bobe = sin;

originally means badness, wickedness.

It la often connected with curse,
or

enchantment•

(In pidgin English, for

example, the sentence "God
us

our

"G-od

we

many

bad luck

our

Father forgive

Bins" would be translated with

Papa make

you

forgive

we

we

plenty

bad"),
/

aj.

oc

^

ok

Repentance

atelje

«

to repent;

jatele

originally, to turn

round, to turn back.

I«u

a tele

eyala

to twist a word = to twist somebody's

-

statement.

atel£

also carries the meaning "to

change one's mind",
Fonda

Time

and

Anybody who is acquainted, with the difficulties to translate
these two terms correctly

into English will also be aware of how

delicate the translation of these terms into
do the

Cameroonians traditionally know about time?

Hours and

days, months and years.
have

original words for then;

no

weeks"*"

awa

is

were

two

parts;

(ebiarau).
also

called modi.
L

season

1)

-

time which again falls

(i&lba), midday (koai)*" and evening

morning

The month

unknown and they

The day (buna) falls

bulu the night and the day

into three parts?

They know

assimilation of the

an

English hour and wokj of the German »oche.
into

What

Duala must be.

(modi) is naturally identical with the

The year

"ri"rLI"'

(rabu)falls into
,,I,T"

two parts;

moon

the rainy

■*"

(pond' epupa) and the dry

season

(ponda loe)

.

Ittmann considers that the period of time which comes nearest
to

our

week is

'teria'

in the

sense

of

a

day (dikaki la ponda)

fixed

which

comes up periodically like a market day that e.g. takes
place every ninth day.
(Zeiten und Zelchen im vordern Kamerun;
in Svang. Miss. Mag. 1930. p. 213 ff«

2)

The word losi

from the German

comes

used to be~fired at 12
of the cannon.

Dinkalacker; Duala

3)

-

noon.

'ICanone'

Therefrom

Wtfrterbuoh

p.

(cannon) which
a kosi « time
=—

pond*

41.

It is quite possible that originally they counted
for one year.

every

season

/

/

X9°w-°5

(modicum)

of time, whereas ocottfoy

moans a short period

(momentum)is used in the

sense

of

a

English so in Duala the word ponda

»

As in

definite moment.

time is used in translating
/

the two Greek terms.
also

uses

'seasons'

(e.g. Horn.13, 11)

stion introduces

(e.g. Acts 1 7;

or periods

11, 15) or age

Heb.

The English translation of 'xxcpoj

14, 7}

(e.g. Heb. 9,9).

mudiyc

flood

«

-

4,1c))1

Gal.

(e.g. Acts 17.26)

sometimes
or

hour

opportunity (e.g.

or

Whereas the Duala cransla-

tide in the sense of term (e.g.

"""""""

luc.

4,13;

Acts

1,7;

Rom. 13, 11)

Acts 14, 17?

1. Thess. 5,1).

Here is

or

ebe

2

ebb

»

-

tide (e.g.

example from 1. Thess. 5.1s

an

^

/

T<2if

X y O /-co V

ponda

bebe

na

the times and the

In general

Duala

was

But if

we

it

take

a

passage as

but

it

repent, and believe

Gospel" then this time (ponda)is something which

new

is

in heart,

context

Testament.

history and
and will,

This
man

chosen.

were

Mark 1, 15 "The time (*•«*<-j>oy) is

and the kingdom of God is at hand;

be understood in the
old and

seasons

be said that the translation of the Bible into

carefully done, and the best possible terms

fulfilled,
in the

may

K<<- f

of

can

the revelational history

kairos

is not

just

a moment

only

of the

(momentum)

is called to take up the kairos of God

and life.

This kairos is a decision of God,

1)

The English text is baaed on the Revised Standard Version of
1952.

2)

Prom German lbbe.

MS"

and man

should subject himself to

this decision and be obedient to

It is therefore something completely out of the wide field

it.

of experience

postulated by any cultural and religious background

and because of this also

If

we

ask the

non-existent in their

vocabulary.

question again, how far the adoption of current

Duala terms in Bible translation led the African to read his
connotation into these terms,
be recreated
to

be

a

instead of allowing these terms to

by the Christian connotation,

double

one*

be understood in any

first

own

that

the answer will have

single biblical terras will

never

language if they are isolated from their

context, and secondly that these terms will only be recreated with
the whole biblical message
to it.

by the Holy Spirit and man's response

Christian Sfchlcs and Tribal Ethics.

Par*

15.
We

"how do

Principles•

stated1
I do

that the

good?" have to be disregarded

Christian ethics,
different

"how do I become good?" and

questions?

irrelevant for

and that instead of them, we must pose the totally

question "What is the will of God?"

Christian ethics is therefore not the
not the

aa

The origin of

reality of one's own ego,

reality of the world, nor the reality of standards and

values, but the reality of God in His revelation in Jesus Christ.
We have tried

to

2

show

how this

reality becomes actual through

preaching.
/

This

preaching creates in

which is the real root

coMRunity.

of

a

new

men a

radical change Cucf*

consciousness of

f

history and of

This consciousness of history has nothing to do with

the self-consciousness of

conscious of its

a

community or corporation, that is

meaning, its might, its honourable

nobility, or its mandate in history.
ssciousness that

it

is

age,

its

It is much more the

nothing of itself,

con-

but that it has become

something through the act of God.

It is the consciousness of God's

act and decision which comes to men

through God's unfettered might.

It puts them in a new situation and calls them to new action in the

community of their fellowmen.

1)

Part 2, Introduction.

2)

Par.12, 1 The Kerygma.

\*t

?&*>

.s£.-Aa«
Sven without the assertions made

be understood

that

by Christian faith, it will

evil is not identical with

a

series of

isolated

transgressions ci moral demands, but that the dseiaive factor is
the

basic position of which these deeds or

omissions

the ex-

are

:pression.
For the Christian

likewise, evil doos not consist in isolated

basic direction of character which

nor yet in a perverse

oine,

could perhaps

remedy through

cf man himself#
of

man

as

God#"3,

or

Cod's life,

tc

Evil,

or

a

change of disposition in the power

sin, is for the Christian the attempt

get along without Cod cr in rtriet tersm hie "will to be
Sin is the shutting cf the heart
cr,

a

wrong

against Cod** grace,

in ether words, basically a lack of faith.
9

Sin is

one

'

2

1

relationship with (Jed («t-<rc/3r<.«0 which hasr

ae

its

consequence moral errors that ore tc a greater or Ices degree

shocking.

It is the attempt of

that he

of his own

is

can

mm to

help himself, the faith

strength stand in opposition tc

Ood.^

It

particularly important that Christian assertions about sin

discover these roots and the real nature of

naturally

agree,

sin in which all

mn

for otherwise discussion of ein becomes superfl*

eoial, merely isoralleiic, and therefore bound up with the false idea

1)

Genesis 3j6

2)

John 16, 9?

3)

Bostanrs 1, X8ff.

4)

Matthev, 7,16

9, 41.

*

20?

12,

33-37?

16, 19.

7

\e\S

that

possibility of bettering himself »

the

has

man

side must also cot be

itat the other

2he Mew lestaaajnt speaks very

forgotten.

clearly and concretely about the individual sins in whion tnis
sinfulness that is common to

in this

all works Itself

out.''"

about individual sine can be very

manner

Speaking

personal and

unpleasant whan the finger is pointed to the working out of sinfultneso

whioh is,

in ©special, the sin of wst individual#

mist be considered when we now coiae to
or

in other words when

Sod in his own,
How does
From the

and

we

Christian

a

to

answer

shall

the other,

bound,

way#

or

concrete (S&oisio&e for his actions?

question we o&n see whether what we stated

this
or

to

com®

not.

We

are

quoting two Camerooai&a Chris-

from their answers how one

see

Christian's actions

a

as

of thorn is

really trying

depending on his faith* whereas

because of his s&sund era tending of the Christian message
as we

shall show, to answer in the traditional, heathen,

Malaohi saidi

"From John 3,4 we read that 'Thosevex commitfceth

sin transgresseth also the lawi

law'.

question about the Vxll of

whom we will call Malaohi and Manasaoh# ou this subject

to understand

is

asks this

apeak about Christian 2thicsf

peculiar, situation.

above is understood
it ians,

a man

All this

for ©in is the transgression of the

A Christian in the face of evil will

decide whether hia action

performance conforms with the truths of the Bible.

He knows the

price of sin is death and the reward for goodness la Cod's abundant

blessing.

If

a

Christian wants,

say,

to do bad against his neigh¬

bour, ho would decide either to do it and bear God's judgment, or

1)

See Matthew 15, X9s

Galatians 5, 19-21#

/<?<?

to leave

by the law that to do bad is

it because he is convinced

sinful*

On the other hand» if he la spurred to do a good act,

he goes

in with diligence because he knows it is an opportunity

for him to offer his services to hie fellow
A true

man

la God's naiie*

-

Christian's decisions give no room for evil to breed In his

heart*

He is always guided by St*

"Be not overcome

of evil,

but overcome evil with good"*

"A true Christian decides whether

Manasseh said*
is going to

Paul's war*? of Roman 12, 21

perform is good, when he

sees

<m

act he

that the suction ho is

going to perform will not annoy anybody, and does not go against
the commandments of God then ho will say

the action is & good one*

If the action he is going to perform is a bad action,
it when the action goes contrary to
an

action also

such

an

brings confusion in

action is

a

the ten commandmertr,
a

are

bad one".

acknowledge that for him
his obedience to his

heathen fear that

*ground?

the

a

faith.

theologian,

wa

Christian's decisions end actions
Whereas for

tcjfe tks typical

community could cotre to harm is in the fcro-

"will not annoy anybody" and "such action also brings

confusion in

a

town"

are

of ranch greater concern

mentioning of the ten commandments.
show the roots of Manassehs'

1*

such

town then he will know that

Even if Malaohla statement docs not sati «fy a
must

he will know

Ontology

as

than the casual

In the nevt paragraph

understanding*

§&£&& arid Norm of Good and Evil*

wo

ah&JLl

2.oo

In

exposition of the heathen understanding of self wo

our

established the mutual dependence of all position© of life*

The

Universe is for the Oasterooni&.n» m for primitive people in general,
a

unity*

general,

We remember how the whole life cycle, ©ad practices in
are

centred lastly on the one idea, the "etemnl* ocntin-

Uheir ontology is therefore

iuity of family, lineage and tribe*

centred around those vital pcwera which Jvjigaent or sustain the power
of

living of the individual and hie kin*

has

He

Sod is? the sraator*

given life to man, and all things in the creation an bearers

of vital powers to a greater or

increase man's vital pew era*

leaser degree?

they are created to

3?s rersasbe* words? like

be,Tended^*

*

nr,Xna and bwan.efi.
adntcnaccc ere,

The

e t r engt he n in #

of the vital powers and their

logically, in the interest of all, and they

therefore mutters for the ancestors una the elderc
ll ogy

ere

Proa this cato¬

«

Anything that is of

good and evil are logically derived,

service to the strengthening or sialfcteneaiee of the vital powers is

"good*?
2*

anything that impoverishes or destroys

m

Mm*

According to what
a man

is

is "evil*,

we

eetablif-bM above, the oueatior whether

good or evil mart he fudged by whether hi

1

to the maintenance or increase of the vital powers,

ttruotion of them either in the individual

Naturally there exists in practice
deeds

«,«« mju

1)

in which

v»•»»«»> »«*-Mu*.v

or

to the dee-

in the

cr

community*

complete gradation of evil

precedence is arranged in various wsy » ♦1
»«** *iyt..***»«>*#*>•■.'^**»«».

«

See words

a

man

behaviour leads

ass

wusengo,

iw»i -■„),*Wn !■***».<*,..*, **b«*h<*w>

isusosc,

i

miiii if i,

0,

n

i,r man imt iii Mr r

A£ kwa, t£p£ besa*

Hoornle
1—1

fcujji *

2-o

in

an

article

Africa"

"An Outline of the Native

on

I

Conception of Education in

This moulding of individuals to the social norm

aays:

in the function of

education such aa

we

people"1.

find it among these

Indeed, education, which reached its climax in the initiation course,
completely directed to preparing the young people for membership

was

in the
to

Covenants between individuals and families helped

community.

to maintain the
the

and the chief task of the secret society was

powers,

arrangement and holding together of the community.

circle which held the
to be valued
we

Taboo regulations helped

equal out powers and to establish peace.

in the

community together and good or bad acts have

light of this understanding.

have to distinguish

witchcraft

on

the one

says

Seen from here

clearly between bad medicine, sorcery and
side and the different methods that

community to track down the evil doer.
fore

This is the

helped the

E.E. Bvans-Pritchard there¬

rightly about witch-detection:

"As

a

system of moral

philosophy notions of witchcraft define the moral sentiments and
have

great influence upon conduct.

For witchcraft is not

force which strikes here and there without
a

witch but it is

his powers

motivated

of

no

importance so long

design.
as

a

random

Any one may be

he does not direct

against his neighbours, and he will only do this when

by hatred,

Jealousy, envy, greed and so forth.

that these sentiments go

meaning that they

are

They say

ahead and that witchcraft follows after them,

the origin of every act of witchcraft.

Hence

they may be regarded as diagnostic of witchcraft in a person and a
man

who wishes to avoid

suspicions of witchcraft must refrain from

displaying ill-will towards his neighbours.

Moreover, the

man

who

quarrels with his neighbours and speaks ill of them is the man whose

1)

Africa 1931?

p.

147.

Zo 2

sick,
of

neighbours will place before the oracles when they are

these

name

that there is a tendency for socially undesirable members

so

community to be also its acknowledged witches.

a

In the light of what we said above,
of Manasseh in the

statement

last

Christian decides whether

true

an

we now understand

the

paragraph when he said that "a
act he is going to

perform is

good, when he sees that the action he i3 going to perform will not
annoy anybody",
a

town".

that bad action is going to bring "confusion in

We do not believe it

that the
shows

or

to be

an

exaggeration when

majority of our Christians would

now

on

This

with Manasseh.

ethical grounds how much the Christians are still tied

to the traditional understanding of

confirmation of what
We shall

agree

we say

we

self and of life, which is

said on doctrinal grounds

in the chapter before.

give the statements of three Christians

now

question how does

a pagan

decide if

an act

a

on the

he i3 going to perform

is good or bad?

Nehemiahi

"A pagan

will not mind judging himself whether the action

himself, his juju (secret society
it in
to

a

way

He will just do it to x>lease

the ten commandments.

goes contrary to

or

medicine), and

may try to

do

that he may try to convince other members of the public

join his juju".

Nicholas»
that

a

man

"It is definite that there
is born

a

are

always very few exceptions

Christian from the mother's womb.

So every

Christian today had been previously in the same thoughts as a pagan,
but

at

his moment

the decision of

1)

a

of

becoming

pagan

a

Christian, his life changes.

In

there comes also the conscience which judges

Witchcraft among the Aaandej

p.

417.

1.oi

him for it

beside him does
intense

The pagan who feels there is nobody else

is inborn.

sense

an

act whether right

or wrong

of his wrong worship of

by himself with

Gods they

are

all and all

in his life

Nathaniel*

"Pagan, literally

Prom this definition it

means,

a

is clear that

worshipper of false gods.
a

pagan

believes in

man

jpade

gods and thus is more directed by the laws and rituals of paganism.
-

In the faoe of evil,

his gods

as

a

pagan

will therefore examine the laws of

to whether they include a punishment for the bad he is

nearing to do.

And he will always do the evil act since the laws

of his

religion do not forbid him from, say, divorcing his wife.

What

Christian regards as bad may not

a

of bad acts.

laws

of the

Similarly his good acts
pafan society.

come
are

-

under his own section

mostly directed by the

Por instance our well known Ekpe ao-

sciety in Mamfe forbids stealing and inflicts quite a heavy punish¬

that

It may

for it.

ment
a

pagan as

well

also be reasonable to add in this connection

as

a

Christian has

a

humanitarian spirit.

This feeling for the fellow man influences his decisions and often
makes

a

Pagan

seem or

really be kinder than Christians."

These statements of young,

educated, Christians show, with

perhaps the exception of Nathaniels

,

how little understanding the

younger generation has for the old order and how small their know-

sledge is of the traditional way of life.
to

ask about

the

*ary Social life.

This problem leads

us

position of the young educated man in contempor-

2-o

Par.

16.

The Individual in

Our Society was,

changing

3ooiety«

and in many parts still is, characterised by

the prevalence of the

before the group.

a

idea of community.

The individual recedes

The whole of existence from birth to death is

organically embodied in the life of the lineage, and life appears
its full value

to

have

is

in this

command

The

only in these close ties.

society a well-ordered graduation between

and who

obey, yet the prevailing feeling is

life of every individual follows more

according to his or her

embracing order, which
in general.

to

Such

a

as

are

one

less the

who

of equality.

same

pattern

caught up in a.n

all-

individed entity rules over the world

an

view of life does not

in the Western

or

persons

The life of the family is deeply

sex.

permeated by the idea that its members

outlook

Though there

sense.

The ruling

permit any individualistic

interest in life must be

keep and to establish the social harmony, continuity and well-

being of the community the individual belongs to.
This
exists

"Ideal"

self

contained

in the Cameroons.

has been disturbed

as

in all

Africa the

by forces from outside which

complete dissolution.
supported this order
have

Here

community of the fathers

are

old

no

longer

order

laading to its

The authority and forces that created and
are

no

longer recognised by many x>eople

or

been broken by the Government and replaced by a system of law

based upon

European conceptions of right and

sward areas,

though people still

dred years ago,

telling effect.

seem

to live

wrong.
as

Even in back-

they did one hun¬

the influence of the Western powers has had

a

q.

z or

1.

Law and Authority.
As

we

have

centralised,

as

seen

"law" and

authority in our communities are not

The

in other regions, in the person of the Chief.

political authority is vested in village councils and associations.
Government
men

and

and

women

good order is

a

function of the corporate bodies,

organised in their respective societies, age-groups

and the various

lineages, which make

up

These

the local Community.

different elements each have their representation

in the political

system.
These authoritative

forces which

regulated and to some extent

still regulate the conduct of members of our cotaraunities have not
been

"departmantalised" and standardised into what

understands
says,

by Law and Authority.

For

cur word

a

Westerner

"law",

as

Meek'1

C.g.

"carries with it very difinite implications of state authority,

judges and magistrates, codes and courts, police and prisons, which
have

local

no

counterparts in primitive society".

It

is

clear that even

the detection of the
means

and ways

authority, is
In

1)

a

form of

self-government could not leave it to the Secret Societies to

deal with criminal matters

find

system of Indirect Rule as

a

our

or

employ certain forms of Ordeal for

culprit.

Even if the secret societies still

to force x>eople to submit to their rules,

their

now much reduced.

district of the

Cameroons, Western influence

Law and Authority in a Migerian Tribe,

p.

XIII.

seems

to

loG

have been
to

of greatest

significance in creating

travel which has made it
of their ancestors,

home

of time.
covered

Formerly

an

and settle elsewhere for varying periods

individual could only settle in the

tribe with which his tribe was on

man

should

(male) existed.
move

employers far
of the
for

a

areas

There

away

was

also

of the

cogent reason why

a

Today thousands of
or

man,

with other

and he has to look

Friction betmen thf traditional

new to

of the old order to

no

Furthermore, there is in most

from their home.

Job elsewhere.

power

friendly terms and between which

occupationibr the educated

no

area

by that of some neighbouring

living in the coastal plantations

and the Social world of the
the

or

beyond those boundaries.

labourers find their

general freedom

possible for Individuals to leave the

by the tribe he belonged to

covenants

a

educated

man

thus

derives

way

not

of life

only from

draw him away, but equally from the inability

find any

satisfactory place for him.

Education.

2.

Traditional Education in the Cameroons which reached its climax
*

j

in the
for

initiation course,

was

directed to preparing the young people

membership in the Community.

its mother wherever she

alone with his
routine

The small child

might go.

Later the child

was
was

always with

mainly left

playmates and was expected to find its place in the

of daily

life by imitating other persons in its surroundings.

During the long evenings, sitting in between the adults congregated
around

the fire

they listened to the stories, fairy-tales, sayings

and riddles related

by old

men and women and

initiated into the history and wisdom
A

systematic and intensive

course of

by this became gradually

of their lineage and tribe.
education was carried through

Zol

preparatory to the initiation rites, which marked the transition
from childhood to
the group.

adult life and admission to full membership of

It is important to remember that here also it

the old man

(mutudu) imparting this traditional knowledge to the

younger ones.

Each generation educated the one following} were

the case,

this not

there could be no continuity.

With the introduction of
for the

was

life of

Schools this

primitive community

was

-

continuity-so Important
Today

broken.

one

rarely ever hears of an initiation course and if there is one
»where in

It

is

a

backward area,

naturally the educated

tional

Pierre

man

the

about his tradi¬
gap

between

Charles1

has

so

well

described*

In

a

"The introduction of books

society with an ox-al culture

respect and awe as libraries,

codes of law and museums with

Anything that is not mentioned by the elders will be lost for

ever.

Tradition is

lesson from a iaster.

1)

least

nothing has been written down, the aged are surrounded with

same

us.

the

who knows

short time only.

"uneducated" and educated, is constantly widening;

always kills reverence for age.
where

a very

The confcinuityitl broken and the

background.

old arid young,
as

it lasts for

some-

a

living thing}
In

our

it is learnt like

countries

a

the book takes the

trade by
-place of

eye-witness and the document overshadows the human agent."

Tribal Society and Labour Legislation p. 430.

2o£

As

his

have

we

mentioned, the Camerooniaa traditionally educates

child for life in the

and the

This is the real meaning

community.

But here also

strength of his educational methods and aims.

lies their weakness,

since the whole system of traditional educa¬

tion is focussed

the group,

D.

Vestermann^

ssonality but
iform

the

to

looked at

on

sayss
as a

"The child is not regarded

member of the group.

idranoe

Aa

The individual must con¬

state
to

entirely rule out the development of personality,

of African

such

society shows that it is obviously a hin-

develoj>ment".

is well known,

thermore,

Western education has in abundance this
of education lacks.

man

brought

up

in the traditional culture.

Traditional tribal life and Western education are

incompatible.

The educated

man

therefore

who as an individual stands on his

feet, is for this same reason also the uprooted man.
Money.
Our society is predominantly an

village life
was

Fur¬

it pre-supposes an understanding of the world arid of life

foreign to the

3.

Such an

danger to the community.

a

individual note which the traditional way

own

developing per-

askance, for they threaten to break through the framework

education does not
the

as a

As

type recognised as normal, and deviations from it are

of tradition and eo become

but

it neglects the individual.

was

economically

agricultural one.

As long as

not affected by influences beyond its control it
a more

or

less self-contained unit.

Iron tools

things needed from outside its bounds and these

were

among the few

1)

The African Today and Tomorrow p. 101

2.o<=f
obtained from other villages or tribes by

were

or

other suitable

exist#
there

was

a

Trade in the modern sense did not

products#

Also there

were

rich and poor in the modern sense;

no

famine all suffered alike and if there

all received their share.

paying for the ca3h

crops,

Firms started

of

than

in his

first in kind and then in cash.

The system

anything else revolutionsed the behaviour of the individual

surrounding.

himself from his

This system enabled

It

gave

an

man to

escape

from the

him the opportunity to isolate

community and to stand economically on his
i-

own

"individual".

Christianity.
a

xjetition to
^

in Berlin

Cameroons.

ithe Foreign

Office

«•

asking for permission to start missionary work in the
Two of its paragrajJhs are

present connection.

of particular Interest in the

They ares

"Excluding any political aims the society has as its goal
the

planting of "Evangelical" Christianity among the

Heathen and the
Christian

assembling of the Christians into

Congregations".
and

2)

feet,

■

In 1886 the Basel Mission sent

1)

The

labourers, Government, Missions

employing people and paying wages.

"tyranny" of the group.

4.

plenty they

paying wages for work done, and money for goods sold, has probably

more

as

was

if

Then came the European trading firms,

Plantations wanted thousands of
and

barter against hides

"The Society 3ees it as her duty to preserve the national

peculiarities of the people among which she is working,
except in so far
must

give

way

as

these peculiarities being heathen

to Christian practices".

2.

Prom the above
Intention of

see

that the Missionary

Society had no

interfering with the traditional order unless it

conflicted with
traditional

we

Prom what

Christianity.

know about the

we

background, it is of course clear that the misslon-

saries could not and did not agree with the two pillars upon
life and

authority were built;

which

namely the ancestor cult and the

secret societies.
We

have

behaviour of

that

seen

traditionally the freedom of decision and

individual

an

were

markedly curtailed and the group

arrogated to itself much of the individuals responsibility.
Christian,

a

as

ail

5.

are

stands before God and knows himself responsible

individual for his

own

The Individual Today.
Law and

,

man

An

comfaunSly. ^

\

J

Authority, Education, modern Economics and Christianity

leading gradually to the dissolution of tradi-

the main agents

...

i

blonal

from the

She individual standing

Society,

traditional

bond,

away

on

his own feet, released

fromjhi&jhome, is deprived of the

protection which he enjoyed in his community.
to

us

that

tional

man

can

It

seems

impossible

consciously or unconsciously ignore hi3 tradi¬

background without being "punished" for this by his own

personal or collective subconscious, the latter according to C.G,

Jung"1"

A strong feeling of insecurity is naturally

being inborn,

the consequence

which shows itself in different aspects.

We think that

the arrogance with

Africans and Europeans

C.G. Jun&:
"Ueber die

-

which

many

educated people

-

treat their fellows has its roots in this

Bewusates und Unbewusstes,

p.11-53

Archetypen dee Kollektiven Unbewussten".

I Q

2 II
)

feeling of insecurity and is
from the

It

of their being uprooted

a consequence

surrounding which gave them security.
ia

well known fact that

a

with their mixed

In coastal areas,

or

in towns,

population where traditional life has lost its

strength and people are no more tied together by all the rules and
taboos which protect
ttrust

have

them

increased#

as

Therefore business in charms and "medicines",

preferably imported from other
before.
to

The

different

entity, witchcraft and general mis-

an

following is

flourishes

areas,

more

than ever

of an advertisement sent by mail

a copy

people all over the country, advertising charms imported

from India.
*

•

i

■

>

This

Talisman

can

.

..

.

^

t * .»

Kavodia

baraswatl

(All

■

_

purpose

be used for the

Charm)

following.

To win the itaces and Bete
To

lor
To

see

answer

in Examination

Topping in the class

Destroy the Poison in food

For Barren

women

To Win Court

to

cases

get child
and

land

dispute

To

destroy the Power of Vitohcr&fts

To

kiss

a

lady By Force

For getting quick
For Trader to

To get

Employment

get quick bales

promotion

To go Transfar or refuse Transfar

(transfer of teachers e.g.)

'

2 \2

To free from sickness in short it
all

purpose we

is

a

whole life

only want to sell it to our customer at

charm of
a

reduced

price.
Full

instructions how

to

follow when you order it.

have,

it

operate it for all the above will

For all the power that this Talisman

6d.

is only 5a,

Send your order today to:~

EE*

BORAH JONES

Luck Holder

Rahaaja Indian Agency
P.O. Box £40
Ebate-Metta
Another

striking feature of this period of cultural transition

is that the mind
one

side there

of

is

the educated man is

the

The

two

Words and

notions

transformed

which

on

the

as

a

On the

other modern

living proof

they are now, is hardly possible.

following examples should help to clarify what

The first

above.

are

traditional outlook and

synthesis between the two,

a

split into two.

With this state of mind he is

western education.

that

(Nigeria)

is

a

taken

letter written
over

from

by an African to

a

we

said

missionary.

Christianity and Western Science

and filled with traditional

cosmology and philosophy

only be understood against the background described in this

can

dissertation.
"Lear Sir,
I have been directed

by

my

brother to write you.

I have been

wanting some chance of contact with people who are specially interested
in this
and will

line

of

pursue

Psychology Study.

I had since attached myself to it

it till my last days are called.

2-13

It is
scope and

special phase of science which is so fascinating in

a

offers much interest for spiritual world which is

correlative with the former.
I have been

which beset

communicating with America on certain difficulties

with

me

applied Psychology, at times I am given some

catalogues to purchase
difficult
tful

to

some

articles for my practice but I find it

I shall be immensely grate-

buy owing to dollar value.

should you

help

America without
fellow friend

me

through in ordering and getting things from

trouble.

to

Bureau of which

some

Last

time

I

had certain orders with

amount from Oracle Laboratories

I

P.S.

Brimstone, Safron and Sublimate of Mercury were very

essential, up to date these things are not got.
of experience

and

a

That is the kind

I have been getting.

hope you will accept me as a friend of yours.

I have been

living with Europeans since my early youth, even up till now, whenever
I
me

happen to
to

go

home on holidays, my European Master will like to invite

spend some time with him to help him in the office.

encountered much
some

evil eyes,

said seek ye
those

I have

difficulty in life since my parents death owing to

that*s the

reason

I

pursue

this study.

As it is

first the kingdom of God and his righteousness and all

things will be added unto

you.

Further,

visible manifestations of the blessing of life,

through Spiritual.

Applied Psychology.

if

one

really wants

life must be sought

That is my unshakable Faith in the study of

2

I have

got much to write on, but this being our first

communication I would

like to

stop so far till I hear from you

soon.

Kind

regards,
Yours

The second

example has

a

sincerely"

explaining the story of temptation,
students who

were

that

as

in their fifth year

having read the text,

One day I

different import.

related in Genesis 3, to
of Teacher Training.

stood up to

have been

say

readers

idea

was

was

One

that according to him good and evil must

substances contained in the fruit

Some

After

I asked the students to explain what it

opened men's eyes to make them know good and evil.

Student

was

might think this

intended

was

from the
a3 a

joke;

forbidden tree.

but no!

The

seriously discussed by these students who were all over

twenty years of age and who all had an educational background of

eight

years

of primary school and four years of Teacher Training

behind them and who moreover

remember that,
"medicine"
to

his

own

traditionally,

a man

receives supernatural

Let

us

through the acquisition of

powers,

which he

may

advantage or to the disadvantage of others

The view expressed
were

all full Church Members.

were

use

either

(mulondedi)♦

by this student, that the powers of good and evil

substances contained in the fruits of

the

forbidden tree,

is

therefore understandable•
The

majority of these educated people have gone through

miasion school where

be

seen

of this

new

a

they were baptised, but generally little is to

responsibility

towards one's fellow men which

2 M~

should be the natural consequence of
often

an

taken up
the

Very

Christian ffaith.

a

individualistic, entirely self centred view of life is

which recognises no responsibility towards the Church or

The following two quotations are

Community.

a

good illustra¬

tion of this.
The
must

be

of the

letter of

Appointment for Basel Mission Teachers, which

signed by every teacher, reads under the heading "Membership
Basel Mission Church"

as

follows:

a)

Teachers shall be baptised Christians.

b)

Teachers shall be full members of the Basel Mission
Church unless

the

proprietor with the consent of the

Secretary of the Basel Mission gives permission to
the

c)

contrary.

Teachers shall be subject to the Constitution of the
Basel Mission Church in all respects

marriage, Church

-

(e.g. concerning

contributions etc.)

Paragraph 178 of the old Church Constitution reads:
"If
he

a

member of the

should first

Church has

of all consult

reasons

the local minister who will

try to bring the parties together again.
the

case

should be

missionary
to

or

who undertook

This
an

If that is not possible

Only the District Bynod has the authority

the pastor.

teacher married

wife away.

then

brought before the elders and then before the

give the consent of the Church for
One

for wanting a divorce

was

a

second wife

a

divorce".
and wanted

to put

the first

reported to the pastor and to the missionary

investigation to clear matters up.

When the

he

teacher heard about this
the

projected enquiry he wrote

a

letter to

missionary from which the following quotations are taken;

give

a

they

good picture of the modern individualistic Caroeroonian.

"I feel it

a

breach of discipline

on the part

of

a

well meaning

missionary of your* calibre to interfere into one's personal affairs
without one's

especially when affairs such

consent,

as

these are

purely domestic.
.........I cannot
matrimonial
the

affairs,

why there is so much fuss about my

see

I

as

see

marriage to the congregation while it

If she

can

witnessed

tell you
the

stance

of the

written
women

by

of

the

"The
young

a

Church because I

pamphlet

Cameroons".

object of this pamphlet is to instruct and inspire all

take the view,

man,

am

popular to damsels.

woman,

"Mojoko the Bakweri

namo:

I have travelled widely
This has enabled

me

based on personal experience that life is a market,

"3ell" himself.
boy

those damsels who would

J.B.

a

Its purpose is to "educate the future

Cameroonian.

in which everyone must

of

happened to be employed by the Mission".

quotation is taken from the perface of

in many countries tod

and

I hope she now recognises the impor-

damsels who desire to succeed in life.

Every

being contracted.

marriage from the beginning to the payment of bridal

I should like to know.

The next

was

which Missionary, Pastor, Evangelist or Catechist

price,

to

that the complainant did not bring

or

girl is from that view point salesman;

sell well must reflect on the

confessions

Girl".1

The confessions of

Mojoko the Bakweri Girl.

2.17

If

on

the

towards

an

individualistic conception of life,

tional life

one

are

hand there

is

above mentioned tendency

the

still very strong,

and the Christians are not

excluded

from

magic.

The following example" shows

are

no

a

us

of

how even Church workers

x*efr&sher course with church workers, some catechists,

originating from the

meal of

in respect either of witchcraft or

exception from this.

During
all

its influence

the ties of tradi¬

same

Antelope meat.

tribe, refused to take part in

a

When asked to state the reasons for their

refusal they finally admitted that
offence against

their tribal rules.

that many years

ago

their tribe

was

to eat Antelope meat was a grave

The origin of this rule is,
at war against another tribe.

Before the fight a sorcerer was called who killed an Antelope as
a

sacrifice and

said

that

they would win the

again eat Antelope meat.
Catechists and Pastors
the

meal.

still be,

After

some

a

of them

were

Christian

but should

never

long discussion with their fellow
finally agreed to take part in

Their reluctance shows how strong the tribal ties can
even

for church workers.

Afterwards the towns and congregations
came

war,

very upset

from which these catechists

about their taking part in this meal.

The

congregation even refused to accept them as their ministers.

The

reason

not

only bring ill-luck

for this

Kelleri

being that in breaking this taboo they would not
over

Report 1954.

themselves, but over the whole community.

2.1?

CHAPTER

5.

Home Youth and the Family

Introduction*
Par*

19*
In

sphere of society is It so difficult as in the field of

no

family life to become free from ones own cultural background and
to

and understand another culture in its

see

nowhere
ve

else are

our

own

merit, because

own

If

personal feelings so much involved.

find, this difficult it must have been ouch more so for the

early

generations of Missionaries, convinced as they were that not only
their

Kesouge but also their Western Culture
•j

could be brought to Africa. '

the best that

was

u'e have to accept the criticism

ocnoalned in the abatement heading the report on home and

family

O

life of the Africa Church Conference

1950i*

"The early mission-

sariee, when they encountered the tribal patterns of the people to
whom

they preached the Gospel, iouiio~d that many of the established

practices conflicted sharply with Christian standards.
atill true.
wholesalt

however, it is more clearly recognised today that the

abandonment of

some

of these practices,

provision of adequate equivalents,

1)

rhi» is

can

lean to

a

without the
breakdown of social

Although point 6. of the petition of the Basel Mission to
the German Government

"The

shows

some

awareness

of the problems

aocietj. sees it as her duty to preserve the national

peculiarities of the people among which she is working,
except in so far as those being Heathen, must give way to
Christian practices",

2)

Report of the All

-

Africa Church Conference;

p.

26.

organisation which creates new evils
Moreover it is

now

as

damaging

acknowledged that there

are

as

the old.

features of tribal

practice which are consistent with Christian principles and theresfore worth
many

preserving".

Later on the report states that while

tribal practices must be discouraged there are the following

features of tribal life which should be cherished in the Christian

Communityj

a)

"The fact that marriage is rooted in a bond of unity, established

and

preserved between the families as well as the individuals

concerned, gives security and stability to the relationship between
the young

in the

b)

husband and wife, and makes help readily available to them

period of their early adjustments.

The acceptance of the obligation to provide care for all children

within the tribal group

rejection.
African

c)

There is

safeguards the child from abandonment or

no need

community.

Likewise the honour paid to old people and the provision made

for their needs within the
the

family circle contrasts favourably with

pitiable plight in which the aged sometimes find themselves in

the western world of
This

means

that

into the Christian
We have

today.
some

of the tribal

)

practices

Community whereas others

are

may

be taken over

not acceptable.

already demonstrated that all these practices form part of

system, and that this system is

a

1

for orphanages in the traditional

Ibid. p. 28.

an

entity embracing the whole

A 2o

life of

the community he lives in.

individual and

an

it follows that

one

in which it

meaningful.

was

such practice cannot

And from this

be lifted out of the system

In other words,

we

cannot make a

selection of practices which we wish to keep and of others

reject without breaking the whole system.
Jtice isolated from the whole system has
the

above mentioned

which we

Therefore one such praclost its meaning.

If

report therefore thinks that some features of

tribal life represent

positive values which should be cherisned

in the Christian Community, than this is open to misunderstanding•
It is true that

breaking down,

even

some

now

that the structure of traditional life is

of its features continue

Tradition does not break down in
not

two

or

remain valid.

generations,

anyway

in areas which still have close ties with rural districts for

those

are

It is also necessary to reiterate

naturally conservative.

that

the Church is not

down

on

the

the

the Church to

*tionai

structure

the last of tne

cherished in tne

pick out
she

as

only, and not even the main Agent breaking

structure."1*

traditional

left to

take

one

co

or

pleasesi

This

means

that

it

ia nut

to reject elements of the tradi-

By

of illustration leu

way

three features of

Christian community:

us

tribal life whicn anould be

Tne way in traditional African

society in which honour is paid to old people and provision made
for their needs within the

family circle.

We remember that tr&di-

Itionally the major decisions of family, lineage and tribal life
rested with tne old

1)

people.

In paragraph id:
mentioned the main

They also

The individual in
agents as being:

Education, Money anu Christianity.

were the

a

heads of families

changing society,
Law and Authority,

we

2.2 I

and

as

Africans the old
ox

For the

such made the sacrifices to the ancestors*

embodies in

man

his iin«age.

The old

a

particular

way

the continuity

carries not only his own but the

man

lineage's and the tribe's experience* wisdom and cunning, which
increase with

a

man

* a age*

They know all the customs oonneeteu with

equally esteemed*

are

birth and

other

dangerous periods in -she life of man and. also know
sickness*

many remedies againsv
central

doth oiu

end their lives

wish to perpetuate this suave of
time

men

in

the

course

which it

of

control*

would be

raw

traditional
modern

ana

affairs, then

wucrefore

we must

If

we

at she same

of society

-

a

impossible to justify anu which is cut

played

a leading

education;

role, we have favoured con¬

in place of the old man imparting hie

authority;

knowledge to the younger

school

aiiu

W<e a

In place of the decisions of the secret society

in whioa the old man

stituted

women

family circle.

preserve the entire traditional structure

our

and

position in the life of their surroundings

honoured and

are

The same applies to old women who

once,

we

have introduced

in piace of the old man's mailing the

offerings to the ancestors on behalf of his kin, we now find the
Church proclaiming that Christ ia
everyone

is under him;

the

.uora and that

everything and

ana instead of the old woman

knowing all

the customs connected with birth and other dangerous periods,
have

miawives, hospitals, schools

We do not say
out of

the

domestic science centres.

that these modern agencies pushed the eld men and wo men
Bather

their role*

authority old

traditional

anu

we

men

uw

we

maintain that those

agencies broke

arid women had in their homos and that when

society has been further modified they may be pushed

222

out

of the

that

position they
to

have

\*e

hold.

now

It is true, as the report says,

appreciate the way honour is paid to old people and

provision made for their needs within the family circle in traditional
African society.
the same,

But if the Christian community is called upon to do

then she is to do it not because this is

society, which as we have seen may change,
commandment

lovei1

of

On this

basis

care

an

old tradition in

but in obedience to Cod's
for

our

old people

again

is

becomes
world

meaningful.

rightly criticized in the report.

think of
is

And this^as true, for Africa as for the western

an

think

to

evolution of tribal practices
of

The Christian

an

evolutionso£

It is as impossible, to
into Christian ones,

as

it

t^ril^al philosophy into Christian belief.

Community, like the individual Christian, is time and
i.

again called to find new forms and standards for her life and to have
her old

ones

In the

judged in the light of Cod's word and Spirit.
following paragraphs

major problems of home, youth and
Gameroonian Church.
ments
as

on

these

We have

the

family life as we meet them in our

given extended consideration to state¬

language will give us the feeling for the

mood and

the climate in which

today.

The report of the All

1)

shall now discuss some of the

subjects by African Christians who wrote them for us,

the terms used and

Church in

we

these problems are seen
-

find discussed

Africa Church Conference, on "the

Changing iifrica", to which our Church sent two delegates,

Axodus 20. 12:
"Honour your father and your mother, that your
days may be long in the land which the Lord your God give you."
See also Matthew

15.

1

-

9

22 3

proved very helpful because it showed us that most of the problems we

encountering in our Cameroonian Church

are

Christian Church all

over

Africa.

are

the problems of the

V,e have therefore taken the

conference's views into consideration wherever possible.
20.

Par.

Christian Marriage

Marriage is in African Society

economic situation in the

her own;

her
to

stage in the Life Cycle which

must eventually reach by hook or by crook.

everyone

on

a

The social and

past made it impossible for a woman to stay

and even to-day it is unthinkable for a woman, whatever

profession, to remain unmarried for long without being considered
be

a

prostitute.

We shall in this paragraph discuss several

aspects of African Christian Marriage as they present themselves in
the

Presbyterian Church in the Cameroons.

Marriage clear,

we render

Constitution concerning
three:

To make the position on

parts of the paragraphs of the Church

this point.

Under section three in part

"Worship and Life of the Church", the Constitution deals with

"Marriage in the Church" stating:
Par,

87.

"Marriage being
of the

a state

ordered and blessed by God and a symbol

relationship between Christ and His Church must not be con¬

tracted without careful

guidance.

thought and dependence upon the Lord for

Thus Christian marriages are to be solemnized in Church",

and
Par.

88.
"As

marriage is based on the

love of the

common

faith in God and the mutual

marriage partners it should not be contracted for worldly

considerations".

11 >4

There is

no

special understanding of Christian Marriage for

Africa and another

one

for Asia

or

The basis for our

Europe.

marriage is to be found in Jesus Christ himself, as St. Paul says
in his letter to

the

Kphesians Chap. 5. 21

and wife how to live;
the Church and gave

"Husbands, love

-

your

33» instructing man
wives,

as

Christ loved

himself up for her, that he might sanctify her,

having cleansed her by the washing of water with the word, that the
Church

might be presented before him in splendour, without spot or

wrinkle

or

Even

husbands

so

hear

us

an

any such

thing, that she might be holy and without blemish.

should love their wives

African's comment

high bride-price, and

we

this text:

on

If

power

to help her in

a

a

every

centre of peace

and

When

1)

a

this, he will do all in his

And

again if the husband loves

and joy and love, and each will try to please the

Christian home that such

a

state of

possible".
we

said that

there

is

no

special understanding of Christian

marriage for Africa but that Jesus Christ is the basis of
where

paid such

they will work together to make their home

It is only in a truly

affairs is

ever

Let

this, it will not be difficult for her to 'submit her-

:self to her husband'

other.

one

bodies."

possible way in the many difficulties that

arise from time to time in the home.

a

"Ho

own

bridegroom to love us and care for

husband loves his wife like

his wife like

their

who are members of Christ's Church are

wonderfully blessed to have such
us.

as

ever

it may

our

marriage,

be, then we must add to this that the outward form

Obadiah Eariuki in Report of the All-Africa Church Conference p.

19.

izr

of

marriage

Prom this we take that the fundamental problems of marriage

country.
the

are

to

according to the particular tradition of a

may vary

same

all over the

tradition and

world, but that the particular ones related

surrounding, may vary.

21.

Par.

Marriage Payment To-day.
As mentioned

structing of

a

according to traditional custom the con¬

before;

marriage 4s considered to be a matter between two

lineages rather than

een

two individuals.

—-

Through marriage the5 woman*s lineage loses the services of one
of

iis members

has to

a

potential child bearer.

replace this loss by paying

payment.

in

£0 the man's lineage

what is called bema

«

marriage

A marriage is therefore legal only, when this payment has

been made.
made

and

Bema

means

things, objects.

Formerly such payment

livestock, clothes and other valuable things.

was

To-day it is

usually paid in cash ahh" varies between £15 and £200 according to
tribe, descent and educational standard of the bride.
Westerners often look at

degradation of womanhood.
their

this

paying of marriage payment as

We often asked younger,

feelings about this particular point.

a

educated women on

They all agree that this

payment should be made because it gives them security and permanence
to

their

missing them in
the

It keeps the husband, they

marriage.

say,

from just dis¬

of discontentment because in such

cases

he fears

"palaver" Involved in getting his marriage payment back.

On the

other hand

wife's

as

case

this

payment

was

not made to an individual, but to the

family, all those who received their share take

the continuation of the

marriage bond.

an

interest in

22 C.

Formerly it
and

to

the father's

was

the family's business to look

or

provide for the son's first wife.

To-day this has changed

because of the younger peoples cash earnings.

A great number of

the workers in the

the amount necessary

for the

pay

plantations go there to

marriage payment.

What it means for such young workers to

£70 to £120 in marriage payment with

is not difficult

to

On the women's

save

wages

imagine.
side, in detribalised

father who receives the money as an

areas,

pure

it is often only the

individual, and with this the

meaning of the whole institution is lost;
a

of 2/9 to 3/6 per day

only too often has it become

business matter.

African church members have long

change.

The problem

was

began to feel uneasy about this

discussed in several synods;

at present the

general opinion is that marriage payment should be made, but that there
should

be

an

which relates

upper
to

giving of dowry
from reckless

limit.

Paragraph 88 in the new church constitution,

this matter,
as an

readsi

"Though this Church regards the

interim matter to safeguard the marriage state

disruption, it should not be taken

as a means

of amassing

wealth."
We

are

now

giving the full statements of three Cameroonians on the

subject "Should Bride-Price (as they call it) be abolished?
a

They give

good insight into the problems arising and show modern Gameroonian

opinion.

Origens

"To

my

opinion Bride-Price should not be abolished because

from the very ancient times it
would

mean

loss

has been

of useful tradition.

our

culture.

The parents

To abolish it

of the girl receive

2.2. 7

the Bride-Price
the state of

proper laws

prevail marriages would disintegrate at

the mother's

of the

unpaid mothers

family.

are

any

As no

time.

termed bastards and go directly

As the raising of a family by issue is one

to have major claim over them the

reasons

paid.

Without Bride-Price

marriage in our area would become hopeless.

Children of
to

compensation and good will.

as

It also helps to make women

more

Bride-Price must be

steady in marriages and

thereby avoiding prostitution."
Oscar:
woman

"Because of
are

high Bride-Price required for a woman, married

looked upon

by their husbands as slaves or are likened to

They are made to do all menial works while their

bought animals.
husbands

give them no helping hand.

They even

taxes.

When their husbands die

are

or

clothing on.

no

late husbands

they

pay

forced to taoura with little

On a day of doing funeral ceremony for their

they are compelled to cry and to roll themselves on mud.

If they refuse to roll themselves on mud they are
Bride-Prices

their husbands

fined.

As the

paid for them are so high and they cannot return them

they bear these throes.
will not be considered

When Bride-Prices
a

are

low, a married woman

slave, for any least maltreatment from her

husband, will induce her to seek refuge under mother man (her own

lineage) who will straight

-

off refund her former husband's

To abolish Bride-Price condition of wife
worse.

A woman not

money.

to husband will be

paid for is not respected in

a

community.

Bhe

does not respect her husband and she is likely to abandon her husband
at

any

time.

restrain her.

As her husband pays nothing for her,
The husband too will not value her.

he has

no power to

The love between

the two ia not sincere•
may nave recourse to

The

woman

to win ardent love of her hucband

drugs ("medicine") which may eventually result in

the death of her hueband.

Women not

paid for boldly prostitute.

1

strongly hold that Bride-Price, with great moderation exist, for the
African® it ie
dbadiaka
doacQiae

a

"in my

"Marriage Ring*.*
opinion X say 'fm1 and fKo*.

for * tio11

The Bride-/rice has been

going

on

in Africa for many

It seenu that our for© fathers knew the danger that might

years.

ariee from the abolition of the Bride-}- rice hence this custom has
handed down from

generation to generation.

,!-rice that many women
woman

are

poor

If the parents of

a

she will fear to desert the husband because her parents

they received on her.

Pore to this

payments are not made on women they will be very proud and very

dieobeaient to their husbands for there ie
-

woman

any

may not he reproductive.
any

by selling out their daughters.
after

a

nothing blading them.

African© believe that when the Iride-frice is abolished

family members who have not

a

It is because of the Bride-

stick to their husbands.

will not be able to refund what
if

been

-he will be bewitched by some of the

other source of getting money except
to end with X see no reason my

person ha© toiled through thick

wife should not demand

a

and thin

in order to get in

payment on his daughter if he is fortunate to

get one,
iiem-otiB

tor * Yea *

i

The African is very proud when he has wrve or four

daughters in hie house because he hue a source from which he gets money
whenever he lo hard up.

Although he ie correct since

creature she should not be sold out for money.

led many people to steal in order to own wives.

a woman

i© a

The Bride-Price has
-irried

men are often

troubled by their inlaws especially poor ones who drain out their
pockets

2-Z*i

day in and day out and let then remain in poverty throughout .

Poor

people who cannot afford money to get in a wife go round messing the

country and more to sinning against God.
created Adam and

Jive he mentioned,

think that the Bride-Price may

understand the real

takes
In

we

nothing about the Bride-Price

be abolished

as

soon as

so

I

the people

meaning of marriage".

These statements

standpoint and

In the beginning when God

give a clear view of the African Christian

think that the position the Church Constitution

in this connection is adequate for the time

being.

It is also

agreement with the conclusions in the report of the All-Africa

Church Conference where it is
term bride

said*^

"The group took exception to the

price as inacctirata and misleading.

It was felt that the

exchange of suitable tokens between the families concerned on the
occasion of

a

marriage had positive social values.

iable elements
the

1)

are

introduced when the custom is

following' ways:

However, undeatr¬

corrupted in either of

J

when the parents of a marriageable girl, actuated by mercenary

motives, make unreasonable demand upon
the desires and

interests of their

a

suitable

young man,

or ignore

daughter by offering her to the

highest bidder.

2)

'here the husband, by virtue of the tokens given to his wife's

parents at the time of marriage, regards her as a purchased piece of

property and treats her accordingly."
on

1)

how to get

married to-day.

Ibid. p. 27

The following are statements

2-3

o

I quote three young C&meroonians, all married ana all of them
church members,
were

the ways and means of acquiring a wife.

on

all ashed the queevion:

in this country?

They

"In which way does a man get married

Describe the

ways

in which talks and payments are

conducted.

"There

Joseph;

this country.

(i)

If

three main ways

are

These three main

a man sees

wife he will

by which

ways are as

a man

follows;

girl whom he wants to have in the future as a

a

approach the girl in private and have

requesting her
will tell the

as

man

wife.

a

to

gets married in

a

talk with her

If the girl is of his opinion then she

approach her parents in order to know their

minds too.

(ii)

The second way is that when a man loves a girl he will purchase

palia wine and ask
on

one

fine

of his relatives to accompany him to the parents

evening when they have to arrange the matter.

(iii) The third
the previous

way is

to marry

secondhand woman who might have left

payment is made on a woman or on a girl the two parties

sit down and arrange

drinking must be going on.
after which

a

husband or whose previous husband is dead.

Before any
must first

one

the matter well.

As they drink, they converse on the topic

they will ask the woman or the girl what her mind is.

she confirms the matter then the wooer will
to drink.

As

soon

as

faithfully accepted to

she drinks
marry

If

give her wine from hie

cup

the wine all will know that she has

the young man.

the wine all will know that she
Some

Usually palm wine

is not

If she refuses to drink

in favour of

marrying the

man.

parents may force her against her wisn while others will not since

they have received

no

payment from the

mar;.

On the wooer's

23i

return

Journey his palm wine is payed for if the matter

totally.
fixea

on

In

bad

the matter is properly arranged a day will be

case

which the

payment has to be made.

first

siuent which is from £50
who may or may

goes

This first pay-

upwards is paid to the father of the girl

not give anything from it to the other members of

the

family.

the

girl's family that Kiss X will be married to Mr. XY. in future.

From this day it will be made known to all members of

All the members will then

shares which vary
two
is

begin to go to the wooer for their own

according to their position in the family.

parties live a reciprocal life while the girl grows.

fully grown she is sent ta*4>er husband's place.

which includes animals
is old and

woman

made

such

The

When she

The payment

goats and pigs continues on until the

as

finally Joins the majority when no more payment is

(i.e. until she diesl)".
"In my area

Joshua:

(Kumba Town) if

he woes her and breaks

approves
of the

of being

a

the

news

of

girl he loves

a young man sees a

hisjintention to her.

If she

future wife of yours then you approach the parents

girl for preliminary discussions.

In the first

stage you must produce some bottles of dry Gin or

Whisky to have a talk with the girl's parents.

These talks usually

operate in the evenings when all places become cool and quieter.
When the

may

girl's people entertain with confidence your desire, they

call in the girl to find out from her if she would like to admit

such a young man as

her future husband, and if she agrees, then she

takes the wine and offers it to her father to drink.

This is her

promise.
The second

and this is done

stage is to have
by killing

a

a

covenant between the two families

sheep and sharing it into two equal

232

parts, one part to either family.
also

is

are

given by the young man's family.
The third

of money

sum

Petty family requirements

stage is to bring bride-price money in cash.

of about £20 on the spot in addition to a family pig

slaughtered

this must be

-

a very

big pig and is solely for the

girl's family and nothing goes to the husband's side.
gives complete claim of the young
The

A fat

fourth

man over

This now

his intended wife.

stage which is the final one is the period when the

girl is brought to her husband's house when she has attained the age
of voaaohood.

Native

da^e

and drimci^ acdoapany the procession."

Jonathan:

"When the bride-*price is being:discussed the family of the

bride also

■*ii
i
gives Kola (Cola Bute) which in some

oases

is drink.

A

day is fixed for paying the bride-price which may range from £23 to
v.?

£60.
of

If the bride

is

a

standard six

girl (eight

years

of school) or

higher school education the bride-price soars to £100.

love of the bride
groom can

the

to

bridegroom is not considered once the bride¬

produce the price demanded by the parents of the bride.

The mother of the bride has £5 while the father receives,
in

some

he

£40

areas

or more.

so

does

desires.

Before the

confession before the

then blessed

before

a

as

it may be

After paying the bride-price the girl wife

remain with her mother but her husband

may

Sincere

may

exact her at any time

girl is removed to her husband's house she
family of her husband and hers.

She is

juju (medicine) which is to ward her against

witchcraft and which is to make her

productive in her husband's house.

This done she is handed to her husband's

family."

Z 3 3

Par.

22.

Marriage under Customary Law

The Church Constitution

2

or

under the

leaves it open

place under "Native law and Custom"

1)

The Nigeria Marriage Ordinance.

2)

The respective paragraphs read:

far.

91.

Ordinance?*

whether a marriage takes

or

Either or both of the persons intending marriage shall give
notice thereof to the Session and the pastor or evangelist
of the area in which the parties severally reside, and shall
state therein:

a)

The full name,
of the persons

the father's mime, the age and the profession
intending marriage.

b)

The dwelling place of each of them.

c)

The time during which each has dwelt there.

d)

The place in which the marriage is to be solemnised.
On receiving such notice the Cession shall have it published
during Divine Service on three consecutive Sundays in the
congregation where the parties severally reside.

Par.

92.
After such publication

and signing of an affidavit, If there
justifiable objection against it, marriages contracted
according to Native Law and Custom shall be solemnised by a
pastor or evangelist in a Church building, according to the
approved liturgy of the Church, before at least part of the
congregation and members of both families of bride and bride¬
groom.
Marriage under the Ordinance shall be solemnised by
a pastor in a duly licenced Church building before at least
two witnesses and according to the approved liturgy of the
be no

Church.

2 3 V

under the

"Ordinanee"^

.

This alternative is

permitted because

up

to

this present Christians in

general have not been ready to take

up

the responsibilities which

a

Some of this

marriage under the Ordinance includes.

underlying factors are illustrated in this two statements

which follow.

Daniel:
it is

a

"It is

better to marry

wider native law and custom because

system whose implications are clearly understood.

system is foreign and not adaptable to our situation.

The English

It gives some

impositions which cannot be workable here such as on a husband's death
the wife claims

all the husband's

impracticable.
wife and

one

Davidt
or

is

against our

\ustom.

So it is better to marry by

custom."

"Christian marriage which isstrictly monogamous,

foreign, has some advantages over

love

To use it is absurd and

By the same English law a husband is only entitled to

this

native law and

property.

between the

local custom.

marriage.

pagan

marriage.

though English

It is based on

bridegroom and the bride but it is much influenced oy
High bride-price^ls demanded as in case of pagan

In places where Christianity is well understood

price is becoming less, pay £12

-

£25.

2

tne bride-

This price is paid to the

parents of the bride and the marriage, sometimes solemnized in Church
or

in law court.

Christian way is

1)

One or two demerits of marriage

in the iinglish or

the fear that when difficulty in the way of sterility

As mentioned before very few marriages are contracted under the
Ordinance.
Kost of the Church members who do so are
from Nigeria and brought up in the Anglican Church.

2)

This applies to some parts of Nigeria.

imigrante

2 3S

sets

in, the husband or wife, being bound by church or court laws, can-

snot

separate.

For Africans marry with the aim of having children, and

have not the patience
children.

away

on

the event of the death of

to wait on and on for

a

husband his wife does not

property of the family of the late husband or she may carry

the property of the late husband.

is preferred to marrying
The main
is

Elizabeth^

Secondly some male Africans detest English or Christian

marriages, fcr
remain the

of Zacharias and

So marrying under native laws

under English laws or Christian rites."

difficulty here

seems

to be the

one

of inheritance which

convincingly brought out in this second statement.

major problems involved in it:

There are two

the status of the widow and the right

of succession.

1.

The Status

of the Widow.

We remember that

according to customary law widows do not inherit

from the property of their late
the bulk of the

husband's

This

inheritance.

in

informants
a

means

are

that

themselves assets in
they belong to the late

family and therefore, according to customary law become wives

of the late husband's brothers
our

husband but

are

aware

or

other members

of the fact that such

of his
a

family.

Both

state is impossible

marriage contracted under the Ordinance and therefore reject it.
as

Are

they right in doing so?

It is.. Arthur Phillips puts it, "fairly

generally accepted that a statutory marriage entitles an African woman,
in

1)

principle, to

an

enhancement of the legal status and to relief from

In this context the two stories;
Zachariah - Elizabeth and their
son John,
(Luke 1. 5-25) and Elkanah - Hannah and their son
Samuel (1 . Samuel 1. 1 - 28) are much discussed.

2 3 fe.

disabilities

any customary
the ordinary

standards of civilized society.

principle, it
levirate

or

may

In conformity with this

be stated that the application of the custom of the

'widow-inheritance'

officially countenanced, at

compulsion".1

degree of

obligations which are incompatible with

or

any

of such

marriage would nowhere be

a

rate in so far as they involve any

Customary law Is based

husband's death does not

put

an

on

the idea, that the

But

end to the marital relationship.

marriage under the Ordinance frees the widow from any obligation to
bear children in her late husband'a
from South Africa in which the

position of the widow is made abundantly

"A civil marriage is absolutely and completely dissolved

clear:

death of

one

of the spouses,

immediate effect is to
is not

court

Phillips quotes a case

name.

widow of

a

put

an

and when

deceased husband,

marriage is thus dissolved the

end to all its legal consequences.

prepared to recognise

Christian

a

by the

a

This

practice which would encourage the

marriage, for the sake of bearing

an

heir to her

to indulge in illicit intercourse under circumstances

repugnant to the moral principles of Christian marriage, and which
would

perpetuate in certain respects the consequences of a contract

which has
death.

been

It is immaterial for the purposes

the Christian

dowry."

absolutely and completely dissolved by her husband's

marriage was or was not accompanied by the payment of

It is therefore clear that the status a wife received by

marrying under the Ordinance cuts
system and dissolves it.

1)

of this judgement whether

across

the traditional kinship

The widow stands on her own, the late

Survey of African Marriage and Family Life;

p.

286

-

287.
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husband's family has no claim on her.
to the lfxte husband's

support her.

As for her own kin she belongs

family, nobody is bound to look after her

This is the

reason

firmly rejected by most Africans in the Gaiaeroons.

2.

The Ri^ht of

accession.

stated that

according to customary law the widow does not

inherit from the property

of her late husband

as

in the bulk of the inheritance.

Africans

both statements of

that the widow

informants

our

property of the late husband."
that the legal

ua

consequences
in

position,

as

are

she herself is an asset

afraid,

as we

read from

"may carry away the

Is this fear justified?

It

seems

to

shown in the exposition on the legal

of Statutory Marriage by Arthur

Phillips^

is not universal

Nigeria and is open to wide interpretation which naturally gives

rise to confusion.
non

native law

-

property (and to

In

general it is accepted by Africans that "the

of succession is made
some

of the widow who
the

was

applicable to the personal

extent to real property) of a party to a

statutory marriage who dies intestate"

to

to

why marriage under the Ordinance is

so

We have

or

2
.

What we said on the status

married under the Ordinance

naturally also applies

right of succession, namely that it cuts across the traditional

kinship system and dissolves it.
3- The position of the Church.
he

.jure the

Presbyterian Church clearly recognises a marriage

contracted under Native

Customary Law as is clearly stated in the

constitution of the Church:
par.
be

1)

92) "marriages contracted according to Native Law and Custom shall

Solemnized

by

ibid. p. 284

a

-

pastor or evangelist in a Church building, according

286

2)

ibid p. xxxvii.
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to

the

approved liturgy of the Church"

93) If

par.

....

persons who were married under Native Customary Law are

admitted into the Church

they should be encouraged to have their

marriage blessed in the Church."
Difficulties often arise after death of the husband.

going to happen to his widow?

during many synod meetings.
the wife of one of
that

means

widow and
of

a

This again is

a man,

by this becomes

subject much discussed

According to customary law she becomes

the late husband's

quite often

a

V*hat is

a

also

a

brothers.

Christian

In
man,

practice this
inherits such

a

In the de jure acceptance

polygamist.

marriage contracted under customary law is also implied the

acceptance of the status of

a

widow and of the right of succession

But

according to this same law.

as

the Church does not accept any

polygamous relationship, she de facto cannot recognize a marriage
contracted under
may

customary law with all its consequences.

help in clarifying what

Church elder

was

fact and said:
for his widow.

accused of

This means

the

course

even

a

presbyterial synod one

The accused denied the

his next in kin am responsible

never

known her as my

wife.

But I

I

Christian do not want another woman;

am

never¬

point of view of my family I have to cater for her.

reason

"but if this my

as

as

a

that I have to look after her.

I have

that

married and therefore

That is

having two wives.

"My brother died and I

declare before God

theless from the

Before

we mean:

An example

why I took her into my house."

sister-in-law

goes astray

the children she will bear shall

if he himself has

no

sexual

And then he added:

with some other man, then of

belong to mei"

This

intercourse with this

woman

means

that

he

fact

in

Z 37

considers her

Cameroonian but
Africa
some

his wifel

as

it

extent

problems again are not specifically

universal in Africa.

are

Conference1

These

the status

on

The statement of the All-

of the widow

is relevant here and

to

supports the Church elder's defence quoted above.

"The following practices, widely reported from different parts

of the

country, must be condemned as unchristian:

1) Making

no

provision for

While the husband

a

wife in the event of the husband's death.

clearly has obligations to hie parents and to his

children, he has at least equal obligations to hie wife.
obligations

2) Leaving

are

a

binding upon him even where the wife is childless.

wife to

a

male relative as

While customs which require a deceased
shelter and maintenance for his widow

dispose of her

These

person against

a

piece of inheritable property.

husband's relatives to provide
are

commendable, the right to

her will is indefensible on Christian

grounds."
Cur informant David starts his

statement

by saying:

"Christian

marriage which is strictly monogamous, though English or foreign."
We realise that

there is

and marriage tinder the
ways

of contracting

a

a

confusion about

Ordinance.

as

such

In reality there are four different

marriage:

1. Marriage under the Ordinance
2.

marriage in Church

before the Registrar (District Officer).

Marriage under the Ordinance before the Minister in Church,

3. Marriage according to customary law which eo ipso

leaves the way to

polygamy open and also comprehends the status of the widow and the

right of succession in the traditional

1)

ibid. p. 27.

way.
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4. What the Church Constitution,

O

to our opinion wrongly, calls marriage

according to customary law solemnized in Church which excludes

polygamy and as we saw also tends very strongly to change the status
of the

widow, though this is not written into the Church Constitution.

Number 3 and 4 both become binding
The Church does not

through the payment of bride-wealth.

accept illicit marriages unless they

are

legalized

according to Native Customary Law.
Informant Daniel says:
and custom because it

understood."
of the

By this,

is

a

"It is better to

marry under

system whose implications are clearly

think he is speaking the mind of the majority

we

Presbyterians in the Cameroons who

reject marriage in Church.

confused and therefore

are

That there are

even

pastors and Church

elders who have not understood the fundamentals of
ie demonstrated by a contract drawn up
is necessary

in 1956.

a

Christian marriage

But first of all it

to explain that according to traditional custom there is

lesser form of
This

native law

"marriage", halfway between disom and

a

called esila.

marriage is usually founded on a verbal agreement between the owner

of the woman,

small

pays a

These

who is usually a widow, and the man, whereby the latter
sum

and makes sorae donation for

a

feast to the family.

gifts have nothing to do with marriage payment.

The

men are

usually either imigrants who do not want to settle down permanently,
or

poor

people who cannot afford to pay much.

While the children

belong to the wife's family, she herself cannot be recalled
as

the

man

fulfils his

obligations.

detailing these particulars

by six church elders and

one

pastor.

long

Should he return to his homeland,

however, the wife automatically reverts to her former owner.
contract

as

was

A

put in writing and witnessed

It ran

as

follows:

MARRIAGE

CQKTR ACT

X, Efiong A* Utin has this day 14th July 1956 promised
to marry

from Mr. Daniel K. Kokondo his daughter Mallah

of do.

Presently I paid nothing on her.
During this Contract I have to maintain her with all
possible maintainance regarding sick etc.
Should in

case

I have to dash

The

I leave her and

her1

for all her services she rendered

following Church Elders

Signed byj

ready to go home,

were

to

me.

present during the Contract.

Daniel Eganda
E. Kesse
Brna

ligobitong

Rev.

E.

Evan.

Petha

Filipo Kwaha

Abel Som
Elisabeth Pemea
It is clear,
such

a

that these Church elders should never have allowed

marriage.

By their agreement to it they show a complete

lack of understanding of what a Christian marriage
We

think that time has

come

for the introduction of

conception of Christian marriage in the Cameroons.
the reluctance of the missionaries who did not

superimpose

1

)

a western

ffo dash her

means

should be.
a

clearer

We appreciate

simply want to

form of marriage, and who were waiting for

to compensate her for the services she

rendered to her "husband".

Mz

the Africans to find their

own

form.

But it

is

high time that

the Church should take up this responsibility and clarify the

position.
Par.

23.

The Conflict with Polygamy.

Cameroonian customary law,

like African customary law in

i

general
one,

,

recognises that

a man may

legally have more wives than

and prescribes no limit to their number.

The Church however,

does not approve

of polygamous marriages though it grants membership

to

marriages

women

let
many

us

In such

2
.

Before we discuss this problem further,

hear what three African Christians have to say

Christians

Abraham

are

falling back into polygamy.

"Long before Christianity

was

been the African custom to marry more
that any

brought into this country it had
than one wife for it was believed

polygamist is a man of dignity and

a man

also believed and still is believed that those who
many

about why so

of wealth.
are

It was

unable to

get

wives are poor and usually are looked down upon as a low class of

people.

bhen Christianity came with the Christian law that

should have but

one

wife many

Christian

people blindly became members with the

hope to see the coming of the Lord
waited for many years

a

as soon as

possible.

As they have

and the Lord does not come according to their

expectation they change their minds and become polygamiete for it seems
they are wasting their time instead of enjoying the facilities that nonChristians are

enjoying.*1

1)

A. Phillips:

2)

The Church Constitution reads;
par. 87 "The Church disapproves of
polygamous marriage, and therefore cannot accept any polygamist as
a member of the
Churoh, though realising that this brings hardship
on many, particularly on those who married several wives
before
coming into contact with the Gospel.
It however grants membership
to women who under the
pressure of the present social and economic
structure of the country are forced to live in such
nolygaroous
unions."

Burvey of African Marriage and Family Life.
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In

a

1•

They have waited for the coming of the Lord and it

summary Abraham

puts the following points together;
seems

that he

will not come.

2. Many are mocked at by polygamists hence they resolve to become

polygamiets too.
3. Some with only one wife have no children and in order to have
children they take additional wives.
4. Many say that though King Solomon,

David and others were

polygamists, yet God loved them.
5. The others say that monogamy is a European custom because in

Europe life is hard and

a person

finds it difficult to maintain

many wives.
Adam:

"Lack of faith in their wives.

perpetually by
in
are

a

wife's behaviour may engineer

second wife to

a

expelled from

another

one

begin

a

polygamous life.

who may

give better results.

get

thorn in his flesh,

a

If

permission to divorce

bolt away by force to satisfy his desires.

leave issues may

luck.

A serious

may

a

husband who is
a

wife who is

a

a

thick

The last but not the

long expectation and a burning desire

polygaaist."

attack

a

wife and for the family's

be necessary and if the Church fails to grant

it the person is forced to
a

When love and sympathy

compel a person to become a polygamist to seek his

sickness may

upkeep a second wife

becoming

husband to bring

his mind would be biased against the church and

least is lack of issues after a
to

a

marriage the husband is tempted to go in for

a

Christian fails to

may

Dissatisfaction caused

fall back and satisfy his intentions thereby

2.+tf.

Albert:

"When

a

lady married under christian law does be unfruitful

her husband is displeased.

family of the husband

a

community,

separation in such

a case

(i.e. is promiscuous) which

may

barrenness, the husband is forced to have
woman

become

be the main

a

nuisance in

cause

of her

affection for hie wife,

it is believed, will be of good

who,

behaviour and will be fruitful..
can

no

As

the husband marries a

Secondly if the married lady makes herself

and so marries another

The

the husband to divorce his wife.

encourages

the Church won't allow
second wife.

The two have quarrels incessantly.

In

some

very rare cases a

husband

polygamous when his wife is not serviceable or respectful

and the church without

a

proper

insight of the situation, backs

up

the

lady, his wife.".
Prom these three statements

can

the main

see

hard for Africans to give up polygamy.

so

polygamic is
a

we

man's

a man

of dignity and

mentioned before,

are

of wealth".

fee remember that

bearing

on our
a

Three of the main steps in a man's life, as

1. marriage, 2. becoming

wife whom he marries.

belief

Abraham says that "any

importance in the village community grows with every step

upwards he takes in life.

new

a man

points why it is

problem.

All of these three steps have a

wife is barren.

The

direct

Let us not forget that according to traditional

man's position on earth influences his

of the dead.

father, and 3. each

a

greatest temptation for

a

It is not astonishing that

position in the village

Christian comes when his
this was mentioned by

every one of the three informants.
Abraham;

"Some with only a wife have no children

and in order that

perhaps they may have children have become polygamists, "Adam;

"The

last but not the least Is lack of issues after
a

burning desire to live Issues

polygamlet to seek his luck;"

may

compel

a

Christian law does be unfruitful her husband is
of children in

lineage is assured.
remained

The

We knew of only

lady married under

Birth

displeased."

a

important continuity of the
few cases of childless couples

monogamously married.

major problem, we maintain, is one that neither of our

informants mentioned.

In the Cameroons,

baby is usually breast fed
must not become

up

as

in most African tribes

to the age of three years.

even

a

The mother

pregnant again before the child is weaned.

breaking of this taboo,
and

to become a

general and of boys in particular is of great importance

because through the son and heir the all

who

long expectation and

a person

"When

Alberts

a

The

to-day, is by most people, Christians

Pagans, regarded as shameful.

We heard more than one African

making nasty remarks about European couples who did not stick to this
"their rule".

In practice this means that a husband

with one wife

only has to abstain from sexual Intercourse for two to three years
each time she conceives!

Often the wife goes with

with her relatives for one year or more.
time is looked after
one

wife

the baby to stay

A polygamist during this

by his other wife or wives, whereas the man with

only is left on his own.

This enforced abstinence leads to

wide-spread promiscuity on the part of the men and is one of the
reasons

why they seek relief in polygamy.

We may now

ask how this situation may be changed.

The long

period of lactation arises principally from the fact that early weaning

usually results in this child's being under-nourished
tropical forest there is

no

as

in

areas

adequate diet for very small children.

of

2 f 6.

Milking of goats is unknown and breeding of cattle for milk impossible
because of the tsetse
in the
a

But even if there was milk available, as

fly.

higher parts of the country, the feeding of babies with milk in

tropical climate with all its possibilities of infection entails the

observance of
to

so

introduce it

the European

many

rules of hygiene that it would take

safely.

a

long time

The common woman most often misunderstands

rules of hygiene as "their way of superstition".

One

great help which must also be provided is the introduction of some
The Report of the All-Africa

acceptable means of birth control.
Church Conference has under the

heading "practices the Church should

discourage"

two paragraphs on our subject which show us how much these

difficulties

are

and

We quote:

together to overcome them.

means

suckling children for
merits where
taboo

Africa, and how much we must find ways

universal in

as

"The practice of

long as two or three years may have its

early weaning might result in malnutrition;

and sexual

widely practised during this period has safeguarded the woman

from the strain of excessive
evidence that the

child-bearing.

However, there is much

prolonged period of enforced abstinence leads to

wide-spread promiscuity on the part of the husband, and is a major
instrument used to

It is contrary to Scripture

justify polygamy.

(1 Corinthians 7, 5), and the

group

suggests that the Christian Church

might consider advocating the continuance of normal marital relations
with the
The
and

we

use

of

some

acceptable

means

of birth control."

following is the conference's opinion on polygamy in general

shall

see

that

it

comes

very near

to the position taken up by

Presbyterian Church in the Cameroons in its Church Constitution.

1) ibid

p.

27

-

28.
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"The group considers
of

polygamy to he contrary to the Christian ideal

marriage and damaging to the Christian conception of womanhood.

It is suggested,

however, that some church disciplinary practices in

dealing with polygamy
the

may

need careful re-examination, in order that

rigorous application of Christian standards should not cut off

from Christian fellowship members

of polygamous families who are

sincere seekers."
There

are

the Church.

If

two main

One

agents working against polygamy from outside

the constant

is

informant Abraham says,

our

because in

raising of the standard of living.

that "monogamy is a European custom

Europe life is hard and a person finds it difficult to

maintain many

wives", then he,

a man

who has never been to Europe, is

simply projecting the economic difficulties of the younger generation
of Africans back

on

to

Europe.

African living outside his
to maintain

more

than

one

number of educated women.
existed

an

In fact it is so that the average

tribal bonds finds it extremely difficult
wife.

The other

We remember that

agent is the increasing
traditionally there

exact division between man's work and woman's and that

formerly each

group was

organised in secret societies.

By this the

solidarity of woman to woman and of man to man was stronger than the
bond

between husband and wife.

lapped in one place only?

It

was

like two circles which over¬

namely the procreation of a new generation.

Naturally the younger, educated woman does expect more from her life
together with her husband and therefore also marriage becomes
exclusive;
second

1)

more

in practice this means that there is no room left for a

wife.1

J.V. Taylor, writing about "the Uganda Church to-day" comes to the
same conclusion:
"A high proportion of Christians have failed to
maintain a monogamous household for
mo.e than a feM yearg> ^
complete marital breakdown ie common.
At the same time,
monogamy
has
succeeded in

spiritual ideal",

becoming the ideal albeit
p. 140.

a

social rather than

a
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Par.

24.

The peculiar clifficulties

in Patrilineal Tribes.

The tribes described in this
with the

demonstrate

on

laatrilineal but

are

in general patrilineal

patrilocai.

be snail now

examples from the Barue tribe the peculiar

some

difficulties concerning

that

are

exception of the Mbonge, Barue and the Balundu tribe in

Xumba Division which

society.

thesis

marriage and family life in matrilineal

The Barue tribe is matrilineal and patrilocal.

This means

they reckon their descent through the mother's lineage and that

the mother and her

offsprings form part of her lineage although they

live in the father's

village.

The Barue tribe consists of three fairly large clans

Bakutall, Baleka arid

Bonya.ll.1

These clans are not separated

geographically and all three clans may be represented in
village.

a

single

In any marriage the children take the mother's lineage, and

the father's

goods and property on his death will pass to his sister's

children and not
The function of
the

called the

to his

'own'

a

wife of another clan or lineage.

marriage payment in patrilineal society is to compensate

lineage for the loss of

In matrilineal

by

a

worker and

a

potential child

-

bearer.

society there is no loss to the lineage, and. therefore

marriage payment in the above mentioned
marriage a 'dash'

2

was

sense

is meaningless.

At

usually given to the father who brought the

girl up but otherwise it was the business of the 'father' and his

lineage to be responsible for the contracting of the marriage.
things have become

more

original meaning and

complicated.

more

and

Marriage payment is losing its

more becomes

1)

See table No. 3.

2)

some sort of compensation.

To-day

the commercial interest of

2..S~o

an

individual father.

about 5 pounds value
be paid

to him.

If

formerly the father

plenty of disagreement

The

-

dash of

£40 may

He seems to be claiming this amount as a compensation

and not the mother's brother who

as

a

to-day the marriage payment up to £30

for his share in the upbringing of the

uncertitude

given

was

to who

among

is

daughter.

As it is the father

receiving the payment there is

the different lineage® and

a

general

really exercises authority over the children.

2

example of Basame's family may help in clarifying the problem

(see table Mo. 9.).

Peter Itoe Basawe has four children with his

wife Hanna Bema Msue.

In

case

of death Peter's property

(his farm,

gramophone, bicycle, clothes and his money) goes to the children his
sister Johanna Basame had with James Misodi, whereas
his wife Hanna

to her
fees

own

the property of

(bicycle, sewing machine, clothes and her money)

children.

Mow Peter Basame is

goes

supposed to pay the school

for the children of Johanna Basame and James

Misodi, and Kathias

Habian, Banna's brother to pay the school fees of his own children.
As

it

happens Kathias Habian refuses to pay, so that Peter Basame is

paying the fees both for hi©
sister.

His

conclusion is:

own

children and for the children of his

"why should I not claim compensation

from the future husbands of my own and

of Johanna's children?"

One

result of this situation is that the enrolment in the schools of this

1)

In this respect surely the surrounding patrilineal tribes have had
their influence

2)

on

the Barue.

In a matrilineal society a man's heirs are his sister's children,
not his own.
Children are subject to the authority of the mother's
brother as the representative of the lineage of which they are
members.
Thus the mother's brother exercises many of the functions
which the European regards as belonging to the father.
Me

therefore expect some of the
mother's brother.

might
marriage payment to be given to his

2 n

is

area

always

very

low because

take advantage of the

many wen

contradiction between matrilineal tradition and the modern tendency
to

emphaaiae the elementary family at the

Increases the father's obligations;
and

of the lineage which

expense

they play

one

against the other

accept responsibility for the education of neither their own

children

their sister's.

nor

found, is to abolish fee
the whole

The

only way out of this difficulty, we

paying by individuals and instead to

assess

community.

Marriage bonds among these matrilineal tribes are easily broken.
As

marriage payment is to be returned in the event of

no

her husband,

wife leaving

it happens that for relatively minor reasons the woman

away and returns to

rune

a

her.

When

course

of the Dikume

the author

her mother's home taking the children with

was

holding the annual theological refresher
i

for

walk

a

he heard

Presbytery in 1957

through the town of Dikume.

a

lot of noise of

Sunday afternoon he went

one

,

When passing near one big house

people shouting at each other, as Barue

people often do when they discuss something.

On entering the house

the author met

oatechists, evangelists,

a

mixed

crowd of Church

elders,

pastors and school teachers discussing the fact that marriages were so

easily broken among their own tribes.
was

because descent in their tribes

not

on

the father's

as

in the great

The reason for this they stated

is traced

on

the mother's side and

majority of the surrounding tribes.

Marriage payment is very low and does not give a hold on the wife and
her children
women

1)

who

are

by the father or his lineage.

The result of this is that

displeased with their husbands easily leave him and

Most of the matrilineal tribes are in the Dikume Presbytery.

run

zsz

back to their Bother*e house.
the children and the

over

loose

Moreover the father has no

family relationship is therefore a very

The author asked them why they did not

one.

marriage custom,

as

authority-

change this their

everybody seemed to agree that it did not work any

and try instead to build up a stronger family life centred around

more,

father and mother who would then take full
welfare of the children.

thing to do.
could not

They all agreed that this would be a good

But the result of

be

a

performed because they

would resent such
We think

a

that

responsibility for the

long discussion was that this change
were

afraid that the ancestors

change and their women would become barren.

only

a

deeper understanding of what Christian

marriage and Christian responsibility for the upbringing of children
is

can

Par.

bring

any

real help to these tribes.

25.

The Parents and

their Children.

Many of the difficulties created by the rapid social changes in
the Cameroons have

relations.
in the
was

readily observable consequences for parent

Traditionally the children

were

community.

Children learned by imitating the people about them and

In this way

was

the

built up

society

men

and

women.

they became gradually initiated into the history and wisdom

lineage and tribe.

society.

This education

preparing the young people for membership in the

by listening to the stories and tales related by old

of their

child

brought up and educated

family and inside the bonds of their lineage.

directed to

-

Thus also reverence for the old people

and the younger ones naturally took up their own place in

With the introduction of schools this natural growing into
was

interrupted and disturbed.

day the Presbyterian Churoh have always been

The Basel Mission and to¬
aware of this

problem and

1 rs

have therefore tried to build up their schools ae centres of positively

Christian

education^

Through the schools

*

family relationship, of
the coicmunity,
this raises

reverence

a new,

Christian, ideal of

for the aged, of responsibility for

has to be implanted into the children.

one

great difficulty.

In practice

Responsible school teachers

constantly complain about the lack of co-operation from the parents'
side.

It

might be objected that teachers in kurope have the

complaints, which to
difference.

Whereas

between the
in Surope,
as

long

as

some

extent is true, but there is

there

is often only a

a

same

fundamental

slight difference, if any,

background provided by hoiae life and the teaching in school
in the Cameroons these

are

two different worlds.

Therefore

there is no real co-operation between parents and school

teacher the child has

standing of its

great difficulty in developing

every

-

an

organic under¬

day life and of the community it lives in.

It should therefore be the task of the Church authorities to help

in

deepening the understanding of the school's function among the Christian
congregations.
There is very

But at this point we come against another difficulty.

little ■understanding and sympathy for each others work

between the eatechist,
school teachers

There

are

situation.

on

evangelists, and pastors on the one side and the

the other.

other

A

And

we

shall look into later

on.

problems evolving out of this rapid social change

We have seen how much

commercialised.

problem

we

marriage payment has become

also mentioned above that the amount to be

paid as marriage payment may vary according to the girl's educational

1)

We remember point 2. of the Mission's petition to the German
Government of 1886:
"Through Christian Schools the society
seeks

to

teach those committed to her care to read the holy
scriptures and to build up Christian education in general."

2$-<+

background.

Parents mostly think of the school fees they pay for

their children

as

kind of

a

investment which they

-an

expect to come

back to thorn with interest.

Kearly

is

As the higher wages usually go together

exploited by hi3 family.

with higher

education,

earning Cameroonlan

teachers, clerks and also craftsmen etc.

young

constantly invaded by members of their family demanding help.

are

For this

same

such young

reason

people usually do not like to be

posted to or near their homo town.
as

every wage

teachers, clerks

or

In the same way their position

whatever they may be is likely to be exploited

by their family and it Is no over-statement to say that many young men
have gone to

family.

prison for

an

Girls* education

is not sent to school for

housewife but to go in
been

offence committed under ijressure from their
still encounters much opposition.

primary education in order to become a better

for further training.

only three main ways for

either she goes
she may

a

a nurse.

relatively few and parents

are

Up to now there have

girl to go on with her education:

to secondary school, to

try to become

A girl

a

teachers' training centre or

But opportunities for the girls are

constantly complaining about the money

they have spent for their girls elementary education which, as they

think, is of

no

uoo

school education is
education in

to them.
a

great impediment to education in general and girl's

in those

In rural areas there are schools in which we

particular.

may meet no more than 5
also

areas

This misunderstanding of the function of

-

4 girls in a class of 40 scholars.

that we find that the

It is

strongest argument against

girls education is tnat educated girls are lost for the simple life in
their

1

)

area

because they are usually no longer willing to share the

Bee table No.

10,

2-<T5"

living conditions of
There
is

almost

are

areas

village woman.

a common
where the

generation of

men

between 15 and 50

entirely away from their home town working in the plantations.

Often they return home only once a year over
consider their home town
their wives behind.

as

their home and

The children usually

Christmas.

the

hut they still

majority of them leave

stay with their mother

up

to school age,

when many of the boys leave their homes to stay with the

father

relatives in one of the urban centres where

or

some

servants and go
a

very

to school.

they stay as

It is clear that these children grow up in

unhealthy climate dangerous to their development.
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CHAPTER 6.
The Presbyterian Church in the Cameroone

Par,

26 Introduction
In 1957 the General
voted

Cameroons

for its

Synod of the Basel Mission Church in the
constitution and

new

by this became an

independent Church under the name of the Presbyterian Church in the
Cameroons.

By this, Point One of the original "Petition of the

(namely that "to the

Evangelical Missionary Society in Basel
exclusion of any

political aims the society has as its goal the

planting of Evangelical Christianity among the Heathen and the
assembling of the converts into Christian
than achieved.
the

Hot

was more

only were there Christian Congregations all over

country, but Church government and the financial position of the

Church had

developed to such extent that it was time for the Missionary

Society to hand over such as it could.
name

of the Basel Mission,

Church "will
now

Congregations")

under the

in due

course

The schools still bear the

but as the constitution says (Par. 73) the
assume

full responsibility

proprietorship of the Basel Mission".

missionaries became

African colleagues

for the schools

The ordained

paBtors of the Church in the same way as their
with the exception that the Mission is still

responsible for their livelihood.
The
a

to

expansion of the Church during the last twenty years has been

rapid one, the number of Church members going from 12*463 in 1929 up
over

60'OQO in

1958.^

not to the Forest Area

1)

Table 11

(These figures apply to the whole Church and

only)

The

same

applies to the growing number of

2.6" <9

congregations from 374 in 1930 to 614 in
number of

since

1957.^

The decreasing

congregations since 1942 is due to the continual decline

1938 in the number of catechists.

i.e., those who

come

2

The number of catechumen,

for baptism instruction

from 12'700 in 1938 to 6'900 in

1957,^

adults, has decreased

as

but the total number of those

baptised has increased from 3'009 in 1938 to 6*221 in 1957 which shows;
there is also

a

great increase in infant baptism against adult baptism

period.^

during this

shall in the

We

following paragraphs show and discuss some of the

problems the Church is encountering in her
of

new

form.

And it will be

great interest to investigate the bearing of some of the facts

related
until
The

in the

the

present Church Constitution

Synod had appointed

first draft
and

Prof.

reworked

was

and this
was

therefore in
to

a

at

was

It took several years

accepted by the General Synod.

Committee to draw up

submitted to Prof.

Torrance in

The author

was

previous chapters on this Church.

a

Constitution.

Kraemer at

Dossey, Prof. Dftrr in Bern

Edinburgh for comments.

After this the draft was

time presented
that

time the

to the Congregations for their comments.

secretary of the Kumba Presbytery and

charge of organising

a

committee in the Presbytery which

bring in the comments of each Congregation.

be able to

bring into the following paragraph

some

of their views and

1)
2)
3)
4)

Table
Table
Table
Table

12.
16.
13.
14.

The

arguments.

on the

We shall therefore

Church Constitution

After the amendments suggested by

Ir» fan

26 2.

the various

Presbyteries had been worked into the draft it was finally

brought before the General Synod which accepted it in 1957.
previous "Constitution of the Basel Mission
its main
on

parts based

the Gold Coast"

2

in Bast
an

of 1902.

was

The latter had

Africa"'5

1865^.

of

outline of the Constitution of

as

its basis the

In the following we give

1957 which will give us some idea

it is built ups

Introduction
Part One
The Basic

Principles of the Church
Part Two

The

Organisation of the Church
Structure and Order of the Church

I.

The Local
The

Congregation
Appointment of Elders

Special Duties of Elders
The

II.

The

Ordained and Unordained Ministry

Controlling Bodies
The

Congregational Meeting

The Session

The

1)
2)

Presbytery

Betesedi ba Kwemba m'ewangelisi

m'abas' a Basel o Kamerun.
Ordnung fttr die evangellschen Gemeinden der Basler Mission
auf der Goldkttete.

3)

Ordnung ftfr die evangelischen Gemeinden der Basler Mission
in Ostindien und Westafrika.

4)

Kellerhals:
Gemeindebildung und Kirchenorchung in
Kamerun; E.M.K. 1936, p. 68-81.
^.

in

evangelical Congregations of the Basel Mission

India and West

about the way

of 1955

the "Constitution of the Basel Mission Church

on

"Constitution for the

Church"^

The

lei

The

Presbyterial Synods

The

Presbyterial Synod Committee

The District
The District

Synod

The District

Synod Committee

The Church

as

The General

whole

a

Synod

The General Synod

Committee

111. The Relationship between the Presbyterian Church in the
Cameroons and

the

(Basel Mb a ion)

Evangelical Missionary Society in Basel.

•

Part Three

Worship and Life of the Church
1.
11

.

The

Worship of the Church

The

Discipline of the Church

III. Marriage in the Church
IV.

The Finance of the Church
The

Treasury of the Local Congregation

The

Treasury of the Presbytery

The District Treasury

The General Church Treasury
The Constitution

was

adopted by the General Synod on the 13th November

1957 and will be provisionally in force for a period of three years

during which time recommendations for amendments
•

!
.

the Secretary

'

'

'

of the General Synod (Par. 107).

may

be forwarded to
'

26 ¥■

27.

Par.

1

.

The Constitution of the Church

Church rind Mission
The

Presbyterian Church in the Cameroons grew out of the work

of the Basel Mission in the Cameroons.

The Church Constitution

acknowledges this in its introduction, saying;
Church in the Cameroons

is

Mission of the Cameroons.
of the

in historical

It has

come

"The Presbyterian

continuity with the Basel
into

being through the work

Evangelical Missionary Society in Basel".

But this relation¬

ship between Church and Missionary Society is not only historical,
but

a

continuing bond in that the Missionary Society is still sending

staff for the Church and the different institutions such

Training

as

Centres, Hospitals and Maternity Home of which the Society is still
in

charge.

Therefore there had to be some formal procedure by which

the Church could

approach the Home Board in Basel and vice

This procedure is laid down in par.

71. which reads:

Church in the Cameroons still needs the

Mission, particularly
non-African staff.
Board

as

as

"The Presbyterian

help and support of the Basel

regards the appointment and maintenance of

Close contact

of the Basel Mission must

effected

versa.

between the Church and the Home

therefore be maintained and shall be

follows:

a) The Church's business with the Home Board of the Basel
Mission is

to

be done

whose Chairman and

through the General Synod Committee

Secretary

are

responsible for the

respective correspondence.

b) The Mission's official representative in the Cameroons
is the Field

Secretary."

2. <o i/

On this

point arose a long discussion about the right of the Field

Secretary to have his own correspondence with the home board

over

matters the General Synod Committee wants its Secretary and Chairsman

to

correspond with the home board.

ling that the Field Secretary is
to

Basel;

trust

the Church leaders.

like

D.T.

Biles^

These ill feelings

not

are

a

don't trust

out to us,
is

the

against the Field

Cameroonian peculiarity,

A

could say at a course for missionaries and

"get rid of your Field Secretariesi",

pastors held at Bossey in 1959:
"if you

kind of an inspector reporting

which in other words meant that the Mission doee not

Secretary of the Mission
man

a

There was a strong feel-

us

to look after the Missionaries you are sending

then don't send themI"

As long as the Missionary Society

proprietor of several branches of work it is bound to have a

representative on the field, looking after its various Interests and

holding the power of attorney.

But we realise how strong the feel-

sings against any form of tutelage and paternalism are.
The

same

reactions

come

up

Cameroonian Pastors and young
The

missionary,

inent

,

is

as a

even

between younger and better educated

non-African pastors (Missionaries).

if he is not

a

national of the Colonial Govem¬

European eo ipso identified with the ruling power.

The younger

African resents this "natural" authority of the young

"white man"

even

authoritative.
if

1

)

we

if the young missionary does
This sensitiveness

understand it,

Dr.

on

his best not to be

the part

of the African, even

in some cases is apt to create a bad climate for

D,T. Kiles is the Secretary of
the World Council of Churches.

the Bast Asia Conference of

2. & 6

co-operation between "black" and "white" in Church work.

missionary usually

comes

The older

lees into conflict with such feelings as

Africans pay him the respect due to his age.

Financially the Church is self-supporting, apart from the annual
grant of the Missionary Society towards the expenditures of the
Catoohist

Seminary, the Theological School at Ilyasoeo, the Marriage

Training Centre at Bafut and to the Scholarship Fund for theological
studies abroad.
The
in the

European staff provided by the Mission in 1959 is distributed

following institutions and stations:

Victoria

Buea

Presbytery of Victoria

Minister

Basel Mission

Manager

Bookshops

Treasury and Printing Press

Manager

Women's Work

Sister

Buildings

Engineer

Field

Minister

Secretary

Youth 'Work of the Church

Minister

Supervisor of Schools

Teacher

Kuiaba

Presbytery of Kumba

Minister

IJyasoso

Presbytery of Kyasoso

Minister

Theological School

Minister

Cateehist

Minister

Manyemen

Training Centre

Maternity and Dispensary

Sister

Leprosy Settlement

Medical Officer

5 Sisters
1

Manager (by ELBA)

2 £ 7

9.

Secondary School Bali

2U

lo.

Operating Theatre at Manyemen Leprosy

Settlement,

Kumba

.11.

Lecture

Rooms

and Dining Hall at

Training Centre and Catechist

the Theological

Seminary, Nyasoso, Kumba

Fotabe

Presbytery of ilamfe

1

Minister

Women's Work

1

Sister

3eaongabang Presbytery of Mamfe

1

Minister

Schools

1

Administrator

2 Teachers

Batlbo

Teacher

Bali

Secondary School

5 Teachers

Bafut

Presbytery of Bafut

1

Maternity and Dispensary

2 Sisters

Marriage Training Centre

1

Teacher

1

Sister

Training Centre

Minister

Girl's School

2 Teachers

Bamenda

Presbytery of Bamenda

1

Minister

Mbengwi

Prosartery of Mbengwi

1

Minister

We

Presbytery of We

1

Minister

Kishong

Presbytery of Kishong

1

Minister

2,

The structure of the Church.

The

Presbyterian Church has,

form of Church Government

as

its name says,

The whole country is about

240 miles long and at its widest not more than a
one

main road

that the

100 miles.

As

leading through is in bad condition means of

travelling and communication are also bad.
up whereas

Presbyterian

adapted to the geographical and ethnic

position of the Southern Cameroone.

the

a

the Forest area is lowland.

The Grassland is high

It is a well known fact

temper of people living in rough and mountainous countries

differs from people living in hot and damp lowland.
factors made up
The Forest

for

a

These two

natural division into two Church Districts.

District, with which

we

are

concerned is divided into

2-1°

three political Division©

6

which by the Ohurch were subdivided into

Presbyteries*.
The basis of the whole structure of the Church

those who in faith have been

baptised with water, in the name of the

Father and of the Son and of the holy

Spirit, who partake of the Lord's
2

Supper and submit to the discipline of the Church".*
the Constitution
least

the local

"Membership of the local congregation consists of

Congregations.

meet at

are

all communicant I embers of the local congregation

once

presided over by

According to

an

quarter in the Congregational Meeting which is

a

elder assisted by the responsible ministers

(catechist, evangelist

or

pastor).

The concern of the Congregational

Meeting is the deepening of the spiritual life of the Congregation,
the

spreading of the Gospel beyond its immediate limits, the ejecting

and

maintaining of all Congregational buildings, the laying out and

maintaining of Congregational farms to help the Congregation finan¬
cially, and further the laying out and maintaining of cemeteries,
and the

appointment of

Congregation.

a

subcommittee dealing with the finance of the

As executive body of the Congregational Meeting there
a

is

the Session

,

It

s

membership consists of the duly elected elders

the catechist of the Congregation and other

5

ministers entrusted with

1)
See Map. 3.
2)
Constitution: par. 1.
3)
M
par. 22-23.
4) ibid: par. 24-30.
5)
Lumber of elders according to the size of the Congregation (par.9)
1
2

elder
for
elders
*

6

-

10 Christians

11-50
51
100

3
4
5

"
"
"

"
"
"

6

"

»

101
201
351

7

"

11

more

-

200

350
500
than 500

"
"
"

-

"
"

,
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congregational work in the

It meets

area.

but must meet at least six times
elder

or

the catechist or

the spiritual

as

is necessary,

The session is entrusted with

oversight of the Congregation, the maintenance of

of the poor.

care

often

It is presided over by an

year.

evangelist.

Christian order and discipline,
and the

a

as

the administration of temporal affairs

It is responsible for the carrying out of

decisions and orders of the controlling bodies in their Congregation.
In co-operation with

Congregation.

the pastor it examines and admits members to the

It further deals with minor

cases

of discipline

con¬

cerning catechiets and teachers and has the final control over
financial matters of the Congregation.
Prom all this

we

that the freedom the local

see

enjoy is considerable and,
these local

as we

think, necessary.

Congregations

Because it is in

Congregations that the Christians live their everyday-life

and it is therefore here,

above all, that the presentation of the

Congregation as the Body of Christ in this world becomes real.
most

beautifully built

system of Church Structure and Order cannot

up

bring life into the Church.
Church in the

measure

The

The Church

as

a

whole becomes a living

the local Congregations are

aliveI

The guiding

principle for the order and structure of the Church must therefore,
B.

Kellerhals^

as

rightly says, be that the looal congregation is the

constitutive element of the Christian Church and not either the Office

bearers

1)

or

the Church

as

a

whole.

Gemeindebildung und Kirchenordnung in Kamerun,

p.

76.

2.7J

The

Congregations of a certain area form a

Presbytery has its Presbyterial Synod
all ordained persons,
in the

2

Presbytery*

and every

whose membership consists of

all evangelists and catechists on active service

Presbytery, two elders from each Congregation, one teacher from

each school and any

the area

as

other person entrusted with

a

full-time ministry in

appointed by the Church or by the Mission.

clause makes it

This last

possible for non-ordained European Mission staff to

attend the Presbyterial

Synod.

fosters the

and extension of Church work within its bound¬

aries

building

up

The Synod meets twice

and it has the right to

ions submitted

confirm

or

It

a year.

repeal decisions and suggest¬

by the Preebyterial Bynod Committee in all matters which

lie within its powers,

pastors within the

such as stationing of catechiste, evangelists and

area,

erection and maintenance of the houses for

pastors find evangelists, recommendation of efficient catechists for
the work of

an

evangelist to the District Synod.

It chooses its

representatives for the District Synod and constitutes its own executive,
the

Presbyterial Synod Committee.

sessions

on

The executive acts between the

behalf of the Presbyterial

Synod.

Its membership is:

The

Chairman, Vice-Chairxaan, Secretary, and the Treasurer as Officers of
the

Presbyterial Synod.

Further two pastors or one pastor and one

evangelist, one catechist and two elders one of whom may be a woman.
The

Synod Committee is, though its decisions have to be approved by the

Synod, the driving power of the Presbytery.
interfere when the Session of
to carry

1)
2)

par.

Congregation in the Presbytery fails

It is entrusted with the spiritual

out its duties.

Bee Table 15.
Constitution:

a

It has even the right to

32

-

43.

care and

Z

.JV

013

»3

L

h
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oversight of the Congregations within its bounds and forwards
suggestions and petitions of the Presbyterial Synod to the next

higher controlling body.

It deals with questions of stationing

and transfers within its area,

local Congregationsj

discusses appeals from decisions of

all this subject to approval by the Presbyterial

Synod.

It further recruits candidates for ministerial training and

proposes

their names through the District Synod to the General Synod
It recommends efficient catechists for the work of

Committee.

an

evanglist and forwards the names of Church workers concerning their

The

retiring on pension.

man

in whose office all the business is

done, is the Secretary of the Presbyterial Synod who must be a pastor,
whereas all the other Officers may

members of the

be either ordained or unordained

Synod.
i

The six

District

Presbyteries of the Forest District

Synod

2
.

(from evangelists, catechists of

ministry), four elders and

Further all heads of

District

one

Synod meets once a year.

Congregations therein.

of the

1

)

2)

Synod,

of Schools,

area,

promoting the spiritual life of

The Synod has the duty to hear and discuss

Its Secretary, who does

sjid presents it to the Secretary and Chairman
Furthermore, it hears and discusses reports of

The Grasfield District consists of

seven Presbyteries;
Bafut, Kbengwi, Ngie-Dgwaw, Kishong, We, Eamenda.

Ibid:

par.

The

Synod and its executive, prepares a written

summary of these reports
of the General

other

It has the oversight of all matters

reports by the Secretary of each Presbytery.
all the business

any

teacher from each Presbytery.

Institutions and the Supervisor

affecting the Church within its
the

united in the

Its membership consists of all ordained persons,

three unordained ministers

full-time

are

44-54.

Bali,

17 Q

its various
or

standing committees.

Matters arising from these reports

any other suggestions are forwarded to the General

The District

Bynod Committee.

Synod also elects its Officers, constitutes its

own

Executive, the District Bynod Committee, and chooses its representatives
to

the General
The

Bynod.

Congregations of the two Districts form the Presbyterian Church

in the Cameroons.

It has the General

Bynod^

as

its highest controlling

body, whose membership consists of the Secretaries of the District
Synods, the Secretary of the Basel Mission, the Supervisor of Schools
who

are

ex-offlcio members and the

according to the following numbers:
parsons,
one

elected members from each District

seven

elders, twelve ordained

three evangelists, two catechists and one teacher.

representative for the theological training centres.

Further
The General

Synod's main concern is the spiritual upbuilding of the whole Church
and

the

spreading of the Gospel within and beyond its

It seeks

area.

through its meetings to discover the will of God for the Church to
fulfil its task "in this
to

Country"

(the Cameroons), and in accordance

that will lead the Church into fuller obedience and service.

Synod has the oversight of the whole Church.
matters which

concern

the Church in

It deliberates in all

doctrine, worship, discipline and

organisation and it is the legislative body of the Church.
its

own

The

It elects

executive, the General Bynod Committee, and appoints standing

committees to deal with matters
and discusses

the

or

1)

69»

par.

It hears

reports of its various committees, exercises

discipline of pastors

Ibid:

affecting the whole Church.

56

~

their retiring

on

pension.

It confirms

2 77

nominations for ministerial
the

training and ordination.

Secretary of the General Synod

are

The Chairman and

the registered Trustees of the

Presbyterian Church in the Cameroons.
We think that
the

the Structure of the

Constitution, is

Church, as it is laid down in

good and suitable

a

Cn the one hand it leaves

one.

ample freedom to the local Congregation for its development and on the
other hand the
the Church

synodal system binds the Congregations together and gives

strength against outside, helping to overcome the tribal

limitations which

are

a

constant

with members of different tribal

danger to the life of Congregations
origin.

We must remember that the

population of the Cameroons is

an

different tribes

predominates.

natural

of which

none

In

great number of

As there is a strong

brought into the Church is a constant one.

following example may give ue

are:

a

tendency to distrust members of other tribes the danger that

these tribal limitations be
The

agglomerate of

1956, during

a

some

idea of how strong such feelings

Presbyterlal Synod of the rumba Presbytery, we

had to elect two auditors to audit the annual accounts of the

Local
She

Presbytery.

people able to undertake such an audit are still rather rare.

Synod Committee proposed two men, who had the necessary qualificat¬

ions.

One

accountant

was

on

the

visiting teacher of the Area and the other an

pension.

The Secretary of the Presbytery brought the

two nominations before the

could do the job

properly.

Synod, explaining that only qualified

men

how the majority of the Synod members

belonged to the Bakundu tribe, but the two proposed auditors did not

belong to it.
lives on

The visiting teacher, being from the Bakosi tribe which

friendly terms with the Bakundu,

was

unanimously elected.

2 7/

But the accountant,
of the Bakundu.
a

a

Kfo,

was

not acceptable to a good number

They proposed another candidate, a Kukundu of course,

farmer who had

not to

being

idea about

no

The Secretary warned them

accounting.

indulge in tribalism and explained that there was no use to

After

appoint somebody as an auditor who had no idea about accounts.
a

long discussion the accountant was finally elected by a very small
In general it

majority, almost all the Bakundu voting against him.
be said that the Church has done

may

tribal divisions and there is

a

a

great deal to overcome these

growing understanding for each others

peculiarities and problems.
V/hen you
and you
seems

to

By this

build

a

house you should start by laying the foundation

finish it by putting the roof on top.

The modern Cameroonian

disregard this old method and to start his house by the roof.
that political development is going ahead at such a

we mean

speed that the organic development of administration and procedure at
the level of

impossible.
has

its

a

division, not to speak about the local community, is
The same applies to the Government staff.

House of Assembly and

:ian Ministers and

a

District Officer that
the Missionaries'

its ministerial Government with Cameroon-

Premier, but up to the present no Cameroonian
we

aim to

know

ofj

create an

they are all expatriates.

push the Church to stand

is

a

one

on

her

own

It was

independent Church before the

Country became politically independent.

situation to the

The country

We think that it was wise to

feet, but by this

described above also

arose

fine form of Church Government built on the

a

similar

in the Church,

There

Synodal System, but

2 7?

at

its foundation the local

discuss later,

to follow the development.

Church in the

measure

realise the great

we

think bacm to what

the local

Congregations are alive, then we must

danger that this formally admirable Church Structure

and Order may never

3.

If

before, namely that the Church as a whole becomes a living

said

we

Congregations fail, for reasons we shall

function

as

intended.

Church workers

Right from the beginning the Basel Missionary Society knew that
if work
and

was

to go on

in the Cameroon® there would have to be teachers

preachers to share in the building up of the Church.

the .Mission's

Already in

petition to the German. Government of 188b, point 3 readss

"through, higher Schools the Society seeks to educate teachers and
Preachers, and to provide such higher education in a Christian Spirit
as

may

o©

necessary."

the Mission started opening schools from the

beginning and already in 1893 there
Conaku

near

was a

Cuala with 48 candidates.

1

teacher training Centre at
the curriculum of the teacher

training Centre shows that the future teachers were definitely trained
to
war

up.

be also the

preachers in the places they were sent to,

the 1914

destroyed the whole educational system the Mission had then built

though the Mission after the

Schools"

war opened a

great number of "Village

(read Vernacular Schools) whose teachers

were

eateohists**

was

only from 1940 onwards that the present school system

the

village Schools have by now died out in our area.

1)
2)
3)

2

was

Of these

only 37 were "English Schools" with 2883 pupils.
ibid p.

164.

started,

If it is true

P. Aaaflaub;
C-ebt una Lefarer, p. 62.
Ibid:
p. 91.
the Census of 1943 mentions 388 schools with 7766 pupils.

Raaflaub:

it

2 <f

that

they no longer gave satisfaction because they only provided for

very elementary teaching
and

in Bible Story, vernacular reading, writing,

arithmetic, then it must also be appreciated that there was a

long time when through these schools the door3

Gospel to be brought into the villages.
and

the teacher

situation

also

was

the

preacher.

At the

After world

war

declining

was

increased.

was

quite

situation greatly
elsewhere

a

II. the

our area

dwindled away

The main

reason

for the number

obviously their financial position.

the number of wage earners was

cateehist

war

time the number of catechists decreased where-

the number of teachers

of catechiste
the

same

the

opened for

The number of "English Schools" increased

greatly changed.

completely.

were

schools and Church were one

rapidly and the number of Vernacular Schools in

jas

o

still

desireable position.

very

Before

low so that to be a

But after the

war

this

changed and led many catechists to seek employment

and, what

was worse,

the number of candidates to the Catechist

Training Centre at Byasoso went down and with this also their quality.
The Church tried to raise the standard of the centre and no student

below Std.

V1•

candidates

are

2

is

now

admitted.

But in practice the majority of the

people who have failed their final school leaving

certificate Examination and the observer cannot
least

some

of them go

help thinking that at

to the centre because it is the only way for

boy who has failed his examination to continue studying.

1)

Table 16.

2)

A complete school covers 8 school years:
Infants 1-11 and
standard 1 - V1.
At the end of the 8th year the pupil sits
the Final School Leaving Certificate examination (F.S.L.C.)
and. receives
on

it.

a

certificate with either

"passed"

or

"failed"

a

2<S Z

At mentioned "before there is in most

places a great lack of co¬

operation between the catechist and the teachers in
A© we have eeen the catechl®t wa©
and many

a

village.

formerly also the school teacher

of them resent the present situation because they feel that

they were pushed out of their position by the teachers.

But the

great conflict remains of

.

course

the difference In salary

following comparison will show what
Salary of at
Grade 111

we mean*

2

per annus*
td VI.

Teacher*

+

of

Grade 111

Teacher

♦

*

rtd ¥1.4-3 years

Catochint

4*

Gride 11

School

4

228

£156

384

£ 36

48

£ 90

120

Teacher

or

ex

£180

300

secondary

3 years of theological training

at Umuahia

Eumaei

£120

3 years at Hyasoso

Theological School
Pastor*

maximum

at Catechiet

Training Centre
las tor*

-

2 years

Higher Elementary Teacher Training Centre

O'atechist

minimum

3 years of Teacher

Training Centre
Grade .11..Teacher;

The

(Mgeria)

or

Trinity College,

(Ghana)

1)

Teachers ; alarie® are paid by Government through the Mission
according to a scale fixed by the education Department.

2)

An unskilled labourer

working at a rat© of 3 shillings per
day and 26 working days a month earns up to £46 a yearI

2. <P 3

Dealing with
in the Cameroons

some

we

of the main difficulties of modem education

stated that

differences of background
one

provided by the traditional home life on the

it must therefore

be for

African child to

an

develop

organic understanding of its every-day life and of the community it

lives
to

greatest obstacles was the

side and of the education provided in the schools on the other.

And how difficult
an

of the

one

in.

It should therefore be the task of the Church authorities

help in deepening the understanding of the school's function among

the Christian

congregations.

great difficulty.

But at this point we come against another

There is

very

little understanding and sympathy for

each others work between the

eatechist, evangelist and pastor

side and the school teachers

on

exists

in

witness and life,
or

institutions",

and takes

a

as

member of the local
detrimental to
We may

a

task to

state of affairs

declaration^

schools,

the one

that "the

"as essential for her

keen interest in their work and develop-

the letter of appointment

also the teacher's

from?

This

spite of the Church Constitution's

Church regards such

:ment",

the other.

on

see

community".

to

it

2

for teachers saying that "it is
that

the school

is

a

healthy

Where does this ill-feeling, so

healthy development of school and community, stem

distinguish three main

sources:

1)

Paragraph 73.

2)

letter of Appointment for Basel Mission Teachers;

p.

2.

It*

1.

Teachers'

salaries

much

are

higher than the salaries of ^

pastors, not to speak about the catechiste.
2.

The teachers'

superior educational background is resented,

mainly by the older generation of pastors and catechists.
3. The lack of understanding on the pastors'
side

Prom what

we

regarding their office to minister to the laity.
have

seen

it has

become

possible must be done to

overcome

workers of the different

branches.

1)

and catechists'

abundantly clear that everything

these difficulties among the Church

Here again wa are up
universal in Africa.

against a difficulty which seems to be almost
Stephen Keill. in his "Survey of the Trainsing of the Ministry in Africa", writes:
"When the trained teacher
emerges from his training school, he is eligible for a salary
fixed by the government, on a generous, not to say extravagant,
scale.
When the Oatechist has finished his training, he earns
what the church can pay him, and this is sometimes infinitesimal,
in comparison with the salary of a teacher.
Undoubtedly there

is tension between these two classes.
The teacher tends to feel
that his responsibility is to government which has paid for him
and is now paying him, and to feel little sense of obligation to
share in the work of the Church.
The catechist, unless he is a
man of outstanding spiritual quality,
tends to be jealous of the
teacher who Is paid so much more, and who, in countries where
status is so closely associated with pay, enjoys higher regard
in the community than the spiritual guide.
Sometimes the
catechist tries to compensate for his sense of inferiority by

standing; rather rigidly on
have neither the

sustain." p.
See

also

the

a spiritual authority, which
character not the knowledge adequately

he
to

17.

Report of the All-Africa Church Conference on
"The African Ministry";
p. 90 - 91.

majf

1

One way we

<?£"

tried, and which proved to he quite successful, was to

bring all the pastors and headmasters together quarterly and to
discuss the problems arising in each school

helped in

an

of

common

responsibility.

i.

The i'llniatny

This has

interest in each others' work and in fostering a sense

of the

The educational

Catechist.1

background of

elementary school and 3

years

a

Catschist to-day ia 8 years of

at the Catechiat Training Centre at

After this he is entrusted with work in one or more

Nyasoso.

Congregations.
the

together.

There he preaches the Word but does not administer

Sacraments, he instructs candidates for baptism and confirmation,

He fosters Sunday School work

encourages and leads Bible Classes.
and youth
of the

fellowships.

He is required to visit regularly members

Congregation, especially the sick, the lonely and tne back-

:sliders and to

try to win new converts.

burial of members of the congregation.

Aa a rule he conducts the

He further keeps the

congregational files and sees that the minutes of the various con¬
trolling bodies and other records
the
to

are

properly filed.

Ho also holds

congregational register and other books of the congregation.
the lack of Catechiats many

congregation.

Due

of them minister to more than one

A good Catechist may be made an Evangelist if need

arises, or if he is young and possesses the required educational back¬

ground he

1)

may be

going to the Theological Training Centre at Kyaooso

Details about the ministry of the catechiot,

evangelist and pastor
special guiding principles called;
"Directions
for Pastors, .evangelists and Catechists."

are

laid down in

Ibid;

1.

1 <f 6

for

a

ii.

'I'he ministry of

three years

course

after which he

may

he ordained as a minister.

Evangelist^

the

o

5he

of

it.

Evangelist is entrusted with work in a pastoral area
He preaches

a

to

conduct preparatory

lead in the team work of

He may assist the pastor

so.

talks before the Lord's Supper.

He takes

examines candidates for baptism and

confirmation, supervises the work, being done in Sunday
youth fellowships and visits the sick.
wnich may coincide with the

of the

evangelistic activities among pagans and

backsliders in the pastoral area,

may

part

the Word but does not administer the Sacraments

unless he is commissioned to do
area

or

schools and

He prepares his own itinerary

itinerary of the pastor in the area.

He

solemnise marriages contracted according to Dative Law and bus torn.

He shows the members

of his congregations

their responsibility for the

upbuilding of the Church and towards the non-Christiana and backsliders,

leading them in their christian witness according to their several gifts
they

may have
We

received as members of the body of Christ.

think that these directions

well drawn up.
the

an

Evangelist are

But in fact there is very little understanding about

special task of

an

Evangelist among the Evangelists themselves and

among the otner Church workers.

Evangelist is

for the work of

a

Instead of seeing that the work of an

peculiar one which needs special gifts, the Catechists

tend to minunderstand it

Catechists and many

as

a

form of

Pastors think of them

1)

Directions for Evangelists;

2)

See Map Ho.

3.

promotion for older, faithful

ibid:

as

11.

being their underlings

1 f7

("small boys") who

to prepare their way.

are

A Pastor who has no

Evangelist in his pastoral area may resent this and feel himself
degraded.
ill.

The Ministry of the Pastor

entrusted with work in

The Pastor is

be limited to
work
the

with

a

pastoral area which may

congregation, unless he is appointed for special

one

The example

in the Church.

of the K'uraba Presbytery

2

shows how

presbytery is divided up into five pastoral areas each of them
one

But

Pastor.

the

presbytery has six Pastors one of them

being the secretary of the Presbytery and at the same time the Manager
of the Schools.

This

work in the Church.

means

that the sixth is

Others may

teachers in the Catecaist

be appointed for youth work or as

Training Centre

The Pastor preaches the

appointed for special

or

the Theological

.chool.

Word and administers the Sacraments,

supervises and takes his share in the instruction for baptism and
confirmation, awakens, foster© and co-ordinates other ministries in
his

sphere of work for the upbuilding of the body.

Christians their

responsibility for the well-being and growth of the

Church and towards
train and prepare

the non-Christians and

laymen

-

He himself takes

evangelistic activities

backsliders.

He

helps to

and women for special services in the Church

according to the several gifts they

body of Christ.

He shows the

may
a

among pagans

1)

Directions for Pastors?

2)

See Map 3*

ibids

have received

as

members of the

lead in the team work of

and backsliders and is specially

111.

concerned with the

proclamation of the gospel to the non-Christian world.

It should be his desire that true
members

in the

fellowship among fellow-workers and

be fostered and

area

Furthermore, he is

deepened.

urged to maintain the true doctrine and discipline of the Church in his
sphere of work.

He solemnises marriages and may be delegated by the

Chairman of the

Fresbyterial Synod to dedicate other ministers of the

Church to their

work.

bach

comprising

Presbytery is divided
a

up

into

number of pastoral areas

a

varying number of congregations.

ueh an area is headed

by one pastor who visits the congregations in turn and dispenses the
Sacraments 5
and

non-Africans, doing pastoral work in

1959 of which
we

The total number of pastors, Africans

times a year.

take 50

a

presbytery amounts to 57 in

number of secretaries do not head

a

pastors

as

heading such an area

we

about 1'200

all this spread

vast area ox 16'581

such

a

pastoral area.

Church members per pastor and
square miles

with about

610 congregations.
4»

The .Slders and
We

Congregation

stated before that the Church

Church iri the
has its

the local

measure

ordained

the local

as

a

whole becomes

congregations are alive.

a

living

The Church

ministry, the pastors, and its unordained ministry,

the catechists and

evangelists.

It is true that the liveliness of a

congregation depends very much upon the quality of the work done by
these Church workers

these
elders

in their

respective congregations.

paid officers of the Church there
in each

If

have, with 60'000 Church

members at the end of 1958,
over

a

are

But against

the freely elected Church

congregation, and life and discipline of the local

ze<t

congregation very much depends upon their liveliness and activeness.

elders1

Such

must therefore be experienced

communicant members of the
p

congregation whose life and character is exemplary
should be married
women

of

elders.

of reasonable age

men

.

Preferably they

and not new converts.

Also

good reputation, married and un-marrled, can be chosen as
But

as

rule their number should not

a

exceed that of the

men.

They may be appointed for special service of the women, the care of the
The elders' meeting, the session, is the controll¬

poor and the sick.

ing body of the local congregation.
It is the
a

special task of the elders to be in their whole behaviour,

good example to both Christians and Pagans.

visit the members
the

of the

It is their duty to

congregation often, especially the sick and

lonely, helping them by their advice, admonition and comfort through

the

ord

into

several

of God.

For this purpose

bigger congregations

may

be divided

parts, each elder looking after a certain area.

The elders

are

to

give special attention to members who have gone

astray, or have been excluded, and try to lead them back into the

fellowship of the Church.
whose

parents fall to fulfil their

witnesses of
care

They are to care for Christian children

in the

baptism

on

vow

of baptism and to stand as

behalf of the congregation and take special

guidance of the children and youth.

They are further to

try to settle minunderstandings and quarrels between Christians and to
restore peace

in matrimonial disputes.

1)

Constitution;

2)

1. Tim. 3,1

f;

par.

But in all this they should

6-15.

and Tit. 1,5-9

are

quoted In this connection.

2.<?o

beware of

lording it over the members of the congregation or engaging

in dishonest

dealings.

We remember the

position the elder (mutudu) holds in traditional

Ve should therefore not be astonished to find a certain

society.

similarity between him and the elder of the Christian congregation,
also

Both of them take

called mutudu.

of their

respective community.

elder is

based

sacrifices

to

particular

way

on

the

Church elder is
constitution

life

as

that

the head of the
as

the old

man

family makes the

he embodies in a

the continuity of his lineage, the authority of the

primarily a spiritual authority and he should, as the

rightly says

with the model of the
the

or

central position in the

But if the authority of the traditional

the fact that he

ancestors,

a

,

be set apart and dedicated in accordance

Apostolic Church.

And his duty is to see that

body of Christ is built up and that the members follow God's law

in reverence and holiness.

Kow

to understand

look back into the

Christian,

was

past.

of the difficulties of

to-day w© have to

In those days a man, when he became a

excluded from taking part in any ma^or political

activity because being
secret

some

a

Christian he could not be a member of the

society at the same time.

By this he was in traditional

society automatically excluded from political leadership.

This is

certainly one of the main reasons why so many Christian men fell back
from the

1)

Church, apart from polygamy.

Par. 6.

Even to-day the number of

2 <=?/

chiefs

who are

who

Christians were

art

and have often
a

few

Christians

no

exceptions

who has

been

a

be

for example the Bafo chief Abel Mukete of Kumba
our

Kumba congregation

for many years.

be said that these old men who became Christian© in

of the

many

things in those days.

to-day Is made

up

The greater

by these men, and this is

greatest difficulties our congregations encounter.

situation has

greatly changed since those early days.

Christian or non-Christian, Christianity has proved itself as

therefore

now

no

handicap to be

a

"Christian" has almost become synonymous with "progressive"

area

whereas

"Pagan" has become synonymous with "conservative".

situation is such that

and

as

elders who

are

in most
no

more

of

our

The present

congregations we have these old

able to follow the

rapid development that

taking place around them, and to bear the increasingly heavy burden
responsibility that has been placed upon them during the last few

years.

Unfortunately it

may also

try to keep their position
on

It is

Christian, in the contrary in the

coastal

is

The

For the common

being one of the agents which help in opening up the country.

men

To

youth had to stand much firmer than the present day youth.

number of the Church elders

man,

Here also there are

authority in their community.
as

And those chiefs

usually baptised before their becoming a chief

baptised meant to renounce

one

comparatively small.

Church elder in

In general it may
their

is

the

as

be said that many of these old elders

elders because there is no

political platform of their district

so

room

that quite often they

belong to the politically weaker elements of the community.
situation often leads

to

for them

That this

friction between the elders and the younger

iqz

catechist is

now

work

methods of work with the catechists,

out

new

administrative

understandable.

were

of

refused

many

All this leads

to

be the

the Church

How

many

cases

^hat the relationship between these

treasury.

difficult to

the rather

the catechiet has no idea of what

of Christians is may well be imagined.

peculiar situation in which those who

leading members of the congregation and the pillars of

are

can

those who need

help most.

this situation be ameliorated?
remove

such elders

and to

It has

proved very

replace them by better qualified

members of the congregation as they must be elected

meeting.

of their

complaints even from pastors that they

elders and the younger generation

should

purely

permission to look into the books, mainly the cash books,

in the local

are

even on

themselves to be the "rulers"

¥e heard

congregations and in

funds

when we tried to

grounds, the effort failed because of the resistence

of the elders who think

congregation.

In many cases,

by the congregational

Many of the younger people do not stay long enough in

a

village to gain the confidence of the members of the local congregation
or

they belong to the migratory labour force which is constantly on the
The result

move.

elected,

a

that these old

elders

are

again and again re¬

There are, we think, two ways to Improve the situation.

One which is

into

is

better

already used is for "elders courses" to help them to grow
understanding of the present day problems;

other if to limit

the

and the

possibility of the elders being re-elected for

2<?i

more

than

years.^

eight

After all

have said about the elders it is clear that their

we

authority among the local Christians more resembles the authority of
the elder in traditional

described before.

society, than the spiritual authority

And the caution with which

they should beware of

lording it over the members of the congregation is not understood or
disregarded.

Instead of being the spiritual advisers of their

fellow-Christians,
has fallen short

looks

like

more

in the next

Church

elders' meeting with

an

a

member of the Church who

of the Christian standards in one way or
a

court

of

law,

a

another,

fact that shall preoccupy us again

paragraph.
worship

2

is held in a simple way.

The congregation

gathers regularly on the Lord's Day for Divine Service.

It comes

together in other meetings during the week for the same purpose of
worship (prayer meetings, bible classes, etc.).
cater for more than one
teachers
in Church
slated

1)

congregation the Church elders or school

step in and preach when they are absent.
are

the conventional

into vernacular.

As many catechists

ones

The hymns sung

imported from Europe and trans-

Though songs which are truly African are

At present par. 9. of the Constitution dealing with the election
of elders reads as follows:
"The Session shall consider names of
suitable candidates and present them to the congregational meeting.
The congregational meeting may make other nominations, if they so
desire.
Prom those so named the number of elders required shall
be elected.
Their term of office is four years and they are

eligible for re-election"

2)

Constitution:

par.

74

-

80.

also

coming into use in our Church as in other parts of

These songs are usually sung
ied

Africa.^

by singing bards and are often accompan¬

by hand clapping and sometimes also by drumming.

This brings

up

the question of the place of African Culture, mainly African Art,

in

Worship and Church Buildings.

may

be answered in this

with local materials,

that the small Village-Church.es, built

way,

are

The question about the buildings

usually hard to distinguish from an ordinary

village-house, but for their size.

buildings
with the

are

usually built in

a

But modern, permanent, Church

style which has nothing in common

We even think that the

shape of traditional buildings.

putting up of such buildings in a style resembling the traditional

buildings might be resented by nationalists.
Cameroonian Nationalist,
become
not yet

as

similar

become

as

aware

We do

free African usually means to

These people have

of the fact that they may have something to
own

cultural

heritage to the creation of forms

worship,
*L

certainly agree with J.H, Kketla

creation of forms of Christian

West...."

a

possible to the Europeans,

contribute out of their
of Christian

to become

Because, for the

,

worship is not

And he is surely also

when he says that "the
a

pregorative of the

right in saying that "it was

inevitable, of course, that African Churches should at first be
extensions of "home churches"

abroad, and that

we

should find here

a

reflection of the criss-cross organisation that characterises the church

1

)

2)

All-Africa Church Conference, Report p. 70.

The Contribution of African Culture to Christian Worship, p. 267

13.

277

In the vest.

It

was

inevitable that Christian worship should be

transplanted in its western setting
that

it

should be

We must be

.,.

But it seems hardly necessary

perpetuated in every detail in African worship."

quite clear on this point, that the introduction of

elements out of the African cultural

business of Western missionaries.

heritage into worship is no

"Ultimately the problem of

indigenising Christian worship rests with African Christians who have
an

the

insight into the Christian Paith and

a

sympathetic understanding of

society"J

problems of worship in their own changing
It

is

interesting to read Philip Potter

discussion following Kketias paper on the

saying:

"Unfortunately this discussion

because few Africans

Potter,

in

were

"Perhaps the Africans, with

commenting on the

indlgenisation of worship

was

not pursued very far

sees

some

But Philip

part of the truth when he says:
justice, feel that whatever they
3

might think

these questions, power lies in other hands ".

on

We agree

Africans

,

seriously involved in it".

opinion, only

our

2

with Kketia' s point of view, but the fact that so few
really interested in this subject shows to

were

apart from

a

problem.

The burning problems for African Christians,

few, they have not yet felt the

clearly showed,

are

economic life and

to

urgency

political

p.

278

2)

Report

on

the All-Africa Church Conference;

Information for Church and
p.

19

4)

Ibid;

p.

17

of this particular
as

the conference

life,^

Ibid;

Ibid;

again that,

the Church's attitude to family life and youth, to

1)

3)

us

Society:

in Background
March 1958, Ho. 19? p. 19.

2-

The Church

acts of
of

the

9 <f

recognises Baptism and the lord's Supper as essential

Both sacraments are administered in the presence

worship.

congregation with the preaching of the word at

Bach Pastor should tour his
of the sacraments.

area

Personal

every

a

public service.

two months for the dispensation

preparation for the Lord's Supper in

self-examination is

enjoined on all members, and each Church-member is

expected to

pastor before the communion service for

see the

tory talk.

This talk, called

bekwall*,

a prepara¬

is translated into pidgin

Bnglish by "I de go for confess", which wrongly brings it together
with the Roman Catholic

"confession".

Usually one or two elders are

present during these preparatory talks.

Anybody before being admitted to the Lord's Supper should have
undergone catechumen instruction for at least

one year.

A real

understanding of the fundamental beliefs of the Christian faith is
essential and

"not

catechism."

This last

a

very sore

point.

merely the repetition of actual words of the
warning from the Constitution points toxvards

The language situation presents an almost

insuperable problem for the instruction of adults in backward areas,
where

they understand neither Duala

nor

English, with the result that

they can recite the Lords's prayer and the ten commandments by heart
in

Duala, but do not understand what they say.

own

Bible and

are

therefore

entirely dependent on the translation of

their caiecniat.

1

)

Bekwall. from kwala

=

They cannot read their

to talk.

2.W

In

general it may be said that the Christian community in a

village
fitted
in

which still has a more or less homogeneous population
fairly well into the local community.

well that

so

in some cases there may

was

done

The errection of school buildings

mainly through schools.

the task of
allocated to

quarters was, with

the local

a

And it was usually the chief who

community.

each quarter

few exceptions in mission centres,

of the village its share of work.

whole

to

build

a

Church in

"permanent style", that the members of the

community, both Christians and lagans, collected hundreds of

pounds for the building fund.
a

fine Church

villagers

came up

in the

It has become a matter of pride to

village.

But the real feelings of the

only when the Church had to have the land leased

upon which the Church

building stands.

Presbytery the author fought for three
Church authorities
was

of Mbakwa

without result because the

The people of Mbakwa Supe,
about ,€800 and
the building.

As the secretary of the Kumba
years

with the Tillage and the

Supe to have their Church land leased.

belonged to the village and not to

1)

It

happened during the last few years that, when such a congregation

wanted

This

The

happened later with Church buildings built in "bush-style".

same

have

danger that the

present right from the beginning of missionary work, which

and teachers'

has

a

In a way this tendency must

congregation will lose its Identity.
have been

be

It has even fitted

people felt that the Church
the Christian

Congregation.1

including Christians and Pagans, paid
Treasury about £400 towards

the District Church

3

All this shows
the local
and

that

the Christian

Congregation is not isolated from

And it will depend on the attitude, sympathy

community.

understanding of the local Christians if they

they

can

oo

are

to know where

identify themselves with the aims and practices of the local

community and where they will have to stand aside as witnesses of

a

kingdom that is not of this world.
The situation in towns
very much

as

Victoria, Tiko, Kumba and Mamfe differs

from the situation described above.

differentiate between these towns and
the

the

And

we

have further to

large plantation camps.

plantation camps are assembled, by the hundreds, young

single^,

men

coming

froa all tribes in the country, most

of them

houses

They have their own hospitals,

their
The

provided by the plantation.
own

cinemas, their

own

shops and their

own

and they live in

community halls.

great number of them belong to the migratory labour force whioh is

moving about between the plantations and their home-village.
from that

take

In

no

iixcept

they are organised in trade unions and tribal unions, they

political interest in the

area

they live in.

A great number

of these young men are

Christians who attended services and paid their

Church contribution

long as they were at home.

arrive in the

plantation congregation.

In the towns

the

original population is usually a small minority

great majority are "strangers", as they are called.

difference between these strangers and the

1)

But as soon as they

plantations most of them disappear and do not take part in

the life of the

and the

so

The

plantation labourers is

We mentioned before that in Victoria Division, where most of the
plantations are, we had in 1953 1'859 Males per 1'000 Females.

-3

that

they

others

may

are

migratory.

But the attachments to their own tribal homes

which

"This

the basis

are

is

urban

He writes about these attachments to the

in the Cameroon©.

tribal homes;

Busia^

What J.A.

says about urbanisation in Ghana is certainly also true for
areas

I

he more or less permanently domiciled here, whereas the

stronger than those to the town they live in.

are

o

a

sjiecially marked effect of the kinship ties

of African social

A person's

organisation.

membership of his lineage binds him for ever to the village where his
lineage is localised.

Wherever he may go, however long he may be

he belongs to his lineage town or village.

away,
social

obligations of kinship such

marriages, and divorce,

as

rights and status which

are

as

The economic and

those connected with funerals,

well as political allegiance and jural
also tied up with kinship, keep alive his

attachment to his native town

or

village.

The town dweller does not

neglect his kinship obligations".
in the plantations so also

As

or

village.

Ihxrther, the members of the tribal unions assist

another in many ways?
or

to

find

to the

are very

They keep alive the sentiments of loyalty to the lineage

strong.
town

in towns the tribal unions

employment.

development of

resident

in the town,

1)

Report on

a

2)

Ibid:

15

p.

over

one

litigation, during illness or bereavement,

These tribal associations may be a hindrance
a sense

of civic responsibility by the "strangers"

but they provide,

as

Busia further says

Social Survey of Sekondi-Takoradi. p.

14.

2
,

"a

means

3° Z

whereby people of similar interests?
relationships;
the

control

brought into social

are

and more important still, through

arbitration, and

they exercise over their members, they are potent factors

for the maintenance of lav and

order vithin the tovn.

In this

sense

they form part of the governmental institutions of the Municipality".
If
tribe

on

the

tribal unions

hand

one

keep the members of the

same

together, they tend on the other hand, to deepen or at least to

perpetuate the divisions between the different tribes living in one
and the
he

is

same

place.

If

a

member of the

same

tribe gets into trouble

helped by the other members of his union.

from another tribe is usually refused,

or

But help for

a man

only provided against pay¬

ment, quite often of anlexorbitant character.

The foreman provides

employment for his tribesmen freely but demands bribes from men out-

tribe.^

:side his
ones

The much

fellow ends for

neither

kinsman

a

or

praised loyalty and obligation to help

the average
fellow

African when the

tribesman.

man

in question is

Here the Church

provides

a

bridge covering the wide gap between the members of different tribal
The Ibos

origin.
author

was

Congregation co-operated with the Ibo section of the

Kumba Church.

Church but it
an

the most hated people in the Caaieroons but the

always amazed to see the ways and. spirit in which the bafo

of Kumba Town

towards

are

It
is

is

true that

tribalism is also felt

inside the

equally true that the Church is increasingly helping

understanding of community extending beyond the tribal

boundaries,

1

)

Cases
from

and

known to us were foremen took up

to six pounds in bribes
ordinary labourers seeking employment with wages between four
five pounds a month.
are

v3o

that

We said before

vereon'e membership of his own lineage

a

binds him for ever to the

village where his lineage is localised.

This fact has also

strong influence on the congregations in

urban

not

a

very

Sven if Church members have been

areas.

town for

a

few years

staying in such a

they will still consider themselves

only in town but also in the local congregation.

i-Ibakwa

"strangers"

The example of

building, is almost impossible in an urban area with people

of mixed tribal

origin.

But

sent

by his congregation in

:men

in

the

a

an

School

or

these urban

or a

Church

-

elder may be

backward area to go and visit his tribes-

building at home, and he will get it.
it is

areas

necessary funds for Church and
centres.

Evangelist

plantations or in the towns and to collect money from them

for the Church
in all

as

Supe, where this whole Bakundu town collected the money for a

Church

new

As

Whereas

extremely difficult to collect the

Schoolbuildings to be built in such

"strangers" the Church-members understand themselves to

belong to the congregation in their home-village.
In the urban

the congregation

areas

Sunday services
translation into

language also is

are

possible.
heldj

great problem.

As long as

a.m.

English and at 5
we

in Ibo, at 9 a.m. in Duala with a

p.m.

in English,

refugees from the French

the problem is more complex.

get

an

But in the Flange

usually have people of a lower standard

education and where a great number of

here where you can

a

For example in Kumba town Church three

at 7

congregation of Rumba where

Oameroons live,

a

consists of people with some educational background

solution is always

of

3

If anywhere then it is

experience of what the building of the tower

3o ¥■

of Babel must have meant.

English
find

a

are

Duala, £a3a, Ball, Bsunileke, French and

the main languages understood.

But it is impossible to

language understood by the majority of the members of this

congregation.

Not

even

"pidgin English" is understood by all of them.

During Services it proved to be impossible to sing hymns together.
ve had to order the Church members

to sit

together in the Church

according to the language they understood and they then started singing
in their
were

own

sung

language in turn.

in five different languages.

This shows

urban

iidoeo

jit

So that during one service five hymns

areas.

well to

of the peculiar

some

But

in

difficulties of congregations in

spite of these difficulties

concentrate

ae

much

as

we

think, that

a

Church

possible upon these urban centres,

is from here that changes, political, economic and social come.

And

it

.is here that

the Church has

to

proclaim the one great and all-

important change which came in this world in Jesus Christ.
Par.

26.

The Problem of Church Discipline

The question of how Church
the C&meroonian Church

from the

was

raised with the

nglish Baptist Mission in 1886;

been the uneeasirig concern
W.

Discipline should be carried out in
taking; over of the x^iork

and since that time has

of the missionaries.

iiofer in his enquiry on the Problem of Church Discipline of

the Basel Mission in the

Cameroons1

traced this

problem right to the

very

beginnings of mission work in the country.

1)

has Problem der Kircnenzucht der Easier Mission in iCamerun;

(Manuscript, E.95» Archiv-Bttcherei

He shows

us

Basler Kissionshaus)

how much

1955.

the Home board of the Mission in Basel and the missionaries on

field

the

constantly preoccupied by this question of the right Church

were

Discipline,

The same

difficult to be solved in the right epirit.

so

problems were also treated at great length by H. bteinborn in his book
on

Church

1

The Character of the Church

.

Discipline in the History of the German "evangelical Missions.

The Church is founded by Christ arid is
renewed

through the fact that Christ allows His Word to be preached,

and His Sacraments

be

to

administered, and, through the Holy Ghost,

makes Word and Sacrament so alive
in men,

that faith is aroused and maintained

who since this happens, are themselves called to be witnesses

of Christ.
His

maintained and constantly

church

does not

When
as

a

is united

one

member of

His

in faith with Christ,

body

2

If

.

one

one

belongs to

does not believe, one

really belong to the church.

We cannot

in this

"ecclesla visibllls"
and the other

holy.

connection go

and

into the controversy over the

"tnvlsioilis".

In any

case

one

of which would be worldly

there exists

an

extraordinary tension

between the noble designation used in the Hew Testament to denote the

church, and the
no

wonder that many

used must

lave

distinction is

1)

very

been

murky truth reported by church history.

people could have thought that the descriptions
applied to

a

transcendental entity.

foreign to the Hew Testament,

Yet such

Leipzig 1928. Kapitel 2.: Die Hirchenzucht in der

Basler Mission.

1, Corinthians 12, 12-13.

a

The apostolic community

Die Zirchenzuchfc in der Geschichte der deutschen evangeliechen

Mission;

2)

It is

\

3

best known to us,

better than
to

least to
Christ.

then, suggest that

same

time it

this world.
Its

true that

the

church of

community of Christ is

of the "visible church" which

It is

life in

the admonition not to

in its

own

nature

Christ, and for that

an

put itself on a

par

with

eschatologic&l entity.

reason

It

belongs alone to the new

It lives in separation from the world, not in the sense that it

age.

separates Itself from it, as the Pharisees did,
own

a

stamped the protest&nt understanding of this institution.

The church understands

has

Is

identical with the conception

has gradually

community should be at

a

extent, free from stain for it to be really

At the

wise

no

And yet it is referred

Corinth", "the body of Christ", "the Bride of

We may not,
some

&

in Corinth, was indeed not particularly

one

average Cameroonian community.

an

"The saints in

as

Christ".

in

the

o

but unhessit&tirigly its

peculiar nature makes itself felt.
That does not

become a closed

mean

that

the church should

in

"sectarian" fashion,

community with definite boundaries.

It acts

as

a

missionary and therefore is naturally open to entry from without.

In

spite of its difference from the world, in fact because of it, it
influences the world.

Its work is based

on

the certainty that the

earth, end everything therein, belongs to the Lord, and it opens wide
its door for all

light.

men

who

seek, who ask, and who have not yet seen the

Bvery suggestion, to the effect that at least the communion

table must be

"pure", must be rejected.

emphasises that

a man

Rightly the Hew Testament

must prove himself before he comes to the table

of the Lordbut the individual should do that with

1)

1. Corinthians 11, 28.

a

view to

himself,

3D 7

not

to avoid

of the

a

"staining" of the communion table or

a

"pollution"

It is important to appreciate that this

congregation.

conception of the church knows no subjective emphasising of particular
experiences, gradations of piety, results of sanctification, and the

like,
a

though these things were constituents of the church.

as

question of

of not

a new

attitude of obedience to the call of the Word, and

conforming to this world.

sinful and therefore it
It is

2.

new

It is

to lives

This

attitude is still inherently

new

only out of justification through God.

only in Christ.

How is Church Discipline possible?

Although the church is the permanently new work of Christ through
the Word and the

life,

a

Holy Ghost, it is, as we have seen,

visible church.

isation and in

more

to make certain

reality in this

for this reason It must possess some organ¬

than

one

way,

enter relations with other social

entities, especially with people and states.
also

a

regulations which

are

As organisation it has

binding for its members.

Closely related to these regulations is the question of church discipline.
Is the church to have

a

will and

a

power

of this kind, in that it sets

boundaries, either completely shutting out men from the church or for:bidding them to take part in certain church activities?
In our opinion the Hew
the

1)

one

Testament^

demands church discipline, on

hand where there is any question of gross

Matthew 18,

sins, and,

on the

15 - 17}
see also 7, 6;
Romans 16, 17;
1 Corinthians
5, 2;
2 Corinthians 6, 14;
7, 1;
Theesalonians 3* 6;
1 Timothy
1, 20; Titus 3, 10; 2 John 10 f.

3 of

other in face of heresies.
that not

only Jesus,

Therefore Church
It

we

2

warn us

against judging.

the

danger inherent in the practice of Church

great, ana that disastrous mistakes are possible.

are

must also add

properly,

but also Paul

nothing in

discipline must be practiced without censoriousness.

is clear that

discipline
Ifet

1

This is all the more worth

even

If

we

are

unable to fulfil

a

certain task

do not have the right to push aside the task itself,

we

*

3.

Law and Church Discipline in the Cameroons.

Looking into the Church Constitution of the Basel Mission Church
of

1935^

we

find that the way Church discipline is conceived and under¬

stood there conforms
of it reads

to what

follows:

as

"When

we

a

fellow-Christian falls into sin,

right with kindly temper.

stated in

principle above.

member of the

The heart

community notices that

a

he should first of all try to put him

If he has no success in this, he should

point out the matter to the community's pastor or to one of the elders
so

as

not, by keeping silence, to be an accessary to another's sin.

the leader of
he

should lay

the

If

congregation has spoken to the guilty without success,

the matter before the presbytery.

deliberation is always to

The goal of the

bring the defaulter to realisation and know¬

ledge of his fault".
The

position the Presbyterian Church takes regarding this problem

only differs in
we

a

few minor points.

find it necessary to

To make the Church's position clear

quote the whole part on the "Discipline of the

1)

Matthew 7, If.

2)

1. Corinthians 4, 5.

3)

Betesedi ba mwemba:

Paragraph 141.

3 Qtj

Churoh"

Constitution^.

in the

Tar. 81.

the Church is to help each member to grow

4, 13).

unto "a perfect man" (Bph.

spiritual growth of the members.

82.

in the

discipline in

Discipline seeks the glory of God, the purity of the Church

and the

Par.

The aim of

The

principal means of maintaining discipline and order

congregation are instruction and exhortation based on the Word

of God.

Discipline

may

be exercised in the form of admonition, rebuke,

suspension from the Lord's Supper, loss of rights of membership,

deposition from office and excommunication from the body.
Par.

83.

the local

The Session is responsible for the exercise of discipline in

congregation.

referred to the

Presbyterial Synod Committee and to the District Synod

Committee and General

discipline over
:fere with

or

the Session of

any

Synod Committee.

84.

fallen into

The

review the action of another Session,
one

care

congregation may make suggestions towards the
the Session of another

congregation.

of all disciplined members and of those who have

congregation

are

still

(Matthew 18, 15

-

17).

Those fallen into polygamy but

adhering to the Church should be encouraged to take an active

Constitutions

Paragraph 81

-

All

called to share in the responsibility

seeking and trying to restore in love and humility those who have

gone astray

1)

In difficult cases

polygamy should lie on the heart of the congregation.

the members of the

of

Ho Session should exercise

but the members of its own congregation, not inter-

solution of the matter to

Par.

Where difficulties arise any case may be

86.

3 l

o

part In Church life though they cannot enjoy the rights and privileges
of

The names of excluded members may be read at

membership.

a

public

service, prayer and intercession being offered for their restoration.
Members who have been

suspended from the lord's Supper are still members

of the Church and stand under its

Par.

85.

Re-admission of

an

rules.

excluded member shall take place at a

meeting of public worship, the pastor receiving the member with prayer
and the

right hand of fellowship.

attend catechism instruction for

Such
some

into

communion

fellowship.

Par.

86.

discipline exercised by

The

a

member may be required to

time, before being received again

a

Session upon any member of the

congregation is binding upon that member in all that concerns the

congregation, and if he goes to another congregation the Session of that
congregation must regard him
We stated
of

at

the

as a

member under discipline."

beginning of this paragraph that the Home Board

the Basel Mission and

the missionaries

on

the field

were

preoccupied by this question of the right Church Discipline.
it that

preoccupied them so much?

wrote:

"We

the

majority

can

as

see

Oettli^

in the Cameroons how

a

What was

made this plain when he

Christianity is understood by

the acceptance of a new custom?

fore surrounded with

1)

W,

constantly

Christian life is there¬

fence of orders which are to be

kept.

But very

Werdende Volkskirche in Afrika:
p. 11:
"Wir beobachten es zum
Beispiel in Kamerun, wie das Christentum von den meisten ale eine
neue Sitte verstanden wird, die man anniiamt;
das Christenleben
wird darum mit einem Zaun von Vorschriften umgeben, die es
innezuhalten gilt.
Zum Kern des Evangeliums aber, zum Brgreifen
der sttndenvergebenden Gnade Gottes, wie sie in Christus und seinem
Kreuze offenbar geworden ist dringen verh^ltnismKesig nur wenige
hindurch".
See also Wenger:

Das Gesetz in der missionarischen

tferkundigung: p.6.

J 1.1

through to the heart of the Gospel, to the acceptance of

few break

God's

redeeming grace as it is revealed in Jesus Christ and his Cross".

This is the

general tenor of the great majority of the reports on this

subject.
Let
a

us

remember that many

social institution

Christians conceive the Church as being

analogous to the tribe but endowed with greater

Now we know that for the well-being of the individual and of

power.
the

community in traditional society it was essential that the rul.es

and

taboos, which guided and protected the life of the community, be

followed.

As

the

the Church members
the

new

Church is conceived

apply the

as

analogous to such

rules to her.

same

community through baptism.

a

community,

A man is taken into

After his acceptance into the

Church, the Christian has to take precautions to remain in this new
This he achieves, as mentioned before, by not coming wider

community.
Church

Discipline, by attending Communion

by paying his Church Dues.
a

total

misunderstanding of God's grace and which, even worse, queries

it

is

turned into
As
and

regularly as possible, and

It is clear that this legalism which shows

God's freedom must have been and
Indeed

as

distressing to
a

see

still

is

a

scandal to

the missionaries.

how almost every principle or advice is

law.

the ordinances of the Church become law

taboos of the traditional

analogous to the rules

community, the pastor, as we have shown

before tends to become the "chief" and the elder the "quarter-head" in
the Church.

It

is

clear that

life of the Christian

community

in this way
a

Church Discipline has in the

meaning which should never fall to

312.

its lot.

So

instead of

being the proclamation of God's acts of love in Jesus Christ,

in place of the message of love comes the law;

becomes moral exhortation and the elders'

session resembles

preaching,

a

court of

law.
The

practical problems of Church Discipline centre around four

major points which are:
i.

Taking part in Pagan Religious Activities.

ii.

Adultery,

lii.

Polygamy.

iv.

Church Contributions.

i.

Taking part in Par:au Religious Activities
When

the young

discussing the problems of Church-elders we saw that formerly
Christians had to stand much firmer against the temptations

of their pagan

surroundings than is the case to-day.

only a very small minority it was more difficxLLt to escape the grip

were

of the

ancestors)

this

of

a

escape

societies, the common feasting of the

public occasion than they are now and it
them.

If formerly many Christians came

discipline because of their taking part in such activities, to-day
rarely ever happens.

their
all

were much more

therefore harder to

under

The pagan practices (e.g. the

majority of the community.

ceremonies of the various secret

was

A© the Christians

We know that many Church-members still have

part in the feeding of ancestors and

sorts of

"protective medicines".

many

of them go round with

Borne of the pastors take

a

rather

strong stand against sxich practices but it rarely ever comes to the
point that

some one

is refused the Lord's

Supper for such reasons.

3 I 3

There has boon exception to this during the last few year;-; among the
Bakweris in the costal

fetishism
In

some

by

under

rather strong revival

fetish called Gbas enjoin introduced in

be

many

statistics^

villages.

it has become clear that most of those who came

Discipline, besides polygaraists, had to be disciplined for

sort

of

It sometimes looks

sin, namely the sexual ones.

taken from the reports of 1903

days the Church
under

was

2

arid show

as

if there

ue

suffering from the same problem.

The following

9 members because of polygamy

HJarara the teacher because of adultery
Bonaku 2 elders
Bkom 5 members

because of

polygamy

because of fornication

Baiseng the whole

congregation of 4 members and

7 catechumen all because of adultery and
fornication
h.vasoso 2 teachers and

one

school boy because

fornication

Hofer:

ibid?

p.

117.

Akten Karaerun 1903;

Annual Reports.

but

how already in the early

Discipline in the same years

In Bonamateke

was

The following facts are

*n Biendende the teacher because of fornication

2)

of

put under discipline.

adultery and fornication.

came

a

Adultery.
From

one

who knew

places the majority of the Christians fell for this fetish

and had to

ii.

a

area,

of

3 J*f

Lobethai 33 members most of them because of

Victoria 4 because of hard drinks
and

(echnaps), adultery

magical practices.

In Muea the teacher because of

l*1 Betonde 15 because of
Even

polygamy

adultery

drinking and fornication.

to-day most of the cases come under Discipline because of
A disturbing fact is that most of those who come under

adultery.

Discipline, for the above mentioned reason, are teachers and catechists.
For

a

better

what happens
Brown

understanding of this most strange situation we must know
in traditional society in cases of adultery.

Radcllffe-

writing on important aspects of legal marriage says that one

aspect is "that it gives the husband and his kin certain rights in
relation to his wife and the children she bears.

acquired
these

wife

are

are

different in different systems (of

The

rights so

kinship).

Some of

rights of the husband to the performance of duties by the

(rights in personam) and he accepts corresponding duties towards

her.

He has,

household.

for example, rights to the services of his wife in his

But the husband

usually also acquires rights in rem over

his wife.

If anyone kills or injures her,

her, he

claim to be indemnifiedfor the injury to his rights.

This

may

adultery with

exactly describes the position in traditional Cameroonian society.

Therefore

a

nueband.

teachers

man

who

commits

Often such
or

cases

adultery has to pay damages to the woman's
come

up

iiow in case of

in native courts.

catechists they are looked

at

employees of the Ohurch

as

the Mission and therefore excessive demands

1)

or commits

are

African Systems of Kinship and Marriage:

made

p.

50.

as

or

damages with the

3 jS~

threat
to

to

report them to the Church authorities in case they refused
Not only Pagans but also Christians report them for such

pay.

reasons

of

whereas other cases

session for

The

inquiry.

following is

teacher.

adultery are rarely reported to the

It may be

a copy

taken

oi

as

an

a

accusation of adultery against

good illustration of what

was

a

said

above

"A Serious Misdemeanour."

1.

On Tuesday,

at

about

(date), Mrs. X who is

4 p.m.

ana

a

suckling mother, left the house

did not return home until about 8 p.m.

During this

period of about 4 hours the young baby of about 15 months was left to
starve.

2.

Again

about

on

Wednesday, (date), Mrs. X left our house and the baby at

5*30 p.m. and did not return home until 10.5 p.m.

During this

period of about 4 hrs. 35 minutes the wailing and screaming baby was
left

to

The mother herself

starve.

her breasts

contained not

did not

eat her supper,

and surely

enough milk to give the baby sufficient feed

during the night.
3. On inquiry,

she, Mrs, X, told as that Mr. Y, the Headmaster of ZZZ

School, detained her in his house at the Bausa Quarters (Kuaba) for the
two

4.

odd times

After further inquiry,

friend

ox

hers

them with two

1)

she had been absent

to

she revealed that Mr. Y invited her and another

his house at

bottles of beer,

The husband of Mrs. X
character and

as

a

from home.

After entertaining

the Hauea Quarters.

he Mr. Y requested Mrs. X for a love affair.

was known to the author
faithful Christian.

as

a man

of good

3 l 6

Being Hinder influence oi alcohol, Mrs, X agreed and a promise was fixed
for them to meet

in the same house the

following day,

5. On Wednesday Mrs, X left home about 5.30 p.m.
house at

the hausa

friend W

accompanied her,

Mr. Y first

and went to Mr, Y's

Quarter© in pursuit of their previous promise.

entertained them with a bottle of beer,

Her

and they drank it,

W, the friend of Mrs, X, was left in a waiting place, while Mr. Y and
Mrs.
for

X held
a

exclusive conversation, Mr, X requested my wife, Mrs, X,

an

physical relation.

Y contended that he was

note
She

She told his that she is a suckling mother.
going to manage it.

(£1) arid offered it to her.

Departmental
result

II.

a

sufficient inducement.

accepted the money, and yielded herself to him,
phases

I.

This was

He then produced a pound

legal
the

in
-

a

-

a

of the Case

clear act of misconduct which will undoubtedly

breach of matrimonial

(a) Damages

-

harmony in

another 4 firs,

35 min,

home"*.

endangered the health of ray baby by being

of the baby being starved

cause

our

on

(b) A sexual relation with

for 4 hrs,

on

(date), and

the(date),
a

suckling mother is

an

atrocity.

(c) Haps

-

actionj

also he said, "I will manage it, although you are a

by inducement:- money and drink offered before the

suckling mother,"
III. Civil;-

Adult ery

sgd. by X's husband"

1)

A demand of divorce was presented to the Church authorities soon
after,

2)

We remember that a mother is to abstain from sexual relations
during the time of laetation.
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Apart from the eases of adultery there ore those of die ore or

esila1
are

which

not

will

so

are

a

us

to these

arrived in

a

service

the next

a

man

told

fortunately they

written by the author,

peculiar diifaculties,

"One evening I

plantation where I was to preach and to hold,

that he

came

to

on

while, the husband said:

Service to-morrow

as

I

communion

The husband

greet me and to show me his wife and their

child, she was carrying

little

a

I had just settled dovm In rny quarters when

day,

accompanied by his wife came to pay me a visit.

me

little
a

on

The following example,

numerous.

introduce

problem for the Church.

grave

am

her back.
»I think I

After

we

had spoken for

attend the Communion

may

jxroperly married now*?

I asked him why he

put this question before me and whether he had not been attending the
Communion Service

lately.

After this the following facts

came to

light.
The xuan,
away

engine driver on the plantation railways, had been

an

from his home town for many years.

ment with

a man

who lived in

daughter to live with him.

a

une day he made an arrange¬

town near the

plantation to give hi©

As he was not willing to marry her prop-

:erly (she belonged to another tribeI) according to native customary

law, he did not pay marriage payment but only gave some gift to the
father, as is customary in such cases.
considered ae

For this reason he was not

being properly married and therefore had to be excluded

from partaking in the lord's Supper by
with this first

the Church

2
.

He lived together

wife for several years and they had two children.

1)

Less ex- forms of marriage,

2)

We remember that the Church does not acknowledge a customary
marriage without the marriage payment being made.

3 / f

One year ago

ho made his mind up thai he should now get some children
He sent his first wife back to her father and of course

of his own.

the children went with the

Then he went

payment.

mother, us he had not paid the marriage
visit to his home town from where he

on a

brought his second wife for which he had paid marriage payment and to
which according to customary

law he was properly married.

By doing

this he had also fulfilled the lav/ of the Church and had to be re¬

admitted to the Lord's Table."
iii.

Polygamy,
the

As

problem of polygamy has already been treated we are only

concerned here with the

disciplinary actions of the Church in such

First of all it

cases.

is

important to note that the Church, consider-

:ing the status of the women, "grants membership to women who under the
pressure

of the present social and economic structure of the country

forced to live in such

polygamous

unions''^.

are

On the other hand, as she

disapproves of polygamous marriages, she cannot "accept any polygarnist
member of the

as

a

on

many,

into

Church, though realising that this

particularly on those who married several wives before coming

contact

with the

members of the Church
be

Gospel"
if

2

they

Though polygaaiiste cannot remain

•

are

still adhering to it, they "should

encouraged to take an active part in Church

African Churches
wounds

brings hardship

on

polygamy is for the time being

the body

life"^.
one

As in other

of the greatest

of the Presbyterian Church In the Casaeroons.

1)

Constitution:

2)

Ibid:

par.

87.

3)

Ibid:

par,

84.

par.

87.

Too

3^

many men have
iv.

lost their Church membership for this

reason1.

Church Contributions.
The Finances of the Church as far as they concern us here are

dealt with in the Constitution in the following way:
Par.

96.

It is the duty and privilege of the Church to provide money

required for the purpose of maintaining the ordained and unordained
ministry, and it should be the aim of all congregations to contribute
not

only towards the support of their own work but that of the whole

Church, to help their brethern in the time of trouble and to spread
the

Par.

gospel in other places.
97.

The main income of the Church is derived from Church con¬

tributions

paid by each adult member according to the rate fixed by

the General

synod in consultationv&th the District Synods.
p

These rates of Church contribution were the following in

a) Flat rate:

Forest Area

men

20/-

women

12/-

"

16/-

"

10/-

Grassfield

b) For

wage

24/-

144

179

30/-

180

239

40/-

-

240 and above

1)

M

Rate:

£143

£109

per annum.

earning members:

Income per annum:

In 1954 the author counted 509

50/-

women

of a total of 780

communicant members in the Mamfe Presbytery.

2)

Calendar of the Presbyterian Church

1959s

(Elange Mbu) 1959.

"
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The collect ion of these contributions, should

Church elders v.ith
is

that the

so

perhaps the help of the catcchist.

are

before the pastor for

appear

preparation of the coimaimion service.

people

It is not so that poor

forced to pay their contribution.

should be able to pay

Members in our area

their amount without difficulty.

appear before the pastor who is to admit then to
most

In fact it

great majority of the Church ambers refuse to pay

their contribution until they have to
the

ideally by dene by the

of the Christians pay

So they

the Lord's Table and

their contribution, only under the threat of

There are in fact

being refused admittance to the communion service.

Christians who have to be refused communion because of their
:ness

to

pay

their contribution.

ion fosters the

It is clear that this whole situat¬

feeling that in paying the contribution

communion elements.

unwilling-

one

buys the

Many synod meetings have dealt with this problem,

and

again and again decided that the contribution should be paid to

the

elders

the coming

and. should have

of the pastor to the congregation, but with not much success.

The other grave
is

nothing to do with the communion service and

and much discussed problem is of course whether it

right to discipline a member of the Church by shutting him out from

the lord's Table because he refuses to

Cameroon® Baptist Mission
but from

cases

pay

his contribution!

The

knows no fixed rate of Church contribution

known to the author the financial situation in most

Taylor1

of

their congregations is

an

example of the Church in Bugsnda which shows that similar problems

rather unhealthy,

may be encountered in other

1)

Churches,

John Y,

He writes:

The Growth of the Church in Btigandaf

p.

135.

gives us

that the Church had

3 21

been short
note that

of funds
in West

in 1912.

and South Africa every adult

fixed Church dues;

pay some

"The synod of the following year took

no

Christian

was

bound to

such assessment was imposed in Uganda.

They decided that they did not wish to introduce anything that might
be

interpreted as a religious tax, but proposed the adoption of a

scheme of

"Church Builders",

would be

members

less than

one

become

enrolled, the senior branch undertaking to pay not

rupee per annum

matter of time

in which they hoped that all Church

to Church funds

before the buzirabi,

or Builder's

fund, did in fact

church due which every adult Christian was

a

It was only a

• • • •.

expected to pay.

People who failed to produce up-to-date receipts for buzimbi have
found that
do

a

and

soj

clergyman would not marry them in Church until they could
some

who have died without the receipts among their papers

have been refused Christian burial".

The

question whether it is right to discipline

a

member for not

paying his contribution or not cam be answered in this way?

that some-

:body who does not understand why he should pay the contribution, has
also failed to understand what the Church,

The

is.
as

a

sore

including the Lord's Supper,

point is only that these cases instead of being treated

question of the cure of soul are handled as if they were court

cases,

4* Tribal Ethics and Church Discipline.
When discussing
are

the

Tribal Ethics we mad© out that its main interests

regulation and good order of the community regarding its

continuity.

Or in other words, the strengthening of the vital powers

and their maintenance.

And we further

logically derived from their ontology.

icnow

that good and evil are

Anything that is of service

3ZZ

to

strengthening or maintenance of the vital powers is good?

the

anything that impoverishes or destroys them is evil,
of the individual is therefore
the

aims of the

community

then discussing
areas

we

not I

or

the peculiar problems of congregations in urban

members to

their tribal homes.

often

than

brotherhood.
of the

judged upon whether it conforms with

played in trying their

mentioned the role the tribal unions

more

But these tribal unions

their members together in

rope tying

a

are

quite

tribal

They are, as the following example from the constitution
1

Mbang

the tribal

a

The behaviour

Development Association

2

clearly shows,

an

adaption of

systera to the needs of this changing society.

sfore usually call

themselves development

or

They there-

improvement unions.

Constitution
Mules

and Bye-Laws of the

Mbang Development Association
Title and Office

(a) The

Rule 1,

of the Association shall be "The

name

Mbang Development Association",

(b) The registered office shall be at
or

such other

places as

may

lotabe^

be decided upon

by the Annual Conference of the Association,

(c) This Association is not
Rule 11,

Aims and

a

political party.

Objects

(a) The aims and objects of the Association
shall be

as

follows

t-

1}

Mbang is a tribal area in Mamfe Division,

2)

Some of the features and aims of the Secret Societies

3i

surely returning in these Associations,
lotabe is

a

town in the tribal

area.

are

3 2. 3

To

eecvire

the

complete Organisation in the

Association of all the true nationals of
Mb sing

(b) To

in the Southern Caraeroons.
serve as

the vigorous conscious

organisational vanguard for removing all forms
of

oppression and for the establishment of mutual

understanding among the chiefs and the people and
also the Government,

(o) To

secure

the chiefs of

and maintain the complete unity of

Mbang and the people.

(d) To assist and facilitate in

any way

possible

the realisation of

a

(e) To support

Government of the day in the

any

united

Mbang#

Southern Cameroon© and to call upon

the Government

for assistance when the Association deems

it

expedient#

(f) To

see to

the construction of road and bridges

with steel irons from Totabe via

Ntenmbang to Eyang.

(g) To regulate the regulations and to settle disiputes between Chiefs and subjects and between one
member and another

by amicable agreement wherever

possible.

(h) To provide for members

any or

all the following

benefits:

(1) Belief in sickness, accident, disablements
and distress.

(11) Funeral expenses if
1)

Where it joins the main road Kuiaba

-

any.

Mamfe.
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(111) Legal advice and legal assistance where
necessaxy

in connection with their organ¬

isation.

(i)

To

(j)

The promotion of Legislation in the interest of the

see

to modify our customs.

Association.

(k)

Generally to promote the material, social, economical

and educational welfare of the members in any
which the Annual Conference may

expedient.
sons

Rule 111.

and

lawful manner

from time to time deem

And also to award scholarships to promising

daughters of Mbang for secondary education.

Membership.

(a)

The Association is open to all sons and daughters of

Mbang at home and abroad.

(h)
one

The entrance fee shall be five shillings per man and

shilling

per woman.

pence per man
We
tribal

see

The monthly dues shall be six¬

and threepence per woman.

that this union tries,

in the

is

us

in this connection is, that as assis¬

only provided for the tribal brother, good and evil lose their

value outside the tribal bonds.
the

the traditional

system, to secure and to maintain the complete unity of the tlibe

(Rule 11.c). The fact that interests
tance

same way as

For

example, in spite of the Constitution of

Mbang Development Association's assent Mto support any Government of

the day in the Southern Cameroons,"

regulations of his tribe

are

for the common man the rules and

the only valid ones for him.

Therefore

3

to serve

a

prison sentence in Her Majesty's Prison, for whatever

offence, has usually
home*
were

no consequence

On the contrary cases

are

known to the author, where festivals

been astonished to see that, when discussing

practical problems of Church Discipline, we only dealt with four

points, namely:

taking part in Pagan Religious Activities, Adultery,
The four of them pose new ethical

Polygamy and Church Contribution.
problems for

a man

ethical behaviour
ever

for the delinquent in his tribal

organised to receive such ex-prisoners back in their tribal homes,
The reader may have

the

2.r

becoming a Christian.
are

All the other points of

dealt with in the traditional way.

It rarely

happens that a Church member is disciplined for something not

contained in the four

illustrates this:

points mentioned above.

A Church

The following example

elder, who was a member of the General

Synod, was sentenced by a Magistrate Court to pay a substantial fine
for smuggling and dispensing forbidden drugs,

livery body felt sorry

a

with him that he had to pay

such high fine, but nobody

whether such a man was

still to be tolerated

member of the Church's

highest ruling body.

Par.

1,

as

a

ever

Church

queried

elder

or

as

a

29. Nationalism and the Presbyterian Church

Political Development,
Rationalism in the Southern Caaeroons

movement

only after the Second World War.

started to become

a

powerful

Apart from a few intellect-

iuals, it was spread mainly by Caaerooni&n ex-soldiers who had seen

a

good deal of the world said who, after all, felt that it was high time
that

they should govern their own country.
What Dp, Marcel Bebey-Syidi.

a

French Cameroonian medical practit-
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:loner said in

a

paper

read before the All-Africa Church Conference

certainly also holds good for the majority of the Nigerian and Camer¬

Ex-Soldiers,3"

oon! an

nationals in the war

He said;

"The part played by the colonial

effort, on the field of battle as well as in

production activities at the rear, was unquestionably the first sign
of

our

political awakening.
is true that black and

It

in the world war of

numbers
at

all

comparable.

yellow troops also took part in great

1914-18# but the two situations

not

While in the earlier war the European mother

countries remained untouched or
whole of western Europe,
Iberian

are

only partially occupied, this time the

with the exception of Great Britain and the

peninsula, was invaded and conquered by Hitler.

Still more

serious, the invasion was not limited to military occupation and the
economic
is

pillage which followed.

science which
It

was

It set in motion a crisis of con-

put what is called Western civilisation in danger.

then that the blacks emerged

from the bush, often with bare

feet, to enroll themselves voluntarily in the free French troops of
General de Gaulle.

They

saw

They marched side by side with their white masters.

them suffer from hunger and thirst like themselves, wounded or

killed like themselves.
men

were

They crossed lands inhabited by other white

and realised that there were

wretched and

also, as among blacks, white men who

poverty-stricken.

They were welcomed with open arms

by French families and wondered if this was really the same white race
they had seen represented in the colonies.

1)

The Development of Political Consciousness in Africa and the
Churches' Responsibility,
In
March 1959. Ho. 19«
p. 1-9*

Background Information?
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all, they had the feeling of being the liberators of

But above

their masters who had in turn been dominated by other

nothing could take this feeling away from them.
illiterate and

rid of their

masters, and

Those black men,

untutored, full of an ingrained inferiority complex,

back throe

came

^

or

lour years

later transformed, taught by experience,

inferiority complex, regarding their former masters

certainly not as equals but simply as men more privileged than the

blacks, but nonetheless just as much men.
revolt

secession in the

or

brothers what
men

are

the

They did not stir up

villages, but they told their astounded

they had seen and done, demonstrating conclusively that

same

all

over

the world.

Thus, and often without intending to do so, the former combatants
contributed
the

greatly to the development of a political consciousness and

political awakening of their compatriots".
Further to this nationalistic

feeling®

were raised

Nigeria, which was more advanced than the Cameroons.

from Eastern

As we will

remember, the two provinces (Cameraoris and Bamcnda Province) formed
up

to 1954 part of the Eastern Region of Nigeria,

Southern Cameroon®

"But although the

has, from the day that it came under British

administration, had close contacts with the Eastern Region of Nigeria,
basic

ethnical differences

festered
This

a

desire for

desire became

so

Conference of 1954 Her
Cameroon® should

and

a

different historical

separation and existence

as

a

separate entity.

strong that at the London Constitutional

Majesty1s Government agreed that the Southern

separate from the Eastern Region and enjoy a limited

degree of self-government within the Federation of

1)

background have

Introducing the Southern Cameroon®:

p.

23-24.

Nigeria1",

The

©lections to the Eastern

Region House of Assembly were won under the

slogan "away from the Eastern legion" by the Kamerun national

Congress1

(K.B.C.) against the government party of the Eastern Region, the Rational
Nigeria and the Cameroons (N.C.N.C.).

Council of

that the Cameroone should remain with the East.

The latter claimed
This

was

the first
o

step, the second one was to follow in 1959*
to

ask for

the other
the

Since "the N.P.C#

decided

self-government for the Northern Region in 1959 said to join
parties in pressing for independence for Nigeria in

1960"^,

question for the Ceaeroonions, whether they should join into an

independent Nigeria or not, was pressing for on answer.
The alternative to

joining in with an independent Nigeria was the

reunification of the two

Cameroon©^.

There

was

a

strong political

party in the Cameroons under French trusteeship, the Union des
Populations Caneroimaises

(U.P.C.) which

very

strongly favoured the

reunification, but it was declared illegal in both territories because
of its

of terrorist methods and its

use

The whole

alleged communist leadership.

population was divided over this question*

At the

beginning of 1959 in the elections to the Cameroons House

of Assembly the Government Party,

an

alliance of K.N.C. and K,P»P.

(Kamerun People*s Party) held that the Cameroons should join in with
the Federation of

1)

Nigeria, whereas the Opposition Party K.N.D.P.

It is interesting to note that the three major political parties,
K.N.C#, E.P.P., K.?: .P.P. all use the name Kaaerun in in the German

spelling.

2)
3)

Northern People's Congress;
Region of Nigeria.

Government Party of the Northern

Report of the Commission appointed to enquire into the fears of
and the means of allaying them;
p. 3,

Minorities

4)

The French Cameroons are granted independence in I960 as well.

3 2.

9

(Kanerun national Democratic Party) won the elections with its policy
of reunification with the other

Everybody was now expecting the new Government in power

Trusteeship.
to take

part of the Cameroon© now under French

steps to introduce this reunification.

Government Ministers visiting

Yaounde1

But apart of some

not muoh was done.

Meanwhile the political desintegration in the French Cameroons is

progressing and there were riots all over the country.
of

Ghat the result

plebiscite, which is to be held under the supervision of the United

a

What interests

nations, will be, is difficult to make out.
that

feelings

is the

cane

are

us more

is

not so much stamped by nationalistic emotion as this

in other

parts of Africa.

It is not our task to investi-

:gate whether the reunification of the two Cameroon© would be preferable
to remaining in
this

the Federation of higeria,

political evolution, is its temper.
Colonial Government the

under

a

years

has been

economic

a

What interests us most in
Compared with other countries

political development of the last few

fast running cno in comparison with the technical and

advances of the

country.

(Why this technical and economic

development started rather late, in comparison with the neighboursFrench Cameroons and Calabar is also not our concern
the new Constitution of 1954 gave

7 members and

legislative

a

an

Already

Executive Council of

House of Assembly of 24 members which had the same

powers as a

the Cameroons

the territory

here.)

was

self-governing Region.

The Commissioner of

responsible to the Governor-General of the 'federation

*

of

Nigeria "lor the administration of the territory and acted in

accordance with ouch
General

1)

general or specific directions as the Governor-

might give him.

These changes paved the way for further

Capital of the French Caneroons.
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advance and as

a

result of

ional Conference ol
Cameroon©

1357,

Introduced

was

decisions reached at the London Constitut¬
a new

on

Constitution for the Southern

.lay 15th, 1358, which has brought into

oeing the form of Government that exists to-day.

There is now

provision for an enlarged House of Assembly consisting of 26 elected
members,

3 ex-officio members, 2 special members and a speaker.

electoral regulations
universal

adult

ial majority.

powers

are now

provide that members are to be elected by

suffrage"•

unofficial members

as

Sew

"The Executive Council now consists of 5

against 3 ex-offioio members, and has

an

unoffic¬

The Commissioner continues to preside hut his reserved
only equivalent to those of Governors of non-self-

governing regions, and the Council is the principal instrument of policy
for the Southern Cameroon©.

The country has now a Premier and. four

Ministers, who are charged with responsibilities by the Commissioner,
and control the

Departments of Government which are provided for in the

Southern Cameroon®

ible to Ber

estimates",

Majesty's Government for matters within the competence of

the Southern Cameroon©

ies

is now

Government

discharging his responsibilit¬

continues to

be responsible to the

Commissioner".1
With all this

gone a

1)

and in

styled the High Commissioner for the Southern Cameroon©.

The Commissioner of the Cameroon©

High

"The Governor-General remains respons¬

we

see

that the political evolution has already

good way and that tutelage and paternalism have disappeared.

Introducing the Southern Cameroon©;

p.

24.
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In fact nationalists have very little to
the

complain about this side of

.But there is another siae where feelings are runn-

development,

Jing high and that is the problem of Camerooniaation.
meant the

handing over to Cameroonians of senior service poets at

We have already said that political

present held by Europeans,

development is going ahead at ouch a speed, that
also regards

ment

by this is

an

the personal is Impossible,

organic develop¬

This applies to

nearly all the Government Departments, as much as to the 'trading Pirns
and Plantations

shows that

and last

education in

but not least to the

Churches'1',

general and higher and technical education in

particular have been neglected for far too long
and" Whites"

friction between "Blacks"
of

Cameroonisation;

do not

many

want to

All this

has

its

a

Most of the

time.

origin in this problem

because on the one hand there

are

Europeans who

give way to Africans and on the other hand there are too

Africans who think themselves able to dc

a

job without

being

qualified to do it,
2,

Church and hation
It

the

in

some

a

is

clear- that the Church,

time members of

a

sterile atmosphere but

being made up of members who are at

political community, is not living her life
in the contrary is affected by all those

developments which take place in the political, social and economic
field of this community,

«e

said beiore that we thought it wise that

the mission made the Church stand on her

own

feet

independence was being granted to the country,

before

political

The following article,

commenting the birth cf the Presbyterian Church, will be well understood

1)

It may be oi interest to know that the Roman Catholic Mission had
in 1958s
88 European Priests and Sisters, against 5 African Priests,

6 African Sisters and seven African
Southern Cameroonsj
p, 90).

Brothers,

(Introducing the
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against the background tgLveu above, and is in its way an interesting
statement

if it contains mistakes and does not give full justice

even

situation;**"

to the actual

"The Christian Missions
I was

delighted to reaa the recent announcement concerning a new

church constitution which the Basel Mission in Southern Cameroons

introduce,

proposes to

it, the Basel Mission promises to abandon its traditional

Under
aversion to

devolving responsioiiity to African priests and also

promises xo do ail in its power to train Oameroonians abroad ior
executive posts
The

in the priesthood.

announcement

ior the grievous

welcome

is

is

shame that

a

ii

it

is

a

belated atonement

neglect which church work in the territory has

suffered at the hands of
It

even

the Christian Missions,
alter

a

whole half" century

of raissionary

activity in the territory, white priests still find it convenient to
make themselves
have

well in training

done so

holy prophet;
xor

maine

eyes

the face of

"indispensable" while their counterparts in Nigeria
Nigerians that they could

say

with the

"Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in peace,
have

all Thy

seen

the salvation which Thou has prepared before

people •••••"

Yes, white Missionaries in Nigeria are completing their assignment,
Their achievement
saries

in the Cameroons,"

What
shall

1)

ought to be a source of inspiration to white mission-

is the Church's

responsibility towards the State?

Before

try to answer this question, let us briefly enquire into the

Daily Times;

September 25th 1957. p. 6.

we

iii

position the Basel Missionaries held in respect to the State in the
Cameroons.

One of the reasons way the English Baptist Mission

handed her work

over

to the Basel Mission was Because she was uawill-

sing to continue her work in a country that had just
domination*

The Basel Mission,

come

which had her missionaries mostly

coming from Germany and from Switzerland, took over.
therefore had
missionaries.
the Oameroons,

a

under German

German Government

and

Up to 1314 we

German majority among the

a

After 1322 the first missionaries who came hack to
now

under the British Government,

soon

after the German missionaries

some

of them who had even been there before 1914.

tensions between Britain mid

were

Swiss*

But

allowed buck to the Cameroon®,

were

Up to 1339 all the

Germany may be followed in the relationship

between Mission and Government

in the Cameroon©.

Germans had been interned that

a

better

It was

only after the

relationship between the Uwiss

missionaries, who had remained on the field, and the Government became
possible.
The
on

the

question is now whether this political past has had any impact

Presbyterian Church's position towards the titate?

luckily enough no.

we may say

In general the Christians, particularly the younger,

educated, ones are politically olive.

this statement may be under¬

lined by the facts that already two pastors of our Church,
>

?

r-

the itev. Chi

hangsen and the Pev, Ando-Seh were members of the executive oi the
Southern Cameroon© Government
members

oi the House of

and that

a

number of Christians

are

Assembly.

We have asked two Church

members, whom

Paul, to answer us- the following questions:

we

shall call Peter and

3 3 4

1.

What
new

2.

will the legal position oi oj? Church la she
State jo?

Will the Jhureh have any
and

influence

policy of the country?

12

yea,

on

the development

in which way?

that la the Christians posit ion towards the State?

3.

Should ho

4. Should

join in the upbuilding of it?

Christian

a

ao

everything the State orders him to?

later:

1,

"The Caaeroono is moving

last towards the status oi

an

autonomous

State

perhaps within the British Common Wealth oi li at ions and the time

is

longer far distant when this her birth-right will be conceded her.

no

Liodem Statesmen unci

keligionioto have learnt much iron pact history,

they have learnt and must continue to learn to avoid the mistakes which
were made

at

the time when

between the Church

una

men

aid not define

the state.

in iugli&h history was when

clearly the relationship

2he most fatal oi

these mistakes

attempts were made in Parliament to

legalise the Anglican Church and to bring about the uniformity oi
Church.
oi the

This gave birth to much religious intolerance and dissension

The result was that there were many civil wars

highest order.

and some oi" the

dissenter© like the Pilgrim Pothers left hngland for

Amerioa whore they would bo free to worship Cod in
The suture Comoroons state will not

Church will continue to

manely
first

:ance,

the

-

a

accomodate this

they liked.
ez*ror.

Our

our

-

..reedom of worship is almost one of the

government grants the governed.

I am sure that

way

enjoy the statue it now enjoys harmoniously

freedom of worship.

concessions

the

With this

aseur-

Church will grow healthily and breathe freely

33 r

in

an

atiaosphere of tolerance aril on the other hand the attitude of

the Cameroons State towards the different
ours

in

Churches in general and

particular will he largely influenced by our Ohurohe•s atti-

:tude towards

the State,

2. The Church will have this influence directly and indirectly.
various

political parties that form the different Governments at

different

stages of a Nations growth shout

'One God' as one of their

During electioneering campaigns emphasis is always laid on

slogans.

for the believers in Jesus,

voting only

;ful candidates is always made up
Churches of God.
Lord will

Under such normal circumstances,

will be based and such

all the storms

The Christian

A majority of the success-

of men belonging to the various

ultimately farm the loundation

Government
endures

a

on

the fear of the

which the policy of the

Government

becomes

indirect
will open

on

the State.

This is the

Directly, the Church

schools which will develop the citizens morally, mentally

physically and above all, the Church's prayers and preachings will

Country.

guidance and peace which will give birth to a healthy

This means that such a country will have a sound policy and

all-round

development.

3. The Christian's position towards the state is clear,
would-be Cameroons State the Christian will be
State all
to

collapsing.

spirit will abound and guide them during their parlia¬

influence of the Church

invite God's

an

stable and

and stresses of the times without

mentary debates and in otner spheres of State-duties.

and

The

in a may-be or

part and parcel of the

being under the canopy of God's protecting wings.

He has

participate actively in the affairs of the State and obey both the

3 J 6

State

Therefore

and Christian Laws

a

Christian who

enjoys the

respect of being tolerant and peace-loving, oust regard it his duty
not

position (if he happens to be a legislator) to bring

to use his

undue influence to bear on the Government.

The Christian must for-

:get religious differences, he must avoid the mistake of India and
Pakistan and work conscientiously as a member of the State for the
welfare of all the members of the State.

4.

Jesus Christ,

the head of the Christian Church, had answered this

question in advance for us when he said, Give unto Caesar what is
Caesar's

and

give unto God what belongs to God".

best understand this

days that
asked

were

refused

can

by flashing his mind back to the good old Roman

after the death of Christ.

came

The Christian

The subsequent Apostles

by the Roman authorities to give up Christianity but they

and

triumphed at last even after threats,

mass

imprisonment,

persecution etc. had been employed as weapons to check its rapid

But they honourably did their duties to God and the State.

spread.

The modern Christian should do likewise,"
Paul;

1.

"The future is all unknown,

the moment
soons

to

ascertain the

in the near future.

forms of

seem

place

our

legal position of

our

to

like Characters

as

in

an
our

as

the ultimate

all
con-

there is all likelihood that our politicians

learn much of her great

Church

Church in the Gamer-

Since the British Government respects

religions, and above all recognises God

stroller of the universe,
who

consequently, it is rather doubtful at

democratic principles may also

important instrument in the moulding of Christ¬
citiaens.

If therefore

our

Church does not
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interfere with the
stands

political aspirations of the Gaiaeroonians, "but

only on the grounds of evangelising her peoplef and if our

country is led by men of exceptional character and determined purthen the legal position of our Church in the ne?/ State may¬

tpiose,
be well

2.

secured#

Yes, to some extent.

influence

on

The Church

the social development

as a

body may have some

of the country, but may have

nothing to do with the governmental policy of the country.

By the

opening of schools, maternity homes, hospitals etc. she may be able
to

bring many souls to Christ.

the IIew State may
ments

With such alias in view, I believe

support and possibly finance such social develop¬

.

3. Every group of people united into a State, has three characterist:ics.
and

Firstly, the group is organised;

secondly it is political

thirdly it is regulated or ordered by laws which all the citizens

must

The position of the Christian towards the State is there-

obey.

store clear in that he
the State

and should

also

as

a

citizen of the State is

join in the up building of it.

a

member of

At Church, at

School, in most Christian gatherings the doctrine of Christ teaches
him the Importance
chance of his

of good citizenship and this I hope would be a fair

showing others the need for unity and brotherly love.

4.

Except where the orders of the state are contrary to the teachings

of

Christ, a Christian,

(who is also

a citizen

everything the State orders him to do.
that

are

Caesar's

and to Cod the

of the Btste) should do

Render to Caesar the things

things that are Cod's"

33 ?

of two Cameroonian

These statements

have

been away from

never

elementary teachers, who

West Africa, show that they have quite a

good understanding of the Church1 s place and function in the State.
And

of our Church members take

indeed many

ical life.

It

had bound
the
as

of the needs of the whole nation.

aware

We

forget that these national units in Africa are the

never

creation of

active part in polit¬

will, of course, need some time until the political

consciousness becomes
should

an

they are the tribes which the colonial powers

Europeans;

together under

one

administration.

From what

we

know about

strength of tribal ties we can imagine that it is not to be taken
a

the

matter of

that

course

interests of

Church has been

a

a

Mukwiri of Victoria ."Division should defend

hunyangi in Maafe Division.

pioneering in fostering these mutual responsibilities

in that

the richer Presbyteries have had to

in that

one

short.

In this sense the

help the poorer ones, or

Presbytery had to provide staff for another

one

which was

At the time when the Basel Mission Church became the Presby-

iterian Church

we

were

wondering whether this would make any difference

regards the willingness of Lay-Christians to take over charges and

responsibilities in the Church.
lost
was

no

now

opportunity to remind Church members that the responsibility
all their

Church life.
in

some

The word
of Rev.

It is clear that the missionaries

areas

own

and that they should take a more active

Certainly the
led to

new

situation has had its influence and

great efforts, mainly in the financial domain.

patriotism came up and was even used in Church.
A.

part in

An. appeal

Su, the Secretary of the General Synod, to young people to

go to the Catechist Training Institution is a good

example of this.

3 3

He

writes:1

It

is

"The word

"patriotism" is a very good and useful word.

word Heard almost

a

daily from the mouth of

people and

many

The word conveys the idea of seeking to

especially young people.

"preserve its own", it may "be seeking to preserve the life of the
group such as
the word

be used in the same

can

to preserve

the family, the tribe or the nation.
to

sense

For Christians
the idea of seeking

express

the continuity of the life of the Church.

Have we ever

thought of such a thing like "Christian Patriotism"?
Christian Youth in the Southern Cameroons have
towards the Church to which

a

Why not?

Does

patriotic feeling

they belong in order to work for the

continuation of the life of the Ghurch of Christ?
The

lands.
What

Gospel has been brought to us by the Christian Youth of other
Here is the Church among us,

do we think about

Church

we

Have we realised that

Does

call of God comes,
or

institution.

as

a

means

belong.

the Youth of the

as

to

come

us

to serve

When God calls a person to do something

of

belong to the Christian Youth to whom the

You have had your education in
You belong to the Church of God.

a

Christian school

He wants to use

Will you rather choose to think only
continue in their

of

your

personal interest

ignorance of God*s love?

You have

Messengerj
Organ of the Presbyterian Church in the Cameroons:
1959, No. 10.

October

you

conveying the understanding of the Gospel of Salvation to

and allow others to

1)

we

expects the person to obey.

You who read these lines

others.

the call of God not

proclaiming the Gospel?

for Him He

Church to which

ought to do something, our own share of responsibility in the

service of the Church?

Him in

it?

a

S H-o

been reading

about the Seminary where they train those who go out to
It needs young Christian patriots

evangelic© the country lor Christ.
like you,

to serve in the continuation of the life of the Church.

When God called young Samuel he said,

And when He asked "Whom shall

heareth".
Isaiah

which

said, "Here am I, send me".
to you to

comes

to your own

be observed on the

Eoveiaber 1957

send"?

the young prophet

What is your answer to God*s call

proclaiming the Gospel of salvation

i

decided that

a

"Presbyterian Church Day" should

13th November of every year.

lor it was

on

the 13th

that the new constitution of the Church in the Gamer oons

The Hovember issue of the Church paper (Messenger) is

adopted.

full of

serve Ilim in

we

countrymen?"

The General Synod

was

"Speak Lord, lor Thy servant

articles, all written by Cameroonians, about the significance of

this Presbyterian
will give us

an

Quotations from some of the articles

Church Day.

impression of how much this new status of the Church is

pressing its members to take up
S.h.

Utudor writest

their responsibility.

"The Presbyterian Church shall observe this

day for the lirst time on Friday, the 13th November, 1959*

On this

day the Church should render thanks to Almighty God for the coming of
the

Gospel to this country and for continuous sustenance, yet there is

still much

room

for improvement

daily.

We should also express our

deepest gratitude to the Basel Mission Authority who brought the Gospel
here and led

should device

1)

us

well to

means

become

and ways

independent.

The Church as

a

living one

of evangelising those in all the villages

General Synod meeting in Mamfej

minutes April 1959*

>3*/

which have not
should be

yet received the word of God,

paid to Evangelistic Work on the day.

will be realised
areas

on

the day

should best be used in evangelising the

On the 13th Rovember this year we

of Christ

fertile soil

sown

in our hearts have not

(Ik 8, 4-15)

is the time we also

reached.

can

make

-

a

is the time we

fallen

on

stony ground but

We shall know them by their works.

new

and the unfortunate

This

shall celebrate its

This is the time we can prove to the world that the

challenge to us.

Overside"**

independent, and

For true lovers of this country, this is

second anniversary.

on

grown up to be

know, it is now called the Presbyterian Church in the

Cameroons,

seeds

Cur Basel

"But now the turning point has come.

Mission Church in the Caraeroons has
all

of the history of the

after giving a short sketch

Church, writes:

we

Collections that

untouched",
R.M, Rtoko.

as

Particular attention

ventures for expansion work
where the

areas

can

This

in the

Gospel of Christ lias not

offer more generously

for the work

of God",
J,!, kancho,

"Quite

comparing the Church Bay with the Rational Bay, writes:

unlike the celebration of the Rational Bay,

children and interested citisens

perform sports and receive prises,

listen to great speeches made by the
of Christ

during which school

Ruling Authorities, all followers

shall attend Church services,

visit the sick, do open air

evangelisation, in fact help to bring the good tidings to as many people
as

1)

possible".

Then he goes on writing about the Overside:

Overside is the untouched area of the Marnfe Division.
gee Map Bo, 3«

"Our Church

3 H- 2.

has

determined to listen to that call ringing through

and the souls

yelling and yawning for the "Bread of Life", the "?/ord of

Shall we

God", which we have received in abundance.
work of love and allow these souls to

and march to the Overside
a

so

distance do wonders by way

perish?

to spread the

as

grow weary

Shall we resign our jobs
Gospel there?

appealing to all brethren

:ially to those who are blessed to possess some money from
source

to

donate very

and

wine, for the sake ox these people.

them mere subsistence

And
"The

as

any

good

Please remember that there will be

brethren who shall desert their homes

or

more espec-

cheerfully and substantially on this 13th day of

part of the country in I960.

in cash

We can from

Your donations will help to send a preacher to this

November, 1959.

and

in the

of prayer and free donations in kind and in

This Church is therefore

cash.

the dense forest,

in kind,
the last

relations, their land of corn
Let us do our bit by giving

by way of some sort of real free-will offering,

on

this 13th day of November, 1959"•

quotation, a few words out of Rev. A. Su's article:

present position of the Church implies much more work and real

responsibility.

Each member of this Church has to recognise and

•understand what

self-responsibility means.

in carrying the

Gospel to others who have not heard it before, and to

It just means hard work

give freely and willingly for the work of the Church.
has
it

As this Church

passed through its missionary-stage and has become self-responsible,
should open up

its own Mission-fields in order to fulfil her calling".

These tire new words

from Cameroonians I

Because up to now

it was

usually the missionaries who were pressing for missionary actions of
the Church;

and it was usually very hard work to convince a Presbyterial

3 #3

Synod to send catechists and evangelists into
But

it

seems

that with the

untouched area.

"independence" of the Church not only the

self-consciousness but also the
is

an

self-responsibility is growing.

It

certainly very enjoyable to see how the Church gradually becomes

aware

of

its

responsibility towards her surrounding.

ments of Peter and Paul we see that

Church has to have

an

impact

on

From the state¬

both of them do realise that the

the State, through preaching, prayers

and

through "schools which will develop the citizens morally, mentally

and

physically" (Peter) on the one hand, and through the individual

Christian who
of it"

on

Christian
the

as

citizen of the State "should join

a

the other hand

(Paul).

in the up building

"At Church, at School,

in most

gatherings the doctrine of Christ teaches him (the citizen)

importance of good citizenship and this I hope would be a fair

chance of his

showing others the need for unity and brotherly love"

(Paul).
how let us

for

Christian action:

Homes}

a

moment

review these various

possibilities of

Preaching, Prayer, Schools, Hospitals and Maternity

are these not

exactly the forms of worship and institutions

imported by the European missionaries into Africa?
that
we

when

discussing the problems of "Tribal Ethics and Church Discipline",

established that Church

dealt with four

points:

Discipline in the Cameroons usually only

"Pagan Religious Activities", "Adultery",

"Polygamy" and "Church Contributions".
were

new

let us also remember

elements of ethics for

a man

And that the four of them

becoraing

a

Christian.

We will also remember how much the tribal structure is
hold on the individual

arid how it is

even

having

a

trying to adapt itself to the

3W

But there is

third agent, which we usually call

new

situation.

the

impact of "Western Civilisation", with its various branches as:

Government Authority, Party

a

Politics, Courts and Prisons, Administrat-

:ion, Labour Legislation, Education, Hygiene, Trade with its Western
Money-Economy and Technical Development, Trade Unions and Strikes, to

only the major ones.

name

third

Seeing the ever increasing impact of this

agent, we must now re-ask the question, as to what the Churches1

responsibility towards State and people is?
the necessary

Is the Church able to give

guidance to her members who are involved in Politics,

Trade, Administration?

As we have seen, the Church members are usually

politically alive and we think that J.V. Taylor's fears that
Jion of

a

soparat-

religion and society, which ?/ould as he rightly states, be

clean contrary to

all African tradition and feeling, will to

degree apply to the West-African

a

lesser

situation.1
o

But
is

1)

the

involved

problem lies somewhere else.

The Problems in which Africa

to-day, through this third agent, are so revolutionary that

He writes:

"It would be

a

disaster ior Africa at this time if

those who are politically aware, and actively engaged in shaping
their society, begin to drift away from the Church, in which so

of them have grown up, feeling that it is unsympathetic and
condemnatory in its attitude towards their endeavours.
There is
in many countries a danger of this happening to an extent
unparaielled even in Europe,
But such a separation of religion
and society would be clean contrary to all African tradition and
feeling.
Here religion has always been thought of as permeating
and supporting all the econosaic and social activities of men, and
especially as the source of the rulers' guidance and strength".
Christianity and Politics in Africa:
p. 19-20.

many

2)

This applies of course to all the countries which are in this

rapid social change situation.

they have

no

had revolutions
have

The reader

parellel in history.
in

may say;

but we

yes

It is certainly time that revolutions

Europe tool

brought about great changes in the western world throughout the
Think of the Reformation, the Trench Revolution, Communism,

centuries.

the Atomic Ago.
Luther and

Jut there is one great and important difference;

Calvin, Voltaire and Rousseau, harx and Engele, Curie and

Einstein, they all grew out of this western civilisation.
their

Even if

thoughts brought about Revolutions,they still grew out of their

surrounding which kept them in an organic continuity with our common
western past.
centuries
was

And this our common western past is a period of many

during which the life of the community and of the individual,

deeply permeated by Christianity in its various forms.

sity, whether we like it or not, provided the basis
revolutions mentioned above became
remarks that

possible.

on

And D.h.

Christian-

which those

Mama1

"a considerable number of scholars have been at

rightly
pains to

point out to modern western man that h© is not as free from religion
as

he had

thought.

Sr. Tavmey'a study, Religion and the Rise of

Capitalism, affords a reminder that Protestant ethics were of prime
importance in moulding the economic life of modern Europe and America,
It indicates how

capitalism has as its base certain unacknowledged

religious ideas derived from Christianity which, if lost, spell
disaster".

2

If these several
be understood in the

aspects and branches of our own culture can only

light of

our

past, how have they then presented

1)

Western Culture and Philippine Life:

2)

See also:
max weber:
Die Protestantische Bthik und der Deist
des Rapitalisiaus.
Ernst Troeltsch:
Die Sosialiehren der
Christ lichen Kirch en.

p.

387.
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themselves to

people who had no historical link with it whatsoever?

Again Kama's statement is of interest to us.
can

He

says^j "cultures

present themselves to their neighbours$. in the period of their

growth, as cultural wholes or integrated ways of life.
of

Sr.

In stages

disintegration, the cultural elements travel by themselves.
loynbee's

relevant

analysis

2

of this, on which the following is based, is

The moot easily detachable ♦flake' of

to our purpose.

culture is

economic

its

human nature;

a

side, where man exerts his power over non-

and the second most easily detachable flake is

political, where nan exerts his power over his fellow-human beings.
In the cultural core which remains
there may

after these have been removed,

toe distinguished three further layers of flakes, the

linguistic, the intellectual and the artistic, which, if they be

When cultures collide,

removed, bare the religious nucleus.
assaulted culture
the order of the
Ae

ion of
in

accepts new elements in this order, that is, in
ease

Westerners
own

our

principle

or

we

of

flaking".

know

something about the state of disintegrat¬

culture, and whether we agree with Toynbee'e thesis
not, we have seen how these flakes of our own culture

have been introduced and in many cases

had

no

common

true that

an

historical bases with

because of this

superimposed to peoples who

us.

And it is

state of disintegration

certainly also

of our

own

culture

the various cultural flakes have been detached from the cultural whole
and travelled
And this

by themselves.
leads

us

to the crucial

1)

Ibid;

2)

A Study of History5

p.

point, namely that we have in

388-389.
Vlllj

p.

498-499.

3

our

situation three powers,

the traditional society, the Christian

Church and the secularised flakes of western

extremely difficult to reconcile.
he says

Toynbee is surely correct when

side, where man exerta his power over nun-human nature. As

the assaulted culture
ease

of

accepts these secularised flalr.es in the order

flaking, it is this side of our western culture which

But, and this is most important, as these

impresses Africans most.
flakes travel

on

their own,

they are also accepted without their

ethical bedding in which they grew up.
the

Seen from this fact, what is

difference, from an African point of view, whether this economic

and technical
as

culture, which are

that t.': e most easily detachable flake of a culture is its

economic

of the

development is controlled from Few York, London or Moscow,

long as he believes that it comes to him without its bedding?

What

applies to the economic flake is to some extent also applicable to the

political flake4

This revolutionary situation poses ethical problems

which fire hard to

solve, and in spite of the fact that the Christians

are

in

are

dangerously unprepared for this difficult task.

general politically interested, it remains to be said that they

Seen from this

point Taylor's criticism is certainly right when he says:
are

many

African Christians who have for

the God of the Bible

is the God of

true that the Church

as

a

a

that "there

long tine understood that

politics also.

whole is not

the changing scene of African

1)

7

Yet it remains

exercising the influence

affairs which is required of

Christianity and Politics in Africa:

p.

9,

on

her."3*
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CHAPTER

7.

Summary and Conclusion.

In

our

introduction to

of this thesis to
of the traditional

show and to examine,

we

have

at least in part, the impact

Weltanschauung on the Natives' understanding of

the Christian faith and
to do this

part two we gaid that it is the aim

on

the

practice of the Church.

had, first of all, to analyse fundamental

biblical conceptions and to show the implications

God's self

disclosure in Jesus Christ has for the individual in
and for mankind

becomes
on

a

in general.

the fact that Christ

has

become

This

a

In that

creature his whole life

new

member of

gives him

To he able

a new

man,

through Jesus Christ,

is altered;

is the Lord and that
a

new

it is

now

centred

he, through God's Grace

community which is the body of Christ.

understanding of self, he is

Kairos of God in heart,

particular

and will, and life;

himself to the decision that has

now to

take up the

he should now subject

pleased God and be obedient to

it alone.

Against this Christian understanding of self

istanding of self
on

among

the Heathen ahd

set the under-

showed how it is centred

life, i.e. the continuity and well-being of family, lineage and

tribe, and how this life is conoeived
the

we

we

living and those to

come.

structure

of traditional

cycle Including the dead,

The individual and the community he

lives in is held together in an

all-important continuity.

as a

all-embracing order aiming at this

This understanding underlies the whole
society and creates its own distinctive

pattern of behaviour and its peculiar psychology so foreign to the

3

scientific Western mind.
of

self not

and

It is clear that this understanding

only creates great difficulties for the understanding

acceptance of the biblical message but also is a hindrance to the

understanding of the sacraments.

Due to their traditional, heathen

understanding of history and existence &frican Christians are in
constant

many

danger of misunderstanding the nature of the Church and

of them conceive it

as a

social institution, analogous to

their tribe but endowed with greater power.
becomes

member of the

a

Through baptism one

Church, through the Lord*s Supper and the

setting up of the cross the way ofthe Christian is guaranteed, since
all three work

The

new

ex

operato.

opere

understanding and consciousness of history, which is

included in the Kairos of
of oneself and community.
decision and it puts man
action in the

be the

a

quite new understanding

This becomes the basis for the ethical
in

situation and calls him to

a new

community of his fellowmen.

tojdo the will of God.
not

God, creates also

His life is

The origin of Christian ethics

now

can

new

directed

therefore

reality of the world, not the reality of standards and

values, but only the re^ULty of God and His revelation in Jesus
Christ.

Evil

or

sin, for the Christian, does therefore not consist

in isolated sins,
but

Is

it
a

nor

is for him the

yet in a perverse basic direction of Character,
attempt of man to get along without God, it

wrong relationship with God which has as it© consequence moral

errors

that are to

a

greater or less degree shocking.

For the traditional

good and evil.
which augment

man

the

ontology is the basis and norm of

This ontology Is centred around all the vital powers
or sustain 4-he power

of living of the individual and

3 S"o

his kin.

Prom this ontology good and evil are logically derived.

Anything that is of service to the strengthening or maintenance
of the vital powers

is "good," anything that impoverishes or

destroys them la "evil,"

We have seen

now

this works itself out

in the domain of "imedicine" and witchcraft.

ethical basis is,

if the nature of the Church is misunderstood in

the above mentioned way,
and

is the

reason

carried over into the Christian community

for the

strong legalism we find among the Christians;

it also makes them misunderstand Church

discipline.

Why do they misunderstand the biblical
-the nature of the Church?

language may present
came

This traditional

an

We have asked the

message

and with this

question how far the

insuperable problem of communication and

to the conclusion that,

in principle, the situation in the

Cameroons does not differ from any other part of this world in
that

if

single biblical terms will

never

be understood in amy language

they are isolated from their context, and that these terms will

only be recreated with the whole biblical message by the Holy

Spirit and man's response to it.
Christian does not differ

Christian countries.

The situation of the Cameroonian

fundamentally from ours in the so-called

We too

are

in constant

danger of misunderstand¬

ing and misinterpreting the biblical message.
from them is that
behind

us

have

a

If

situation of

our

gives

look back into

we

own

ancestors

was

our

in

us the

writing on

a

differ

pattern for our thinking

history wa see that the
no

wise different from the

in which the African Christians find themselves

Stone,

we

Christian tradition of many centuriea

which from childhood

and action.

one

we

In what

today.

W. V.

comparison of the "Dark Ages and Twentieth

3n

Century

Africa,"^"

"Christianity for the large majority amounted

says:

to no more than a renunciation of their old Gods in favour of the

trinity*

it had no influence on their morals, and oven their re-

slat ionship

with the Spiritual continued to follow the pattern of

superstition and magic."
of Charlemagne.
to build the

who

Or If

look more closely into the reign

wa

called the father of

is

civitas dei.

and

see

Europe,

2

with his aim

the state of Christendom of those

days we begin to realise something of the difficulties in which
African Christians
into

our

involved.

are

But

we

do not have to dig back

past to understand that Christians are always in danger of

mixing their Heathen past with their Christian beliefs.
who studied the Negroes in Bahia and
ua

how much these former slaves,

the Roman Church for

Rio de Janeiro in 1938

on the

-

Landes^
39 shows

who have been under the teaching of

generations, have carried into their Churches

parts of their West African rites and beliefs.

writing

Ruth

And Bctuard Renner

4.

beliefs in spirits and magical practices of the

people living in the mountainous country of Uri in Switzerland tells
us

things which might

as

well have happened in the Cameroon®.

Examples of syncretism

f
:

found everywhere and the Christian

can be

Church does well in being aware of its constant

danger, and of

(
i

l

remembering Paul's word to the Corinthians "You cannot drink the cup
of the Lord and the cup of

1)

Ibid; p. 128.

2)

1. Wahl:

3)

fhe City of Women.

4)

Goldener Ring Uber Uri.

5)

I. Corinthians 10.

Karl dsr Groase.

21.

5

demons."'

We have seen how much the Roman

3S-Z

Catholic doctrine of the analogia entis, which
of natural life to

illustrate "birth,

supernatural life, comes near to
and

a

view of the nature of the

lian Christians hold.

In fact

the doctrine of the Church

understanding of the sacraments
many

believe that the

in Roman

can

of our Cameroondevelopment of

Catholicism, around which all
be understood as a continuous

of concessions being made by the RooSian dogmaticians to the

Heathen background out of which we have been called
Jesus Cbrlst.

Let

us

remember that

stress is not

laid

on

a

of

the analogy

growth and healing of the

Church, which
we

the other dogmata are built up,

process

an

uses

new

by God through

in the Hew Testament the

great

teaching, a new view of God, a new form

worship, but it is the proclaiming of theevent of God's self-

disclosure in Jesus

Christ, the preaching itself that is the decisive

thing, for it brings to pass that for which the prophets of the Old
Testament waited.
in this
and

Through the preaching of God's mighty breaking-

of God's self-disclosure is brought to its fulfilment

event

through it the Kingdom of God comes.
It may be said that,

has remained

unfortunately, until now Christian Theology

foreign subject to Africans which they copy from their

a

Western teachers,

the missionaries.

But if the biblical

really to be understood and not just to create
the traditional outlook,

a

message

is

varnish, covering

then it has to come to an encounter be-

stween this traditional life and the Christian

Message.

K.A. Buaia.

commenting on the Christian Church in Africa, will be well understood
in this connection.
the Church is

a

He

says:

thin veneer,

of Western culture has made

"In

some

respects the influence of

in other respects the Church as a vehicle
a

very

pronounced impact on Africa.

3^3

What I have to say about the
be

Church

as a

vehicle of culture say

slightly distasteful to those whose primary interest is the

evangelistic work of the Church, but to evaluate in my own country

(Ghana) the benefits of the Church and its real influence
I would give higher marks to its cultural achievements

achievements,"'*'

evangeliatio

on

society,

than to its

The failure to come to a better under¬

standing of the Ministry of the ordained and unordained Churchworkers and of the
and

laity on the one hand and of the Christian ethics

Church-discipline

on the

other has its deepest roots in the

misunderstanding of the nature of the Church.
in principle these are the same

that
in

home Churches.

our

carried out

in Scotland

possession,

we

belong to this
screated by

A similar
or

difficulties as

we

meet them

study to this one could also be

anywhere else. Faith is never our

receive it daily anew.
new

But let us remember

community insofar as

We are only new creatures and
we are

again and again re-

Christ himself.

To be able to give a helping hand in this encounter between
traditional life and the Christian message we must first of all know
as

much

seen,

as

possible about this traditional outlook which, as we have

is not

a

known system of philosophy but is inherent in the

social structure of traditional life.
us

irresponsible

ionalists

or

Seen from here it

to

to send missionaries, whether theologians, educat¬

women-workers to Africa without

having received a basic

training in the findings of 3ocial Anthropology.

1)

seems

Africa in Transition;

p.3.
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Another

important lesson is yet to be learned.

Missionary

enterprise in Africa is so much connected with educational work
that we are
with

a

passage

always in danger of linking up the biblical message

western, scientific, view of the world.

quoted

above,*

Paul, in the

does not deny the existence of idols and

demons but

says:

Mo learned

psychological explanation will help the common African

"Ido not want you to be partners with demons."

Pagan and Christian to overcome his fears and liaisons to these
powers,

whose reality and existence is proved to him daily in his

community.

Only the experience of Christ's redemption in which

these powers

way

round,

sat ood at

have been overcome can help him.

we are

If

we

try it the other

bound to be misunderstood, or better, not under-

all!

The Church is not the
in traditional Africa?

Culture, have such

only agent which brought about changes

the other agents,

or

flakes of Western

telling effect on the traditional society, that

a

they naturally also have a strong effect on thought and practice of
the Christian Church.

2

We have tried to

show the

impact of these

main agents and the

individualising effect they have on Africans,

mainly the educated

ones.

sal

On the other hand the grip the tradition-

society has on the individual is still strong and we could even

1)

I. Corinthians 10. 14-22.

2)

We should not have part in what Max (fluckman calls rightly "The
European failure to realise that"Africans and other primitive
people are today so deeply involved in our social system that
they are #oved py the political forces which are at work
around

us

at

home."

The Institutions of Primitive

Society?

p.

80.
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speak of an adaptation of the tribal system to the modern conditions
of life.

It is important to .realise that the encounter does not take

place between two agents, the traditional society and Christianity,
only, but that the third agent, the secularised cultural elements
in their various forms

Western

Cameroons

the
J

ration and

we

have

In
and

wa

seen

how this

situation of change,

area

the traditional

have

seen

the many

But

a vory

disinieg~

strong impact

Church.

our

Church life.

In the chapters

Family and on the Presbyterian Church in

searching for new forms is having

the life of the

on

welcomed or superimposed from the

World, is becoming increasingly important.

Home Youth and the

on

being

we

family has usually been polygamous

difficulties arising out of this fact in

think that the

general trend is towards monogamy.

Unfortunately monogamy is increasingly becoming a social rather than
a

spiritual ideal.

her life together
more

The younger, educated, woman expects more from
with her husband and therefore marriage becomes

exclusive and leaves

no

room

for

a

second wife.

The extended

family in the Cameroons has usually been a source of security and
/Sprrafli s-w

stability for the individual
where they and their
and their
known.

as

well

as

for the society.

People knew

family had their place in the structure of society

duties, obligations and privileges were well defined and

But families begin to move away

from their traditional homes

following the various opportunities of making their living.

By this

naturally the small family as we know it in the Western world,
comes

into

being.

There may be, as the Report of an International

3S&

Ecumenical Study Conference

saya,^

"new opportunities in the

family for a richer and fuller family life and for greater

small

individuality, for closer partnership, a fuller intellectual life,
higher standards of living and better health.
these

heights

new

can

be attained, there are strains and difficulties

Husband and wife may he drawn further apart,

to he overcome.

children may receive less attention,
made

the

and close relations may be

impossible by the demands of Industrial life."

"The

home may

members of the

become more insecure and unstable for all the

family."

When discussing the problems
up

But often before

of Church discipline

we came

against the astonishing fact that usually Christians come under

Church

discipline for taking part in pagan religious activities,

adultery, polygamy and for not paying their church contribution only.
All the four points pose new

ethical problems for a man becoming a

Christian.

But all the other points of ethical

with in the

traditional way.

traditional society still
about the right

This shows us how strong the hold of

is and at the same time poses the question

stand of the Christian Church towards the traditional

cultural heritage.
some

of the tribal

We have seen that it is not possible to take

practices over into the Christian community,

whereas others would not

in any case

he acceptable.

lose their meaning if they are removed
context.

behaviour are dealt

As shown

on

These practices

out of their traditional

the example of the way the

traditional African

society pays honour to old people and provides for their needs within
the

family circle.

upon to care

1)

Certainly the Christian community is called

for the old people, but she is not to do it because

Dilemmas and Opportunities; p.

21.
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this is

old tradition in society,

an

which

as we

have seen may

change, but in obedience to God's commandment of love.
basis

for

care

counts not

field of

our

old

ethical behaviour,

ones

as

it

an
Is

We repeat it

the individual

to think of an

evolution of tribal

The Christian community, like

Christian, is time and again called to find

standards for her life and to hafce her old ones

in the light
If the

among

a^ain that it is as

evolution of tribal practices into

philosophy into Christian belief.

forms and

This

people again becomes meaningful.

only for our old people but applies to the whole wide

impossible to think of
Christian

On this

new

judged

of God's Word and Spirit,

impact of traditional Weltanschauung is still strong

the Christians and the nature of the Church is accordingly

misunderstood, then it is not astonishing that the traditional
structure

of society

should also have its impact upon Church life.

We showed how much the
and

relationship between Pastors and Catechists

Church-elders tends to be

one

of Chief

-

Sub-chief

-

Quarter-

Jhead and how strong the influence of tribalism may be in that
causes

divisions among

Christians and it ties those who

to their traditional home and
the

impact of traditional life

congregation.
on

If

we

go

it

abroad

said above that

the Church makes itself strongly

felt, then there is included in this statement not only a negative
observation but also
all

&

positive one.

Namely that the Church in

its weakness is living among the people in the

has not avoided

involvement by

Cameroons and

insulating itself from society, but

3

keeps her doors open for everybody and in doing this has not
become

self-contained sect,

a

Political and technical
and

the Church is

she have

men

ordained and
necessary

equipped to meet the situation?

done in the field

evangelism.

Men,

influence, which is required of the Church, on the

situation of

of the African

Social

of training and

Much

unordained, must be trained and provided with the

changing scene of Africa.
the

Does

guide in all these changes.

knowledge and spiritual authority to enable them to

exercise the

and

development are changing the Cameroons

called to be a

well enough

remains to be

cut off from the community.

The relation of Christianity to culture

change is to be carefully rethought in terms

situation.

Study materials provided by Sociology,

Anthropology and Religious Science will be of great help.

But, above all, clear theological insight will enable us to di¬
stinguish between essentials and non-essentials, and help us to
build up a new community in which
When the
the truth

Spirit of truth
John 16.

life will be meaningful.

comes,

13.

he will guide you into all

sf

JS"?

Glossary of main Duala Words occurin^
in the Text.

bedimo

ancestor

spirits

61, 68, 69, 87.
Ill, 114, 116,
118.

bema

marriage payment

57, 225.

bonda

to

77

bwanga

medicine.

100, 101, 102,
103, 184, 200.

dese. bedimo

feasting of the ancestors

69

diba

marriage

83, 84, 240.

dibala

offering place

60, 69, 148.

dibua dindeme

funeral rites

91, 171, 172.

iaango

secret

72, 79, 80, 178,
183, 184.

kwedi

death*

61, 68, 88, 173.

lemba

wit chcraft

95

loba

God

114,

mandem

God

113, 114, 116.

mbia

lineage

54.

mboa

house

61, 63.

modi

moon

76, 77, 193.

mot1a bwanga

medicine

mot*a

magician

109

mulemba

witch

95, 192.

mulondedi

man

mulopo

head, mask

ngarabi

form, create.

society

man

filled with power

117, 120, 189.

100, 101,

??6,9!bo102°i'4.101'
72, 111.

3 Go

mulopo

head, mask

72, 111.

muna

child

54, 88

mundi

town, village

61.

118.

63, 68, 116,

musango

peace

72, 200.

musoso

expiation discussion

70, 145, 164, 200.

rautudu

elder

60, 63, 86, 176,
207, 290.

mwemba

age

Aango

mother, wife

54,

Aambe

God

114, 116, 120.

Ajj kwa

to undergo the ordeal

65, 66, 95, 200.

Ao_ male

to make

67.

obase

God

113, 114, 116.

sanga

to become white, clean

72, 120, 157, 188,
189.

sango

father

63, 80.

set

a

covenant

54,

58, 61, 63, 88.

63, 116, 170,

173.
funeral rites

89, 172.

songo

grave

90, 145.

t£po, besa

public discussion

66, 200.

sasa

kwedi
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The Smaller Native Court Areas and
Tribal'Areas and those consisting
of two or more detached portions are
indicated by numbers thus
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